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The Self A wahened 



The Philosophy of the Age 

Irs promise of freedom from many-sided dogma, its abandonment of 
the claim to sec the world from the stars, its embrace of the awkward 
situation of the human agent, stru!!,gling against the institutional and 
conceptual structures that shackle him, its offer to help him loosen and 

rein\'ent these structures so that he may become greater and more \'ital 
as well as less deluded-none of this would ha\'c been enough to make 

pragmatism what it is today: the philosophy of the age. 
Pragmatism has become the philosophy of the age by shrinking. In 

the hands of many of its rntarics, it has been turned into another \'Cr
sion of senility masquerading as wisdom. They think they ha\'c grown 
up. In fact, they ha\'c fallen down. As we ha\'e lost confidence in 
large projects, whether of theory or of politics, we ha\'e been taught 

how to li\'c without them rather than how to rcco\'er and remake 
them in other, more promising forms. This doctrine of shrinkage. of 
retreat to more defensible lines, of standing and waiting, of singing in 
our chains, is the dominant philosophy of our time, expressed in the 

writings of professors as well as in the climate of educated public dis
cussion. And many of its most influential formulations use the label 
"pragmatism. tt 

This book is not about how to read James or Dewey, Heidc!!,ger or 
Wittgenstein. However, it starts from the premise that certain tenden
cies in the ernlution of the most general ideas a\'ailable to us
tendencies often described as pragmatism-ha\'e been emasculated, 



2 The Philosophy of the Age 

philosophically as well as politically, and in this way made more pal

atable and less useful. It is never too late to change course. I offer 
here both an argument for why to do so and a proposal for how to 

do so. The point is not to rescue pragmatism; it is to represent and 
raise up our humanity. Imagination and hope will be our twin guides. 
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Rejected Options 

\Ve awake in a particular world: not just the natural world we inhabit 

but the world of the institutions and practices, including the discursi\·e 
practices, that hold sway around us. For better or worse, these practices 
stand between us and the absolute frame of reference, the \'iew from 
above, from the vantage point of the stars. 

However, we always experience ourscl\'es, both as indi\'iduals and in 
concert with others, as sources of initiati\'es that may resist the estab

lished structures of organization and belief. What should be our attitude 
to such structures of established organization and common belief? 

Should we surrender to them and try to make the best of them, ex

ploiting, however we can and by such light as they themscl\'es pro\'ide, 
their hidden possibilities of transformation? Or should we seek to es
tablish a position from which to pass judgment on them? 

No question comes more naturally when we think free (if only a little 

bit) from the pursuit of immediate goals in an immediate context. No 
question comes more naturally because to think at some distance from 
the pressures of urgent action is already to act as if our relation to the 
structures we find around us were open to some form of resistance, as 
if we could distinguish between them and us and ask what to do about 
them. The answers that ha\'e been given to this question in the history 
of philosophy fall into a small number of alternatives. There ha\'e been 
four main options. 

The first option has been belief in access to the truer, deeper order 
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hidden far beyond the established structures of society and culture, 

beyond even common belief and perception. This higher order is both 

fact and value: at once the innermost core of reality and the source from 

which alone an imperative to live one's life in a particular way can result. 

All else is shadmvy convention or illusion. 

The access to this higher reality requires a break. This break must 

ordinarily be precipitated by some heartbreak, undermining our at

tachment to the world of shadows and opening the way for our ascent 

to the vision of the real situation. 
Once we gain access to this higher reality through the appropriate 

itinerary of self-subversion and reorientation, we possess a standard by 

which to judge the established structures, bringing them into con

formity with the pattern lying beyond. The characteristic product of 

this reformation is a parallel and reciprocal ordering of society and of 

the self: each force within society and within the self assumes its proper 

place. 

In the history of Western philosophy, we associate this orientation 

most strongly with Plato. In fact, it has been the dominant form of 

philosophical ambition throughout much of world history. Many of 
those who have announced the end of the quest for the hidden, 

standard-setting reality have merely continued it under other names. 

No wonder they have habitually relied on the same structure of dis

appointment and conversion that has played so central a role in the 

,·iews they profess to repudiate. 

The characteristic claims made by this first tendency in the world 

history of philosophy come up short against a double objection. They 
demand that we dC\·alue the reality and the authority of established 

practices and beliefs on the basis of someone's ideas: the speculative 

proposals of a particular philosophical teacher. They require that we 
change our li,·es and our societies out of a speculative com·iction 

without ha,·ing before us any detailed understanding of transformative 
constraint and transformative opportunity. 

A second option has been to abandon the quest for the deeper. ca
nonical reality in favor of a retreat into the human world: our central 
experiences of understanding the world, satisfying one another and 

-.&3M& 



hoping for happiness. Such experiences rest on certain presuppositions. 

without which we could not make sense of understanding. of obliga
tion, or of hope for happiness. Ha\'ing inferred these presuppositions 

of our humanity from our experience, we can then use them to judge 

and to reshape this experience. The system of the presuppositions re

mains invariant and pro\'idcs the pcrspccti\'e from which to conf wnt 

established institutions, practices, and beliefs and to reform them. 

\Ve identify this route of philosophical thinking with Kant. It has 

nc\'crthcless had many other expressions in the history of Western and 

non-\Vcstcm philosophy. Its preliminary decisi\'e mo\'e-one it shares 

with pragmatism-is the abandonment of the pcrspccti\'e of the stars: 
, man is the measure; we ha\'c no other. It has not, howe\'er. succeeded 

in its attempt to separate the unchanging presuppositions from the \'ar

iable historical material they inform: the stuff of the real societies and 

cultures in which we live. Either these presuppositions ha\'e too much 

content to be changeless, or they have too little content to guide our 

individual and collective actions. \Ve can no more separate our \'icws 

of the sources of moral and social obligation from the content of our 

personal and social ideals than we can disentangle the modal categories 

of possibility and necessity from the substance of our cosmological be
liefs. 

The idea of the changeless and standard-setting framework turns out 

to be yet another version of the attempt to sec with the eyes of God, 

even if it is ourselves we sec with these eyes. Paradoxically, it denies 

precisely what is most godlike about our ability little by little to rethink 

and remake each feature of our situation, including those features we 

had been tempted to list among the unchanging assumptions. \Ve arc 

more historical beings than this doctrine is willing to allow. 

From this realization arises the third of the major intellectual options 

presented to us by the history of our ideas and attitudes about the 
institutional and conceptual structures we find established around us. 

According to this approach, such structures represent incidents in a 

history: the history of our individual and collecti\'c self-construction. 

They exemplify types of consciousness or of social and economic or

ganization. Law-like forces dri\'C forward the success of these systems 
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of organization or consciousness. The history of the succession, cul

minating in a final resolution of contradictions or a final fulfillment of 

humanity, provides the sole standard from which we can judge our 

institutions and our cultures. Only the imagination of the whole suc

cession and the presentiment of its final end provide us with the higher 

knowledge with which to sec through our immediate circumstances by 

placing them in this larger and definitive context. 

This is the option that we find realized in the philosophy of Hegel 

as well as in many of the ambitious social theories of the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries. It is a paradoxical enterprise. We arouse the 

transformativc imagination and will by placing history on their side. 

Then we put them back to sleep by suggesting that a predetermined 

history docs their work for them. Theory claims privileged insight by 

looking back from the vantage point of the anticipated end and by 

distancing itself from the troubled, dangerous perspective of the agent. 

A fourth option-a shrunken pragmatism-is simply to abandon the 

attempt to find above or beyond the societies and cultures with which 

we arc engaged a place from which to judge their institutions, practices, 

and discourses. All we have is the world such as we experience it, \\ith 

such enlargement of our experience as memory and imagination arc 
able to provide. \Ve decide which parts of our experience have the 

greatest value and which deserve to be sloughed off. And in the persis

tence of conflicting forces and contrasting tendencies we find oppor
ttmities for transformation in the midst of constraint. 

An implication of this point of view is to deny us guidance about 

what direction to take for our projects of challenge and change. All we 
can do is to follow the promptings of what we consider to be our better 

sch-cs or the thrust of what we know to be our strongest desires. \Vhat 

is it that we think we sec when ,,·c sec beyond the arrangements estab

lished and the beliefs enacted around us? Arc we deluded to believe 

that we can occasionally tum the tables on the worlds in which we find 

ourselves? 

A further consequence of this position is to exclude the possibility 

that we might be able to transfon11 the character of our relation to the 

social and cultural worlds we inhabit rather than just to change, little 
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by little, the content of the arrangements and beliefs that comprise 

them. It is a mistaken view. Institutions and ideologies arc not like 

natural objects, forcing themsch·cs on our consciousness with insistent 

force and reminding us that we ha\'c been born into a world that is not 

our own. They arc nothing but frozen will and interrupted conflict: the 

residue crystallized out of the suspension or containment of our strug

gles. 

Consequently, the structures of society and culture nc\'cr exist uni\'

ocally. in just one way, with just one degree of force. They exist more 

or less, in degrees. They may be so arranged as to bar themselves as 

much as possible against challenge and change. We shall then experi

ence a lengthening of the distance between the ordinary 1110\'CS we make 

within the established framework and the exceptional mo\'CS by which 

we change it. The result will be to naturalize the social and cultural 

setting of our lives and to place the transformati\'c will and imagination 

under a spell. 

Altcmati\'cly, howc\'cr, our societies and cultures may he so arranged 

as to facilitate and to organize their own piecemeal, experimental rc

\·ision. \Ve then shorten the distance between routine mo\'CS within a 

framework and exceptional mo\'CS about the framework; we experience 

the latter as a direct and frequent extension of the former. As a result, 

we dcnaturalize society and culture: we unfreeze them. It is as if, in the 

physical world, a rise of temperature were to begin to melt down the 

stark distinctions among things. returning them to the indistinct !low 

from which they came. To the extent we mo\'c in this direction, the 

facts of society and culture cease to present themscl\'CS to our con

sciousness as an inescapable fate. 

This is no mere spcculati\'c contrast. Our most powerful interests 
tum out to be engaged in this dcnaturalization of society and culture, 

in this radicalization of experimentalism, in this turn from fate to in

vention: our material interest in practical economic and technological 

progress, our moral and political interest in the emancipation of indi

viduals from stultified social hierarchies and divisions and stereotyped 

social roles, and our spiritual interest in being able to engage with a 

world-wholeheartedly though not single-mindedly-without ha\'ing 
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to surrender to it. The philosophy we need-a radicalized pragma

tism-is the theory of this tum; it presents us with a way of approaching 

our situation, both in general and in particular, that informs this attack 

on fate and fatef ulncss. It is the operational ideology of this sub\·ersive 

and constructive practice. Yet this fourth option provides us with no 

way to understand the circumstances or the capabilities that can make 

sense of such a reorientation. 

The four positions I have described are positions about society and 

culture. They regard the immediate human theater of action rather than 

the nonhuman setting of our lh·es: our place in nature. Their subject is 

the variety of grounds on which we may resist and transform this 

human world, or abandon resistance and relinquish transformation. 

\Ve arc accustomed to imagine the immediate context of human life 

in society and culture as a little place within a big world-nature, the 

universe, being. What we think of that world, and what we think of 

our thinking about it, seem, according to this habit, to be what matters 

most in the definition of a philosophical position. Thinking about us 

and about our relation to the man-made constructs seems a mere side

show. 

It is not. \Ve and our actions arc the beginning; the rest is the rest. 

Our most constant and powcrf ul yearnings and interests have to do 

with oursekcs and with our relation to one another. Our perceptual 

and cognitive equipment is built on a scale suited to operate within the 

limited hori::on of human action. It is only by force of disappointment 
with this nearby, human world that we contri\'e and pretend to \·iew it 

from a godlike distance. And it is only by crazed ambition, perpetually 
arising from entrenched fcamrcs of our situation, that we set our sights 

on distant objects. 

If we arc to become freer, including freer thus to scan reality as a 

whole, escaping the confines of our more immediate world, we can do 

so only by gaining greater freedom of insight and action in this world. 

This fact justifies a classification of philosophical positions that distin

guishes them from one another by their implications for politics: that 

is to say, for the remaking of society and culture. 

The \'iew I de\'clop here is one that begins in dissatisfaction with the 



four positions I have described. The future of our most general ideas 
lies in the intransigent radicalization of this discontent-to an extent 

and in a direction that the dominant orthodoxies of contemporary 

thought in the social sciences and the humanities as well as in phill1s
ophy are unwilling to tolerate. 
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The Perennial Philosophy 
and Its Enemy 

Consider the work of a radicalized pragmatism from a standpoint that 

is at once more simple and more general than the perspective of the 
preceding pages. The criterion of classification of philosophical posi

tions here is no longer the attitude toward the basic arrangements of a 
society and a culture. It is the attitude toward the reality and the au
thority of difference: differences among things and among people. 

In the world history of philosophy there has been a dominant view: 

in fact, so dominant that it alone deserves a label coined by Leibniz
the perennial philosophy. Yet this view has been rejected with ever 
increasing ferYor by the major voices of philosophy in the West. For 
the most part, the philosophy of the \Vest has been in dissent from a 

conception that has prevailed, outside the \Vest, in many traditions of 

thought. This Western dissent has yet to find a secure basis because it 

has never pushed its rebellion against the dominant \'iew far enough. 
One way to define the task of a radicalized pragmatism is to sar that it 

is the radicali::ation of this dissent. 

The dominant and the dissident views arc defined by their meta
physical conceptions-in particular their understanding of the reality 
of change and distinction such as we encounter them in the phenom
enal world. Each of them also implies a distinct approach to the prob
lems of politics and morals. In this sense, the set of intellectual options 
explored in the following pages contains within itself, as a part of a 
larger whole, the altcmati\·e positions about social and cultural order 
discussed in the preceding pages. 
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A single doctrine about difference and being has pre\'ailed in tht· 

world history of thought. According to this hegemonic \'iew, the man

ifest world of distinction and change is an illusion. or if 1101 simply an 

illusion, then a shallow and ephemeral expression of a more real unity 

of being. The manifold within which C\'crything seems Ill be what it is 

and to be different from c\'crything else is not the ultimate reality. The 

illusory character or the superficial nature of difference in the manifold 

applies as well to the differences of greatest and most urgent significance 

to us: the differences among persons. The perennial philosophy dis

misses these differences as misleading. 

Ultimate reality is a single force-energy, spirit, being-that appears 

to us under the disguise of division, difference, and distinction. How

ever, such separations, culminating in the individuality of persons. 

arc-if not illusory-epiphenomena!. They report how we ordinarily 

meet and perceive the world, not how the world really is. At best, they 

arc transitory and superficial. They fail to cut down 10 the roots of being. 

Insofar as we represent the world in the form of this differentiated 

manifold, we do not grasp it for what it ultimately is: a unity prior to 

all difference. And insofar as our cravings remain engaged in this realm 

of distinction and difference, we arc condemned to disappoi111mc111 and 

suffering. On the one hand, we find ourscl\'cs imprisoned in the body, 

in its pain and its slow ruin. On the other hand, we arc forced to choose 

at c\'ery tum between frustration and boredom. When we momc111arily 

escape the pressure of unmet desire, we find ourscl\'eS e111rapped in 

situations that fail to do justice to our powers. 
According to the perennial philosophy, insight into reality enables 

us to free our minds and wills from the tyranny of illusory or superficial 

distinction and change, and from the falsehoods, misdirections, and 

disappointments to which this tyranny subjects us. \Ve participate in 

the attributes of di\·inity-impersonal and ultimate reality: unity, sclf

containment, and inaction. This reality lies beyond time as well as dif

ference. It is an eternal present to which our causal judgments, predi

cated as they are on temporal sequence, fail to apply. 

One version of this perennial philosophy differs from another in its 

account of the relation between fundamental being and apparent dif

ference. Some versions represent the latter as insubstantial illusion. 
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Others attribute to it a lesser but shallow and short-lived reality. These 

in tum vary in their picture of the genesis of passing difference out of 
a single and permanent being. 

The attempt to free both the imagination and the will from the stran

glehold of manifest difference points toward a particular solution to the 
problems of existence. The solution is the imitation of impersonal di

vinity ;md the mastery of its attributes of inactivity and indifference, 

freed from all restlessness. If the goal is absorption in ultimate reality 
beyond superficial and ephemeral difference and therefore beyond the 

limits of the body and of its situation in social space and historical time, 
then the mark of success is serenity. We can become happy by making 

ourselves indifferent to the disappointments and sufferings that result 

from our entanglement in the world of shadowy difference and insub
stantial change. 

We achieve such happiness through enlightenment about the true 

character of the relation between ultimate and universal spirit and the 
apparent, differentiated manifold. By virtue of such enlightenment, we 

share in divinity and escape the prison houses of our physical and social 
embodiment. Art, because it represents the world to us free from the 

shackles of desire and repulsion, may provide us with a foretaste of 
such enlightenment and such happiness. 

This perennial philosophy, and the ideal of happiness through in
vulnerability that it helps support, enjoy their appeal because they re
spond to some of the basic contradictions of human existence. \Ve all 
have an experience of consciousness, which is also an experience of 
infinity. \Ve understand particular events and states of affairs by 

grasping them as instances of repeatable types or general ideas; thus 

even our insight into the particular refers implicitly to a horizon 

stretching indefinitely beyond it. 
Even in our most accomplished exercises of analysis, as in mathe

matics and logic, we can never reduce our insights to ideas that can be 

justified and generated by a closed set of axioms; our powers of insight 
outreach our capacities of proof. Our ability to master language is char
acteri::ed by a recursive ability-a power to string words and phrases 
together in endless bm significant combinations-a power to which 
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linguists have given the name "discrete infinity." In the life of desire. 

we find at every tum that our most intense longings. attachments. and 
addictions constantly transcend their immediate objects. \Ve ask of one 

another more than any person can give another: not just respect. ad

miration, or love, but some reliable sign that there is a place for us in 

the world. And we pursue particular material objects and satisfactions 

with a zeal that they cannot and, in the end, do not sustain. Having 

relentlessly pursued these objects, we tum away from them. in disap

pointment and discontent, as soon as they arc within our grasp. Only 

the beyond ultimately concerns us. 
The sense of a permanent power of transcendence over all limits

of openness to the infinite-is thus inseparable from the experience of 

consciousness. However, this sense is countered by two other circum

stances that work together to shape our experience: the anticipation of 

death and the impenetrability of existence. If on the one hand we were 

immortal, though unable to decipher the meaning of our existence, or 

at least its place in the history of the universe. the mysteriousness of 

our li\·es would lose some of its terror. There would always be for each 

of us a tomorrow, another chance either to discover part of the truth 

of our situation or to console ourselves. through some diversion. for 

the inaccessibility of that truth. If, on the other hand, although doomed 

as we are, we understood why the world exists and why we have in it 

the place we do, we would enjoy access to a source of direction. I low

ever limited in scope and indeterminate in implication, that guidance 
would nevertheless be reliable in authority. 

\Ve cannot, however, count on either of these two varieties of relief. 

On the contrary, the inescapability of death and the mysteriousness of 

existence immeasurably increase each other's terrors. closing every exit 

to escape or solace. Together, they impart to our li\·es the character of 

a headlong rush, from one enigma to another, seemingly endless and 
open at the start, then startlingly brief when reviewed in memory to

ward the end. Everything in this combination of mortality and impen

etrability underlines our imprisonment within the all too finite partic
ulars of the decaying body and of our accidental place in society and 
in history. 
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This experience of imprisonment belies the impulse of transcendence 

intrinsic to consciousness and characteristic of all our activities of in

quil)'. speech, and desire. The perennial philosophy draws its inspira

tion from the urge to confront this intolerable contrast between the 

transcending impulse of consciousness and our entrapment in mortality 

and mys tel)'. The nature of its response is to redefine our situation so 
as to reassert, in the presence of circumstances that seem to deny them, 

the prerogatives of context-transcending spirit. 
The perennial philosophy docs so, however, only by also denying 

the ultimate reality of the perceptions of distinction and change that 

determine our picture of the world and of life in society. This denial 
turns out to exact a cost more terrible than the sufferings from which 
it would delin:r us. 

The relation of this philosophy of impersonal and timeless being to 
the practical concerns of moral and political thought is loose but pow
erful. If the perennial philosophy is, in the world history of thought 
outside the \Vest, the predominant metaphysic, a particular view of the 

parallelism of moral and political order has also been the leading for
mula of political and moral theory throughout that history. According 

to this \·icw. the well-ordered society is one in which each group oc
cupies its pbce and performs its role within a predetermined di\ision 
of labor. Some nilc and think; others fight; others buy and sell; others 

yet till and reap. The social hierarchy reflects, and must be reflected by, 

a moral hierarchy-an ordering of the faculties of the soul: reason or 
spirit on:r will; will over appetite. 

Disorder in socict}' and disorder in the soul feed on each other. They 
have the same character: transgression or confusion of the specialized 
moral and social roles on which right depends. The external order of 
society and the internal order of personality reinforce each other; each 
begins to fall apart if unsupported by the other. Disorder, beginning in 

one of the two halves. soon spreads to the other half. 
The connection of the perennial philosophy with this doctrine of 

hierarchical order in soul and society is not immediately apparent. 
�lorcoYCr, ;:ihhough the two sets of dews-the metaphysical and the 

practical-ha\·e sometimes been formulated by the same philosophers, 
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they ha,·e much more often been put forward by different thinkers and 
different schools of thought. However, even when living separate li,-cs. 

the two bodies of belief have regularly coexisted in a broad range of 

ci,·ilizations and historical periods. Everything happens as if, despite 

their seeming distance and even contradiction to each other, they were 

in fact allied. What is the meaning of this working partnership between 

partners with such widely differing motives, ambitions, and tenets? 

The world may be strife and illusion, but its troubles, sufferings, and 

dangers do not dissipate simply because they have been denied solid it)' 
and value. Once devalued, the world-especially the social world

must still be managed. We must prevent the worst from happening. 

Those who can apprehend the truth of the situation, divining ultimate 

being under the shadows of mendacious difference, and permanence 

under the appearance of change, arc a happy few. Their withdrawal 

from social responsibility in the name of an ethic of contemplative se
renity, inaction, and absorption into the reality of the One fails to solve 

the practical problems of social order. On the contrary, such a retreat 

threatens to leave a disaster in its wake: the calamity of a vacuum of 

initiative and belief. Into this vacuum steps the doctrine of hierarchical 
specialization in soul and society. 

Seen through the sharp and selective lens of the perennial philos

ophy, this doctrine may be no more than a holding operation, as in

exorable in its claims on those who must govern society as it is ground

less in its metaphysical justification. There is then no surprise in seeing 

it most often represented by traditions of thought different from those 
that have adhered to the perennial philosophy. 

Some in the world history of thought, however, have claimed to 

discern a more intimate connection between the doctrine of order and 

the perennial philosophy. If ultimate reality is spirit residing in all the 

apparent particulars, and most especially in living beings, then identi

fication with universal spirit creates as well a basis for uni\Trsal soli

darity or compassion. The same compassion can then reappear in a 

commanding place among the highest faculties of the soul. It can 

therefore also be most closely identified with rulers and priests. The 
bonds of reciprocity, of mutual allegiance and devotion, among supe-
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riors and subalterns as well as among equals, can be founded on the 

expression and the worship of universal spirit, manifest among us as 

compassion and solidarity. 

It is a belief we find articulated in philosophical and religious teach

ings as different as those of Buddha and Confucius. It reappears in that 

uniquely relentless Western statement of the otherwise un-\Vestem in

st;mcc of the perennial philosophy-the teaching of Schopenhauer·. 

This belief turns the doctrine of social and moral order into something 

more than an effort to contain calamity and savagery in this vale of tears 

and 11lusions: into a concerted effort to soften the terror of social life, 

shortening the distance between ultimate being and everyday experi

ence. 

The perennial philosophy suffers from both a cognitive and an ex

istential defect. The forn1er is manifest in its vision of the world, and 

the latter. in its quest for happiness through serenity, and for serenity 

through inntlnerability and distance. 

Its cogniti\'e !law is its failure to recognize how completely and ir
reparably we arc in fact embodied and situated. Not only our sufferings 

and our joys but also our prospects of action and discovery are engaged 

111 the reality and the transformation of difference: the differences 

among phenomena and among people. To understand a state of affairs, 

whether in nature or in science. is to grasp what it might become as it 

IS subject to different directions and varieties of pressure. Our imagi

natilm of these next steps-of these metamorphoses of reality-is the 

md1spensahlc sign of advance in insight. When we deny the reality

at least the ultimate reality-of differences, we sever the vital link be
tween insight into the real and imagined or experienced transformation. 

The existential failing of the perennial philosophy is the re\'enge of 
this denied and unchained reality against the hope that we would be

Cl)l11e freer and happier if onlr we could sec through the illusions of 

ch;mge and distinction. The point of seeing through these illusions is 

supposed to he greater freedom on the basis of truer understanding. 

llowe\"er. the consequence of the required denial of the reality of 

p:trticulars may be the irl\"ersc of the liberation it promises. Ha\·ing 

declared independence in the mind and ceased war against the realities 
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around us, we find oursel\'es confined within a narrowing space. In the 

name of freedom, we become more dependent and more cnsla\'cd. 

\Ve may cast on oursel\'es a spell temporarily to quiet our restless 

stri\'ing. However, in so doing we deny oursel\'cs instrumems with 

which 10 explore the real world. \Ve forego the means by which to sec 

how e\'erything in it can become something else when placed under 

resistance. By the same token, \Ve lose the tools with which to 

strengthen our practical powers. \Ve become cranks, sla\'CS, and fan

tasists under the pretext of becoming free men and women. It is true 

that there will always be moments when we can transport oursel\'cs. 

through such self-incantation, into a realm in which the particulars of 

the world and of the body, to which we have denied ultimate reality, 
cease to burden us. However, we cannot liYC in such a world: our 

moments of supposed liberation cannot survi\'e the routines and re
sponsibilities of practical life. 

The alliance of the perennial philosophy with the practical doctrine 

of hierarchical specialization in soul and society has been the predom

inant position in the world history of speculati\'e thought. l!s major 

opponent has been a direction of thinking that, though exceptional in 

the context of world history, has long been the chief view in Western 
philosophy. The expression of this view in philosophical texts, however, 

is secondary to its broader articulation in religion, li1cra1urc, and art. It 

is not merely the artifact of a tradition of speculati\'e theorizing: ii is 

the mainstay of a civilization, though a mainstay that represents a radical 

and uncompromising de\'iation from what has elsewhere been the dom
inant conception. Today this de\'iation has become the common pos

session of humanity thanks to the global propagation of its ideas by 

both high and popular Western culture. Its assumptions nc\'crthclcss 

remain inexplicit and its relation to the representation of nature in sci

ence unclear. To render this Western dc\·iation from the perennial phi

losophy both perspicuous and uncompromising is a major part of the 
work of a radicalized pragmatism. 

The hallmark of the deviation is belief in the reality of time as well 

as in the reality of the differences around which our experience is or

ganized: in the first instance, the reality of the indi\'idual person and of 
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d11fcrcnccs among persons; in the second, the discrete structure of the 

world we pcrcci\'e and inhabit. It is the view of individual personality 
that 1s most central to this belief system; everything else follows as a 
nimcqucnce. 

Thl' mdi\'idual, his character, and his fate are for real. Each individual 
1s different [rorn e\'cry other individual who has ever lived or who will 

ever \1w. :\ human life is a dramatic and irreversible movement from 
h1rth 111 death, surrounded hy mystery and overshadowed by chance. 

\\'h.11 mdt\'iduals can do with their lives depends on the way society 
t'> org.1m:cd and on their place within the social order, as well as on 
.1ducwmcn1 and luck. What happens in biographical time turns in large 

p.trt on what happens in historical time. For this reason alone, history
b .1 <,(l'tlc llf dccisi\'e action, and everything that takes place in it is, like
md1\'1dualtty itself. for real, not an illusory or distracting epiphenom
l'rwn ,,lN:unng a timeless reality. History is not cyclical but rather re
�·mhks md1vidual life in being unilinear and irreversible. The institu
t101b and the beliefs we develop in historical time may expand or
d1mm1sh the hfe chances of the individual, including his relative power
111 rh.1lkngc and d1ange them in the course of his activities.

The rcal11y l,f difference and of transformation, rooted in the basic 
f.Kts l,[ md1vidual experience, then becomes the model on which we

sec .md nlllf ront the whole world. Nothing is more crucial to the def
mtt111n ll[ such an approach to the world than its way of representing
the rd.11wn between its view of humanity and its view of nature. This
rcprcscnt.uwn 1s subject to three related misstatements that narrow the
rc.1ch and we;tken the force of the alternative it offers to the perennial
ph1h1�11phy. In the process of critici:ing and rejecting these alternatives,
wc r,,mt· to sec more clearly just what is at stake in the advancement
,,r this ;1\tcm;l11,·c conception. �!any of the most influential positions in
the h1Stl1f)· l1f \\'estem philosophy-including the urejccted options�
d1:-<..·us�·d m the prc,·il1us section-represent variations on qualified and
m.1tkqu.1tl' n:rswrb of the altcmati\'c.

I pr,1pl1SC tl, call these misstatements of the Western rebellion against
till· p .. :rcnn1al phtllisophy phenomenalism, naturalism, and democratic 
pcrkcu,1111.sm. Phcnomcnalism and naturalism ha\'e appeared in other 
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settings as vanations on recurrent postt1ons in the history of meta
physics, without regard to the contest between the perennial philosophy 
and its enemy. Democratic perfectionism is a modern heresy, making 
sense only against the background of the Western apostasy. 

The simplest misdirection-and the one easiest to dispose of-is 
phcnomenalism. By phenomenalism I mean the belief that the manifest 
distinctions in the world, such as we pcrcci\'c them, arc for real: thcr 
represent the reality on which we arc most entitled to rely. Phcnomc

nalism would be defensible only if we had godlike powers and could 

legitimately identify the differences we percei\'c with the distinctions 
that in fact exist. 

Our perceptual apparatus is \'cry limited; it is built on the scale of 

the actions an organism like ours, unaided by tools that magnify its 

powers and broaden the theater of its acti\'itics, might undertake. \\'c 

can outreach this apparatus by building instntmcnts and machines

the tools of science-and by placing our interpreted perceptions under 

the light of alternative theories. \Ve can understand the differences that 

make up the world only by passing through the differences we pcrcci,·c. 
These perceived differences, howc\'cr, arc not reality; they arc only our 

first gateway to reality. Phcnomcnalism would award us by stipulation 

the insight we can achieve only by effort, tentati\'cly, fallibly, and cu

mulatively. It is a hallucination by which we mistake our flawed and 

fallible perceptions for the deli\'erance of reality. 

The most influential incomplete rebellion against the perennial phi

losophy might be labeled naturalism. In one form or another, it has 

been the ruling view in the history of European metaphysics. Its influ

ence is so far-reaching, and so much taken for granted, that it has been 

felt with equal force in the rationalist and the empiricist traditions. 

Naturalism continues to underlie the most ambitious metaphysical 
projects of analytical philosophy. It upholds the reality of difference in 

nature, in history, and in personality. It sees metaphysics as an exten

sion into more perilous territory of the same impulses to understanding 

and control that animate our scientific and political endca\'ors. Its im

plications for how we should live our li\'eS may be indeterminate, hut 

if only for that reason-enshrined in the supposed distinction between 

L 
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f.ict ;ind \'aluc-thcy offer no support for the ethic of serenity through
mddkn:ncc to change and distinction. In all these respects, naturalism
brr;1ks tkrn1\'cl)' with the perennial philosophy. It does so, however,
undrr thr 111flurnce of false ideas.

To undrrstand the core idea of naturalism, imagine two domains of 
rl·.il11y and then a \'antagc point of insight outside them. The first do
m.1m 1s the w1tk circle of nature, studied by natural science. Meta
phy-.1l·s rxph)res the implications, presuppositions, and limitations of 
thr ... urntdic picture of nature. Nature is peopled by different kinds of 
brmg-.. It 1s also go\·cmcd by regularities or laws. As natural beings, 
w11h mon.1\ hvcs anti limited perceptual apparatus, we participate in 
till', n.11ural world. !low we do so, and what if any aspects of our ex
pl·ncncc rrs1st bring understood as mere incidents of nature, represent 
... 1.111d.ird tllpll's of dispute in this intellectual tradition. 

\\'1thm nature there is a second, smaller concentric circle of conscious 
r\t-.trncc It 1s rnn:lopcd by nature and subject to its laws. However, 
11 h.i-; spce1;1J k;llures. It dc\'clops in irre\'ersible historical time, marked 
by ,111gul.1r c\·c111s and personalities, for which general laws, whether 
1lf n.11urc ,1r s,1octy 11sclf. cannot fully account. Moreover, it is organized 

.m1uml rxprm:nces of consciousness, of intentional action, and of 
,l)!l'IKY th.11 c.1111111: be fully understood as mere extensions of nature. 
This 1s thr d,1111.11n cxpl,1red by the social sciences and the humanities 
.1ml pl·rt.1111111g nH1st directly to our human concerns. The experience 

,lf pas,lll.1l11y and the knowledge of the personal may resist complete 
.1 ... s11111l.111,m to nature and natural science. They may even, on some 
,h.'(1lt1nb. rxprt·ss our participation in a wholly different order of 
hrm�-thc rc.1lm 11f spirit. \'icwcd objectively, hO\vcvcr, from the out
sllk. they f,mn nn more than a small and fragile part of nature. 

If .. b s..:it·nusts and philosophers. we arc able thus to represent the 
rd.1tH'll ht:twren n.1turc and society, it is because we occupy, in our 
pwJcds ,,f mqu1ry. a tlmd place. The third place is the position of a 
�11,ll1h· 111111d. Fn1111 this position we can look down on the domains of 
n.11urc .md l,f Sl'Ctcty. and understand society as a small and exceptional
p.irt l1f n.11urc f-wm this imaginary standpoint, the human world may
.1pr1.",1r less mtclhphle than the natural one because it is less e,idently
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subject to the law-like regularities we claim to discern from the godlike 

position. 
However, this picture is only an illusion by which we flatter oursch·cs 

into imagining that we possess a measure of independence we do not 

in fact enjoy-not at least without a long and halting struggle. \Ve arc 

not in a godlike place, equidistant from nature and society. \\'c arc 

square in the middle of the experience of the personal and of the social. 

It is of this world alone-the world we make and remake-that we can 

hope to have more intimate and reliable knowledge. 

As we look out from this world into nature-or C\'cn into oursch-cs 

as natural beings-we are required to outreach, with the help of me

chanical devices and speculative theories, our immedi;itc or remem

bered experience. We look out from the only place on which we can 

rc;illy stand-a particular human place-into the greater darkness of a 

broader reality. Insight, now relati\'cly detached from ;iction ;ind 
analogy, becomes distant and unsure. 

The error of naturalism is not to suppose that we ;ire wholly within 

nature. \Ve are: even our most distinctive char;icteristics-including 

what I later call the totalizing, surprising. and transcending character

istics of the mind-are themscl\'es natural and the outcomes of a natural 
history. 

The mistake of naturalism lies in making a promise it cannot keep: 
that a mind embodied in a dying organism will sec the world as if that 

mind were universal spirit; that it will grasp the world as the world 

really is, through progressive convergence to the trnth; and that the 

reward of its disinterestedness will be its penetration into the inner 

nature of reality, not all at once, to be sure, but slowly and cumulatively. 
In this sense, modern naturalism is an attempt to reverse the outcome 

of Kant's philosophical revolution: his idea that our insight into nature 

always remains mediated by the presuppositions imposed on us by our 
natural constitution. According to the message of that revolution, we 

are never able definitively and completely to escape those presupposi
tions. From the standpoint of the naturalistic error, our inevitably con

troversial ideas about society and culture appear to be less reliable and 

less penetrating than our disinterested ideas in science about nature and 
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1hc unt\'t:rsc. dri\'en by our theories, developed with our instruments, 

and \'lnd1Cated by our experiments. 

In chngmg w the fantasy of the view from Alpha-Orion, from the 

\·,1nt.1ge p(llnt of which society appears as a more or less exceptional 

wmcr of nature-more pu::ling because more lawless rather than 

more understandable because more immediate-we blunt the force of 

the rdwlltnn against the perennial philosophy. From the godlike place 

.1h1l\·e hnth society and nature, we formulate a unified vision of the 

n.llur.tl .111d :c.11e1al worlds. Naturalism attributes to that picture a pur
dl.\"f 1111 re;1hty greater than the one we can hope to achieve, without

d1\'lne prcn1ga1 l\'C. f n1m wnhin our situation.

�.11uraltsm and phcnomenalism recognize the reality of the world of 

d1.111ge and d1st111c11on, which the perennial philosophy would deny. 

1111\\·cvcr. they f.ul to take account of hO\v mysterious our existence is 

.1ml how 1mpenetrahk the world remains to the mind. In this way, they 

hedge ,,n the rqcc111m of the perennial philosophy by offering us a 

b,�·r f11rm of the illusory consolation the perennial philosophy holds 
11u1: they �upp1N'. falsely, that the world in whose differences and trans

f11r111.1111ms we ;He int.:scapably entangled is a world we can in principle 

umkr�tand. l'henomenalism denies the fact and the implications of the 

1111penetr.1htl11y 11f the world nai\·cly, by identifying reality with our 
1x-n:q)ll111b. :-.:.mir.1\tsm dcmcs the fact and the impiications of the im

pl.'netr.1htl11y 11f thl'. world morl'. subtly, by surveying the human world 
fn)(ll .1 d1,1;mi.:e. thr distance 11f thl'. godlike place from which human 

.1H.ms .1ppl·,1r Ill us as a littk pan of the great map of nature: more 

f.11ml1.1r. yet kss nile-l1l,und and therefore less intelligible.

Thcrl· i:; a thml way, alongside phenomcnalism and naturalism, in

wh1i.:h \\·e:-.tcm tlwught lus insisted on the reality of distinction and
d1.mgc wluk d1mm111g their terrors by mischaracterizing their force.

Let llll' c.111 this third unfimshl'.<l rebellion against the perennial philos-

11phy dcnwaauc pcrfec110111sm. By democratic perfectionism I do not
mc.111 the met.1phy:,1cal and moral claim that there is a well defined

1dc.1l 11, wl11ch a per:-t111. and indeed e\'ery type of being, tends according

I\' 11:, n.1tun:-the dlXlrtne to which the label "perfectionism" has been
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traditionally applied. What I mean is the belief that a democratic society 

has a unique, indispensable institutional form. Once that form is se
cured, it creates a setting within which C\'cry indi\'idual who is not 

unlucky can raise himself to freedom, \'irtuc, and happiness. Not only 

can he achieve by his own efforts a modest prosperity and indepen
dence; through the same self-help, he can enhance his own physical, 
intellectual, and moral powers. He can crown himself a little king, 
thriving in this dark world of change and distinction from which the 
perennial philosophy had unjustifiably and unnecessarily promised re
lease. 

Democratic perfectionism has had its home in the country that has 

most ardently repudiated everything with which the perennial philos
ophy and its ethic of serenity arc associated, the same country that took 

pragmatism to be its national philosophy-the United States. A first 
hallmark of democratic perfectionism is the belief that a free society has 
an institutional formula that, once disco\'cred (as it supposedly was 

by the founders of the American Republic and the framers of the Amer
ican constitution), needs to be adjusted only in rare moments of na

tional and world crisis and, c\'en then, only to adapt its enduring tmths 
to changed circumstance. This institutional dogmatism, denying the 
tmth that the promises of democracy can be kept only by the cease

less experimental renewal of their institutional vehicles, amounts to a 
species of idolatry. It nails our interests, ideals, and collective self -
understandings to the cross of contingent, time-hound institutions. 

A second keynote of democratic perfectionism is the belief that, bar
ring the extremes of misfortune and oppression, the individual can lift 
himself physically, intellcctllally, and spiriwally. Once the predeter

mined institutional blueprint of a free democratic society is put in place, 
the instances of bad luck and injustice that block the path to effective 

self-help will, according to this view, be infrequent. Such extraordinary 
circumstances will justify extraordinary remedies. 

Every individual will have it within his power to achieve an amibute 

of divinity: self-sufficiency. The accumulation of property, indeed the 
profusion of things consumed or accumulated, becomes an alternative 
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10 dt:prmlrnce on other people. The raising up of the individual by 

htrn ... clf. f ullilbl at last in a measure of self-sufficiency, is the next best 

tl11ng to thl' nctory o\'er death he cannot hope to win. 

Tints. tlw msttlutional dogma tainting democratic perfectionism sets 

the �t;1gl' fl1r the cult of self-reliance. It does so in two distinct ways. 

hir (lnl' thtng. failure to push our democratic ideals by experimenting 

w11h the tr mstttuttonal expression encourages us to naturalize the social 

�..-tttng of tnthndu.11 existence. As a result, we lose the sense of how 

m111.:h (ltlf private experience, even in its most intimate recesses, remains 

ht, ... t.tge 111 the way society is organized. No part of our experience de
p.:nds more dtrn:tly on society and its organization than the equipment 
.1ml l,pptirtuntttes at our disposal for the development of our own 

�·lw-. 
for ;11wthcr tlung. the institutional formula of democratic perfec

t1t1111 ... m. w11h Its a!lachment to nineteenth-century conceptions of prop
erty .111d nl!lt ract. !its with an idea of self-reliance. This idea downgrades 

the d.11ms llf stioal interdependence. The denial of dependence and of 
tnterdcp.:ndcncc substitutes for the denial of death, as if we could enjoy 
tlll· �cH-sultic1rncy of the immortal until we died. 

\\·e hn: anwng particulars. hut we always want and see something 
nH,rl· th.111 ;my p.trttcular can gi\·c or reveal-thus our restlessness, our 
h11rnlnm. and tiur su!fl'nng. \Ve are certain to die, although we find in 
11ursdws tokens nf undying spirit-thus our sense of living under the 
prl·ssurl· l,[ an mtl1lerabk contradiction between our experience of self
h1111d .md Pur ren1gnition l1f the unyielding limits nature imposes on 
11m cx1stl'ncc \\",: t:.m sec only dimly beyond the boundaries of the 
st,,:1.11 world th.11 w,: oursch-..:s make-thus our confusion, our inability 
11, pl.Kc tiur und..:m.1hl..: suffering and our apparent accomplishments 
w11htn .1 nmtcxt of all l'l)!ltexts that would keep them safe from doubt 
.111d tkntgr.mnn. 

The pcrrnn1;1l philosophy responds to these facts by den);ng the 
rc.:.1ltty-.11 k.1�t the ultimate reality-of the world in which we en
(liuntcr difference anti transfonnation. It urges us to respond by dis
t.mcmg l1ursdws frl)tn the illusions and entanglements of this world. 
Thl· l'llll l,f d1st111l'twn and change is supposed to spell the end of both 
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suffering and illusion. However, the differentiated and changing world, 

though relatively impenetrable to the mind, is nevertheless the only 

world in which we have reason to believe. In trying w flee it, we arc 

more likely to make ourselves smaller than to make ourscl\'cs freer. 

Rejecting the perennial philosophy, phcnomcnalism, naturalism. and 

democratic perfectionism recognize the reality of this world. In so 

doing, however, they downplay some aspect of the background facts to 

our existence-facts to which the perennial philosophy. with its focus 

on an ultimate, unified being-beyond difference and transformation
provides a misguided response. Phcnomcnalism and naturalism sup

pose that the world is more manifest to the mind than it in fact is. or 

can be. Democratic perfectionism mistakenly secs in indi\'idual self-help 

a path to self-sufficiency in the face of mortality. 

Our task, however, is to affim1 the reality of difference and transfor

mation while accepting the force to the background facts to which both 

the perennial philosophy and its major rivals in the history of thought 
respond: the disproportion between our universalizing longings and our 

particular circumstances; the comparative weakness of any insight we 
can hope to gain into the nonhuman world; the impossibility of finding 
a context of all contexts-an indisputable and invariant frame of ref

erence-that would give meaning and direction to our experience: the 

certainty that we shall die as ephemeral natural beings despite the 

infinity-oriented character of our desires and thoughts. 

The best and truest philosophy would be the one that did justice to 
these facts. Acknowledging the reality of distinction and change and 
the fateful importance of what happens in history, it would put its 

insights at the service of our empowerment. 
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Prag1natism Reclaimed

Pragmatism as a Starting Point 

�,,mt· will l'h Jel'l th;n the argumem presented in this book has no 

umque rd.1ttl1n in the philosophical tradition of prngmatism. It could 

,1.1rt l,ut frnm the agentbs. the conceptions, and the vocabularies of 

,nn.111,tlwr tradllHllls of thought, recent or long past. What matters, 

they \\tll 111�1st. 1s the Cl1!1tent of the ideas. 

I hq· will he nght. The ideas advanced here can be developed with 

tlw m.11cn.1ls l,f lllhn tradnions of thought. These ideas have no exclu

�t\e rd.lltllll t1, pragmatbm or indeed to any other accredited school of 

pl11l1"PPh1,.1I d,,ctnnc. The 1x1int is indeed not to rescue and reinvent 

pr.1g111.111sm It 1s to pull l,ursclvcs together, now that we can no longer 

sh.11c the tllus1,ry ;1mhH1ons of classical metaphysics or resign ourselves 

11, tht· d,,gm.15 and pr.Kt ices of the specialized forms of inquiry that are 

.n-.111.ihlc t1, us It 1s w create a world of ideas about the mind and nature, 

the sd{ .111d s,,t·1ety. nnd1cating the great revolutionary attempt to marry 
s,.:1cn.-c .111d dcnwcr.Ky. experimem:1lism and emancip:1tion. the hu
m.m1:.111,,n 11f s1,c1ety and the divini:ation of humanity. 

Till· smglc 1de.1 th.11 res1,unds 11n every page of this book is the idea 
,,f till· mfinlly of the human spirit. in the individual as well as in hu
m.1111ty It is .1 new l,f the Wlllldcrful and terrible disproportion of that 
spmt t,1 cwrythmg th.11 would comain and diminish it, of its awakening 
t.1 lb l1wn 11.1ture tlm,ugh its confromation with the reality of constraint
.md the pwspect l,f death. llf its terror before the indifference and ,·ast-
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ness of nature around it, of its disco\'ery that what it most shares with 
the whole of the uni\'erse is its ruination by time, of its subsequent 
recognition that time is the core of reality if anything is, of its enslaw
ment to orders of society and culture that belittle it, of its need to create 
a world, a human world, in which it can be and become itself e\'en if 
to do so it must nevertheless rebel against C\'ery dogma, e\'ery custom, 
and every empire, and of its power to realize this seemingly impossible 
and paradoxical program by identifying, in each intellectual and polit
ical situation, the next steps. 

In an age of democracy and of peaccf ul or warlike communion among 

all parts of humanity, philosophy, like poetry and politics, must he 

prophetic. The content of its prophecy is a vision of how it is that we 

may respond, right now and with the instruments at hand, to the ex

perience of being lost in a void that is made up of time, into the begin

ning and end of which we cannot sec, and that is indifferent to our 

concerns. It is a prophecy of the path of our unchaining and of our 

ascent in a world of time, in which we remain always hound to death 

and fore\'cr denied insight into the ultimate nature of reality. 

No philosopher or philosophical tradition in the last two centuries 

has had a monopoly on this prophecy. It is everywhere. 
In retaking and developing this vision, there is no one place to begin; 

there arc many places. Faithful to the doctrine of this book, I care less 
about the point of departure than that there be one; that we achieve 

clarity about the direction; and knowing the starting point and the 

direction, that we be able to identify next steps. 
That pragmatism has been the national philosophy of what is now 

the dominant power in the world renders the label suspect. For what 
could be more suspect as a source of philosophical insight than ap

parent Oattcry of the powerful? Nc\·crthcless, there arc pragmatic rea
sons to use the label "pragmatismN 

and to pillage the pragmatist tradi

tion for some of the ideas we most need now. 
The first reason is that the tradition of pragmatism contains in dis

torted or truncated form many of the conceptions that we most require 
if we are to advance and to reconcile the two projects that enjoy-and 

deserve to enjoy-greatest authority in our world: the empowerment 
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0 f the md1rnlual-that is to say, his raising up to godlike power and

frecdt,m-and the deepening of democracy-that is to say, the creation 

of fnrms of social life that recognize and nourish the godlike powers of 

Prd1nary humanity. hm\·e\·er bound by decaying bodies and social 

d1.11tb. 
I hl· 111a1nr stiurce of the attraction of these ideas lies in their focus 

on ., p1uure of the human agent. According to this picture, the human 

.1grnt h mcdunbk to any set of causal influences that may weigh upon 

him I k h mcap.1bk of being fully contained and governed by the social 

.md rnltur.11 tnders he de\'clops and joins. For such a view, prophecy 

,pc.1ks h,ulkr than memory. and one li\'eS for the future the better to 

livr nwrc frcl'I)' and fully in the present. Orientation to the future is 

llht .11wthcr way of describing the structures, of organization and of 
nin,uPthnl·ss. that can define a present that provides us with the in

,1nimcnts of tb overcoming. 

Thrsc themes. further explored in the following pages, do not suffice 
111 Jlhttf y nm1111.mtkering the label "pragmatism." For they can be found 

.1, wdl 111 tither mtellectual traditions-Christian, romantic, or histor-
1n,1. I kgd t,r Bergson could. on these grounds, stand in the place of 

J.unes .md Dewey: my line of argument here is no further from the
l;rrm.m .md 1he Frenchman than it is from the two Americans. (In fact,

tlw phtlPstipher wnh whose teachings the ideas of this book haYe in
�-l·rt.1111 respects t Ill'. closest kinship was neither a pragmatist nor my
ch1se nmtcm1wr.uy. I k is Nicholas of Cusa, who lived from 1401 to
HP·U

Tlw x-1:mg tif the label "pragmatism" relics, howc\'cr, on two addi-
111m.1\ rl·.1s,1ns ()ne additional reason is that pragmatism, though di-
1111n1shcd and d,imesucatcd. represents the philosophy most ali\·e 
hxl.iy. It hves 11t1t ;1nwng professors but in the world. MoreoYer, it 
rcm.utb the most characteristic philosophy of what is today in cwry 
d111ll·ns1t111 the dominant power. The use of the label "pragmatism" is 
therd,1re .111rnded by the danger of power worship: the peril of be
Ct1mmg a gcnullecuon to the national philosophy of an imperial de
llllx:r;Ky. \\'h.n can allmc s.we it from such abasement is the radical 
11.1\url· tif the ch.m�e t,f direction it proposes: a change of direction not 
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only in the doctrines and methods associated with the American prag

matists but also in the broader forms of consciousness that arc spreading 

throughout the world under the sponsorship of the leading power. 

The world needs the full, intransigent development of what I char

acterized in the preceding section as the major alternative to the peren

nial philosophy. It needs to develop this alternative in aid of its com

mitments to the radicalization of democracy and the divinization of the 

person. The teachings of the American pragmatists arc a version of this 

alternative. However, they arc an inadequate, truncated version, which 

sacrifices the central themes to a range of costly and unnecessary con

cessions, especially concessions to the view earlier called naturalism. 

On the other hand, the forms of consciousness most closely associated 

with the American national culture, and now propagated throughout 

the world, have global significance. They amount to lopsided, misdi
rected versions of beliefs that should be dear to experimentalist de

mocracies that are friendly to the empowerment and transcendence of 

the individual. 

It matters that the label "pragmatism" describes the characteristic 

national philosophy of the dominant, globalization-shaping power. It 

matters because the struggle over the direction of this philosophy, and 
of the forms of belief and sensibility it represents, then becomes a con

test over everyone's future as well as over the content of an alternative 

to the perennial philosophy. 

Another additional reason to use the name "pragmatism" is that a 
fight over the meaning and value of pragmatism today soon becomes a 

struggle about how we should relate the future of philosophy to the 
future of society. Philosophy matters on two accounts. On one account, 

it matters because it is like politics: it is not about anything in particular; 

it is about everything. On another account, it matters because it is like 

us: it does not fit; it is the residue in thought of what cannot be con
tained in particular disciplines or be brought under the control of par

ticular methods. 

As in logic and mathematics, our capacities for inference and inven
tion outreach what any closed system of axioms can justify without 

contradiction; as in natural science, our powers of discovery and the-
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on:tng g11 hcyoml what any antecedent understanding of our scientific

hdtd'> cm acwmmodate. and end up requiring retrospective revision

11! how we understand the practice as well as the content of science; as 

m nhtrn1h1gy. more clearly, but in all its sister sciences generally, our 

l111nk111g ah11tll the strncture and history of the universe reshapes our 

undcrqand111g of the supposedly in\'ariant modal categories of possi

htllly. ncccsslly, and contingency, rather than taking these categories as 

1111mut.1hlc g1\·cns. so in philosophy we take up a form of thinking that 

h.h ,h 11s suhJcrt the limits of all other subjects. In this way, we confirm 

thr p11wcr to ai.:t and to think beyond regulative limits, and then, after 

thr I.id. w rcp11snion these limits, as a defining characteristic of our 

hum.111ny .md 11ur intellects. 
1'h1h1s11phy 1s a concentrated deployment of the transgressing facul-

111·� 11! tlw m111d. This fact is at the root of the special relation between 

the d11i.:tnn.1l d.rnns or arguments of a philosophical system and its 

1hc111.1t1c oncn1at11m or intention. It also re\'eals a hidden and vital level 
11! Pur thtnkmg: nmccp!lons laying roots in an experience of the world 
th.1'.. ,,nl'r tr.msbtrd mto distinct ideas, can be assessed, challenged, 

.ind rc\'1..,1:d. 
It b pr.:u�cly tn this spirit that I here approach pragmatism and 

Jtbttly my ust' l,f us name. Let us treat the key doctrinal claims of 
:\ma1(.lll pr.1gm;1ti:;111 ;1s an unsatisfactory representation of themes 
nwr1· dc:-1.-r,mg l,f attention than the technical concepts and arguments 
hy wl11d1 we ktlll\\· thcm. Let us approach these themes as an expression 
m tl1t· rc.,lm ,,[ thought of a major strand in the national consciousness 
.md rulture 11f the American people. Let us view this strand as an in
(11mpk1c .md d1swrtcd ,wsion of a political and intellectual program 
th.I! h11lds immense 1111crcs1 for all humanity. Let us recognize this pro
gr.1m .1s .1 rl·�p11nsc tot he range of human interests at stake in an effort 
11, dn·cl11p an altcmat1\·e w the perennial philosophy. 

T11 l1St' the 1umc l,f pr.1gmatism is to assert that an argument over 
tht· hmm: niursc l,f the idcas and ;ittitudcs historically associated with 
thl· pr.1�111.1t1�t tr.1d111on arc useful right now in advancing these goals. 
I pr1,·l'cd III thrcl' steps: first. dist;incing the argument of this book from 
�'llll' l,f the r1111ccp11l1ns that were central 10 the ideas of the American 
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pragmatists; then exploring how my argument is nevertheless intimately 
connected with themes-attitudes, gestures, and hopes-on which 
American pragmatism, like many other modern philosophical tradi
tions, laid great store but to which its most distincti\'c philosophical 
claims were unable to do justice; and finally discussing how these 

themes were misdirected in a national culture that now enjoys world

wide influence. 

Ideas of the Pragmatists 

Consider three of the most characteristic ideas of the American prag

matists: Charles Peirce's approach to the meaning of concepts, William 

James's theory of truth, and John Dewey's doctrine of experience. None 

of these ideas is immune to decisive objections. All arc inadequate and 

misleading expressions of the larger, not fully dc\'clopcd themes that 

make pragmatism a subject of continuing interest. What is most \'alu

able in each of them comes down, in the end, to something negati\'c: 

the way each helps dispel an ensla\'ing superstition of the mind. 

That the meaning of a concept lies in the difference the concept 

makes-that it is to say, in its use within our practices and in its effect 

on them-is a salutary rebuff to C\'cry attempt to separate meaning

making from its practical context. Our mo\'CS within C\'ery such context 

arc guided by guesses about the future that arc also, unavoidahly, pro

posals for the future. It is a conclusion in which many of the greatest 

philosophers of the last century have agreed. 

What this approach to the meaning of concepts fails to address, how

c\·er, is the distinction as well as the relation between the difference a 

concept makes to an understanding of part of reality and the difference 
it makes to our efforts to master and to change our situation: between 

our theoretical or contemplative and our political or reconstructi\'c 
practices. 

A central thesis of this book is that the connection between thought 
and practice is most intimately and fully realized only when our minds 

are addressed to our own affairs-the concerns of humanity. When we 

direct our thoughts to nature, even if to see ourselves as fixtures of 



n.11url'. Wl' hist:n tht: connt:ction between thought and practice. When

Wl' l1ll isrn 11. wt: arc 11:mpted 10 assume the posture I earlier called

n.11ur.1ltsm. \\'t: surwy both the human and the nonhuman worlds from

.1 ,upp11.,nlly godlikt: distance. \Ve treat the achievement of such dis

t.lllll' .is the reah::ation of our longing for transcendence.

I hmk111g 111 tlm way. wt: sec natural science, conducted from the 

newp1mll nf tht: stars. as the pinn:iclc of human understanding: the 

p11mt at whtch the mind most completely overcomes its enslavement 

(11 1111111ed1.1te .md t:phemeral circumstances. Consequently, we treat the 

rclqmil.il l'nt.mgkment of insight and resistance as an intellectual em

h.irr.1,,ment. 

If thl·,e hd1cfs-hallmarks of naturalism-provide the background 

l,1r the thrs1s th.ll ust: of a concept determines its meaning, the thesis 

IX'h,ng, t\l the arsenal of the forces a radicalized pragmatism must op

Jh''l' I hr .1ss11c1a1111n of such a view of how concepts gain meaning 

\\ 11h .m umkrstandmg. like Peirce's, of objectivity in thought as con

wrgcncl' ,,f bd1cf by 1de.1I obscrYcrs (or ideal observers under ideal 

l,,r11!tt1111b) rrmf,1rct:s the naturalistic bias. 

If. lh1wr\·l·r. wr rid 11ursdvcs of the naturalistic bias, we change the 

\\.1y wr umkrstand thr thrsis that concepts g:iin their meaning from 

till· d1fkrr1Kr thry make. In ,n1r thinking about ourselves our concepts 

,lll' woJWib, e11hn helping knd a false semblance of naturalness and 

lll'll',s1ty t11 thr ,1rg.mi::ed settings of action and thought, or helping us 

t,, bl'u,mc m.btrrs of the context. In our thinking about nature-or 

.1h,1u1 11ur,d\·cs .is purely natural entities-our concepts are extrapo

l.1111,rb .ind llll't.1plwrs. by which we try to sec and comprehend a world 

l'Xtcrn.11 1\1 ,,ur wilb and imaginations: a world we did not make. In the 

Inst stlu.111,Jfl. the usr fwm which the concepts gain meaning is the 
m.1k111g. unm.1k111g. and rc1mk111g of society and culture. In the second
s11u.11111n. It is ,1ur efhirt to acquire a proxy for forbidden knowledge
thl· kn,1wkdge wr might ha\·e if we were not embodied spirits and
m1m.1l ,1rg.1111sms. vahd.1t111g our claims to insight only by our powers
,,f prl·d1l1111n .md contrl1l. \\'c arc accustomed to bring these two situ
.1t1111b under the s..1mc nibric of knowledge. \Ve should rather recognize
th.n they .ire .is d1fkrcnt as looking into a mirror and peering into the
d.nk
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A second characteristic idea of American pragmatism is William 

James's theory of truth. This theory asserts that the representation of 

reality and the experience of desire are internally related. An clement 

of what we want to be the case properly and even inevitably enters into 

our judgments of what is the case. 

James's defense of this idea against the charge that it amounted to a 

philosophy of wishful thinking took the form of a series of generic 

qualifications. Instead of qualifying it, however, we should reinterpret 

and radicalize it. The agent-according to Jamcs's qualifications-may 

prefer a belief that satisfies a "vital good" to one that docs not if the 

choice is momentous and urgent, the evidence is inconclusive, and the 

appeal of the good is overwhelming. In this way a doctrine corrosive of 

naturalism was deprived of its force, having been made plausible only 

by being first made safe. The result was to squander an opportunity to 

develop part of the intellectual apparatus useful to the advancement of 

a cause, at once philosophical and political, to which James had cwry 

reason to be sympathetic. 

The problem of the relation between what we want and what we 

judge to be the case arises with unique urgency in a particular context. 
This context is the relation between insight into social reality and pro

posals for social reconstruction. The relation is reciprocal. Program

matic imagination depends on insight into transformativc opportunity. 

Without such insight, and bereft of any credible view of how structural 

change happens, we find ourselves reduced to the idea that realism 

means simply remaining close to what already exists. 

Conversely, to grasp a state of affairs, whether in nature or in society, 

is to see what, under different conditions, it might become. In nature 

we are reduced to limited interventions in a world we hardly control 
or understand. In society and culture everything that seems fixed is 

simply frozen politics or interrupted struggle. The inventions, the con
flicts, and the compromises, in thought and in practice, arc all there is; 

there is nothing else. The penumbra of next steps, interacting with our 

more general ideas about self and society, represents the practical res

idue of the idea of the possible in our social experience. 

Every social world must be normalized to become stable; its arrange

ments, even if originating in violence and accident, must be seen to 
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cmhPdy a set of possible and desirable images of human association
p1ttures of what relations among people can and should be like in 
d11frrcnt domams of social life. Against the background of the two-way 
rcbt11m between understanding and transforming, the imperative to 
rwrmah:c and to morali:e turns all of our most powerful social ideas 

111to �lf-fulfill111g prophecies. In acting on such ideas, people reshape 
the �,)n.11 world in the image of these ideas. However, they do not do 

-.,1 freely: they cnme up against the "stubborn facts": the constraints of 
�oruty. ,)f nmtradiction between means as well as between ends, and 
p( ,!wcr ignorance and confusion. 

:\ny ,,lctal theory that would escape the illusions of false necessity 

w1thP11t ,urrendcnng to the fantasies of an unchastened utopianism 
11111,t 111.1kc sense of this clash between the self-fulfilling prophecies and 

till' rl·(.1lutr.111t falls. Instead of qualifying James's theory of truth to 

de.1th .. 1� James himself. misled by naturalism, ended up doing, we 
,hPuld xe It as the summary formula of an insight into the character 
,1f �1)c1.1l cxpencnct·. Its most pertinent setting is therefore our under
�t;1ndmg ,if our 11\\'ll indi\'idual and collccti\·e selves, our societies and 
cultures Turned 111to a \'icw of e\'erything-into an account of the 
m.irgm ,)f m.mcu\'er the mind enjoys in its transactions with the non
hum.111 ,,·Mid-it l11ses both clarity and direction. It will then be e\is
ccr.llnl 111 l'l\.' �1\·cd. \\'h;tt then remains of it may not be worth saving.

lkwey's c,mcep11on of experience-a third characteristic teaching of 
:\mcnc.111 pr.1gma11srn-pnl\'ides yet another example of the betrayal 
,)f .1 r.11ltc.1l \·1s1l111 by a naturalistic compromise. Two ideas struggle for 
�uprl'm.Ky 111 this nmn:p11on: they cannot live in peace. 

l )nc 1dc.1 1s the p1cturt· of the human agent thrown into a constrained 
hut ncwrthclcss 11pcn w,1rld-a world in which e\'el)·thing can become 
s,lfltrthmg else and nothmg is pem1anent. The most important feature 
,)f sud1 .1 ,,wkl ts that ll allows for novelty: for things that are really 
new 111 the sense that they do not merely make real a possibility that 
h.1d bn:n h.11.:kst.1gc Ill the actual world. awaiting the events that would
xn·e ,b Its cue to step onto the stage of acwality.

·1 he scc,lfld 1de.1 1s the \'lcw of the indi\·idual as a mindful organism,
c.1st 111 .111 l'\.ll\Ut1t11ury narrative of which he is not the master. Ideas
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and arrangements are tools, allowing him to cope with his situation; 
their most important feature is their instrumental character. If we arc 

to take seriously the view of man as a situated organism, the toolmaker 

is himself a tool: a tool of natural evolution. Even in the most keenly 

felt experiences of his life, he will be the unwitting plaything of imper

sonal forces that are indifferent to his concerns and destructive of them. 

In this spirit, Schopenhauer presents our sexual and romantic experi
ence as the cruel means by which nature, before grinding us down, 

forces us to serve her goals. No naturalistic view of humanity and its 

predicament is coherent or complete unless we arc willing to push it to 
the bitter limit of this disturbing result. 

These two ideas cannot both be right. Suppose that ultimate predom

inance falls to the second idea: the toolmaker who is himself a tool, the 

mind made to serve instrumentally the stratagems of the dying or

ganism, held within a natural world that has no use for its concerns. 

Then, the first idea-the self as resistant agent, making its way through 
a sea of contingencies-must come to little. The naturalization of man 

will be his dehumanization. The motives that led us to seek solace or 

escape in the perennial philosophy will gain new strength. 

Dewey's conception of experience, like the whole line of historical 

pragmatism and of its counterparts in other naturalistic strands of 

modem philosophy, leaves this ambiguity unresolved. By so doing, it 

greatly weakens its most fertile proposal: the view of the agent struggling 
with constraint and contingency, and using contingency to loosen con
straint. 

A radicalized pragmatism, more faithful lO its own intentions, must 

resolve this ambiguity decisively in fa\'or of the agent and his ambitions. 

But how? The naturalistic picture of the confined and dying organism 

contains a powerful truth. A philosophy that takes sides with the agent 

must not deny this truth. It must, however, reveal how we can redirect 

thought and reorganize society so that the \'ision of the agent able to 

use contingency against constraint becomes more real, and the picture 
of the toolmaker made into a tool of natural processes indifferent to his 

concerns becomes less real. 
The issue is not which of the two ideas holds more of the truth today. 
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R.1thl'r. thi: issue is how the first idea can be made to hold more of the 
truth th.m the second idea tomorrow; how we can make a tomorrow 
111 wlm:h thi: first idea holds more truth than the second. It is the contest 
11wr thi: future that is at stake in the controversy over this view of 
l'XJ1l'fll'nCC. 

l'cirll' 's dol'l nne of how to gi\'e meaning to concepts, James's theory 
11! trnth .. md Dewey"s conception of experience all have several elements 
Ill cP111nH1n. They draw their enduring interest from underlying moti
\',l\l\llb th.11 tlwy fail to make explicit and even betray. In each instance, 
.111 111.,1ght 11110 humanity and self-consciousness is compromised by 
hrmg rrprc,cnted-unad\'isedly-as a claim about knowledge and na
ture 111 grnrral. Each lif these ideas fails to recognize that far from being 
.1 m1,dd f,,r our knnwlcdge of humanity our knowledge of the non
hum.111 w,,rld l·.m be only its dim extension. Each imposes on prag-
111.1t1 .. m an nwrl.iy of naturalism. Philosophers for whom human agency 
w,1., :--upp,,,t·d Ill lk· ewrything took up once again the ancient and 
un1vcr-..1l qul·�t f,1r a pbn: aho\"e both human and the nonhuman re
.1hty ·1 hey �hlittld llbtcad ha\"e agreed to see the nonhuman world from 
thr 1mly pl.it'c we really ha\'e-a place within the human world. 

I h11'. the 1111,1dwnturcs llf these three characteristic ideas are telltale 
,1gns 11[ .1 fund.11ncntal cquinication. The effect of this equivocation is 
11, dqm,·l· lh ,,f mt·;ms w11h which better to serve the cause of demo
n.1t 1i: t·xp1:nmt·nt;1hs111 and better to advance the rebellion against the 
IX'll'lllll,11 phi!,1,,,phy. 

Ccntr.11 Themes: Agency, Contingency, 
Futunty. Experimentalism 

Tlw�· tdc.b nc,·erthelcss draw their misused power-their residue of 
d1-.111rtt·d 111s1ght-frn111 their rebtion to four great themes to which 
they-.1ml 111.my 11f the other doctrines with which they were associ
.11t·d-f.11l tl1 lh1 JU�lln:. These themes arc: agency, contingency, futurity,
.1rn.t l''.\\�nmt:nt.1h:-m. 

The lir�t theml· 1s ,1.i:01(y. The human agent, shaped and manacled 
by i:,1ntext .md tr;1d11wn. by established arrangements and enacted 
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dogma, fastened to a decaying body, surrounded in birth and death by 

enigmas he cannot dispel, desperately wanting he knows not what, 

confusing the unlimited for which he longs with an endless series of 

paltry tokens, demanding assurance from other people, yet hiding 

within himself and using things as shields against the others, somnam

bulant most of the time yet sometimes charged and always inexhaust

ible, recognizing his fate and struggling with it c\'en as he appears to 

accept it, trying to reconcile his contradictory ambitions hut acknowl

edging in the end or, deep down, all the time that no such reconciliation 

is possible or if possible not lasting: this is the one topic from which 
there is no escape. 

The knowledge we can have of him and of his constraints and con

structions is the intimate, piercing knowledge that most closely resem

bles the knowledge God can have of His creation. Such knowledge as 

we can gain of nature outside ourselves, or even of ourselves as natural 

entities outside the realm of consciousness-that is to say, of theori::ccl 

life-will be less full and less reliable. It will be open to contradiction 

not, as are our human endeavors, in the content of its claims and un

dertakings, but in its most basic procedures and concepts. The reasons 
for this frailty of our knowledge of nature arc both natural and preter
natural. 

The natural reason for the frailty is that we are not built as gods but 

as ephemeral natural beings, with a finite scope of perception and ex

perience. The further we mo\·e away from the range in which thought 

shadows action and action embodies thought, the more must we infer 

unseen reality from ambiguous signs. The test of success then becomes 

practical even when it seems to be theoretical: that when we act upon 
a piece of nature on the basis of our inferences, what happens is not 

incompatible with what we had conjectured. Howe\'er, in arguing the 

merits of rival theories, although we may fancy ourselves philosophers 

enjoying the view from the stars, we are in fact lawyers contending with 

irreducible ambiguity and foreclosing alternative solutions out of prac

tical need: sometimes the need to achieve some effect in nature; always 

and immediately the need to put our scientific concepts and instru

ments to use and to describe what a part of the natural world would 

be like if those instruments and concepts were adequate to describe it. 
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·1 he pn:tanatural reason for the frailty is that the most important
tr.111 (lr the agent-his power to spill over, to not completely fit, to 

n1nt.1111 w11 hm htmsl'lf im:prcssihle resources of transgression and tran
,tendl'llll'-prnduces very different results when applied to the human 
.111d thl' n1mhuman worlds. In the human world, it makes reconstruc
llon po,s1ble. for better or for worse. The impulses and interests not 
c, iuntenanccd by the present order become seeds of another order. And 
1!11, lltlwr order ma)· dtf

f

rr in quality as well as in content from the 
,,nkr 11 rcpbcnl: it may h;we a different relation to the constructive 
fr1·cdPm 11f 1h1· 111d1ndual or collective agents who conceived it. 

hrryt hmg 111 the context-our context-can be changed, even if the 
rh.11n:c "' p1cccmcal. Ami the change. in the form of an endless series 
11£ nc,t ,11·p,. ran take a direction. revealed, even guided by ideas. We 
t.in dn·d,1p pr.1u1ces and institutions that multiply occasions for our 
rxn1.1"\· 11! 11ur p,,wi:rs 11f resistance and reconstruction. If spirit is a 
n.1mr !11r tlw rc,1,t.mt and transcending faculties of the agent, we can
: pmt11.1h::1· �,,ucty. \\'e can diminish the distance between who we are
.md wh.ll \\'C hnd 11utrnk of oursd\'cs.

I h1wc\'a, we r.mn11t spintuali:c nature. \Ve can choose only between 
d, 1 :n� �,1mrth111g t11 11 .md lc\\'ing it alone. We remain restricted to this 
dh 1 1,1· 1·vrn m 1'llf grc.llr:-.t scientific accomplishments. Here, in our 
rd.It t, 1n 11, t h1· n1>nhuman world. the significance of our not fitting re
m.11n, f,,-:u,l'd 1'11 .1 smgk mtcnsc hut narrow target: our ability to con
Jn.t\111' .1ml II) rxprmncnt beyond the limits of what the prevailing 
thr,1nf, .md thc .1cn·ptnl mcthl1ds allow. and then retrospectively to 
1cv1,{· ,,ur .1,,umpll111\s Ill 1h1· light of l1ur disco\'eries. In the end, how
na. \h' c.m h.1,·c ll\1 h11p,.· of tt1mmg nature into us. 

l h1· �{·�·,111d thrmc IS t11111111.(oky. \\'hen applied to the natural world, 
th1· n111,!.il c.ll1·�,,ncs 11f ncccssny. poss1hility. and comingency ha\'C no 
m1·.m1111.: th.It 1s 111dc:pcndcnt l1f our ideas about how nature works. One 
hr.1t1-h 1'f n.11ur.1l sc1c1Kl' m p.irucul.ir-cosmology-bears directly on 
th1· :c1.·n,1.· 111 ,, lm:h thc neccs:-.11-y ts necessary: the possible, possible; 
.md the n1ntmgc.:m. n1ntm�rnt. :\ p.mtcubr conception of necessity, 
l"'�-1btlny. M n,n11n�1·11ey IS simply a shlmhand allusion to a particular 
the,,�· ,,r f.imtly ,,f thn1ncs. 
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In any body of ideas about nature, some states of affairs will be 

represented as more "necessary" than others in the sense that their gi\'

cnness depends on fewer conditions. Howc\'cr, C\'cn the most necessary 

of necessary events and relations will be inf cctcd by an clement of fac

titiousness: of being a certain way just because it is. Not C\'cn a "stcady

state" cosmology can explain why the uni\'crsc, any uni\'crsc, must he 
so designed as to have the quality of self-propagation or self-subsistence. 

That the universe has turned out to be one rather than another is the 

irreducible element of contingency in the cosmology most supporti\'c 

of the necessity of constant relations in the universe. The precise sense 

in which these relations are or arc not necessary cannot be inferred 
from any explanation-independent \cxicon of modal categories. This 

sense depends on the substance and implications of our ideas about the 

uni\'erse and its history-or its way of not having a history, of being 
timeless, if time is an illusion. 

In our human experience of humanity, however, contingency takes 

on a special meaning. This special meaning is of central importance to 
a philosophy that would free our understanding from the shackles of 

naturalism. This contingency is no mere idle speculation; it is a weight 

that bears heavily down upon us. \Ve struggle in vain to deny or down
play it. This weight is the compacted combination of distinct clements. 

One component is the irreducible scnsc-prcscr\'Cd under e\'cn the 

most necessitarian cosmology-in which the uni\'crse and its history

the broader setting of our lives-are simply and uncxplainably there. 

A second constituent is our inability in the swdy of any part of nalllre 

to determine, conclusively and definitively, which theory is the right 
one. Not only is our knowledge limited, but our efforts to establish 

unchanging premises and methods are tainted by insoluble contradic
tions. 

A third part is the fateful character of our historical struggle O\'er the 

shape of society and culture. E\'en the most intimate and basic aspects 

of our experience are colored by the dogmas of culture and the insti

tutions of society. \Ve cannot rigidly divide our experience into the 
personal and the collecti\'e, the transient and the permanent. Historical 
time seeps into biographical time. 
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:\ fourth clement is the role of luck and grace in human life: having 
nr 11\it ha\'lng lucky breaks, receiving or not acts of recognition and 
lo\·l· from 1)ther people. The blind fortune that presides over our birth
out 11[ the wn�equences of the accidental coupling of our parents
puhues us m the big things as well as in the little ones. 

1 lw cxpatcnce of contingency resulting from the combination of 
thr\c four fads thn:atens to O\'crwhelm us. It offends and frightens us 
he, .1u,l· of tis appan:nt irreconcilability with our equally powerful sense 
11! hcmg nmtcxt-transccnding, embodied spirit. Among the devices we 
h.1w 1kplnycd to fight ;igainst it the most persistent in the history of 
1dc.i-- h.1' hrrn the pcrcnmal philosophy. We should give up this fight 
.1g.1111,t the experience of contingency: we can conduct it only at de
,trullt\·1· t"lht 10 our powers of self-construction as well as to our clarity 
Pf HNght 

I hr thml theme ts fu111n1r. Whether or not time is for real in the vast 
w1 irld 11! n.11mc. of which 11ur knowledge always remains at once remote 
.md nintr.1d1ct11ry . ts .1 subJl.'U th;11 will always continue to arouse con-
111,\·n,y ·1 h.11 llllll' ts f1)r real in human existence is not, however, a 
'l�'lltl.111w thc�h: II ts a pressure wr face with mounting force, so long 
.1, wr r1·111.1111 l"1HN:11ms .md tl()t deluded. in our passage from birth to 
dr.ith I lw trmp11r.1l d1.1r.Ktrr of our existence is the consequence of 
11m rmh1)dtmrnt. the �llgma of 11t1r finitude, and the condition that 
)'.lWS lt,111,\.·rndt'l1(l" IIS p111111. 

\\"c .1rr 111,1 rxh.n1,ll"d hy the social and cultural worlds we inhabit 
.md hudd I hry .m· linur. \\'e, Ill cmnparis1m to them, arc not. \Ve can 
'('C. thmk. kd. hutld. and l"l'ntlt:U Ill more wars than they can allow. 

I h.tt 1-. why \\"(' .ire r1·qu1red w rrhd against them: to ad\'ancc our 
mtrrr,ts .md 1dr.1ls .1:- \\'\' n11w understand them, but also to become 
11 ur,d,·r, .. 1ftirmtng the p,,l.1nty that constitutes the law-breaking law 
1'-f ,,ur lx-111� 

fo s�:d, wh.n �,'l.·s lx·y1111d the rsuhltshed structure and represents, 
f,,r th.I! vay 1c:.1�,m. the Pl'S�thk bq�mning of ;inother structure. C\'en 
,,f .1 stn1durt· th.Jt 11r�.m1:es 11s l,wn rcmakmg. is to li\·e for the future. 
I.inn� f,,r tht· furnrc 1s .1 w.1y ,,f hnng 111 the present as a being not 
\\ h,,Jh· dctcm1111l·d hy tht· prt·s"·nt rondUtlms of its existence. \Ve nc\·er 

------
-�---�--
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completely surrender. We go about our business of passi\'c submission. 

of \'oiceless despair, as if we knew that the established order were not 

for keeps, and had no final claim to our allegiance. Orientation to the 

future-futurity-is a defining condition of personality. 

So fundamental is this feature of our existence that it also shapes the 

experience of thinking, e\'en when our thoughts arc directed away from 

oursch·es to nature. Ceaselessly reorganizing our experience of partic

ulars under general headings, constantly breaking up and remaking the 

headings to master the experience, intuiting in one set of known rela

tions the existence of another, next to it or hidden under it, finding out 

one thing when we had set out to find out another, and disco\'cring 
indeed what our assumptions and methods may ha\'c ruled out as par

adoxical, contradictory, or impossible, we come to sec the next steps 

of thought-its possibilities, its future-as the point of the whole past 
of thought. 

Futurity should cease to be a predicament and should become a 

program: we should radicalize it to empower ourselves. That is the 
reason to take an interest in ways of organizing thought and society 

that diminish the influence of what happened before on what can 

happen next. Such intellectual and institutional inno\'ations make 

change in thought less dependent on the pressure of unmastercd anom

alies and change in society less dependent on the blows of unexpected 

trauma. In any given historical situation, the effort to live for the future 

has consequences for how we order our ideas and for how we order 
our societies. There is a structure to the organized re\'ision of struclllrcs. 
Its constituents, howe\'er, are not timeless. We paste them together with 
the time-soaked materials at hand. 

The fourth theme is cxpclimcntalism. It is less a separate idea than it 

is the combination of the other three. What it adds to them is a con

ception of the new and of its creation. Consider the problem in the 

context of production and of its relation to science. To understand a 
state of affairs is to grasp ils possible transformations: what it could 
become under different conditions or as the result of different c\'ents. 

These transformations of the established sitllation-thc penumbra of 

the next steps-are what we mean, or should mean, by the possible. 
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\\'c Gill tum some of these imagined variations into things. Then, sci

l'llll' becomes not the basis of production but production itself. 
:\ way w accelerate the production of the new is to tum the way 

pcPpk work together into a social embodiment of the imagination: their 

de.1Iing-, w1th one another mimic the moves of experimental thought. 

111 tl11s end, the first requirement is that we save energy and time for 
wh.lll'n:r cannot yet be repeated. \Vhatc\·er we can repeat we express 

111 a fnrmul.1 and then embody in a machine. Thus, we shift the focus 
,1! cnngy and altcntion away from the already repeatable, toward the 
nPt yl·t rcpl-.ttahk. 

t )thn fraturcs of work as pcnnanent innovation build on this basic 
.1th1cwmcnt \\'c n:th111k and redesign our productive tasks in the 
cPlll'!-l' of cxrcutmg them. Consequently. we do not allow rigid contrasts 
hl'twcct1 �upc1Y1smy and cxccuting roles to be established. The di\·i
,11,tb .1m1H1g tlws,: who pcrform diffcrent specialized tasks become 
llt11d-thc pl.m 1,n the march. Rather than allocating competition and 
n,,,pl·r.1t1tm 111 dtlkrcnt compartments of human life, we join them 
11,g1·thn m tlw s;1111c prau1ccs. And just as we revise our tasks in the 
n,ur,l· 11! c.1rry111g them 11u1. so too, in the course of the experiences 
cn�rt1danl by this pn,dw.:ll\'e activity. we begin to revise our under
�t.1ndm� 11! our mtcrcsts and cwn of our identities. In this way, the 
f,,nn ,,f pr;1r11c.1l c,111pcrat1011 nmll's to rdlcct the combination of anal
y,1,. :-ynthcs1s .. md what l\:1rce called abduction: the leap of speculative 
h111 ,nf,mncd n1111ccturc. Tht· ,1rg.m1:ation of work becomes practical 
rt·.1,,,11 1,11 l111r�-h.1ck. 

l\1l111c,. c:-1'1\·c1.11ly lknwcr.llic p,1hta:s, carries experimentalism to an

,,tha kw! It d1'l':i mtirl' th.m ,,rg.1111:e a distinct domain of social life, 
.1l1mi:,11k thl· d,1111.11n 11f 1m1duct11111. It sets the terms on which we can 
ch.rngc .1!1 the ,,thcr d,1111.un'-. Thc overriding criterion by which to 
mr.1,mc ,,m �U((C�� 111 .1ppr11.1ching an experimentalist ideal in politics 
1� :-li.:(,:�, 111 111.1k111g ch.mgt· kss depcndent on crisis. A calamity-often 
Ill thc f,,rm 11f cn11wmK coll.1psc or anncd conflict-can break any 
,,rda hen 111 the p.trtly dcnwcr.1t1:cd st1cicties of the contemporary 
\\<1rld. th,1x' wl111 \n1uld rcf,inn the c5tablished social order will ordi-
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narily need to count on crisis as their ally. To render politics experi

mental is to dispense with the need for this ally. It is so to organi:c the 

contest over the mastery and uses of governmental power-and indeed 

o\'er all the institutionalized terms by which we can make claims on 

one another-that the present arrangements and practices multipl)' op

portunities for their own revision. Change becomes internal. 

Our stake in making change endogenous has many sides. By its direct 

effect, it serves our interest in being masters of the partial, contingent 

context within which we operate: in not having this context imposed 

on us as a natural fact or an irresistible fate. By its indirect effects. it 

ad\·anccs two other families of interests. The first is our interest in the 

subversion of entrenched social divisions and hierarchies, which always 

rest on institutions and beliefs that arc relatively insulated from constant 

attack. The second is our interest in accelerating practical progress by 

enhancing our power to recombine people, machines, and ideas. 

Thus, experimentalism in politics is deeper in reach and more general 

in scope than experimentalism in production. I lowcvcr, this political 

experimentalism is itself a species of a yet more general idea and more 

ambitious practice: the idea of never being confined to the present con

text, the practice of using the smaller variations that arc at hand to 

produce the bigger variations that do not yet exist. Experimentalism is 

existential bootstrapping; it is about changing the context of established 

arrangement and assumed belief. little by little and step by step. as we 
go about our business. 

Viewed in this light, experimentalism is the solution to a meta

physical problem. The problem is that we must organi:c experience 

and society in order to do anything at all but that no single organi:ation 

of experience and society does justice to our powers of insight, invcn

tion, and connection. The solution to this problem has two parts. The 

first part is to develop a way of mo\·ing within the established context 

that allows us to anticipate within the context the opportunities that it 

docs not yet realize and may not even allow. The second pan is to 

arrange society and thought so that the difference between reproducing 
the present and experimenting with the f uturc diminishes and fades. 
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I ht" rt"still 1s to embody the experimental impulse in a form of life and 
1lwught c11;1hlmg us more fully to reconcile engagement and transcen
dcn(t" \\'e then become both more human and more godlike. 

TwP �lisrcadings of Pragmatism 

:\ .... 1 phil11-.ophy, pragmatism failed to do justice to the themes of 
.1�:r111.y. tPntmgcncy. futurity, and experimentalism, which inspired it; 
tht" pr.1gm.1t1-.t ph1h1sophy sacrificed them to naturalism. (As an ex
prr,,hlll 11f :\mrnran national culture, it failed to do justice to the pos
... 1htl111r-.. 11{ hk undn democracy: it sacrificed them to democratic per
kllh>111qn ) ·1 he equ1n1cat ions of Peirce's view of how to determine the 
mc.111111g 11{ r,111Cepts. of J.1mes·s theory of truth, and of Dewey's doctrine
11! rxp1:ncme 11lu�tr;1tc characteristic fom1s of this sacrifice of the vision
t,, 1hr prqud1n·

I he \'l,11111 t1111k side:-. w11h the human agent, unresigned to belittling 
l H,um,t.lllll' ·1 he prqud1cc msisted on the misguided attempt to find 
.1 h.bt" f,ir 1h,1ught and Judgment higher than the perspective of hu-
111.1111ty I he c,,r1-,n1ue1Kc was to prcn:-nt pragmatism from living up to 
11, ,·1,11,11 .111d frilll1 cmhPdy111g a more intransigent and powerful alter-
11.1t1w 1,, the pnl·rm1.1l phtlo-.ophy. 

\\'r -..lwuld re�(llc the ,·1s1lin fwm the naturalistic concessions that 
h.1, l' n1mpr11n11�nl 11 m the lmtory of American pragmatism. Whether
we lh,1,"l' 111 .1pply thr l.ihd pr.1ginat1sm to the product of this rescue
1, .m ,,1x·n l]\ll'�l!Pn I propl1,;c that wc answer it affinnati\'cly on a
n1mbtn.111l•n ,,{ pr.1�rn.1t11: gwunds.

�ll,h ., Tl'd1Tcl'!111n ,,f pr.1gm.ll1sm amounts to the unchaining of a 
�h.d-:lcd \·1,111n fo un,h.un It. w.: must oppose two ways of undcr
:-t.mdm� the pr;1�m.1lbt tr;1d1twn th.it have recently been in the ascen
d.mt .1 1.k!l.1111111.11:· .md .1 11l,st;1lg1c-hcw1c reading. The fonner is ana
dn1,m,11c. the I.ma 1-. ard1;m:. l�1th arc inimical to what we should 
\·.1lur nh1,t m tills tr.1d1t1,,n. 

lhl' ddLH1111t.1r:· rl'.1dm� �l'S prag111.111sm as a precursor of "post
nuxkrmsm · Its d1.ir.1.:tcn�t1( rnno:ll 1s that C\'cry historical setting is 
11,; \l\\ll l.1w l1• p.b<- Jtlllgmrnt l'll ll on ;my tcnns other than its own 
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would be to lay claim to a foundational context-overriding insight that 

no one can hope to achieve. 

This idea represents a confusion of a good negative idea-that there 

arc no fixed points in the history of knowledge and experience-with 
a bad negative idea-that we cannot sec, think. or create more than the 

established structure of societ}' will allow. The bad ncgati,·e idea rep

resents a straightforward denial of the theme of fuwrity or transcen

dence. It also amounts to the key claim made by the fourth of the four 

rejected options explored earlier in this book. 

One way to tell that the bad idea is bad is that it makes no practical 

sense on its own terms. It offers an empty gesture. The dc!lationary 

thesis implies that discourses about discourses-higher-order propl1sals 

about criteria, methods, and foundations-arc a waste of time. The only 

justifiable meta-discourse is the one that proclaims the useless and il
lusory character of all meta-discourses. What matters is to have first

order proposals about the reconstruction of our arrangements and our 
ideas. 

The energy, the authority, and the fecundity with which we de\'lse 

first-order proposals depend, howc\'er, on our ahility to sec beyond the 
limits of the present context. Ever}' important inno\'ation in thought or 

in society is likely to require a minor rebellion: an anticipatof}' rcali
::ation within the present context of possibilities-of insight, experi

ence, connection, and organization-that could he more fully rcali::ed 

only through a change in the context: which is to say, in the institutional 

arrangements and enacted ideals that define ii. 

Thus, the first-order initiati\·es that matter most come pregnant with 

altemati\'e futures; they are prophecies as well as reforms. and their 

agents and \'Otaries have no choice but to make war on whate\'cr in 
their situation belies their prophecies. Such a practice amounts IO a 

living refutation of the idea that we are prisoners-lucky or hapless as 
the case may be-of the social and cultural world in which we find 
oursel\'es. 

The ideas that inform such inno\·ations ine\'itably combine in them
selves elements of first-order and of h1gher-orc.kr proposals. If. for ex
ample, they are new theories in a science, they may imply changes in 
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thl'. pr;1ct1cl'. and self-conception of that science as well as in its as
,tunp1111ns about nl'.cessity, possibility, and contingency. If they are so

c1.1l rrforrns. they may lca\'e a mark on people's understanding of their 
tntrrr,ts a, wdl as on the institutional organization of society. In each 

111,1.mct·. a first-(1rtkr initiati\'c will come adorned by a higher-order 
rdnrm pf 1tlc.1s or arrangements. 

\\'h.11 we sh11uld repudiate therefore is not the prophetic ambition of 

;1 hn�hcr-Prtlcr d1scnursc that demonstrates its power by the power of 
th,· prP11<1s.ils 11 mfnnns. What we should reject is the high-flown emp

t mr,, 11f .1 mcta-dhrnursc that n:\'cals its sterility by its failure to make 
.my ,ud1 prop11s.1k 

I hr ddl.11 ll,1ury rc.1ding of pragmatism is, by an apparent paradox, 
l\t,t -,ud1 a sta1lc c\',h1nn. It denounces ..1mbition in the name of mod
r,ty .. md ll rqrcts rc;1d1 for the sake of effect. Howc\'er, its champions 

.ire d1,11ngul'-hcd f n1m their own philosophical heroes by their pro
p.1m111.llK stlrncc. I lanng concl'i\'cd a higher-order discourse that has 

.1, 11, 11111:· rnr,,.,gt· thr u-.clcssness 1,f all meta-discourses and the ex
du.:.i\·c \',1luc 1,f fir,t-mdcr 1m1posals. they then abandon the field, dis

.1rmcd 11{ .my �ud1 pr,1p11s;1ls. t1, the dominant forces in society and in 
th,,ught F.11hng 111 ren1g111:t· the openness of the boundary between 
hr--1-,,rdn .ind h1�hcr-11rdcr pr11jccts. they remain deficient in the \'cry 
tYI''-'' 11! 1dc1s 111 which they assign the highest \'alue. 

I he 11,>-t.1lgK-hcrl1JC rc.1dmg of pragmatism seeks 10 defend the prag-
111.111,1 11.1d11111n .1g.11ns1 the tnnah:ing historicism (or "postmod
cm1,m·) ,,f the ddl.111,,11.ir:,· re.1dmg. l}ndcr the pretext of venerating 
tlw d.t"K :\mn1c.111 pr.1g1mt1sts. 11 rcprt'Scnts them as professors of 

phtl,,,,,phy r,lflcrrncd w11h farmlt.u debates abottt realism. relati\'ism, 
,llld ,,h1cd1,·1ty ·1 he rcs11lt. l111wt·ver. rs to produce ..1 fossil that acccn
llt.llcs 1hct1 11mc,h11t111d 11.iws of ns1,1n rather than liberating for our 
u,(. !l-...!.t�· till' nw,t dt,qurctmg. pcrpkxrng. and encrgi:ing clements in 

thnr dr•dnth' 
l 1n ,111. h .1 ncw. thl· cl·ntr.11 tht·s1s ,,( pragmatism was something 

.1!"1ut till· l.1,t sust.1111.ihlc hnt· of ddcnsc during the long retreat of 
\\'c,,l·m thl,u�ht ffl1111 nwrwccnmg wnfidence in our power to see the 
\\11dd ,,11h the l'Yl'S 1,f l;l,d Thl·rc 1s indeed much in the writings of 

the cl.i,,1, :\mrrk.ltl pr.1�m.111sts th.11 lends itself 10 such an intcrpre-
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talion. However, it is precisely the part most \'itiatecl by the illusions l)f 

naturalism. 
The mistake committed by this strand in pragmatism is the confusion 

of two impulses: one, to be rejected; the other, to be prcscrn:d. The 
impulse to be nurtured is the impulse to discard the dualisms that 

continue to haunt speculative thought: between subject and object, be

tween freedom and necessity, between spirit and nature. Our experi
ence of action and connection dissolves these dualisms. 

It matters, however, what direction we wke as we dissoh-e them: what 

we do with our lives and societies from day to day. The dualisms arc 

indeed hallucinations. They arise from attempts to step outside the 
realm of action and to look at ourselves from the outside. contcmpla

ti\·cly, rather than from the inside, acti\'cly. Almost e,-crything that is 
most valuable in the philosophy of the last two hundred years has 
contributed, directly or indirectly, to the campaign against them. 

The impulse to be rejected is the impulse to tell a story about the 
dissolution of these dualisms that is detached from any particular re
constructive intention or project. Such a story will look like a supa
scicnce. It will explain just how the dualisms arc dissoh·cd in nature 

and how experience-our experience-forms an inseparable part of the 

natural world. In so doing, it will repeat, in one form or another, the 
confusion exemplified by Dewey's doctrine of experience: the confusion 
between knowing that we arc natural beings-as we arc-and at

tempting to provide a full account of our human experience in naw

ralistic language-which we cannot. It is as if we could dispel the dark
ness surrounding our scientific knowledge by suddenly turning on thL· 
lights. only without having to do the work of natural science and 
without being limited by the spcciali::cd, tool-bound. and therefore also 
ephemeral character of all scientific conjecture. 

The classic pragmatist philosophers, just like Hegel. Bergson. or any 
number of their other peers. mistakcnlr pushed the dissolution of the 
dualisms into a way of understanding and practicing philosophy as a 
naturalistic supcrscicncc. The nostalgic-heroic reading of pragmatism 
turns its campaign agaimt the relativism and the historicism of the 
deflationary reading into a commemoration of that mistake. 

By virtue of this mistake. we risk a double loss. One loss is loss of 
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cbnty about our situation. It docs not follow from our envelopment 

w11hm nature that we can map out this envelopment and describe our 

�nuattnn frnm the oll!sic.lc as if we were not who we in fact are. \Ve can 

rxtl'nd. through thcori:ing and toolmaking, the range of an apparatus 

fnr pncept1on and reasoning that is built to the scale of an ephemeral, 

snu;11cd org.mism. However, we can do so only by localized but cu-
111ul.1tl\·e sll:ps . 

• \, 11ur news !caw the grounc.l of the phenomena that are manifest

to tb, they turn into an allegory, remote from our intuitive under

�t.rnthng. \\'c can Jt1st1fy them, at their periphery of inference and ap

plt1..1t11in, by the practical results-the experiments and the intentions
th.1t we .ire able to produce by taking them for real. 

t 1n tlus h1ss of clarity about our situation there follows a loss of 

dtrl'llh111 Ill 11ur deeds. We cannot sec the world with the eyes of God. 
\\'c c111 ne,·crthrkss change our situation-not just the clements of our 

nri.:unbt.mn· hut the relation we have to it. To produce a fom1 of 
tl11nk111g th.11 c.m support and guide transform.Hive action while dis-
1"-·n,mg wnh the illusions of a naturalistic supersciencc is one of the 

.1111h1t111n, of a r.1d1c1lt:ed pr.1gmatism. It is also the needed sequel to 
thr d11.1It,m, ag.1m�t wlm:h philosophy has rebelled. 

Pr.1gma11s1 Insights and American �tistakcs 

l'r.1�m.111,m, h11wen:r. 1s 1wt mncly a doctrine expounded in books. It 
i,; 1hc llh"I d1.1T.H.:tcmt1C philosophy of the country that has become 
thl· d,,mm.mt 1'-1,wr m tl1l· Wl)rld. It is not enough to take it at its word 

.h .1 �·ncs ,,f (11n(q1tu.1l propl1�1ls. d1n:rted by the prejudices of nat
m.1h,m fr.1111 the rccnnstrnctivc impulses animating it. It is also useful 

h1 undrrst.md It ;1g.1111s1 the hackgwund of the national experience and 
the 11.111,m.tl ph1Jcd tl, whid1 it has given a philosophical rnice. 

\'1cwnl Ill 1h1, lrght-.15 It h.1s been in the larger world outside pro
ks"'n.11 phth"1,phy-pr.1gmat1sm has pro,·idcd less a group of theories 
l1i me.min�. truth. ;md expa1encc tlun a set of attitudes to the practical 
pr,,bkms 11f hk .md 5t'<.:tcty. In this nm1ext. the difficulty with prag
m.11t,m h.1s 11l1t hl'l'll the 1c111pt.ll1l1n tl, confuse sympathy for science 
with surrl·nda h' n.11ur;1h:-m. It has been the temptation to �1llow the 



content of its method to be compromised by the !laws of the national 
culture for which pragmatism has spoken. The error has not been nat

uralism; it has been the Yicw I earlier labeled democratic perfec
tionism-together with phenomenalism and mturalism, one of the 
major ways in which modem thought has been distracted and dclkcted 

in its effort to offer a full-fledged altcmati\·e to the perennial philosophy. 
Every culture must draw the line between the alterable feat urcs of 

social life and the enduring character of human e:,;istrnce. When we 

understate the extent to which the whole order of society and culture 
represents a frozen politics-the containment and interruption of 

fighting-we become the sla\'CS of our own unrecogni:ed creations. to 
which we bow down as if they were natural :md C\'cn sacred. To replace 
a political vocabulary by a theological one, we then commit a sin of 

idolatry, confining infinite spirit within the perimeter of its finite con
structions. 

If. on the other hand, we deny our own ignorance and finitude. and 

imagine oursel\'es able to escape them by acts of self-help or sclf
incantation, we risk losing not only our clarity but ourscl\'cs. \Ve trade 
real reconstructi\'e power for a pretense that begins to imprison us. The 
perennial philosophy-and, to a lesser c:,;tcnt, phcnomcnalisrn. natu

ralism, and democratic perfectionism as incomplete escapes from it
are themseh·es such forms of false transcendence and illusory liherat1on. 

A major clement in American culture understates the mutable nature 
of social life while exaggerating the c:,;tcnt to which the indi\'idual can 
escape the consequences of his mortality. his fragility. and his cluekss

ness about the ultimate setting of human life. 
The source of the denial of the alterability of social life is a species 

of institutional fetishism: the belief that the genius of the founders and 
the fa\'or of pro\'idcncc enabled the American Republic to hn. at the 
time of its foundation, on the definiti\'e formula of a free society. The 
cult of the Constitution is merely the limiting case of this comprehensi\'C 
idealization of an abstract conception of the market, of democracr. and 
of free ci\'il society, unjustifiably identified with a particular, contingent 
set of institutional arrangements. This structure supposedly requires 
adjustment only at extraordinary moments of national crisis. 

Howe\'cr. it is pan of the project of human empowerment and 
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f rrcd11rn to d1rn111ish the <lcpcndcnce of change on calamity. The greater 
1h1s (kprmkncc. the smaller our chance of combining engagement in 
;i p.1rt1nilar world with critical distance from its assumptions. And the 
1•rc.11rr thc chancc that institutions and habits will hold our opportu
�:1t1r, of prauic1l coopcr:ition and passionate attachment hostage to a 
,d1emc pf son.11 di\·ision and hierarchy. In both these ways, institu
t1<>n.tl k11,l11srn will make us less free, less godlike, less human. \Ve 
,!1.111 hl' .1hk IO engage only by allowing ourselves to be marginalized. 
\\"c :,.)1.111 sucrcrd 111 connecting with others onl>· by becoming masters 
11r U11tkrh11gs. and 111 affirming our freedom only by betraying our at
t.1d1111rnt, 

L11lurr .1dequa1dy to acknowledge the mutable character of social 
hk c,,rx1sts. 111 tl11s \·1s1011. with a misunderstanding of our ability to 
dr.11 with dr.llh ;111d we;1kness. The indi\'idual imagines that he can lift 
h1m,(·lf up .. ill by l11msrlf, through repeated acts of self-reliance and 
�df -c11mtrurt1Pn I k acnunubtes things to depend less on people. He 
111y, .md linkers w11h practices th:lt he hopes will steel him against fate 
.1ml qrnrt h1-; krrPrs. :\nxwus to achic\"e a modest prosperity and in
dcpcndcri.t·. hr dre.1ms htrnsdf in his little realm-his business, his 
p111pnty. h1, f.11111ly-a small-time king, self-crowned and self
.11i.1111trd In .111 thc:-c w.1ys, he contri\"1.'.S to lift himself above both the 
d.m�crs pf lik .111d tht· fr;ir 11f death. The historical world of institutions 
.ind pr.1.-i1ccs bcn1111es .1 h.1Ckdr,1p to the cycles of indi\'idual existence. 
It 1, .1 Y1n,· th.It r.1d1e.1lly and d;ingcrously underestimJ.tes the extent to 
wh1d1 11ur dh,ns .11 :-df-n,rbtntctton arl.'. at the mercy of blind luck, of 
the s,'d.11 11r1kr .. 111d ,,f wh;ir othl.'.rs may giYe or deny us, by way of 
mt.m1:1hlc �r.1l·r ,b well as 1.111gihlc hdp. 

It 1s true th.11 111 :\rnaK.111 l'Xpaicnce this idea of self-making exists 
.1!,,:1i:,i.k .1 grc.ll we.11th 1,f hinns of association, of \'Oluntary coopera-
11w .1.:t1<1n. cx1cnd111g. hr a satl.'.s of concentric circles, around the pe
nmcter ,,I the 111dl\'ldt1.1l .md !us concerns. Howe\'er, voluntary asso
c1.llh'll is likened 111 ;1 huhhlmg 11Ycr of the energy and the magnanimity 
,,r m,li'"1du.1b wh11 s1.111d s,,hdly ,1n the ground of their own existence. 
It 1s .1 f.,nn ,,f r111N:11,lbncss rh.ll c11ml.'.s and goes, becoming stronger 
,,r we.1ka It 1.1kc5 f11r gr.1111ed. J.s 115 scumg. the stnicture of established 
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social life, naturalized as an intrinsic part of a scheme of ordered liberty. 

It is a spirit, filling, or failing to fill, an institutional \'esscl that it need 

not and cannot reshape, and that is in tum powerless 10 preserve It. 

r-.tarried once to naturalism as a philosophical doctrine. pragmatism 
has been remarried to this democratic perfectionism as the philosoph

ical expression of a set of national attitudes. The price of the first mar

riage has been to blunt the force of the underlying themes of agency. 

transcendence, futurity, and experimentalism by combining them with 

ideas antagonistic to them. The price of the second marriage has been 

to corrupt the expression and the radicalization of those same themes 
at the hands of what is in fact a Western heresy. It is a heresy in the 
sense that it diverts and corrupts, through its error in drawing the line 

between the mutable and the immutable features of our existence, a 

way of thinking about humanity and history that for the last two hun
dred years has been taking the world by storm. 

Wrapped in the language of the attracti\'e liberal experimentalism 

that the pragmatist philosophy provides, this form of consciousness 
confines the promises of democracy and economic progress to a dog

matic institutional formula-a particular institutional \'crsion of rep

resentative democracy, of the market economy, and of a free ci\'il so

ciety. And it equates the project of indi\·idual emancip;Hion and 

self-fulfillment with a moral program that denies or misrepresents the 
relation between self-help and solidarity. 

This heresy is now armed, and identified with the power of the 

United States. It is in the interest of humanity to resist it and to deny 
to its sponsors the prcrogati\'cs of Constantine. 

If pragmatism is to push forward its own animating themes of agency. 
contingency, fmurity, and experimentalism. it must purge itself of its 
partnership with this sectarian democratic perfectionism as well as of 

its association with naturalism. The result may not resemble the prag
matist philosophy that history has deli\·cred to us. It ne\'ertheless de
serves the name of pragmatism if anything docs because it speaks to 
what, from the beginning. mattered most, and had most promise. in 
that tradition of thought. 



The Core Conception 

Co11strni111, I11complctc11css, Resistance, Reinvention 

:\ Conn:ption of I lumanity 

I hr ftmtrl· \l{ phtl11:;11phy hes in the de\'clopment of an unsettling con
n·pt11,n 1,f hum.mny-of human action, thought. and potential. It is 

un-ctthn.� hnth hrcause it contradicts many of our received ways of 
thmkmg .ind hcc.1usr ll 1mpltrs a radic1l criticism of society and culture 
..... 1hry .Hr 11t1w cstahli�hrd. In anothrr sense. however, this conception 
1s .ii,,, 111th1,,h,; 11 rrsults fwm the grncrali:ation and the deepening 
,,f �,,mr ,,f till· nw�t d1.ir;1ctcnstic tendencies of thought in the last two 
ln111drrd yl·,n;; If the pragmatist tradition has any special claim to speak 
h,r thc,c 1L·mknucs. 1h1s ;mthority lies in the \'ehemence with which it 
}1.1, .11t.1d,cd s11me 11{ thr 1111clkctt1al obstacles to their ad\'ancement. 
Wh.11 h .11 �t.1kr m a dbcussllm of the radicalization of pragmatism is 
thrrd,1rl· the future 11f thrsr impulses in thought and of their signifi
,: .ltl(l' f,,r �1xtt·ty 

\\"l· c.11111,,t p.1sp the duractrr of this \'iew of humanity without 

.1pprr.:1.11111g the rn·rr!-.tl 11{ mtellectual priorities on which it rests. The 
ph1l,",'PhY ,,f the .muents .b'.>Utned the superiority of the impersonal 
,,va 1hr pas,111.11 lmpcrso1ul reality was assumed to be both the sub-
1r.:t m.ma \,f \l\H 11111<.t rd1.1blc knowledge and the source of our 

�tr.,n�.:�1 ,-.,!uc:- The d1n11c 1belf was pictured on this model of im
p,:r::,,,11.11 but fu11d.1111c111.1l rc.1l1ty. ;md the anthropomorphic rcprescn-

1.111,,n ,,f l;,._1 w.1s d1m11sscd as a n1nces'.>ion to the vulgar . 
.-\t 11111cs the SUJX'.rt11r .mth11nty and reality of the impersonal found 
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expression in views that affirmed the reality of the phenomenal world 

and at other times in ideas that represented the phenomena as diluted 

expressions of more hidden and more real models. Placing as they did 

ultimate reality and value far from the immediate concerns of the trou

bled and striving agent, such beliefs dc\'alued transformation and self
transformation through struggle. They sought for the mind and the self 

the disengagement, the serenity, and the inrnlncrahility that they as
sociated with the divine. 

The religious, moral, and aesthetic mo\'emcnts that ha\'e shaped our 

ci\'ilization and through it set the world on fire ha\'e wholly re\'ersed 

this priority. They have affirmed the precedence-in fact, in knowledge, 

and in value-of the personal O\'er the impersonal. It is our own 

world-the world we create through action-that we can understand 
more intimately and confidently; the rest of reality we master only hy 

an O\'erreaching that we cannot a\'oid and cannot trust. l la\'ing made 

our own world, we can remake it. \Ve can, as Marx said. "make the 
circumstances dance by singing to them their own melody ... 

These same tendencies in our civilization have repudiated the ethic 

of invulnerability that forms the most constant and universal clemrnt 

in the moral reflection of high cultures throughom world history. In its 

place. they have put the idea. so persistently explored in some of the 

most characteristic literature of the modem West (such as the 

nineteenth-century novel) that the indi\'idual develops strong and in

dependent personality, he raises himself up and makes himself more 

divine, through conflict with society and within himself. The ro:1d to 
self-possession and self-construction passes through a sclccti\'c low

ering of defenses, the creation of zones of heightened reciprocal rnl
nerability. 

Not the least service that democracy renders to humanity is to create 
a climate more fa\'orable to such exploration. It docs so both by its 
assault on the extreme and entrenched forms of inequality and hy its 
espousal of the idea of the capacity of ordinary men and women for 

transformation and self -transformation. 

Within what understanding of the world. of the self. of society, and 
of thought, can we best deYclop this revolutionary impulse in our ci\'-
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1lt:at1on. testing its credenti:lls and working out its consequences? The 

pr.1grn;1t1srn that is worth saving and radicalizing is just another name 

for the philosophy that takes this question as its own. 

The most troublesome clement in this philosophical enterprise is its 

wry fiN rnm·e: the assertion of the primacy of the personal over the 

1rnp..:r.,t1nal. the determination to begin from where we are, in our 

hum.m world. Di:hates about pragmatism have emphasized traditional 

d,.,pttlt'S ahPut the objectivity of knowledge and the authority of natural 
'>llt·nn·. They approach the problems raised by the pragmatist philos-
11phy .,.., 1f they wcrc merc \·ariations on familiar controversies over 

.,krp11u,111. 

It ,., k-,s m thcsl· \';tn;1tions, however, than in the implications of the 
tl.11111 Pl the pnnnty of the personal over the impersonal that \Ve can 

1111d h,1th what 1s most pu::ling and what is most promising about 

pr.1gm.1t,.,m. and 111 Its meaning and grounds I soon return. If only we 

n1uld 1.1kt· thb d.11111 to the hilt, the relation of pragmatism to skepticism 
\\, 1uld .1ppt·.1r m an11thrr light. Skepticism can be managed by a set of 

t11nc-tc.,tnl n1u111crmm"Cs. Once radicali:cd, pragmatism however, cm 

ht· c11 lll.1111nl 11nly hy rcnrs1on w the pagan ascendancy of the imper

.,,>n.1l 1wrr the prr�11nal. ;m a�ccndancy that the \Vest-and the whole 

w,,rtd Ill its w.1kc-h.l\'t' hmg smcc struggled to overthrow. 

Tinn: idt··"' ab,1u1 the sl'lf and about humanity in its relation to the 
111�ll!ut11111.1l .md d1sl.'urs1w scttmgs of human action arc central to such 

.1 ph1h",1phtl.'.1l 1m1gr.11n. \\'c misunderstand these ideas if we fail to see 
1hrrn 111 rcl.1t 111n 11, 1111t: ;11w1hcr. I :;talc e;1ch 0£ them both as conceptions 

,,r thc md1ndu.1l sdf and as \·1ews of l)llr humanity. 

The lit�t 1lk.1 b th.11 we h.1Vc 11ur hcmg in the particular: particular 
h,'tlic:- .is wdl ·" p.1rucul.ir s11c1et1cs and cultures, shaped by distincti\'e 
.1rr;111�cmt·nt� .md hchck There ts no n:uural and definiti\'e fonn of our 
111d1ndu.1l .md �,1.:1.11 hcmg. nn cxtrancous space to which, by an act of 
tntdk.:tu.11.md t1ll1r;1l tr;msccndcncc we ct1uld tra\'cl, the better to pass 

JUd�mcnt 1111 tht· p.1mcul.u. In a sense. 1here arc only the particulars. 
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Our equipment for cognition and action is soaked in particularity; it 
is best suited to the temporal and spatial scale on which a mortal. 
embodied being must act. It is a namral fact about us that we sec 
unaided only what is around us and feel most readily what threatens 
or delights us here and now. Most of our thoughts hang on our actilll1S, 
preceding them as scouts or following them as historians and judges. 

The second idea is that the habitual settings of action and thought, 
especially as organized by the institutions of society and the com·e111il1llS 
of culture, arc incapable of containing us. Although 1hey shape us. they 
never shape us completely. Even when they do not invite us to ddy 
and to change them, we can defy and change 1hem nevertheless. There 
always remains in us a residue or a surfeit of untamed and uncxhausted 
capability. 

This transcendence of the self over its formative cirrnmstances occurs 
in e\TI)' department of human experience. At one pole of a spectrum 
of possible experience, it happens in our most general and abstract 
ideas-in mathematics, for example, where our powers of discm·t:I)' 
and im·cntion outreach our ability to bring our concepts under 1hc 
control of a closed and complete set of axioms. At another pole of that 
spectrum, it takes place in our social and cultural life, when. for ex
ample, under the aegis of the rules of a particular regime of contract 
and property we de\'isc forms of cooperation that suggest, foreshadow, 
or even require a different set of contract and property mies. 

The uncontainable character of the individual mind and self ts re
peated in the experience of humanity as a whole. No possible list of 
social and cultural orders exhausts the collcclive powers of the species. 
The historical succession of such orders never culrmnates in a full and 
definitive reconciliation between spirit and circumstance. 

This perpetual misfit between us and our silllation is prefigured in 
the most basic facts of our namral constitution, beginning with the 
plasticity of the brain and with the relative openness and indirection of 
our most elementary dri\'cs. It is echoed throughout C\Try level of our 
experience, including our most ambitious projects in thought. politics, 
and art. Its supreme expression in 1he realm of ideas is the notion of 
the infinite. That a flawed and finite being. li\·ing an ephemeral life in 
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1he nmbt of nnpenctrablc ignorance about the meaning of this existence 
and 1hc outer readies of reality, should take the idea of the infinite into 
1bclf as something that would raise it up, that it should transact with 
tl11� Hk;1 1lll tense but intimate tem1s, that it should experience its re
l.1111111 w11h other scl\'cs as capable of being transfigured by infinite 
hm�mg, hmg111g that nothing and no one can quench-all this testifies 
tn 1u,t how mud1 this stigma of our humanity brands us. 

lhe line texture of our experience recalls to us the same truth of our 
1111,lil .111d shows ho\\' this misfit may become a source of power. \Ve 
mtht g1\'e mud1 nf our liws O\'er to routine and repetition. We repeat 
hn.nht' tune and capacity arc scarce. \Ve embody in machines whatever 
we Lltl repeal and bnng under a formula. Repetition frees energy and 
tlllh' fpr wh.11 we do not yet know how to repeat. It enables us to move 
ou1w.ml l\1 the penumbra of the new. Our interest is to accelerate this 
1,,-.dl.1111,n. us111g the repelltious to serve the unrepeatable. 

\\"c do rwt quicken the 11:mpo of this procedure merely for the sake 
1,f 1h p.,m�·ul.tr m.11n1al and moral benefits. \Ve quicken it for its own 
�,kc. wlmh b to s.1y for thc s;1ke of the experience of mastery O\'er the 
tam, 11f 11ur 0;1<;1ctKt' and 1,f intimacy \\'ith the infinite that it makes 
p,,�'lbk I he ph1h,soph1cal instrnment of this acceleration is a radical-
1:cd pr.1�111.1t1sm. 

I he thml 1dc.1 b 1h.11 we cm do more than inno\·ate in the content 
,,f ,,ur �,,d.11 .md niltural rnntcxts. \\'e can inno\'atc as well in the 
d1.1r.1.ra 11f l1llr rd.1t 1l,11 to them: we can change the extent to which 
they 1mpn,,,n u�. :,..;l,t l\Jlly cm we do so, but we must do so if we arc 
11, rc.1h:c Pt1r 111!1�1 powcrf ul mt crests in material progress, in the lib
a.1t 1,m ,,f md1ndu.1b frl,m cmrcnchcd social division and hierarchy, 
.md m 1hr i:rc.11l!,n 11f ;1 wl,rld that is able to acknowledge and to support 
\h .b tht· w,,rld-tr.111��:cndmg agcnts we kno\\' ourselves to be. 

t. 1ur .1d1v1t1l·� f.ill 111w tW1) d.1sses. Some acti\'ities arc moves within

.1 fr.1mrw,1rk 11! l,rg.1111:.ttwn and bclid that we take for granted. At the
l11rn1. the fr.1mcw,,rk rem.1ms unchallrngcd and even invisible. \Ve nat
ur.1h:c ,,r :-..md1fy II. trc.11111g as natural fact or s.1cred impcrati\·e the 

r,1l!cd1\·t· pwdui.:t 11f 11m own hands. Other activities arc mo\'eS about 
thc fr;1ml·w,,rk �ui.:h ai.:tmllcs d1;111gc the framework the only way it 
,,rdm.mly i.:.m he ch.mgcd: p1ei.:c by p1ci.:c and step by step. 
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Society and thought can be organized to lengthen the distance be
tween the ordinary moves we take within the established limits and the 
exceptional moves by which we redefine these limits. When we 

lengthen this distance, transformation depends on trauma: ruin be
comes the condition of change. Altemati\'cly, society and thought can 

be arranged to shorten this distance. \Ve shorten the distance by ar
ranging our social and discursive practices so that the transfonnatinn 
of the structures becomes a constant extension of the way we go about 
our ordinary business. Transformation will become less dependent on 
calamity. It will be rendered banal and be sucked into our e\'cryday 
experience. 

\Ve split the difference between being inside a particular framework 

that decides for us what we must do and being outside such a frame
work, forced to decide everything for ourscl\'es. It is the next best thing 
to the divinity we arc denied. Given that we cannot inhabit the context 

of all contexts, the natural and definitive space of reason and society, 
we can at least create a framework that helps propel us outward beyond 
itself. 

The shortening of the distance between context-preserving and con
text-transforming activities is the price of practical progress. inc.:luding 

economic growth and technological innovation. It creates a setting in 

which experimentalist cooperation can flourish. It enlarges our freedom 
to recombine people, machines. and practices in the light of emergent 

opportunity. It is a requirement for the liberation of the individual from 
a strongly rooted hierarchy and division: any scheme of rigid social 
ranks and roles depends, for its perpetuation, on the naturalt:ation or 
the sanctification of the arrangements that reproduce ii. And it gives a 
chance for a fundamental experience of freedom and empowerment: 
the experience of not h.:n'ing to choose between fidelity 10 our context
transcending sd\'eS and engagement with a p:irticular world. 

A radicalized pragmatism is the operational ideology of the short
ening of the distance between context-preser,mg and context
transforming acti\·ities. It is thus a program of pemuncnt revolution
howevcr, a program so concei,·ed that the word "rernlution" is robbed 
of all romantic otherwordliness and reconciled 10 the everydayness of 
life as it is. 
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( 1ur aus of going beyond the established institutional or discursive 

nmtc:xt of our habitual actions and thoughts leave us in a condition 

th:11 (,Ill he described with equal justification as being at a loss and 

knowing mnrc: clearly _just what to do. The naturalization of formati\'c 

arr.mgl'rncnts and beliefs lends to ordinary existence and thought a 
qll.1l1ty of narrnlc:ptic compulsion. \Ve forget the purposes of our activ-

111cs and deliver ourselves to them as if they were self-directing. The 
rnk, (lf cng.1gcment and success become embodied in the framework. 

When \H' thmk the thoughts or do the deeds that the framework docs 

rwt pn11111. tkmonstrating that there is always more in us than there 
l,lll he Ill tht· org.mi:ed setting of our action, we deprive those rules of 
,omc (lf thl'lr f1ircc. 

\\'hne. at this moment of the stretch or the transgression, can we 
find gll1d.111l°c) lhl' answer is that we find it by a double mo\·e. \Ve can 

1111 ll111gcr undcr�tand our interests and ideals as we had understood 
thrm whrn \\°l' Wl'fl' acting s:1fcly within the framework. \Ve explore 

\\ lut tlll'y 1111-.111 rlllw that we ha\'c changed some of the institutional or 
llllll°cptll.11 prt·�upp1,si1i11ns l)n 1he basis of which we had been acting. 
\\'c: try 11, m.1kc the purposl' outlast its familiar setting. However, we 
1.:.11111111 renew u-. life w11hollt rdonning its content. At the same time, 
we �h11uld .1�k ,,m�,1:h·c-. what would best strengthen our revisionary 
p,n,cr 111 thought and s,,c1ety. 

1 he ak.1,; ;\t the center of an unchained pragmatism amount to a way 
,,f thmkm� .1h,,ut 1)ur rcla11,m wall the habitual contexts of our action. 
When we 11al�1· the \',ilue ,,f .my initiative. we should take into account 
tb dfrd 11n thb rcl.1111m. \\'l' slwuld a:,;k whether it de\'clops or under
mines ,,ur .11tnh11trs 11[ a�cncy. transcendence, futurity, and expcri
rnc11t.1h,m 

lct n11.· �1w .m l'X,unple dr;nrn from the institutional organi:alion of 
1kllh'd;1tK p1,httcs r;1tha th.m from the methodologic;:tl organi:ation 
,,[ n.Hur.1! :-c1rncl' It ban appwpnatc example to offer, gi,-en the pri-
1inty ,,f the pi.·rs1m.1l ;md thl· sf1c1;1J 11,·cr the impersonal and the n:uural 
111 1h1· ddimu,111 ,,fa r·.1d1c1h:ed pra�matism. 

l-,,:Hda ., scnl's nf cmmcltcd prnp<)�1ls for the institutional rcor

�.m1:.111,,n ,,f dcnwcutK 1wh11cs. I rctum to these proposals in greater 
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detail later, as part of a program of social reconstrnction. Herc I present 

them more briefly as instances of a revisionary practice that can change 

e\'el)· aspect of our circumstance, piece by piece. They do not form an 

indivisible system. They ne\'ertheless reinforce one another. They arise 

from similar concerns. They can be implemented piece hy piece and 

step by step through a process of combined and une\'en de,-clopment. 

First, we uphold the liberal objecti\-c of fragmenting power while 

repudiating the conscrvati\'c objecti\'e of slowing down the political 

transformation of societ}'. If we are faced with an American-style pres

idential regime, for instance, we pro\'ide for mechanisms enabling the 

two deadlocked political branches of go\'ernment 10 break the deadlock 

by calling anticipated elections for both branches of gm-crnrnent. [it her 

branch would have the unilateral right to call the elections. To exercise 

this right, it would have to rnn the electoral risk. By this simple expe
dient, we transform the presidential regime into a de\'ice for the quick

ening of democratic politics. 

Second, we introduce a series of reforms that ha\'e as their combined 

effect a heightening of the le\'el of organized popular mobilization in 

politics: public financing of political campaigns, free access of the po

litical parties and social movements to the means of mass communi
cation, electoral regimes designed to strengthen the parties. \Ve raise 

1he temperature of politics wi1hou1 abandoning the commitmem to 
institutional organization. \Ve do so con\'inced that there is a relation 

between the structural fecundity of a form of political life and its energy 
level, yet also aware that energy without organization rem:iins both 
ephemeral and dangerous. 

Third, we extend the understanding and practice of federalism as a 

form of experimentation. For example, we encourage the de\'clopmcnt 

in particular territorial units or sectors of the economy and the society 
of countermodels to the main policy and institutional solutions adopted 
in national politics. Under certain conditions designed to pre,·cnt ahuse 

and oppression, localities or groups can opt out of the general legal 
regime and produce another one. It is as if society, in advancing along 

a certain path, were to hedge its bets. 
Fourth, we deepen the conception and strengthen the tools of basic 
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human rights. To thri\'e in the midst of accelerated innovation, the 

111d1rnhul must be and feel secure in a haven of protected vital interests 

and c.1p.1h1ht1cs. I le must enjoy a social inheritance of basic resources 

,in whirh he can draw at turning points in his life. People sometimes 

lmd tht:mscln:s caught in locali:ed forms of disadvantage and exclusion 
fr,,m which they are unable to escape by the normal devices of self

rl·l1.1nt 111dl\'ldual action. The state, acting through a distinct branch of 
go\'cmmt·nt. spenally organi:ed and equipped for this purpose, must 

bl· .1hk to 1ntcrwne Ill the particular practice or organization, restoring 

th n1.111m \l) a rnndnion of effccti\'c agency. 
hrn 1hr partial implementation of a project defined by its commit

ment I\) these four sets of reforms would alter our preexisting concep
t1t1r1' ol pl1ltttc1l freedom and political equality in the process of drawing 

nn thrm Yet II \nnild also achie\'e some of its authority and its direction 
lr,1 111 tht· �rr\'t(e II would render to a conception of our humanity-the 
wry n111n·p111m defined by the three ideas I ha\'e just discussed. This 
(11n(t'plll'll b 11sdf ,wt nmstant. It has a life and a history but no 
pa111.111rnt e�,t·ncc. It draws meaning and force from the ways in which 
wr rt:.1h:r tt Ill hk and 111 thought. 

I hr pl1tll,�1)phy 11f the future is a philosophy of how we create fu
ture�. dtlkrcnt futures. The r.:org;mi:ation of democratic politics is an 
l'X,1111pk d thl· rrn:-tnn l'f a practice: an example of unparalleled interest 

hl·(.l\l�{· II dc.1b wnh the t1..·rms of a practice that sets the terms on which 
\W 1m1tw.11c Ill m.111y l)lh.:r practices. \\'c make oursel\'cS more godlike 

w11lwut prct.:ndmg ll1 csc1p.: the <ldining circumstances of finitude and 
n11,rt.1hty 

lhcx· 1dc.1s .thl)Ul hum.muy unply thrc.: philosophical attitudes. T 0-

�1..·thrr w11h the Ilk.is. the attnud.:s fonn the core of the program for 
th,,u�ht c.xph,r1..·d m tins lwl,k. 

The liN .lttttudc I.' Cl>mmllmrnt w the marriage of theory and action. 
l. 1ur \"l\.'W:- 1)f th.: �If ;md :'-\,c1.:ty-the Yt.:ws standing at the center of
.1 r:1d1.:.1h:cd pragm.111.-;111-.ir.: nn·a nwr.: than a deepening of the ideas



of an ordinary agent in ordinary life. We loosen the bonds tying ideas 

to action to give them greater generality, but we do not untie these 

bonds. There is no fundamental difference between the quality of our 

self-reflection in the grip of activity and the character of our spcrnlation 

as we take a step back. The philosopher is master of no secrets forbidden 

to the agent. 

The continuity of reflection in context with theory against context 

docs not exempt speculative activity from a unique pressure. It is the 

perennial temptation of specialized thinking to identify the routines of 
a society and the conventions of a culture with the way things rightlr 

or necessarily are. Unexpected crisis brings us up short, revealing the 

particular and the contingent for what they arc. depriving them of the 

specious patina of authority and necessity. \Ve should not. however, 

need to wait to be shaken up to free ourselves of our superstitions. 

Instead of waiting. we can imagine. Imagination docs the work of crisis 
without crisis. 

The second attitude is the rejection of the spectral idea of possibility. 

We think that before something became actual it was possible. As a yet 

unrealized possibility, it was waiting around as a ghost for the rnc that 

would allow it to walk on to the stage of actuality. 

Together with this spectral view of possibility goes the notion that 

we can at least in principle be able to demarcate the outer hon:on of 

the possible states of affairs or of the possible worlds. Whatever happens 

in fact in our world amounts to a subset of this larger realny. 

From the \'antage point of reflective action. however, the possible 1s 

not the antecedent of the actual but its consequence. Something new 

has emerged in the world, something we may have ourselves created. 

It may have arisen in violation of the rules of possibility and propriety 

codified in the preexisting regimes of society or of thought. \\'e then 
rearrange our view of the constraints on the transfom1ation of certain 
pieces of the world. This rearrangement is our image of the possible. 

Correctly understood, it is an afterglow that we now mistake for an 

antecedent light. 

So it is that we cannot know looking from anr poim in historical or 

biographical experience what the outer limils of 1hc forms of social 



mg.1m;:.1t1Pn and personal experience may be. If there are limits, they 

arr hhly to hr 111(1\·ahle ones. To make sense of the reality of constraint, 
m: nerd lo credit the power of sequence and grasp the limitations 

1mp,1�cd by our nawral constitution as well as by our historical situa

twn. l lPwcn:r. we need not resort to the idea of a fixed horizon of 
(hlssthtluy. 

l hir t11l1st general ideas about self and society arise from the extension 

of our mPq \·1nd loci! experience, corrected by a studied recollection 
of p.H cwlll:-. and the imagination of a f uturc direction. Such an imag-

1n.1111m �hnw-. us lww we can tum what we have into something else 
.111d wh.11 we can tum it into: memory into prophecy. 

I Ill· �pcdral 1dca of pnssihilitr results from antipathy to the new. The 
1ww .. hn1rdmg lO tlw itka. is not completely new because it was al
rr.Hly ,1.ilk111)!. the ,,·,1rld as the possible. It is only when we divorce 
tlwu�;ht fn,m art111n that a ,·icw so foreign to the experience of cngage
mcnl .111d .1d1Pn hcg111s to force itself upon us as if it provided an 
.1nlld,11c 1,, the l1tu,·111dahlc delusions of :m embodied self. 

I ht· tlmd ph1h,-.11ph1c1l allilude is <lcnaturali::ation of the most im
p,111.mt 11h1ccb-lhc 111.1terials from which we make our human world 

1 1! �, 1dcly .1ml culture. The institutional and ideological structures 
f,,rmmg tin-. ,wrld arc 11t1l there as natural objects with a single, invar-
1.1111 nwdc of hc111g. They exist more or less. Their thingness-their
prc,<.·rH.H1,1n hi lb as rutur.11 facts or e,·en as inescapable fate-is a 
1.,1n,�·q\1c111:c ,,f their rd.111\·c 111subtion against challenge and change. 

l'nhkc 11.1tur.1l f.icts. thcst· human facts c;m exist more or less. The 

grc.llcr thr d1st.111ec hctwcrn l,ur comext-preser\'ing acti\'ities and our 

,·,1nh·\t·tr.1mhmmng 1111cs. the stron�a the sense of their existence. 
They c,1�1 m11rt· :-IT1lll�ly becm::.c we act and think more weakly. The 

f,1r.:c th.it is su,-kl·d nut of us is drawn into them. The shorter the 

d15t,m,l' ht"twccn ()Ul c,,ntext-prescrnn� and our context-transforming 

,1d1,1111·�. rhc less c..:k.uly do these stmctural facts exist. \Ve are strength
t·ncd l>c..-.tll� they ;u..- weak..-ncd. 

lht· n.11ur.1li;:.111l'll l1f the s,1ctal wt1rld is therefore a hallucination 

th.l! c,,nst.mtly turns ml\l an 1mpns11nme111. \Ve cannot escape this 



prison simply by thinking differently. \Ve ha\'e to reorgani:e society 

and culture to become more free. Ne\'erthcless, thinking differently dis

pels some of the illusions that keep us ensla\'ed. 

The three philosophical attitudes I ha\'e in\'okcd and defended haw 

their home in the human world. \Ve cannot carry them into our 

thinking about the nonhuman world around us. Our inability to do so 

is the source of the antinomies of the impersonal, considered in thl.'. 

next part of this book. 
In the nonhuman world, we must di\'orcc di\'orce theory from prac

tice, with results that plunge our thinking into insolublc antinomks. 

Through experiment guided by theory we can relic\'e the consequences 
of this divorce. We thus produce in natural science a pale but powcrf ul 
proxy for the intimate bond between reflection and action. 

In this natural world we find ourscl\'es in a realm in which we cannot 

either embrace or discard the spectral idea of possibility without poi
soning our ideas with confusion and contradiction. We may try to make 

sense of the world as a reality that is ultimately timeless and therefore 

go\'erned by history-less laws. \Ve thereby force ourscl\'CS into the des
perate effort to mark out the frontiers of the possible. Abashed by the 

paradoxes into which this effort dri\·es us, we try to dispense with the 

idea of the possible as the shadowy forcnmner of the aclllal. only to 
disco\·er that in so doing we fatally weaken the conception of a law
like uni\'ersc. Turning our thoughts to nature, we find ourselves unable 
to dissol\'c things into the actions from which they arose and therefore 
unable to distinguish among degrees of being. 

The structures of society and culture arc fighting turned to swne; 
they arc what comes into existence so long and insofar as we intcrnipt 
our practical and ideological struggles over the organi::ation of life 111 
society. When the fighting escalates again, the strnctures dissol\-c into 
the collccti\'e action and imagination from which they arose. When we 
fashion strncturcs designed to im·itc their own reconstrnction. we make 
them into both superior instruments of our power and more faithful 
reflections of our humanity. 

We can find in nature parallels to this birth of struc!llrc out of 
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stntctun:-dcqroying an<l structure-creating action. As our power over 

11;1turc mcreases, we can ourselves unleash these forces. However, when 

tl1111gs 111 nature melt down, even by virtue of our intervention, it is not 

mto th th.11 they melt. They remain as strange and alien to us when 

formless ;is they were when fom1e<l. 



5 

Time and Experience 

Antinomies of the Impersonal 

The Source of the Antinomies 

The onlr world we can know with confident immcdiacr is our own. In 

relation to it, we stand, collcctiYcly though not indi\'idually, in the po
sition of God the Creator. Its fro::en stmcturcs arc simply the residues 
of what can once again become at any moment our unfro::cn relations 

with one another. From this molten mass of intersuhjccti\'ity, of recip
rocal testing across the barriers of distinct bodies and separated con
sciousness, arise the institutions of society and the dogmas of culture. 

Our cogniti\'c equipment is designed on the scale of this world and 
of its immediate natural setting. Howc\'cr, because it is marked by the 
preeminent attribute of plasticity, of rclatiYc functional indcfinition, of 
pcnnancnt disquiet at the tension between limited context and insa
tiable longing, unstoppable stri\'ing, capability exhaustible only by 
death, we reach out berond our immediate settings. 

This reaching out-transcendence in a theological \'ocabulary-is 
implicit e\·cn in our most banal experiences of understanding and de
sire. \Ve relate particulars to prototypes and try to capture as much of 
their particularity as we can by accumulating or combining these pro
totypes. \Vith these prototypes-our concepts ahom kinds of things or 
e\'ents-wc scoop out as much of the particularity of the particulars as 
we can. Howc\'er, something of the particularity remains uncaptured; 
we cannot tell how much. That is why we call particulars ineffable. This 
receding hori::on of the particulars as they arc scanned by the under-



st.111d111g m:alls the general stmcturc of our situation. Our relation to 
our own orga111:ed contexts of action and thought is analogous to this 
rd.1t111n 11{ thr particulars to the understanding. In us, as in the partic
ul.irs th.it thr undcrsuning seeks to grasp, there is an inexhaustible 
rrs1dur A �mubr situation arises in our relations with other people. 
\\'r t re.I! accrptann· and recognition by the other person as a token of 
ddin111w ;1., ... ur;u1cc about our place in the world, an assurance that the 
11thn 1 ... nn·cr ahlr to pw\'ide. We demand the unlimited from the 
hm11ed 

:\ ... we t1H1\'c further away from this human theater and tum our 
m11Hls 111 d1,t.mt nature. our ideas fall into contradictions. These con-
1r.1d1d111ris .ire the antinornies of experience. \Ve cannot solve them. 
:--.:r11hrr. h,1wewr. arc we entirely powerless to deal with them. \Ve can 
d1m1111,h the rrstramts under which they ·place our insight and our 
p,1wcr .. md rcc,tahlish 111 nur dealings with nature a paler \'crsion of 
thr n11irc 111um.lte .md c11mplete knowledge we can gain of our own 
w11rld 1111, re ... l."lrr 11pcratwn makes natural science possible. 

:--.:.11m.1l ... (1rnce therchirc pnwides us with a knowledge that is less 
p,:tkd th.m tli1· knPwlcdge we can ha\'e of our own social and cultural 
c11tbtntds. ,,r 11[ ,,111· annthcr. 11r of ourscl\'es as reflected in the mirror 
111 the 11thcr pa�11n. I lowevcr. we can diminish its imperfection and 
111cro,<.· 11, p11wcr hr ccrta111 tem1x1ri:ing expedients. As a result, we 
blunt tlw f11rcc 11f the ;mt11wrn1cs. although we cannot o\'crcomc them. 

:\II till· .mt11111m1cs ,if the rmpcrsonal can be reduced to two: the 
;mt11i-1my ,,f t11nc .md the ;mtnwmr of objccti\·ity. 

The lmpast11ul and the Personal 

The ur1-h-r�t.1mhn� 11f the ;111t11101111es of time and objecti\'ity rests on a 
,crt.un new ti{ 1111· rd.1t11'11 between our expencnce of oursch-es and 
t1ur rn�1i-:ht llllll n.llurt·. The ph1ln::.ophical tendency I earlier labeled 
n.1tur.1li�m :-h.ur:=. wnh tht· pacnni.\l philosophy the \'icw that the im
l)('f�•'ll.tl h.1.; h1i-:hcr \'.1lue-.111d allows for more secure knowlcdgc
th.111 thl' pa:-<m.11. In rcrt.1111 1mptlft.111t respects the argument of this
lxx,l.;. L11thful It' mt11:h ,,f wh.ll 1s 11111st d1st1ncth·e and most discon-
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ccning in the culture of the modem \Vest. qualifies and C\Tn ren.:rscs 
this hierarchy of value and insight. Now is the time to define more 
clearly and precisely the content and basis for this qualific;1tio11 or re

\'Crsal. 
Nothing in this line of reasoning denies that we arc part of nature. 

Nothing in it appeals to the existence of an e\'anescent spiritual sub
stance exempt from nature and its laws. The issue is how best to ap

proach the relation between nature within us, as we meet it within a 

world of human initiative and connection. and nature outside us. as we 
deal with it beyond the frontiers of our engagements with others and 

with ourselves. In exploring this relation, we do not contrast the human 
to the natural; we contrast the natural experience of humanity to the 
human experience of nature. 

Two facts-natural facts-play a commanding pan in shaping the 
natural experience of humanity. By \'irtue of the first of these two facts, 
our action-oriented knowledge has an ad\'antage O\'cr knowledge dis
sociated from action. By \'irtue of the second natural fact, the part of 
action-oriented knowledge that addresses our own world-the human 

world-is capable of attaining a penetration that no other part of our 
knowledge can ri\'al. Together, these two natural facts su�est rc;isons 

to reject the idea that the most reliable knowledge is the knowledge of 
the impersonal. In so doing. they also contribute to the background of 
beliefs supporting the preeminent \'a(ue of the person;il. 

The first such natural fact has to do with the character of the mind 
as a problem-solving de\·icc, built on the scale of a dying organism. Our 

ideas shadow our actions, and our actions arc ordinarily undertaken to 
seize opportunities and arnid dangers. On this human scale. thought 
comes incessantly up against the resistance imposed by nature sur
rounding us and embodied in us. 

\Ve do not encounter this world immediately. hccau� we arc not 
disembodied and uni\'ersal spirit. \\'c encounter it only within the glit
tering realm of our perceptions. And so philosophy debates whether 
the dcli\·eranccs of perception arc reliable tokens of the real nature of 
the world or only a hallucination. exercising amhority by the weight of 
its own consistency. 
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I lowcvcr. we go on, relying on a principle of efficacy. We are like 
bliml pcopk carrying canes to feel the obstacles before us. Our suc
<:c�,f ul CllnJccturcs arc rewarded by not hitting and falling and by 
1110\·111g forw;trd w our desired destination. Whether or not the message 
,1f the st·rN·s rc\"eals reality, we find guidance and correction in the 
rcs1s1.1nrc th;ll nature imposes to our wills-but only in the small the
alrr 111 wl11ch we arc able to act. 

Thr rrnnd would not he capable of sol\'ing problems in the fashion 
dht1n�rn�l11ng 11 1f 11 failed to possess the attributes that make its 
1m,hkm-,11l\'mg atti\'lt}' so different from that of a machine or a zombie. 
To s,1lw pr,,hkms 111 the way it docs, the mind must be able to represent 
., s1111.11111n .is a whnle: it must be totalizing. This totalizing impulse is 
wh.1t 111.1krs 1..·nrbuou..;ncss what it is. And because e\'ery such totalizing 
rqm:,cnt.1tt,m is 11Komplctc and contestable-good for some things 
.111d 111,t fln ,Hhas-rmnd as consciousness must fore\'er contend with 
., d.i-h 1•f representations: wnh ambiguity. doubt, and darkness. 

T,1 s.,h-e 1m1hlcms Ill the way it docs. the mind must also be able to 
rn.1h· rnp\·r� It ncn·r m.1dc before. according to rules it can fonnulate, 
1( .11 .ill. m1ly .1f1cr 111.1k111)!. thcm. It must. in other words, be capable of 
n,,t rrpt·.111ng rtsdf. This impulse of surprise, in\'ention, and transcen
denff. when n1111h111nl w11h the totalizing impulse. turns consciousness 
m1,, \\h.1t we (.11l 1111.1gmat1on. It n1unts for much in the power of the 
1111ml "' .1ddrt.'"" the prt,blcms of action-oriented experience. 

1 lw x·,1,ml n.llur.11 fact h.is to dl1 with one species of our action
lmcmnl kn,,wkdgt.': k111)wlcdge ()f our own world, of society and cul
ture l 1f tl11s w1,rtd. we c1n hl1pc for a knowledge that is unlike any 
,,thcr ht".-.1u:cc rt 1� the k1wwkdge that the creator has of his creation. 
1111, kr111\\ kdgt· c11nfomb Ill a prmnplc of constniction: we can come 
1,1 krww. with ., tr.m�p.irt'tKy unnv.,llcd in any other part of our ex
p1.·nen,1·. wh.ll w1· h.1\·c rn.1de. llere and only here can we hope to 
d1�JX't1�· wuh the nid l'f the �,ghtkss and to sec with eyes wide open. 

The g,,dhke pasp1.·,m·e th.H bt,th the perennial philosophy and 
m,"-krn n.11ur.1li�m .lttnbutc. 1111hc1r drffcrcnt ways. to our disinterested 
k1wwkdgc 11f the 11.ltur.1! order applies. wuh far greater propriety, to 
1'ttr hum.m k111)wlcdgc 1)f the hum.Ill WMkl. Howc\"cr, it docs not do 
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so automatically or evenly; its increasing applicability is the outcome or 
a successful transformation or social and cultural \ire in a particular 
direction. 

The arrangements of society and culture arc fighting petrified; they 
survive on the interruption or containment of practical and visionary 
strife. The more society and culture arc organi:ed to increase the dis

tance between our context-preserving and our co111cx1-1ransforming ac
tivities, the more these arrangements take on the appearance of natural 

facts. They appear to us as givens, as our collective fate. Indeed. that is 
what, in a sense, they then become. 

It is only by a long struggle, occupying much of the entire history of 
mankind, that we reform society and culture to diminish the distance 
between the ordinary moves we make within an institutional and ide
ological setting we take for granted and the extraordinary moves by 

which we reshape that setting, piece by piece and step by step. A sign 
of our success is that change becomes less dependent on calamity and 
better able to come from within, as an extension of our ordinary activ
ities. 

To some extent, the imagination can anticipate movement in this 
direction and do the work of crisis without crisis. To that cxrem, ii can 
denaruralize the false necessities of society and culture. presenting them 
as the constructions that they arc. In this effort, however, it dare not 
expect to be entirely successful. The transmutation of our institutional 
and ideological assumptions into false facts of nature is not merely a 
piece of false consciousness, capable of being dispelled by an act of 
enlightenment. It is an actual fact, produced by institutions and prac
tices that remain entrenched against challenge and change. except when 
forced by external trauma or by ordinary conflict, aggravated until it 
gets out of hand. The natura\i:cd arrangements of society and culture 
arc always partly opaque-not only because they wear the mendacious 
semblance of nature, and represent the accidental course of conflict as 
rational or necessary, but also because they cxh1hit and facilitate the 
empire of the dead over the living. 

In reforming society and culture to place them more wholly within 
the reach of the transforming will. we also place them more completely 
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w11h111 the grasp of the transformati\'e imagination. Insofar as we suc

n:ed-and we only c\'er succeed haltingly and relatively-the principle 

of nHhtruc11on-1he knowledge the maker can have of his artifact

applies wnh stronger force. We become greater and freer, and enjoy 

deeper 111s1ght into a world of our own making. 

-1 he Clllltllerp.ut to the principle of construction in our moral con-

-.uuusness ts the impulse of iconoclasm: refusing unconditional reality 

and v.1lue Ill the contingent and flawed worlds we build and affirming 

th.It there 1s always more in us, individually and collectively, than there 

c.m cwr he m them. The most complete expression of this iconoclastic
n11nm11111cnt is the dewlopment of forms of life and consciousness that

1mw1de us w11h the means and occasions to resist and reform them. In

this w.1y. thl·y saw us from having to choose between engaging wholc

hc.ntcdly 111 them and keeping the last word, of resistance and tran

s.:cndrm:r. tP ourseh-cs.
·1 hr ur.lltllll of such societies and cultures is an achievement rec

l1m111rnd111g llsdf hy 11s power to promote our most fundamental in

trrrsb rwt 1111ly our llltl'rl'st in mastery O\'l'r context, of which it is the 

nw,t d1rn:t 111.1111kstallllll, but also our interest in the experimental 

rcn1111h111.llhlrl l1f pnipk and resources for the sake of economic growth 
.1rnl 11ur 1111crot 111 tlw permanent subversion of all entrenched schemes 

11£ s, •d.11 d1ns1Pn and hierarchy for the benefit of our ability to give 

oursdw� l1l one .ltwthcr as the radical originals we all belie\'e ourselves 

ult1rn.11d�· ll1 be r.11hi:r th.m as placeholders in any such scheme. 

lhr pi:nrtr.111,,n th.ll results less fully from the principle of problem
:;.,,Jnn� .md nwrc fully frl1m the pnnoplc of construction has a cost. 

lhl· c,1,t 1s th.11 tht· knowlcdgl' 1m1mbcd hr problem-solving and con
�tructtl111 ts. f,,r better .md worse. mtcrcstcd. Just as the penetration 

mcrl·.1�s .1s we mow fnim the lirst pnnciplc to the second-from the 

hhnd m.m·s u:-.: ,,f hi:'> suck !l1 the 111s1ght a human creator can ha\'e 

mw his �x1.1l .md cultur;tl crc.ltlllll-so too the significance of the 

mtcrl·stcdncss mnc.1scs with tlus �lllll' nw,·e: the pragmatic residue in 

\lllr tlwu�ht �r,,ws. \\"h.11 ,,.l' knnw c11111es to be contamin;ued by what 
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()ur pr,)bkm,s,1lnng n111Jccturcs. lm the scak in which thought is 



able to accompany action, ha\'c only the pragmatic residue of the blind 

man's rod: we judge them by their use in enabling us to walk ahead 

without being knocked down. The resistances we cncoun1er can sup

port alternative conjectures, and the superiority of some such conjec

tures o\'cr others may change as we redirect our efforts. 

Our conceptions of humanity and society contain a pragmatic residue 

in a much more radical sense. Not only do we use them as wcapmlS in 

a comest of interests entangled in visions, but we arc also unable to 

expunge from them the quality of self-fulfilling prophecies. To take 

them as guides is to give them some degree of transformati\'c power. 

This power will not be unlimited-the unacknowledged constraints 

within and around us will not dissol\'c under the pressure of wishful 
thinking-but it will be real. It results from many sources: that the idea 

of society-even the idea of a free society, based on cooperation among 

individuals assured of equal opportunity and respect-has no unique 

and uncontroversial translation into a particular organi:ation of human 

life; that our understanding of interests and ideals is relati\·e to the 
practices and institutions in which we imagine them capable of being 

realized, so that there is an internal relation between our thinking about 

those ideals and interests and our thinking about these institutions and 

practices; that consciousness is always indi\'idual and embodied in an 

indi\'idual organism, whereas society and culture arc collecti\'e con
structions, not immediately under the control of the indi\·idual will and 

imagination; and, abo\·c all, that none of our forms of life in society 

and culture exhaust our resources of insight and experience, which 
always transcend them. 

For all these reasons, our thinking about the world we make remains 

forever plunged in the shadows of ambiguity. projectton, deception and 
self-deception, will masquerading as insight, idea hoping to hccomc 

reality. Howc\'cr, all of these taints arc less the exception to the special 
penetration we enjoy in the realm to which the principle of construction 
applies than they arc the price we must pay for the exercise of this 
power. 

Suppose we leave the realm of our knowledge of our made world, in 

which the principle of construction. with its promise of insight from 
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wnhm. holds good insofar as we succeed in creating societies and cul
tures rhat gm: us the means with which to challenge and change them. 

SuppoS{'. that ha\'ing left this ref ugc of the imagination turned in on its 
nwn nillcc11,·c creations. we then continue traveling away from the 

sett mg of our mncr experience until we cross the frontiers of our knowl
edgl'. ol that part of the natural world in which our thoughts continue 
Ill -.h.1dPw om actions. :\t last, we tum outward to the microscopic or 

111.1m)•,n1pu: rl'.altttes lying beyond our immediate reach. Here is the 

pl.ice 11! -.uenu:. 
\\'e must now reproduce the conditions that allow us to fom1 reliable 

wnJrdurcs tn the world that we can reach. We do so by extending the 

hlmd m.m\ cine thrnugh the tools or instruments of the scientist. \Ve 
dn so ,h well hr st1g111g experiments that simulate the blind man's 

npcrtrrKc of h111111g with his stick against barriers or of finding his way 
open by f,,rmmg hypotheses according to his experience of resistance 
or .1dv.1nl·l·. 

ikf11rr ll c;111 hl·wmc a tenet of natural philosophy or a working 

;1,,l1111pt11m 1)[ n.11t1r.1l scienn:. our idea that all reality is governed by a 
wrh ,,f r.1th.1l ninnrctHms represents an act of faith. It is an act of faith 
111 11ur .1h1!11y t11 nuke si:nsc of the whole of reality in a fashion that 
rem.1ttt<. Ill n1mmunton w11h tlwsi: elementary experiences of finding 
11m w.1y. w11h the ',tick of the sc.:nses, in our proximate world. As the 
blmd 111.111 1s rew.1nkd by reachmg his destination if he draws the best 
mkrcn.l· fr,,m his u�e 11f the strck. the scientist is rewarded by predi
c1tm� l'XJx·nmcn1.1l results tf he knows how to make the most of what 

Ins 11,11!, .1lh1w hun t11 hyp11thc:;1:e. 

lhc fmther ;l\\·,1y \W nhwc fwm the acti\'ity of the will and the imag
lll.llh'll dHedl·d 111 till· hurn.111 Wl1rld we build. and then away e,·en 
ffllm the p.1rts 11( n.nurc Wl' r.m touch directly. rdyin!!, on tools to extend 
the r;ltl�l· l,f l1Uf �n�·s and lm experiments to broaden the scope of 
,1ur \·,1!hs11,m w11h n.tturc. the �re.Ha the hkehhood that such knowl
ed�c ;1s \\"l' .ire .1hk tl) ad11i:w will he wntarninatcd bv an iner�1dicablc 

' 
' 

111c1.1ph,,r11:.1l ,werl.ly. The m1>st fund.1mental of these metaphors will 

Ix· thl.' 1dc.1 d umwr5.1J c.1U5.HWn ttsdf. followed by other familiar and 
�cna·.1l 1dc.1s like f1,rce. m.111cr. aml cner�y. And just as the pragmatic 
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residue compromising the convergence or objecti\'ity of thought is 

greatest precisely where can we hope to gain the most incisin: knowl
edge-insight into the social and cultural worlds we cnllccti\'cl)' build
so the metaphorical O\'erlay is hea\'iest when our thinking about nature 

is most universal and ambitious because most detached from ourscln:s. 
This contamination of knowledge by metaphor will. howc\'cr, he 

compensated by a disinterestedness that is the rc\'crse side of the in
tercstcdncss underl}'ing the existence of the pragmatic residue in our 

ideas about ourselves. Evidence and experiment may still support al
ternative representations, conjectures. and theories. J lowever. our 

choice among them will be less distracted by our stake in making the 
world-our world-one way rather than another. We may well haw 
such a stake because of our methodological, metaphysical. or thcolog

ical preconceptions, but it will be weaker and less e\'idcnt. The cntcria 

of success will be simplified. Convergence of a kind we cannot expect 
in our beliefs about society and humanity will he feasible. (Only when. 
in rebellion against the fragmentary character of scientific knowledge, 
we insist on searching for an explanation of c\'crything, and on discm·

cring what such an explanation means for our place in the world. will 
the problem of the pragmatic residue emerge with a \'engcance withtn 

science itself. As they become more comprchcnsi\'e and less hound by 
cYidcncc and experiment, our ideas about nature cease to he separable 
from our projects for ourseh·cs.) 

\Ve may be tempted to misinterpret our limited and d1stinct1\·c suc

cess in scientific prediction and technological control as a sign that we 
sec the world as it really is. We may try to forget that we sec it impris
oned in the view from the dying organism and claim to sec it wuh the 
eyes of God. We may then begin to treat our knowledge of the human 

world as a dimmer. more controversial form of our more reliable, con
,·ergent. and progressive knowledge of nature and the uni\'crsc. 

The perennial philosophy made this mistake in one form. �lodem 
naturalism makes it in another. It amounts to a <lchrious misunder
standing of our situation. Our <lismtcrcstcdncss is the other side of our 
remoteness; we sec a distant reality through a glass darkly, embodied 
as dying organisms, using and abusing the totali:ing and transcending 



p1nrt·rs of consciousness. extending our senses through tools and our 
l'Xpatcnu:s thrnugh experiments. We can hope to describe and explain 
1h;11 re;1l11y onlr by resorting to ideas that require many layers of trans
l.,uon into a language we can use to describe what we find in the world 
dn,l· by: the world in which thought remains wedded to action. 

:\g.11mt thts hallucination we must sa\'c oursel\'es by a humility that 
,rrve� .,� the cPunterpart in our ideas about nature and the universe to 
the 1ni1l\1cl.1�111 that should inspire our beliefs about society and culture. 

Thl' :\n1inomy of Time 

I he .111t11111my d umc rcwals the conflict between the reality of time
the lt1,ltlflc.1l character of the universe-and the causal picture of the 
\\11rld �upp,,�c that time is an illusion. an epiphenomena! feature of 
hum.111 �uhJcllmty rather than an objective attribute of nature. Then 
Wl' Lmr1111 nuke c1t1$al judgments or provide causal explanations of 
l'\'l'llt, w11!11,u1 deluding ourselves. r-or all relations will be simulta
nr,,tl'o I he trnc �1n1nurc of the world will be a grid of simultaneous 
rcupr,,c.1l l·,in,tr.11nts. If we call this grid causality, we shall be playing 
w11h \n,rd� lhl· wmld truly seen will be an eternal manifold that only 
.1 d1n11e 1111ml. frc:.: fr,,m the: wils of mortality and finitudc, could reg-
1,1rr. for II ts tll'l l,nly cnts.11ity that would be left groundless; life itself 
.b \\'l' cxpcncncc 11-littr terrified. da::lcd passage from birth to 
dc.11h-\wuld he a h.11luonatil1n.

�upp,,,c. ,,n th.: nmtr.iry. that time 1s for real, going all the way down
11, the ul11m.He l'r�.1111:.11ron of 1uturc. Then we can make causal judg
mcms 111 l,nly .1 ,·e�· limned and rc:nscd sense. The universe will ha,·c 
llP ,�·1111.mcnt l.iws ll' mflirtll such Judgments. The law-like regularities 
llll \\ h1d1 we h.1� l'tlf c.ms;ll accounts will be but approximate and 
pr,,\·t,h'll.11 ;11x,,tmb ,,f cenam states ,1f uniwrse. These states will be 
lim11cd m ttmc e\·cn 1f a very llmg tune. There: was a time when these 
l.iws drd th'! .1pply. e\·en .1p1m1:x1matcly. and there will be another time
when tht:y 1111 h,n�cr lwld.

If \h' d.11111 th.11 h1gh.:r-,inkr laws gowm the succession of states of 
the w,,dd .md ,,f their tr;mstt:nt l.iws. we inYokc the existence of ;mother 
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reality up above the present uni\·erse. \Ve imagine that this higher re

ality is not itself engulfed in time. 
When we accept the notion that time goes all the way down. that 

there is nothing it does not invade and ravage, we do not foreclose the 

right to provide causal explanations in a drastically revised sense. \\'e 

generalize analogically from particular states of the universe. located in 
time. We say that so long as certain defining features of these states 

remain stable, certain law-like regularities apply. However, we rcali:c 
that even as we invoke such regularities to establish a hasis for our 
causal explanations, they may be in the process of being untilme. 

A social and an economic order, once stabilized through the inter
ruption of conflict over its institutional and ideological foundations. 
exhibits regular relations. If we allow this order to be naturalized and 
if we lose sight of our power to challenge and change it, we mar be 

tempted to mistake its routines for the universal and eternal laws of 
social and economic organization. When we repudiate such a mystifi
cation, we can think of the transformation or the succession of the 

orders only by inference from the record of past experience and by the 
prophetic intimation of unreali:cd transformativc opportunity. Such 
also is the character our thinking about nature must assume-although 

with less intimacy and confidence than our thinking about humanity
if time docs indeed go all the way down. 

Our conventional view of causation therefore makes no sense. For 

either causality is, like time itself. an illusion or. because of the reality 
of time, it lacks a ground bcrond time. To think causally must then he 
at best to think by a series of concentric circles. of widening ripples. 
around our immediate experience. The middle ground on which time 
exists but not too much-in which it is more than illusion but less than 
a master-is only a wish. It is a wish to escape the trranny of time over 
thought, given that we cannot escape its tyranny over life. 

In the human world, we can and do rcsoh·e the antinomy of time by 
sci:ing on its second side. The history of social theory demonstrates 
that even in our thinking about society and the self we do not come 
easily to this acceptance of the historical character of our being. We 
come to il nc\·erthelcss. 
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\\"e c1nno1 solve the aminomy of time as it infects our understanding 
of ruwn:. l lo\\·n·er, we can auenuate its force by developing in a natural 
s1.xnce a dilwcd counterpart to our historical understanding of hu
manity. It is an accident of the historical development of modem science 
r.llhcr than a rcn�lation of any deep and persistent feature of science
th.It ld1lc1an quantification and Newtonian mechanics preceded Dar
\\·1111.m natur.tl history. Then cosmology began to accustom us to the
1dc.1 th;ll the um\·crsc itself has a history. Failure fully to accept this
1dc.1 of the natural history of the universe allows us to cling to the
prqud1cc that an unhistorical physics can lay the foundations of sci
l'llllfic k1111\\'kdgc.

If the urnvase had a beginning. at what point did the laws that we 
n11w ;1,;,;1,uatc wllh its operation come imo force? To save timelessness 
frnm tune by rcsortmg to the conception of higher-order laws is to 
wrnpllund prqud1ce w11h special pleading. For how can we infer the 
supp11,nl l.1ws tif all p11ssihlc worlds except by extension from the world 
th.1! 111 f.tr[ l'Xb!S� 

To l·.nry the idea of natural history to the hilt, expanding its scope 
fr,,m the h1sll1ry of life to the history of the universe, is to weaken the 
h.1mns hctwccn our 1h1nk111g about nature and our thinking about
11ur,dves It IS tn dr.1w the Conner closer to the latter, and to see it for
the 1111,rl· cnmpr11m1scd and shadowy form of knowledge that it is.

The :\nti11l1111v of OhJ·ecti\·itv 
' ' 

Till· �cc1111d .1111111,,rny tn which llllr experience of the impersonal falls 
\·1ct1m b the .111t11111111y l1f t1h1cct1vl!y. The force of this antinomy is to 
undcrmmc ,,m c1,11htkncc 111 the rchability of our perception of the 
\\·,1rld .is .1 rcprcscntalll'll tif rc;thty. It is to the definition and the 
1x1s,1blc rcs1.1lut1,,n of this antmnmy that much of \Ves1em philosophy 
smcl· I fume .md K.1111 h.1s hccn dc\\1tccl. I restate it here for the purpose 
11f c:xpl,1rm� further the 1mphc.mons of thc \·icw that our knowledge of 
n.1turc: h�·c11mcs llll'Tl' rd1.1hlc only ms,,far as It comes to share some of
till· .mnhutcs t'f ,,ur knowledge of humanity.

If we thmk tlm,ugh thc 1111phc;Hwns of our causal ideas about the 
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world, we find ourseJyes driYen to the conclusion that the world as we 

see it and experience it is only the world con\'eyed to us by our neu

rological and perceptual apparatus. It is an internal phantasm deli,·ered 

to us by the brain and by the senses. \Ve ha\'e no way of grasping the 

relation of this phantasm to the world on its own-the world as God 

would see and know it. Not only do we see from a point outward imo 
reaches of increasing darkness but we also find oursel\'es imprisoned 

in frail and mortal bodies and supplied with perceptual equipment huil! 
to the scale of the setting of our action. \Ve can extend the reach of this 

equipment by machinery (the tools of sciemific investigation), but we 

cannot jump out of ourscl\'es. 

Yet in acting and li\'ing, we do embrace this phantasm as a manifes

tation of the reality of the world. \Ve credit the resistance we encounter 
to our actions as a continual realit}' check. The anxieties aroused in our 

minds br the suspicion of the phantasm then seem to us to he them
scl\'cs phantasms, brought upon us by a misguided effort to reach hc

rond oursel\'es and to equate access to ohjecti\'e reality with freedom 

from the condition of embodied being. We can neither gi\'e up this 
o\'crreaching nor abide its implications. 

Fear of the phantasm is forced on us by our causal thinking about 
the way in which reality gets translated into the experience of a limited, 

embodied being-each of us. We describe the shadow cast by reality 
on the suhjccti\'ity of an organism. \Ve can compare only shadows to 

shadows. So the same causal thinking may itself he pan of the phantasm 
we arc unable to trust as a re,·elation of reality. 

In acting and li,·ing. we must rely on the message of the senses. 

managed and corrected by our interpreted experiments. Yet the suspi
cion of the phantasm is an e,·ent that takes place within this acting and 

li\'ing. It is a consequence of consciousness. not a metaphysical de
lirium. For our consciousness includes the recognition of our own em

bodied state, a rcali:ation that we arc not God. The idea of objccll\'lt)' 

or reality-the objccti\'ity a\'atlablc to a finite and embodied hemg. not 

the objccti\'ity a\'ailablc to God-remains di,·idcd against itself. 
In the human world, we rcsoh·c the antinomy of oh1ccti,·11r in favor 

of action and life. The world outside us is not the world ,·1cwed from 
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the \';Jnt;ige point of the stars but the world seen from the perspective 
11f other people. This extem:il but nonetheless human reality takes two 

fllrms: mtcrsuhJecti\'ity-thc de:ilings among minds-and institutional 

or 1dclllog1c;1I structure-the shared arrangements and assumptions on 

thr h.1s1s of wlrn.:h such dealings take place. One is the liquid, and the 

other 1s the solid form of soda! life. 

·1 he� twm forms of the human world may be estranged from us, or

we fr11m them. :-.:en:rthcless. each comes from us and returns to us: 
fr11111 .md tn the colh:ti\'e us. if not the individual us. In confronting 

thrm. Wl' do n11t nmfront a purely external reality to which the an-
11n11my of ,,bJcCll\'ll)' might appl)'. 

\\'c h\'c rdkctcd in one another's consciousness and recognition, 
d1,n1\·cm1.� .md dc\'doping oursd\'cs through encounter with others. 
t )ur ,df-wnsrniusness remains empty until it is filled up by the 
llh'lll\11')' 11f such enrnunters. lntersuhjecti\'ity is internal to subjectivity. 

·1 he 111-i1tulHll1.1l and ideological stnicturcs of society arc simply the
1c111p11r.inly pcmlird remains of our ad\'cntures in association and the 
nwm1111c111s of our tc111p11ranly interrupted struggles. They then become 
a-. well the tc111pl.1tcs wnhtn which our routine practical and discursi\'e 
.1ct1\·1t1cs dcn:IPp \\'1· can know them more intimately and confidently 
111.111 w1· C.lll l'\W ktww thtngs and e\'cnts in nature; they arc the ejected 
rL·,tdues 11( 11ur n1lln:11n: sd\'es. 

llh''<-' ,tructures 111.1y wear the specious semblance of naturalness. 
I hiwl'\.l'f. Wt' r.m den.11urah:e them. \\'e can do so in one way by 
llllL'll'-lfy111g .md hr1,.1denmg the wn!lirts on the interruption of which 
thq· ,\fl' hu1lt \\'e Lill d1, Sl' m arwther way by reorgani:ing them to 
l',ISl' tlll·1r ,,wn rcn�a111. thus enh.mcing our power O\'Cr them and 
thh,ugh them. ;md hnngmg them closer to us. 

\ )ur rd.11a,1b 11, the:-c ,,rg.1111:cd 111srnutional and ideological settings 
,,r thin11.1l hk .md 1h,1ught 1,rd111anly p.1ss thrnt1)!.h three stages. In the 

liN �t.1gc th1·rl' ts .m exph1�H111 of conll1c1 and in\'cntion. Such arc the 
ft,111Hl.1twn.1l nw111c111s 111 lm1,1ry. the 11111es of re-imagination and rc
c,m.,1n1.:111,n They SI.'! f,1r us ;1 d1rcc11m1. an agenda. a \'icw of a future 

w11rth h.tnng ,llld 11f the lx·st \\',ly Ill fl.',Kh it. 
Thl·�· .Ht' 1101 111l1111cnts 11f ren,luuon in the dreamy nineteenth-
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century sense-the violent, sudden, and wholesale substitution of an 
entire organized form of thinking and living by another one. They arc 
episodes of revolutionary reform. Pan of the established framework of 

arrangements and ideas gets changed. The change, howe\'er, is enough 
to require a realignment of all the unchanged pans. 

In the second stage the foundational conflicts subside, and the re
sulting institutional and ideological strnctures cool down. In this peril)d 
of diminishing light and heat, the task of general ideas is not only to 

work out systematically the implications of the foundational agenda hut 
to prolong its life and its force in the absence of the engagements and 
the contests from which that agenda arose. So it is, for example. that a 

theory of justice couched in seemingly abstract and unhistorical terms 
may in fact lend a patina of justification to the homely realities of the 
re\'olutionary refom1s that ushered in the social-democratic sclllcmcnt 
of the mid-twentieth century, with its commitment lo compensatory 

redistribution through tax-and-transfer and its abandonmc111 of more 
radical allempts to reorganize both politics ;md production. Such the
ories attempt to make the light last without the heat. 

In the third stage the foundational momc111 recedes too far away from 
present experience to address it with clarity and authority. 11 can no 
longer speak effectively even through the \'Chicle of doctrines that 

would bring the dead to life. So people bicker. without guidance. or 
they wait around for another collccti\'e crisis that can rescue them from 
littleness and confusion. 

No set of social and cultural innovations is more important than the 
one that allows us to hasten the succession of these stages, compauing 
them into another. Mastery over context makes us more godlike and 
creates a setting favorable to the ad\'anccmcnt of both our material 
interest in practical no\'clty and our moral interest in indi\'idual eman
cipation. 

This account of the genealogy of s1rnc1urcs suggests by comparison 
the sense and the extent to which we can contam the burden placed 
by the antinomy of objccti\·ily on our knowledge of the natural world. 
As the doctrines of the ideologists re\'i\'e, in the coolmg down stage. 
the radiance of a darkening agenda of social and cultural life, so do the 
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cxpatmrntal practices. tools. and ideas of natural science allow us to 

c.irry 1nt(l our knowledge of nature traces of the immediacy and the

11111macy of our knowledge of humanity.

For the d1stmguishing tr3it of experimental science is to combine 

tollb and ttkas m ways th3t allow us to broaden the theater of under

,,1.111d111g and of action in which we face the world. An experiment is 

;m 1111rrw11tH1n inltl thc transmut3tions of nature to discover how things 

wMk by d1swn:nng what they tum into under various conditions of 

prr�"urr. Bur ll 1s we who intcr\"ene. An experimental idea is the spec

ul.1t 1vr L'Xlrn,1Pn of such practical intervention. By marrying experiment 

111 "Pl'(UI.Hwn. we put our�cln:s in a dimmer version of the circum

-,1.mrr 11f the Creator. \\'c remake nature or we imagine it remade. By 

tlw, rxprd1rnt Wl' free ourselves, if only partly and tentatively, from 
�u�pt(ll111 11f Pur hd1ds, and we live once again, unafraid, in the light 
11f t hr ,Ill \1,ll. 
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The Reality of Time 

The Transformation of Tranef onnation 

Time Is Real 

There is no truth more important to acknowledge if we arc to under

stand ourselves and our place in the world. 

The reality of time is not a meaningless platitude; it is a rernlutionary 

proposition, incompatible with much of traditional science and philos

ophy. In particular, it is anathema to the perennial philosophy. which 

takes as a core tenet the unreality of time. For divine and ultimate being, 

and for the mind insofar as the mind participates in such being. all 

C\'cnts in the world arc, according to that philosophy, simultaneous. 

There is only an eternal now. 

Howewr, it is not the perennial philosophy alone that resists rcc

ogni::ing the reality of time. The logical or mathematical relations among 

propositions, even when they refer to e\'ents that seem to take place in 

time, seem themselves timeless. Thus, after ridding ourscl\'cs of the 

innucncc of the perennial philosophy, we may continue to find a con

spiracy against recogni!ion of the reality of time established in the inner 

citadel of our mental life. 

The implications of this di,·ision of our experience arc not limited to 

our logical and mathematical reasoning; they extend as well to our 

practices of causal explanation. From this fact arises what I earlier called 

the antinomy of time. If time goes all the way down, there arc no 

timeless laws of nature. Each law has a history; each changes. Then, 

howc\'er. our causal judgments arc rendered unstable and insecure be

cause there arc no pcmiancnt laws underwriting them. 
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In some sense yet to be explained, the laws and the phenomena may 
dw1ge together. Yet they do not change miraculously; they change for 
r;1u,c. On the other hand, if the reality of time is superficial, if it fails 
10 go all the way down, then causal explanation must be limited in its 
rc.1d1 to the same degree and in the same sense. Where time fails. 
c.1u.;.1hty fads. and simultaneity takes over.

If lllllt' weri: unrc1l, however, nothing in our situation would be what
11 si:i:ms lo he. For every facet of our lives is soaked in time. Agency, 
con11ngt·ncy. futurity. and experimentalism would make no sense as 
m.1J11r .1spi:cts of our experience. Our li\'es would be tunnels of illusion
fr111t1 which we wuld escape, as the perennial philosophy recommends,
,inly hy 1tknt1fy111g with a timeless, hidden reality.

If. IH,wt·wr, rt·s1stancc to full recognition of the reality of time has a 
f1111tl111ld m the nature of our thinking. at least of our logical and math

cm.1t 1c.1l rc.1,;11n1ng. rather than just in a philosophical tradition that we 
.iri: .It hbaty to rcp11d1atc. we find our experience di\'ided against itself. 
Ihm· .ITt' we w understand this di\'ision and to master it? To affirm the 
n:.1h1y ,,[ t1111e and gr.bp what this affirmation implies is to find another 
st.mmg p,1mt fnr the dcvchiprncm of an altemati\'e to the perennial 
ph1h1s,1phy. �uch ;111 altemat1\·c would make good on the picture of a 
r.:.11 self. stn1gghng ahnut the future in a real world, a world of time, 
th.11 11 d11cs 11111 nintrol ;111d hardy understands. l dc\'clop, in the form 
,,[ liH thc�c<., ., \'!cw (if the reality of time and of the consequences of 
this rc.1h:y f,,r us. 

Tht.· Thrsis That Time Is the Tr.msformation 

l,f Tr.msfl,rm;Hinn 

Tm1c 1s tht· n,ntr;1st between what changes and what docs not change. 
�h1rc prc.-i,dy. II 1s the nintr;tst between what changes in a particular 
w.,y .md wh.11 c11ha d,lt:s rwt change or changes in some other way. 
Tune 1:- .1 re.ii fc.1turc of the \n1rld because this contrast between what 
ch.mgl·s .md wh.tt d11t·s 11t1t ch;mgc 1s an important pan of the way the 
w11rld IS 

lune 1s thadnrc the product l'f a rdation. Time is the rclati\·ity of 
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change: of some change rclati\'e to other change, or to absence of 

change. According to another thesis of this chapter, c,-crything changes 

sooner or later, but not at the same time or in the same direction or in 

the same way. On a definition equi\'alent to the one that defines time 

as the contrast between what changes and what docs not change, time 

is therefore the une,·cnncss or heterogeneity of change-of its rates as 

well as of its scope and direction. In speaking of a contrast of rclati,-c 
rates of change, howe\'er, this altemati\'e definition falls into circularity; 

it depends on a conception of time to define the nature of time. 

If time is the contrast between what changes and what docs not 

change, how can we measure it by clocks? Clocks arc just dc\'ices by 
which we mark intervals in a process of change. rdati\'C to some absence 

of change or to some change of a different sort. 

If time is the contrast between what changes and what docs rh1t 
change, it is also the transfomution of tran�formation. If change were 

uniform-in pace, in scope, in direction. and in foreseeable outcome

it would not be change. \Ve could not time one scncs of changes 111 
relation to another. Time would not exist, or it would exist in a \'astly 

diminished sense. 

Suppose the progress of c,·cnts in the world were go\'cmcd by a 
single, unchanging set of laws. Suppose that \'aricty in the pace, scope. 

direction, and outcome of change were itself always law-gcwemed. Sup

pose further that the laws of nature minutely detennincd everything 

that happened, or would e\'er happen. until the end of time. There 

would be no underdetcm1ination of the e,-cnts and of the phenomena 
by the laws: the laws would thoroughly shape all particulars. Chance 

and catastrophe-including the production of \'ast re,·ersals out of rel
atively small disturbances-would he nilcd out. 

In a uni\'crsc of this kind. lime would be much less real than it is in 
a universe in which the laws of nature ha\'e a history. changing change. 
Under such a L1placean regime we could in principle foretell the end 

of all things in the beginning of all things. not just as be111gs who can 
become more godlike hut as beings who can attain God's insight. For 
such a mind in such a world. the difference between the caus.11 sequence 

of cn·nts and the marhcmatical or log1cal relations among concepts 



m1uld slmnk: the relation of consequences to their causes in our un
deNandmg of nature would closely resemble the relation of conclu

s11111s to their premises in logical and mathematical thinking. Under 

ceru111 1111npre1a1ions of these circumstances, time might still be said 

to 01st. hut only l1;1rcly. Howe\"cr, that world is not the real world, and 

th;ll 111111d 1s nor our mind. 
DPcs the rcal11y of rime presuppose the reality of space or of any 

p.1rttrnl.1r 1mtology? It presupposes only three propositions about what

l'X1,1s: 1h;11 there nor he nothing-the postulate of reality; that there not

he only Pile 1h111g-the postulate of plurality; and that the things con
s1m11111g thl· nw11fold of re.1lity be in some relation to one another

tlw p11�1ul.11c of connection. The postulates of plurality and of connec

t111n rcqu11c further elucidation.
It n1.1y sn·m at first that if there were only one thing, that one thing 

m1.�lll ch.mge \\lllwut prejudice to its oneness. There would then be 
tlllll'. 11,nvcvrr, the ch;mge could not occur without occurring in par

t1nil.ir p.nb l)f thl· one and without ch:mging the relation among all its 
p.uts Thus. ph1r.1l11y would emerge within the one; the one would no
l1111ger he. 1f II had c\·l·r been, just one.

l )f the thrl·e pl)Stul.11t·s of the reality of time. the most suspect is the 
1w�1ul.11l· 1)f nmncctton. Yet there can he no transformation of trans

f1)rtll.lll\'ll ,r thmg, .ire not somehow connected. The crucial tem1 here 

b n1)I ··n,mh·cted: .
. 

II 1s '"somehow.- If time goes all the way down, the 
n.l!llTl' 1)f tlw l'1)nm·c111)115 that there arc may thcmseh-es change; indeed.

1f n:pa1cncc and :-cu:tKe scrw. they will change. \Ve cannot prospec

uwly lkm.m:.1tc the 1)\ltt:r lwn:on 11f these changes. \\'hat seems to be
d1�nllltll'(ll1'll m n.11ur;il rc.1hty. as in s1)c1al and mental experience, may
simply Ix· prdu1k w Cl1nncct1l)n m new fonn. There ne\'er has been a

hum.m ,·1,11111 l)f the \\'\)rid th.I! dispensed with the postulate of con
ncc111111. 11l1r-�1\'rn thi: 11,tah:in� qualny of consciousness. its impulse
h) rcprl·�·nt w\1rlds-d\)L'S II �·cm there C1)t1ld e\'er be one. Even under

;1 s1mpltlicd .ind r.1d1c.1h:cd mtcrprctatll)ll of Leibni:"s monadology. for
ex.mi pk. the 1th)!l,1ds Cl1nncct. 1f not by direct actilm and reaction, then

by their J1'llll .md ,,r�.uu:cd p.uttc1p.111on in the dt\'ine intelligence.

If �p.t(c 1s the ,,r�.m1:atwn llf plur.1l11y. which is the meaning of the 
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postulate of connection, then time presupposes space bm continuously 

remakes it. The physics of the twentieth century represented the s1x1-

tiali:ation of time. It might ha\'e come closer to the truth about the 

world if it had explored the temporali;:ation of space. It would therefore 

be misleading to describe space and time as being fundamental in the 
same sense or to the same degree. 

The idea that time is fundamental-that it goes all the way down

would be misleading if we understood it to mean that time is a demi urge 
creating something out of nothing. Howc\'cr, time is not a demiurge; 

in fact, it is not a thing or c\'cn a being. The manifold defined hy the 

postulates of reality, plurality, and connection is at once the condition 

of space and the condition of time. It is time-space. 
Once we guard against the misunderstanding of time as a thing more 

powerful or more basic than space, we can define more precisely the 

meaning of the idea that time goes all the way down. It is simply this: 

that there is nothing that docs not change, including the organi:ation 

of connection, which is space, and including change itself and whate\'cr 

laws may govern it. This idea mar at first seem unexceptionable. To 
take it seriously, howe\'cr, turns out to require rebellion against some 

of our most entrenched assumptions about science and oursclws. 
Change might abolish itself. The world would then stop for a while

time suspended-but only until it changed again into a changing world. 

In such a world there would be no life and therefore no mind. Its 

changelcssncss, in addition to being temporary. would be unknown. 
The three postulates-of reality, plurality. and connection-may at 

first seem to constitute a proto-ontology. as if they amounted to a mm
imalist \'Crsion of a teaching like Aristotlc"s metaphysics of being. In 
fact. howe\'er, they arc the prelude to an ontology only when misread 

against the background of the history of classical \\'estem mctaphrs1cs. 
All they say is: something happens. 

The thesis of the reality of time requires rejection of the whole project 
of ontology. The legitimate successor to ontology is a history of nature, 

his1orici:ing 1hc laws of nature as well as the kmds of things and of 

relations that arise in 1hc course of 1his history. The effort to de\"elop a 
theory of the types of being that there arc in general. 1101 JUSI al a 
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p;irurnlar moment, betrays resistance to recognition of the reality of 

!line.

To rejn.:t the project of such a timeless omology is to deny that there

1s something-basic types or natural kinds of being-that escapes time.

i':o. not h1ng escapes time, as the next thesis holds; nothing is changeless
.111d thcrdorc timeless. That is the sense in which time goes all the way
d11\\'l1.

I !ow1:vcr. tn affirm that time goes all the way down is not to disregard 

till" bn1t1: facticit)' of the world. Time itself could not have produced 
any of the three facts-of reality, plurality, and connection-that arc 

prcsupposnl by the thesis that time is the transformation of transfor
n1.1tll1n. A world niled hr time, understood in the sense of this thesis, 

ha wmld of reality, plurality, and connection, full of particulars that 
h,1\·c .1 p,lrlicubr history b1:c;mse they arc one way rather than another 
and th.ii an: the way they are because of the history from which they 

h.1w r1:stiltt·d It is thcrdon: also a world to which the spectral idea of
p,1��1hil11y L11ls to do justice.

In this world II is true that we understand phenomena or states of 
.1ff.urs Pnly by 1m;1g111ing the conditions under which they can become 
�,1nw1h111g other than what they ;UC now. However, it is also tntc that 

.111 1mmrn,l· d1st;mcc scp.iratcs the real. adjacent possible-what a part 
,,[ the w1irld. 11r the Wllrld as a whole, can become next-from two 
tid111 th, ch1sdy rd.lied Ill each other. that debase or discount the reality 
11f the w,,rld. 

l )nc ,if thcsc lidl\1ns is the spectral idea of possibility, with its \'icw 
,,f p1h,,1hlc worlds ;m<l 11f p11ssihlc states of affairs. According to this 
nrw. �uch w11rlds and states of affairs enjoy C\'Cf)' a11ribmc of real being 
cx,ept ,h:tu.11 cxtstencc. The llthcr fiction is the ontology of possible 
w,)rlds. \\'1th Its cl.um that thc real world-the uni\-crsc or the universes 
th.I! cxt-t. l)r h.l\'e l'X1stcd. or will cx1st-is just like those phantasma
�11r1C.1l l'llllllcs-the ghostly. n1mactuali:cd possibles-except that it 
h.1ppcns Ill wear fl,r a wh1k the garment of actuality.

These rdkct111n5 slww th.11 affirmation of the reality of time makes
Clllllllh'll c.mx w11h .1flinnalll1ll of the realny of the world. The reality 
l,f ltltk' .md the re.ihty 11f the worl<l-;111d of its auributes of plurality 
.md nmn<:ct1,1n-.Hl' tw,, sides tif the s1mc tn11h. 
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In thinking about time, we ine\'itably confuse time as an experience 

of progression toward death in our finite li\'eS with time as an objccti\'e 
feature of reality. The view of time as the transformation of transfor

mation may seem misguided because it may appear unconnected with 
what time means for us. Howe\'er, we can make sense of our time
soaked experience, and vindicate the \'iew of the self and of its place in 

the world outlined in the preceding pages, only if we treat inquiry into 
time as inquiry about the world as well as about us. If humanity did 

not exist, time would exist ne\'erthelcss. 

The salutary insistence on understanding time as a feature of reality 
rather than merely as an attribute of our experience sets the stage for 
complication and confusion. \Ve must grasp the connection between 

time as part of external reality and time as part of internal expnience. 

The Thesis That Time Holds Sway over Everything 

herything changes sooner or later. This proposition means that the 
laws of nature also change. 

A few remarks about the history of modem science help explain the 
content and reach of this thesis. Twentieth-century physics o\'erthrew 

rhe distinction between the phenomena of the natural world and a 
changeless background of space and rime against which these phe

nomena occur. The background became part of the phenomena. 

In undermining this distinction, howe\'er, the physics of the last cen
tllry ne\-crtheless upheld the contrast between an invariant background 

of natural laws and a changing physical world. For rhe thesis that e\·ery
thing changes sooner or later to hold, what thought did to the back
ground of space and time it must now do to the background of timeless 
laws. It must be the case that the laws themselves change and that they 
somehow change together with the phenomena thq govern. 

This idea is puz.:ling. but it is not nonsensical. That it is not nonsen
sical is shown by our ha\·ing already learned to think this way about 

history (in social theory) and even about life (in biology). Consider one 
of the basic moves made br the classic social thrones of the nineteenth 
century: the attempt to reinterpret as laws of a particular type of soc1;1l 
and economic organi:ation what were falsely viewed as universal laws 
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of sooct)' and crnnorny. Thus, Marx attacked the English political econ

omists for ha\'ing represented as uni\'ersal and timeless laws of the 

ewn1)my that are in fact laws of capitalism. 

:,..;ow. tt ts tnie that in Marx's social theory there are higher-order 
bws supposedly go\'erning the succession of economic and social sys

lt·rns and therefore as well the succession of the special laws applying 

to l';1d1 of these systems. llowe\'cr, that idea of higher-order laws is the 

lirsr part of �larx·s social theory to ha,·e been abandoned by his latter
d.1y successors. The chastened t\larxist who has relinquished belief in 
tl11: higher-order laws but clings to the idea that different social and 
L'1.:1mllmtc orders ha\'e their distincti\'e laws of operation and transfor

nu111m ts prcctscly in the intcllcctllal circumstance that we may be 
tcmptl·d 10 reg;ird as senseless, when in fact it is merely baffling. 

Tht· l11st1,l)' of modem biological thinking has accustomed us as well 
ll' tlw view rh;tt rhc phenomena and the laws governing them ha\'c 

dcwlnpcd ar rlw same rime. The phenomena of life and the laws go\'

cmmg Ilk arL' U)C\'al. Bd1)re there was life there was nothing to which 
t lw l.1\\'S 1.:l)Uld apply. 

Thl· pPtnt ts w11rth gcner.1li:ing. The history of modern science de
,·d,,pnl 111 sud1 a w.1y as to inspire a powerful prejudice. Newtonian 
mcd1.m1rs .md <.;.11tk1.m quantification came first and pro\'ided the 
nwdd f11r thl· llh)St amh1t10us and rigorous thought. Biology and nalllral 
l11�tPry L".11nc 11) Ix· �·rn as weak physics, and social science as weak 
b111h1��\-. Thts (11n1tngcn1 htswry of ideas helps account for the case with 
wh1d1 Wl' cmbr;1cc .is prcemmcm and e\'en uni\'ersal a view of the reign 
,,f ttmckss bws th.11 h.1s m fact been merely a tenet of one style of 
�-ll'llltlii.: tht11ktn�. 

I.ct us rwt rcpl.irc l1tll' d11gma by another: the \'icw of biology as weak
phystr� .md l,f lmtory as weak biology by the opposing ,·icw of physics 
.,s crndc h11,h1�y .md of hwl11gy as cntdc history. Our attitude toward 
till' rd.11111n hctwcrn pherwmcn;i and their laws of reproduction or 

transflinn.1111,n, .md ,,f hl1th to tune. should remain, insofar as possible, 
umnllucnccd by 1hc acc1dcnt.1l htstol)' of thought. Free from the 
::.h.1thw.- l'f tins hbll'I:', we arc then able to consider without prejudice 
thl· 1dc.1 rh.11 thl· 1.iws llr n.nurc h.1\'l' a history. 
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To say that the laws have a history is to say that they develop together 

with the phenomena they govern. \Ve cannot pbce them beyond time: 

they are down below, in the middle of the events. The laws underwrite 

causal connections. The character of these connections as well as their 

specific content change together with the change in the laws. A change 

that is far-reaching and persistent enough will not just replace one cause 

by another; it will alter the way and the sense in which a cause brings 
about its effect. 

Because everything in the world changes sooner or later. including 

the laws governing change. the nature of contingency and ncccss11y is 
also susceptible to revision. We arc familiar with the idea that what we 

mean by the necessity of the most necessary relations varies accnrdmg 

to our ,·iews of how nature works. Among these views, our beliefs about 

the history of the universe have special importance. l lowc\'er, it 1s not 
only our understanding of the necessity of the most necessary rclauons 

that changes in accordance with our ideas about the workings of nature. 

It is also the nature of this necessity of the most necessary relations that 

changes according to changes in the way the world actually works. 

The movement from one set of laws and phenomena to anothn 1s 

not uncaused and miraculous simpl}' because no higher and eternal set 

of laws stands over it, commanding. once and for all. us direction. 
However, if time goes all the way down, nature g1\·es laws to nsclf as it 
goes along. The character of every causal connection, played out Ill time. 

changes accordingly. 

If change of the laws does not take place by chance. 1f it is not 
miraculous, is it not caused? And if it is caused. must it not be caused 

by what happened before? A mind sufficiently penetrating and encom
passing would anticipate, together with the 1ransfonm11on of the phe
nomena, the transformation of the laws. \\'e would have rescued some

thing of the idea of timeless laws. Time. if not defeated. would at least 

be contained. 

This picture would present too impo\'Cnshed a view of nature, how
ever. Nature may develop in such a way that a structure arises. ini11ally 
by chance, within the limits set by the preexisting reality, which then 
makes possible fom1s of self -transformation that cannot he reduced 10 
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thi: simple opposites of necessity and chance. Such an event in the 

history of the world was the appearance of life. If it happened in this 
fonn, wlm:h is cl0se to us and to our concerns, who is say that it has 
not happened. and will not happen again, in forms we would now be 

unable to anticipate or e\'en to describe? 
Thi:se 1di:as about the inclusiveness of time are consistent. Their ap

pt-;1r;111ct· of paradox vanishes once we cast aside the prejudices sug
gcsti:d to us by the way in which modem science happens to have 

dc\'doped. But arc these ideas tme? They arc at least as compatible with 

our present insight into n::iture ::is the beliefs that would limit the reach 

\1f 11mc.: and c.:stahlish a pbcc for timeless laws. We have a reason to 
prckr them and. in preferring them, to act on them: they describe a 
,n1rld that 1s less alil'n to us than the world would otherwise be-a 

m1rld that ts as lime-drenched as we, the death-bound, arc. Moreover, 
;1It llllugh we cannot put these ideas directly to empirical test, they can 
111f11rm agendas of scicnt ific thinking that can be subject to such 
1m1h111g. h1r the s;1111c.: reason. they can help inspire particular conjcc
tllres 111 p.trttcul.ir scicncc.:s. 

hir ex.implc.:. a pu::hng feature of the universe is the existence of 

ccrt.1111 l'\ltbtants or parameters with precise hut seemingly arbitrary 
\',thtt·s :\m1111g these arhurary parameters in contemporary physics arc 
tht· m.1sx·s l,md the ratw of the massc.:s) of the elementary particles, the 
sm·ngth of the d1!frrent forces or interactions, the cosmological constant 
uhe t·ncrgy densuy of space). the speed of ligl11. Planck's constant, and 

:-.:t·wt\lli's gr.n·11;11111nal nmstant. These values. under present views. arc 
.irbm.1ry 111 the sense that they ha\'c defied all attempts to account for 
them 1H1 tht· b.btS l,f the laws of nature we arc now able to discern. 
�h�ht we tll,t suppl'<.I.'. that they arc the wstigcs of earlier states of the 
w1,rld 111 wh1d1 1,thc.:r l.tws held sway? They would then be like the 
nwnumrnts of a lkad nnh:.H1on. wnllcn in the hieroglyphs of a lan
gu.t�t· we h.n·t· rwt yet k.tmcd to decipher. 

lhrt·t· \,f tht'S(.' unt·xpl.uncd p.1ramcters-:-.:cwton·s gra\'itational can
st.mt. Pl.mck's nlflstant. and the sp.:ccl of light-arc intrinsiGtlly <li
mt·nst.m.11 w the extl·nt they fail lt1 ,·.uy. we can take them to define 

tht· umts by wl11d1 we mcasur,: e\'erything else-including time. mass. 
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and energy. Their function as pan of the equipment by which we mea
sure the world may give them some exemption from the nar,ging ques
tion about why each of them has one value rather than another. 

However, the enigma of brute, irreducible facticity then anaclws all 
the more strongly to the remaining unexplained parameters. These rt·
sidual parameters arc unitlcss or dimensionless ratios. The mystery of 

their ha\·ing one value rather than another stares us in the face. (If the 

dimensional parameters do vary, then the ratios of their \'alucs at dif

ferent times arc also dimensionless numbers. with the n:sult that the 
mystery applies to them as well.) 

The riddle of the unexplained parameters exemplifies a more general 

recurrent problem in the history of modem science: phrnomcna that 
arc undcrdctcrmincd by the laws of nature such as we can understand 

these laws. \Ve witness this undcr<lctcrmination of the phenomrna hy 

the laws in many aspects of the science of l)ttr own time: for example 
in the proliferation of "string theories"' in particle physics. A ,·;bt number 
of such theories arc compatible with known phenomena and fcas,hle 
experiments. 

To such problems of undcr<lctcrmination, there arc. m general. three 
classes of apparent solutions: the dialectic of chance and necessity. the 
subsuming of the actual world under a range of possible worlds. and 

the recognition that the laws of nature change. in the cour:-e of umc. 

together with the phenomena they govern. The third class of solu11ons 
is merely unde\'cloped; the first two arc radic;1lly inadequate. Their 
shared flaw is their inability to come to terms wuh the rcal11y and 
inclusi\·eness of time. 

What seems to he un<lerdetem1incd may he ascribed to probah1lny: 

the roll of cosmic <lice. II is a sollllion that becomes mcreasmgly less 
satisfactory as we expand the scope of the expbnatory work we expect 
it to carry out. This solution may have undeniable power 111 hclp111g 

explain particular physical and hiolog1cal cvcnts. Expanded. howc\·cr. 
into a cosmological thesis. capable of eluc1<latmg the unexplamcd value 
of the seemingly arbitrary parameters. it is so mcomplctc as to be un
a,·ailing. It is the half rather than the whole of an answer. and It makes 
lmlc sense without the missing half. 
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To Justify the metaphor of the dice, we must be able to say how such 
dice ;m: put wgcther, and how they arc roiled, and within what setting 
of d1:111gckss or changing reality the cosmic gambling goes on. No 
wager sets its own terms; a probabilistic explanation can work when 

l1pcrat1ng within a framework determined in another way, not when it 
1s used to account for the most general framework of natural events. 
On this vast scale, to make use of probabilistic thinking is to replace 
1lllc mystcry by another. 

The appcal Ill possible worlds presents our actual world, governed 
by thc laws we manage to discover, as simply one of an indefinitely 
l.irgc nu111hcr of possib!c worlds. Such worlds arc supposedly forever
rnmmg mto, or go111g out of, existence, successively or simultaneously.
Frn111 th1s view thcrc arise two distinct approaches to the understanding
of the unexpbmcd or undcrdctermined factual residue.

One appr11;1ch is to push the laws of nature many levels up, assigning 
them the role of governing what is common to the indefinitely many 
p,1:-s1hk worlds rather than what is peculiar to the actual world in which 
we find 11ursch-cs. Their relation to the unexplained phenomena would 
tlw1 he like the rcbt1on of basic biochemical constraints and regularities 
w the ,llntknt.11 details of natural history. 

Thl· .1ha11.1t1vc appro.1ch is to push the idea of possible worlds many 
kwb d,1wn. mtl, the multiplic.nion of many different ways in which 

tht· constituents 11f matter can inter;tet. The way in which they do in
ta.1(1 111 l1ur w11rld will then be explained as one of such possibilities: 
the p11s,1h1hty that 1s cnns1stem with our own emergence. \Ve shall then 
fl·.,d the �·rn1111!!IY arburary (onstants in our own world as part of the 
111d1�p,:11,;.,1blc b.trk!!r1mnd to our emergence-thus con\'crting. to our 
,;.,1u�f.11.:tw11. ;1rh11r.1r111css into pnwidcncc. 

In rnhcr of these two nl()dcs. the in\"ocation of possible worlds 
anwunts w an e\-.tSll'll r.1thcr than 10 an explanation of the enigmatic 
f.Ktu.11 rl·�tduc. 111dud111� the mystcnous parameters. It redescribes. in
stt·.1tl of S{,lnng. 1hc pr1,blc111 presented by that lcfto\"er and by these
Cl'l1'1.mts It 1mw1dc::. 1111 .1cnit1111 of why some possible worlds rather
th.m 1'thef'.'.-lll the br�c N in the small-become actual: the ·an
thwp1c pnnc1pk .- which presents the \·alucs of the parameters back-



ward as part of the condition for our rise, scancls in for a missing o.:
planation. The intellectual sin of this latitudinarian perspective b 1he 
transmutation of a scientific enigma into an ontological fancasy: 1he 
\·ision of the possible worlds. Under the weight of this transmutatHm, 
science sinks into allegory; the acltlal world takes on some of the 1wn
reality of the possible worlds so that the possible wmlds can borrow 
some of the reality of the actual one. 

The result is to rob the world of what, for science as well as for an, 

must be its most important attribute: that in all its pn:scnt. past. ;tml 
fucure particularity it is what is, or has been, or will bc, gi\·cn its all

decisi\'e history. The real world is whac it is, not Sl1mcthing cisl'. Thc 
more clearly we acknowledge this allribuce, che deeper becomes. 111 our 

ideas about the world, chc abrss separacing being and 1wnhl'ing. The 
possible worlds of che rejccced allegory would pro\·ide tht· rorru, be
tween nonbeing and being, and make che contrast betwern them less 
absolute. 

The failure of these two ways of dealing with thc fac1ual res1duc-
1he dialectic of necessity and chance and the subsuming of 1hc aciual 
world under an array of possible worlds-drives us to a thml pos1!ll1n. 
According to this third 1hesis, !here is fac1ici1y hccause thcrc 1s lw,1ory. 
because lime goes all chc way down and holds sway over evcry1h111g. 
The phenomena change, and so do che laws. The paramccers we ohservc 
in the world-some of them unexplained by chc known laws of che 
obscr\'ed world-may, according co a conjec!lln: suggested by such a 
new, be explained by the laws of a previous slate of the world. 

On the analogy to customary law in human history, some na1ural 
change is law-governed, and some is law-changing. On 1he analogy 10 
a way of chinking well established in certain trad1ttons of social theory. 

chough less familiar in nacural science, d1sconunuous change may re
sulc, at the breaking points of such change, in changed laws. 

That che laws of nature should be muc;ible, rather ch.111 a tm1elcss 
backdrop to phenomena immersed in ttme, is a face 1!1.11 complic.ites 
our understanding of caus.11ion. Views chat equ1rncace wtth the reality 
of time, exempting pan of nature. 1f only the laws giwemmg tt, from 
the reach of time, make the idea of causation incoherent. as my earlier 
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d1scuss1011 of the antinomy of time has shown. By contrast, a doctrine 

recog111::111g that the laws of nature remain within time rather than out

side 11 results in complication, but not in incoherence, for our notion 

of causalitr. On the contrary, it gi\'CS us hope that we can make sense 

l1f this notion and impro\'e it. 

An ;11111 of the argument of this book is to suggest a basis on which 
111 rl'cknn w11h the reality of time, in all our thinking and action, in

dudmg our scientific practice. \Ve ha\'e a stake in the generalization of 

such \"ll'W: one of the results of such a generalization is to mitigate the 
f11rl'1gnnl'ss (1f nature to our human concerns and experience. Like us, 

the world 1s opl'n because, like us, it has no feature that time docs not 
ch.mge. 

The Thesis That There ls No Closed Horizon of 

Possible Worlds 

Thrre 1s nn ch;cd hori::on of possible worlds. of possible states of 

;1H.ms. wt1hlll which Wl' can con(iclcntly place the actual world or the 

prc:-t·nt st.lie l'f affairs. The possible states of affairs arc not a timeless 
.mtl·ccdcnt to the al:lual state of affairs; they arc simply a penumbra 
;miund tht· anual. 

lhl'y arc a penumbra Ill two different senses: one anthropocentric. 
h.1nng to dn w11h us; the other, impersonal. having to do with nature

w11lwut us. The anthrt1poccntric sense of the possible is to be what we

c.m gl·t tl'. 111d1ndu.1lly or collectively. from where we arc, with the

111strnmcnts at llllf d1spt1�1l. The possible is then the foreshadowing of
., Ing l'f httk revt,luuon to be bwught about by us. It is only in this

.1nthn1p1x·l·11tnc �nx· that the pnssihle has a clear meaning; a meaning

w11h111 the n.1m1w, 11lum111atcd space of what we can sec because it
pcrt.tms w us.

The 1111pl·�t111.1I x·n:-c nf the possible is 1hat which can happcrr next, 
�1n:11 tht· l.1ws th.II now �t1,·cm nature bm given also the way in which 

the tr.1mf�intl.lt1t1ns niled by these laws may result in changes in the 

t.,w:- thcm:-clws. rnhcr directly c;iusmg them to take place or allowing 
them tt1 tx-cur. Tlus 1mpcrsonal sense of the possible is much less clear 
th.Ill tht· .mthropc•ccntnc scnx. It 1s less clear because we arc powerless 
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to peer beyond the veil of time, to a beginning and to an end. and to 
trace the limits or the logic of this self-transformation of the laws that 

takes place together with the transformation of the phenomena. 
According to this view, the metamorphoses of reality dn not happen 

within a closed configuration space, a hori::on circumscribing possible 
states of affairs. That is part of what it means for time to be real and fl1r 

H to go all the way down. It is another way of denying the spectral idea 
of possibility: the idea of the possible as a ghost stalking rhc world and 
waiting for a cue to come on 10 the stage of actualitr. II is another 

means to affirm that something can he really new, th:u rhe new 1s not 
Just the materialization of the ghost-like possible. 

The idea of a closed configuration space is so well entrenched in our 
minds that it may seem a presupposition of any attempt to make sense 
of nature in causal terms. That it deserves no such honor is shown hy 
rhc far more limited and contested role that it has in natural history or 
ernlutionary biology in contras! to modem physics (insofar as physics 
has yet failed to take fully to heart the idea 1ha1 the uni\'crse and 1ts 
laws have a history). It is shown as well by the failure of ewry a11empt 
to base social and historical analysis on rhe idea of an organi::cd space 
of human possibility. The most notable of these a11empts was rhe appeal 
to the idea of a deep structure. supporting a master narrat1\·e of histor

ical evolution. Its characteristic claims were belief in a closed list of 
alternative types of social and economic organi::ation. in the ind1ns1hle 
unity of each of these types, and in law-like forces drinng their suc
cession in history. 

The absence of a closed hori:on of poss1hlc slates of affairs. in com
bination with a characteristic feature of our 1hink111g. produces a co
nundrum about counrerfactual explanation. This conundrnrn shows 
once again how confused and misguided arc our familiar ideas about 
causation. 

If there were a closed hon::on of possible worlds. changes would take 

place according to a simple model of rule-following that <ltstmgu1shcd 
clearly between the rules and acts under the rules. The mies woul<l he 
the unchanging laws of nature. and the acts under the rules would he 

the phenomena the laws go\·cm. 
Because there is no such closed hon::on. change occurs according to 
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a more subtle model: like customary rather than statutory law. Under 
thts model of customary law, no clear-cut distinction exists between 
the rnles and the behavior to which they apply. Every new act goes into 
the stuff ddining what the rules arc at the same time that it either 
rnnforms to them or defies what, in their preexisting state, they were 
undastood to be. Change changes change, and it does so either con
ttntl\iusly or discontinuously, that is to say, in ways that are themselves 
suscep11hlc to change. 

To understand something. we must imagine it not only absent but 
alsn tr.msformed. A view of how a phenomenon would behave, or of 
wh;11 11 would become. under various conditions is what understanding 

11 n1t·;ms. Countcrfactual causal conjecture is thus indispensable to the 
dcrpcnmg lif 1might into the world. It is, however, tainted by a flaw. 
\\'c c1mwt expunge this lbw; it is built into the conditions of our 
unlkrst.mdmg. Wt· can only reveal it and, by revealing it, contain its 
d.mgcrs.

To understand something is to imagine it changed, by seeing how
;md whrn n might change and into what. However, every such change 
111.1y result in a change in the ways in which things influence one an
other: 1t 111.1y change the bws. The common fallacy of the countcrfacwal 
.1n.1lysh built into causal explanation is to suppose that when we 
rh.111g�·-or 1111;1g111c changed-pan of the world, e,·ef)·thing in the 
d1.mgl·d ,,·\nld o,n11m1es oper.uing by the same mies as before. It is as 
1f \W susprndnl and replaced part of reality hut upheld the whole 
rq�1mc under wh1Ch th.It re;1hty works. In fact, the regime cannot be 
upheld. 

fo kn"w fl,r surr how the regime changed. there would h;wc to be 
lugha-t,rdcr mks i:,ovcmmg regime change. and so on forcwr. in in
tin1tc rq�rcss If tm1c 1s r.1d1c.1lly real. howen·r. there arc no such highcr
,,rda mks. ,1r .It Sl'llle pllllll they cease to hold. The system fails to 
chi� .n the h'P ,1r \'ll the outside: it 1s therefore. strictly speaking. no 

sy::.tcm .ll .111. The n1ur-st· t,f mquiry docs not then stop: it continues . 
. 1lb,.:11 ,111 d.irka ;111d shakier gwund. 

I !ere we C\1nfwnt for the scrnnd lime the paradoxical char.icter of 
the cm�1l thmkmg on wh1d1 we must rely to fonn a picture of the 
w,,rfd. The n111mwn. spectr;1l 1dca of p,1s:=.1b1lity to which we regularly 



appeal in the course of our thinking equivocates with time. If time were 
illusory, all phenomena or events would be simultanelHts. Causatitin 
and causal explanation would therefore amount to fictions or delusions. 

The idea of a closed hori:on of possible states of affairs. anti the 
spectral idea of possibility (states of affairs as ghosts stalking the world. 
waiting for the call to become actual), with which it is closely related. 
arc a11cmpts to admit that time is real, but only barely. The world wnuld 
witness transformation, but not-not at least at the hot1omnwst kH'l
the transformation of transfom1ation. Time would fail to go all the way 
down. 

However, this metaphysical principle, although it may sa\'c the d.1y 
for our equivocal idea of causality, seems e\'cr less compatible wnh what 
we discover, despite our causal confusions, about nature. As we shall 
soon sec, it contradicts the most striking and salient features of our 
temporal experience. It even threatens to help disarm us m our cf ftirts 
to make a world for ourselves in the face of indifferent nature. 

To take time, however, as fully real. rejecting the spectral nntron of 
possibility and the idea of the closed hori:on of possible states of affairs. 
is to recognize that no timeless laws support our c;1usal cxplanauon-. 
It is to acknowledge that the countcrfactual conJccturcs wnh which such 
explanations must work deny us any ground that will not shake. It h 
to assen that the project of a unified causal theory of cwrythmg 1s 
misguided in principle. It is to conclude that, although we may control 
the confusions of our ordinary view of causality and of our familiar 
practices of causal explanation, we cannot dcfini11\'ely dispel tl1<N: con
fusions. 

\Ve should credit these confusions to an inescapable tension between 
the reality of time-more real than we arc w1ll1ng to admit-and the 
\'icw of connection and inference to which we arc led by a horn enemy 
of time: our mathematical and logical thmkmg. 

The Thesis That �lathematics Resists the 
Recognition of Time 

\fathematics-and all the aspects of our thmkmg th:11 p.1r11c1parc 111 Its 
nature-perpetually sug,_�cst to us the conception of a world without 
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time. The relations among our mathematical notions are timeless even 

when we use such notions to represent events in time. 

The development of the ideas summarized in the theses of the reality 

of time, of the inclusiveness of time, and of the absence of a timeless 

and closed horizon of possibility around the actual world encounters a 

source of resistance in the most intimate and most powerful expression 
of the mind: our mathematical reasoning. To understand how and why 

we face this resistance from within the mind to the recognition of the 

reality of time is to discover what is at stake in the affirmation of that 
reality. 

Seen as the product of its natural history, the mind is a machine for 

solnng problems. To solve problems, however, it must be more than a 

mad1ine. Its fonnulaic and modular aspect must coexist with its plastic, 
surpnsmg. and transcending aspect. These two aspects meet in the need 
to survey a situation as a whole and to relate its parts to one another. 
:\ cap.tc11y 10 grasp structures and relations is the crucial precondition 

of �,ur problem-solving capacity. To enjoy this capacity, we cannot 

simply 1h111k according to established formulas, as if we were machines. 
\\'e luve to he able 10 think more than any preexisting formula will 
wuntcruncc. and then we have 10 establish the formulas that make 

x·nsi: of our insights after we ha\'e first made our fom1Ula-breaking 
d1�n)\·i:ncs. \\'e must be able 10 construct new ways of understanding. 
of i:xpl.unmg. of seein)!. what stands before us, in the scene of imminent 
,,r 11n.1gincd ;1e11on, as an ordered whole or as a set of relations. 

Thts pt,wcr of the mind may be inseparable from the precise consti

llltll'n l,f the hr.1m. Its historical roots may therefore lie in the natural 
h,�wry ,,f 1ha1 hr;1in ;md ,,f its de,-elopment, under selective pressure. 
:ts a pwhlem-solnng dcYicc. NcYenhcless. once established. this faculty 
,,f rl·1irescnt1ng the scene of action as structured wholes and bundles of 
rcl.tt1lms outre.,ches the natural occasions for its emergence. II becomes 
;1 ren,h111l1flary pn11c1plc for seeing the world as a whole. It tics our 
mterest Ill understanding the manifest world to our stake in devaluing 
the .11:rn.11. ,,r at least any gi\·en war of representing the actual. by in
s1st111g l'n ,,ther poss1b11it1cs l,f transfomution and of vision. 

The supreme expression of this power is mathematics. Viewed su-
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perficially, the character of our mathematical reasoning may seem to be 

fully accounted for by the combination of three attributes: explication. 

recursion, and equivalence. 
The first and most general of these attributes is explication: to make 

explicit what is implied in a conception of a structured whole or 11f a 
bundle of relations. Such a conception amounts to a foreshadow111g: tts 
content is hidden. By representing the conception in mathematics, ,,·c 

arc then able to work the content olll: to show what was implied 111 thc 

foreshadowing. To treat the worked-out conclusion as synonynwus 

with the concentrated foreshadowing. and therefore to reduce mathe
matics to tautology, is 10 mischaracteri::c the procedure and to sleight 
both its difficulty and its value. 

The second attribute is rhe pervasiveness in mathematics of rccurs1n·
reasoning. Reasoning is rccursi,·c when it deploys a procedure to which 
it then applies. By using recursive reasoning. we arc ahlc to pass from 

enumerations to generalizations; we jump off from the partKubr to thl.' 
general by suggesting the general rule implicit in what. up 111! then. had 
seemed to be a mere enumeration of particulars. The s1g111ficancc of 
recursive reasoning, and the respect in which it most stnkmgly differs 
from mere induction, is this: that it allows us to cwno1111:e on �t rong 
premises and to reach strong and rich conclusions on the basis of weak 
and parsimonious assumptions. It docs so by allowing us to d1scowr 
structured wholes and bundles of rcbtions not in our conJectures about 
anr particular piece of the natural world but rather Ill our own effllrts 
to think about notions we deploy in our efforts lo represent ;111 struc
tured wholes and bundles of relations. It is as 1f find111g ourseh-cs sur

rounded by mud hms. we were to tear them apart and w1th noth111g 
bm their pieces build palaces. 

The third attribute of mathematics is its fcrtthty m the pwductllln of 
cqui,·alcnt propositions. A large pan of mathematical reason mg consists 
in showing how one analysis can be restated Ill the tcm1s of arl(lthcr. 
To s..1y that such cqui\'alcnccs arc mcrcl}· defimtion;1l, to reduce them 
to tautologies, is to miss the point of mathematical comtruct111n. The 
point is not to organi::e our con\'entions of mathematical notation. by 
clanfring which combinations of symbols arc and arc not synony-
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mous. as if we already understood the truth and had only to organize 
bet1rr the language in which to represent it. The point is to empower 
ourselves in the ability to represent ordered wholes and sets of relations 
by d1stmguishing, at e\'ery tum, our ideas from their conventional ex

pressums. \Ve insist on our capacity to free ourselves from the stran

glclwld of any partirnbr con\'entions in our understanding of relations 
and wholes. 

If mathematics were characteri:ed solely by these three attributes, it 
would not be what it is: the peerless expression of our vocation for 
surpn� and transcendence in thought, of our infinity with respect to 

11ur own ideas. It would be merely a monument to our cle\'emess and 
,·a�mhty. It has. howcwr. a fourth attribute that transforms the sig
ndicmn: of thl· lHhcr three and re\'eals their underlying unity. This 
f11urth duractensllc is its effort to purify itself of any natural content
th.ll 1s l\' �,y l,f any content that would limit its procedures of expli
r.1tum. fl·rurs1on. and equivalence to the exploration of the nature, and 
of thl' l.1ws and h1stMy of nature. 

I krl· 1:c. tht· ns1onary clcmrnt in mathematics, the driving and intox-
1r.11111g !,in:c. It is the clement that in the language of patristic theology 
wr rrnght rall /:oi"�is. an emptying out. What is emptied out, progres
s1wly ;md through great strn��lc. is the residue of restriction in patterns 
1,f c,mnrct111n and l,rgam:ation su��ested to us by our natural expcri
l'lll'l' .tml by our ideas ;tbout this experience. within science and out
silk It. 

\\'c 111.1y havr lkvdoprd the capacity to think about structured 

wlwks .md hundks of rebt!llns the beuer to solve problems under the 
sh.tdlm· l,f a need to act m partirnbr situations of danger or opponu-
1111y. [\'en. h,m·e,·cr. 1f this lmgmal task remained paramount, we might 
x·rw It ll\:st by gencrah:mg the faculty to which it gave rise beyond 
.my p.1rt1.:\1l.u cirrumstancc. beyond any gi\'cn rcpenory of such cir
cunbt.11Kcs ·fo ach1e\'c n111tcnt by domg away with content: that is the 
p.1r.1d,,xK.1l amh1t1on sust;1111111g this fourth. decisi\'c feature of mathc
m.mcs

Tl1t· frequency wuh which a branch l)f mathematics has been inspired 
hy thl· dfllfl w 51,1\-e pn,blcms m natur.11 science for which existing 
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mathematical tools are inadequate docs not belie the importance to 
mathematics of this evisceration of natural content For such break
throughs represent efforts to use the mathematical represe111ation of 
nature as an incitement to see more, by war of order and conncc11011. 
than we can discern in the natural world. as if we were to jump tow;ml 
nature in the hope of jumping beyond it. 

Thus, for the mathematician, mathematics is not the handm;11drn cif 

natural science; natural science is an instigator of mathematical pro
gress, taking its place alongside the instigation that is intrrnal to the 
self-obsessed history of mathematical analysis. 

There is, howe\'cr, a price for the greater freedom and power that 

comes with this denial of content. The price is the disappearance of 
time. The relations among our mathematical ideas arc outside time. 
They arc incapable of grasping time. In this respect. relations among 
mathematical concepts differ from causal connections, which always 
ha\'c time-bound e\'cnts as their subject matter. 

To be sure, mathematical ideas arc commonly deployed m the de
scription of time-bound e\'cnts. Causal explanations may be represented 

in mathematical language; the mathematical physics of the modern age 
is the most famous child of the marriage of mathematics to natural 
science. \Vhole branches of mathematics, like the calculus. were first 

devised in the course of attempts to represent change. occurring m llmc. 
However, in those branches of mathematics that arc directly concerned 
with the representation of relative change. the conccpwal rclauons of 
explication, recursion, and equivalence arc not themselves lime-bound. 
They arc timeless. They are not timeless merely in the wc:1k sense m 
which the laws of nature are timeless when we 1mag111c them not to 
have a history. Ther are also timeless in the strong sense of bcmg 111-
capablc of mixture with the realm of time-bound C\'cnts. 

What is true of the propositions of mathematics holds more generally 
for the conceptual connections fom1ing the sub3cc1 ma11er of logic. :-.:o 
dcducti\'C inference and no logical contrad1ct1on take place m lime. 
Only our thoughts about them arc lime-bound events. 

The strangeness of mathematics. as the Trojan horse in the mmd 
against time. can now be made clear. �la1hcmat1cs is a science that does 
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not ha\T as its object the nJtural, time-drenched world, or the free 

tkwlopment of arbitrary con\'entions, or a separate realm of mathe

matical objects that arc like other natural objects except that like angels 

they rcmam invisible to our eyes. Mathematics is not the shadow of 

1utural srn:ncc, nor is it a game of mental tricks, nor is it the study of 
t1h1rch th:ll would he like others if only they were material. Mathematics 

h thr \'hlnnary exploration of a simulacmm of the world. It is the study 
llf the wiirld-tif the only world that exists-except with time sucked 
tiut of It. 

It 1s .1s 1f we were w take from nature its lifeblood-time-and by 

prr,crnng It frt1111 corruption. make it eternal because it is timeless. It 

ts p.1r.1dt1x1c1lly through the study of this simulacrum that we best ;irm 

tiursdws tti st niggle against our ensla\'ement to the limited ideas about 

order .tnd rcl.t11lln that arc suggested to us by experience and science. 

n�· d1st.111nng oursrh·es f wm the world that changes under the shadow 
,,f tune we equip tlltrsdws better to deal with that world. \Ve multiply 

the ,chl'llh's l,f u11111rct ion that we bring to our understanding of natural 
e\'\'llb \\\· ,1{tinn thc second-surprising and transcending-aspect of 
the mmd by cxpr\·s,;mg and developing the power of the imagination 
tt1 11utre.1d1 the tmpressllltb of nature. 

It \\tiuld thndtir\· h· a nustake to suppose that the two hundred 
yc.11s 111 which 111.t1hemat1cs stru1:,gkd to tame the idea of the infinite . 

. ind t,1 suh1cct the t11fin1tc to finllistic methods. can now be followed 

hy .11111tlwr tw,, hundred years 111 which it comes to do justice to the 
re.1ltty .md the mdust\·encss of tune. �othing need pre\'ent us from 
ennd11t1).! the m.llhc111.ll1c.1I 1mrruments at tiur disposal for the analysis 

\,{ d1�n1nt1m1t1u� .1ml d1{krt·1111al ch.mge in the laws as well as in the 

phclh)!llCn.1 

I h,\wwr. th1:- t.i-.k pre:-ents d1fficult1es of an entire Ir different order 
f n,m tlw,\· th.11 surr,,unded tht· attempt to make sense of the infinite 

by dlllltl).! ll d,,wn t\, -;1:c. lkc.msc m.1thcmat1Cs 1s by its very character 
.1lte11 t,1 tune II w1ll 11t,1 h\· ahk tn �lww us hnw to think mathcm;1tic;1lly 
,,f .1 \\ ,,rid 111 which tht· l.tw:- ;md the phenomena change together. The 
m.1tl!l·m.1111.:s \,f tune w11l 11c\'cr h.!Vc lls C1t1tl1r. \\'e must first lc.tm. by
1ntu111,m. o.pa1111cnt. and thc,1r.·. lww to think of such a world-a
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world in time-physically. �lathematics may rationali:c such an un
tkrstanding, but it will not prophesy it. 

Our mathematical and logical reasoning perpetually suggests Ill us 
the reality of a timeless world. \\'c arc tempted to mistake this cm
b:ilmed world for the real thing. Howe\'cr, nothing is more real than 
time. In a sense it is the only real thing. 

The Thesis That Human Experience Has an Inescapahk 

Temporal Structure 

Our experience has a particular temporal structure. \\'e cmnllt under
stand ourscl\'es without understanding this structure. It 1s a mistake co 
suppose that it is merely a source of distractwn and illusion. somcchmg 
to suppress the better to achieve impersonal and oh1crnw 11Nght 111to 
the world. \Ve must indeed correct it. Nc•;enhekss 1f we sn·k aKgrcs
si\'cly to suppress it. we do not come cll1scr to a knnwlcdgc that 1s frcl· 
from the shackles of the body. \\'e merely enable the ant11cmpl1ral cl
ement in our consciousness-the clement represented 111 mathema11cs 
and logic-to take o\'cr. 

\Ve do not encounter time as disembodied and context-le..,., bemgs 
\\'c encounter it within a particular s11uat1on. There 1s a human phe
nomenology of time: an experience of l1111e and of oursch-cs a, temporal 
beings. No clement of our condllion is deeper or more pa\';l',l\"l'. ·1 hi... 
phenomenology of time has a definite and surpns111g wn�111ut1on. Like 
e\'erything in life and in rcalny. 11 too changes. Indeed. 11 tkwh11h 
historically. informed by ide;1s and mllurnced by ;man,gcmrncs. by 
practices, e\'en by machmcs. In other words. the phcnomc11oh1gy of 
time is itself temporal. Howcwr. us co111111u111cs .1nd d1,nm11m1111c'> arc 
some of the most fundamental cont1m1111cs and d1'>nlJllllH1l! 1c'> of our 
natures. There is nothing incoherent or b111;1,11c1I ;1hou1 trymg tn 
change. individually and collcc!l\Tly. our cxpcnencc of 11111e. It I" nPt 
fuulc or senseless: it is merely !1.1rd. 

Being time-hound is what we most sh.ire wuh .111 rc;1l11y. In .1 �crN: 
we arc made of umc. The analysis of cht: phcnnmcnology of lime 
therefore holds special mtcrc�t. Thwugh It wc c;111 undcrst;111d both 
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what distinguishes us from the world around us and what connects us 

to 1ha1 world. Lei us sec ii at first simplified, and then let us complicate 

the picture. 

Twn facts lie at the center of the phenomenology of time. The first 

f.KI 1s that we arc living and dying organisms. The second fact is that

we pursue pro1ccts and form attachments, and seek to sustain such

pwJclls and attachments against the ravages of time.

The foreknowledge of death is central to the first fact. The certainty 

;md 1hc 1nu111a1inn of dcalh give our experience its quality of dramatic 

n111ccntr.111on. They account for the unilinear and irreversible character 
,,f ,,ur cxpcnemc: there is not enough time to do everything over again 

d11frrcn1ly. w have enough second chances. They define our experience 
,,f h,m· human lik is made meaningful and how its meaningfulness may 

he de�tr,,yl·d; we an: unable to solve the problem of meaning by in
dclinllc p11stp(mcmcnt. as if meaninglessness now could always be rem

edied by 111c.1111ng Luer or by a power to ga:e into the beginnings of 

ll llll'. 
l )m p,,s1t1on as ,,rganisms living and dying in time lies at the root of 

the 11111�1 d.1um111g aspect of our experience: the incalculable and irre
mnl1.1hk dispwp,,rn,m hctwcrn the scale of a human life and the reality 

,,r the umvl·rst· around us. This disproportion denies us the right to 
hd1ew th.ti Wl' arl' 111 a partnership with the natural setting of our 
cxt�tencl·. \\'l, sh.m· lls 1cmp11rali1y. but we cannot share its scale. 

Tlw d1fkrcnce ,,f �calc 1s s,, absolute and definitive that it introduces 
mt,, ,,ur rxpa1encc ,,f the world an clement of pure terror. \Ve face the 
pt·rm.ment temp1.u1on 1,, reduce the higher work of the mind-our 

relig1,m. phil,,:-,,phy. and an-w supplying us with consolations 
.1g.11nst this tcrwr. 11,,wcvcr. we Jo not need sugarcoating and lullabies. 
\\'h.n we need 1s l\) Sl'C thl· sttuatwn for wh;ll it is. and to finc.l a war 

1,, .1flinn ,n1r mtrrrsts and ,,ur sdws on tlut basis. 
The cat;1111ty ,,f de.1th 1s a sc.1mbl an<l an affront because it imposes 

tinm1dr .md tin.1l1ty m the Lice of our experience of inexhaustib11ity. 
The kcundny l,f l'Ur l'Xpencnce in c,·ery dimension, from the making 

,,f thlll).'.S ll1 the flmmng l1f ;1tt.1chmcn1s and the ha\'ing of ideas. defies 



all formula and limitation. Death, howc\'cr, is supreme limitation. and 

its certainty a formula that cannot be disobeyed. 
Our experience of time, howc\'cr, has a second aspect: through t1ml' 

and against time, we pursue projects and we form attachments. Thb 
second aspect changes the significance of the first and turns the tem
poral setting of our existence into an occasion for conllict of \·1s1ons ;111d 
for production of novelty. 

In the temporal fate of our projects and our attachments. we set.' 
ourscl\'cs more clearly than we could sec ourscl\'cs directly. Our rcbt 1011 

to them is a large pan of our experience of time. For one thmg. thry 
arc the true clocks by which we measure time. They takt- timi: to fpnn 

and to work out; and the steps and intcr\'als in their makmg arr thi: 
counting of our li\'CS. For another thing. they arc hostagi: to unci:rt;1111ty 

and defeat because they arc pbrcd out in time. Their smn'pt1b!111y 10 
destruction is our susccptibilit)' 10 dcs1ructil1n. Tlmr 111ahtl11y In umr 
the unforeseeable is our inability to tame thi: unforrsrrahle. 

\Ve form projects and undertake them; we form attachments and liH· 
them out. The projects and al!achmcnts arc the sole ri:spon�l' that wi: 
ha\'c open to us to the intense concentration and 1rrc\'l'rs1hk cour�r nf 
time in our existence. If there is a direction Ill our h\'l'S. II 1s 1hr1r 
direction. If there is a meaning to our hes. II 1s thi:1r llll\llllllg I hey 
define the boundaries of a world built on our sc.1le rather than 011 thi: 
awful, humanity-destroying scale of the world around th I lnwi:\'cr. 

they can be overwhelmed, and in the end they will hi: o\"crwhdmcd hy 
llmc. \Ve may experience them as immortal. hut they arc immortal only 
so long as they last. 

The relation between our situation as dymg orgamsms and our pur
suit of projects and attachments gains 11s s1gn1fic.111cc aga1m1 the h;1ck
ground of another opposition: the contr;1st between the fonnula1c and 
the surprising aspects of our cxpcncncc. Routine and rcpc1111on Pccupy 
a large pan of our practical and mental h\·es. They arc not mere dro,.,: 
they rcprescm both a pnnc1plc of economy and a pnnc1plc of 1111cgra
t1on. 

As a pnnciplc of economy, they �1\·c our umc for tho�c aCIJYl!tcs that 
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we do not yet know how to repeat under a formula and to embody in 
a mad1mc. They thus allow us to shift the horizon of our attention away 
from the repetitious and toward the not yet repeatable. Habit deadens 
the cxpem:nce of time; the shift from the habitual to the not yet habitual 
rccon:rs It. 

:\s a principle of integration, they enable us to organize our experi
ence and our identity. Our habits arc an essential basis of our sense of 
the <-elf. of its continuity, and of its integrity. They arc not a mere 
burden: they shape and empower. The continuity of the self, ensured 
through hahn. is yet another precondition of our experience of time. 

The dialectic between routine and in\'ention is a fundamental feature 
of 1,ur humanity. It is not limited to behavior; it is the distincti\·c trait 
l,f till· 1magmathll1. Our understanding of the world advances through 
a tW1Ht.1gl· d1spbcemcn1. Call the first displacement distance and the 
!-Cu,nd. transformation. 

Kant dcscnhed dtspbcement through distancing when he defined 
1111.1g1natllln ;1s the p1m-cr w represent what is absent. The routine aspect 
,,f till' hk of pcrccpt11m and understanding is the marriage of our fa
m1lt.1r c,;pcncncc of perception to a categorical scheme we leave un
ch.1llcngnl. The experience and the scheme seem inseparable: the lauer, 
the !-tr.11ghtfl,rward expression of the former. Perception would then 
dcgcncr;l!c tnto stanng. \\'hat we call understanding would cease to 
l'X1'l 

h1r there t11 he the human experience of understanding, we must let 
gl, l,f 1mmcd1.11c pcrccptwn-becausc it is not before us, or because we 
.He .1blc \11 Ire.It It ,b ,f 11 were not-and to remember it as image. \Ve 
nmq tlw1 he able w hnng the p.1rticulars under categories, 1rpcs. or 
kmds l.tkl· bwycrs. we must classify effortlessly much of the time. :md 
we must nmfwnt d11uht .md amb1gutty some of the time. 

The dtst.mnng 1,f immediate experience. recovered in memory and 
1,rg.m1:ed by tmderst;mdmg. bnni-:,s twublc to the marriage of habttual 
!">l.'T�-cptwn w11 h 11ttr c.1tcg,mcal schemes and allows us to sec forc\·er 
.mew. I hnwwr. tt ts 11111 e,wugh: tt d11cs not suffice to charactcri:c the 
w,1rk d,mc by the 11n.1gm.m,m. 

:\ :-<.'(1llld dtspl.iccml'llt must c,1mpktc the effort of distancing: the 
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displacement of transformation. Neither the imagination nor the imag

med world would be what they arc if we could distance ourseh-es frl1m 
the immediate only to change the scene in which habitual pnceptiPn 
weds familiar categories. The contcstahility of our categorical cbss1fi
cations is rooted in the transformation of the plmlllmcnal cH·nts to 
which they apply. 

The mind docs not endlessly return to a fixed list of natural kmds of 
things: there is no such fixed list. In the world that cx151s-hoth thc 

world as it is manifest in experience and the world as it is expll1rcd and 
haltingly revealed by experimental science-every thing of a kind cm 
become some other kind of thing through some set of intcrmcd1atc 
transformations under certain conditions. Such transformations may hc 

numerous and complicated. They may take a long t1111c. They may
mdecd they will-result sooner or later in a clunge not ju<.t in t he k111ds 
of things that there arc bm also in what it is for one k111d of tl1111g w 
differ from one another kind. that is to SJ)' m the nature llf rwural 
kinds. 

Consider the example of spcciation in hiolog1cal evollltHHl The emer
gence of the biosphere on earth did not JUSt add new natur.il kmds ro 
a prc\·ious list: it changed the mJchinery for the production of natur;il 
kinds-if we think of species as such kmds-and altered the meaning 
of the distinction among them. An ignelHIS rock :md a sedimcnt;iry n1rk 
do not differ in the same way or m the same sense 111 which one bro
logical species differs from another. �lorc<wer. the d1:111gc 111 rhc 11;11urc 
of natural kinds did not happen only once. w11h the bcg11111111g of life. 
It kept happening. \\'ith sexual sclccuon. for cx,1mple. c;1me a n;1r
rowing of the funnel of altcmati\·e body types bur also a ba<.1s for rhc 
development of regulatory gcncuc mechanisms 1h;11 would m !line allow 
for what we ha\·c: our negat1\·c capalnl11y-our power 10 def:, fommla 
and to transcend constraint. 

\Ve arc accustomed 10 regard rhc b1olog1cal rc111ven11on nf difference 
as an astonishing!}' improbable exception to the Ulll\-cr�1l orgam:auon 
of ma11cr. \Ve should rather rhmk of II JS an instance of a pervasive 
feature of 1he world: rhar rhc lisr of namral kmds changes mus character 
as well as in irs compos111on. This feature 1s an aspect of the transfor-
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ma11on of transformation, which is to say that it is an aspect of time 
and a consequence of its reality. 

\\'c imagine something hy representing it not only as absent but also 
as changed. Change of phenomena or c,·cnts merges into change of the 
natural kmds the phenomena or the e,-cnts instantiate-how they differ 
as well as what they arc. \Ve cannot sec to the outer horizon of possi
hil11y the spectral idea of possibility is a delusion. Given enough time. 
there is no ulumate, closed space of feasible configurations. However, 

wc c.111 always see next steps of tr;:msformation by one means or another 
and to S(1me extent or another. To do so is pan of what it means to 
1m.1pnc. 111 time, a temporal world. 

The ch1d expression of the standardi::ed aspect of life in personality 
b .1 ch.1r.1Cter-the ngidificd form of a self-surrounded by a protective 
cn.1p.1ce 11f 111d1vidual and social routine. Our relation to a character 
h.1s the same nature as our relation to all the other ordered settings of
11ur acllnty: we need it, and we need not to surrender to it. It is us, but
wl· .nc m11rc than 1t. The dn·clopmcnt of the personality requires both
the embrace (lf halm and the shauering of habit, both the formation of
ch.ir.1cter .md the shaking up of character. Without such shattering and
:-ud1 sh.1kmg up. wc make ourselves merely finite; we deny and sup
press the surpns111g and transcending side of our nature.

l 1nc sign t1f the cnl such a surrender docs to us is the experience of 
h,1rnlom an 11111m.1l111n 11f unused capacity. a rebellion of the infinite 
w11h111 us ag.unst tht· fimtc. a complaint of denied plasticity against 
11np,1'\l.·d ng1d1ty. Like all the mnst intimate aspects of our experience, 
It 1s 11l1t lll\'.1rt.1111: II 1s susrcp11hlc to criticism and transfom1ation. As 
\W ,,r�.1111:t· 1hc 111s111u11()ns llf sl1ciety and the practices of culture to 
l.iy thcmsdws 11\\1rc fully open w ch.1llcnge and re,·ision. we become
nh,rt· st1s(cpt1hlc Ill h,1rec.h1111. \\·c form the ic.ka of it; the idea helps
(TC.lit' tlw 1h111g Itself.

:\rwthcr sign ,,f the s1mc enl is the deadening of the sense of the 
p.1s,1�t· by lllnc: 111 l,,smg the transform;llion of 1ransfom1ation w1th111
,,ur ,n,·n cxpa1enrc. we l11sc .1s well the means with which keenly to
mc.1surc .mc.l tht·rcf,,rc to experience the p.1ssagc of time. Projects and
.1t1.1d1mrnts .ire d1spl.iccc.l by rc.1u1111cs anc.1 subtly bring us into a world
m wh1d1 the rt·.1l11y ,,f 11111c dims.



From this sleepwalking. inimical to life and dcstructin· of our hopes 
for the divinization of humanitr. we arc san.'d by two oppos111g expe

riences. One of these time-rc\-caling and self-awakening experiences 1s 
discontinuity from without-fortune and misfortune. rc\·crs.d and lllb· 
direction: a manifestation of the truth that all our 1m1jects and att;1ch
ments arc hostage to time. As they arc corroded from helnw by l1;1h11 

and by the silent despair accompanying it. they arc threatt·ned fr11m 
without by the powers of a world O\'Cr which we newr hold suffinent 

sway. The result of this \'iolcnt discontinuity, similar to thl· cr.1Ck111g 

open of a rigidificd social order hy war, is to reaffirm 111 our minds tlit· 
reality of time. It is a reaffirmation that will han· parucubr force 1f ll 
represents for us more than change: change in how change ukes pl.1(e. 

The contrary experience is the one we attam when we arc ahk to 
deli\'er ourselves single-mindedly and wholeheartedly to our ;lltarh· 

mcnts and projects. Then it may seem that lime stops-the lllne nh:a
sured by outward events-and only internal time-the 11111c measured 

by the working out of the attachment or the prnJcct-n:mams to ht· 
experienced and counted. \\'e know that this reka�c 1s ephemeral and 

that it will be slowly depri\·cd of its life by bairn and C\Tntually undone 
through the ruination of time. \\'c ncwrthclcss achieve at <.urh nw
mcnts the only experience of timelessness that need not require 11lus1nn 

and indifference and that docs not result 111 the dcstrucllon 11f ntahty 
How could we ha\'c both of these expenrnccs at onu:-thc cxpcn

cncc of being awakened hr timc-quickemng d1sturhar1tc f rnm the grrat 
world outside us and the cxpencnce of g1\·111g oursdws without rcs
cn·ation to the time-suspended flow of our prnJccts ;1nd ;Jttachmrnh) 
\Ve cannot: such a combination is rnlcd out by the fin11uclc of our h\"c'.'> 
and hr the partiality of our \·antage po1111. It reprc�cn!'.'> the lllc;1 of a 
trpe of happiness that must forc\·cr elude us. ;md 11'.'> dcm;1) 10 U'i 
amounts 10 yet an01hcr exprcssl(ln of the difference between what 11 

might mean to he God �111<l what H docs mean 10 become mnrc godlike. 

\\·c cannot synthcsi:c these two cxpcncnccs: all we cm hope for 1s 
to ha\'c more of both of them and tn u� the pl1wcrs pwduccd by the 
second the heller to sustam the noss11udes of the first. rcnig111:mg. 
wnh opened eyes, the unforgmng reality of tune. 

If we arc asked. then. what 11111c 1s. we �hould not amwer only hy 
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saying that it is the difference between what changes and what does not 

change and that it is also the transformation of transformation. \\'e 

should go on to describe the structure of the human phenomenology 
of time, acknowledging that it is universal in our existence and yet 

susceptible at the margin to cumulative reinterpretation and re\·ision. 
in the light of our ideas and under the force of our arrangements. 

\Ve should not understand this structure of temporal experience only 
to reject it more completely as a delirium imposed on us by our na
ture-our nature as beings who, although they may be context
transcending spirits, arc also dying organisms. It is rather the peculiarly 
human form in which we share in the universal reality of time. If we 
try to cast it off as phantastical, we shall not be left with a view from 

abo,-e or from outside oursckcs: we shall simply render oursckcs de

fenseless to the Trojan horse within us-the part of our thinking, es
pecially logical and mathematical, that is recalcitrant to time. Surveying 

the world from that timeless perspective, we shall not see it without 
illusion: we shall sec it less fully. 

\Ve han: just one way: to embrace the reality of time and then to 
extend l)llr powers of l1hservation and understanding, through our me
chanical and conceptual inventions, beyond the reach of our immediate 
sensible experience. In that operation, we shall at every tum have to 
trade our immediacy to the manifest world for a more remote and more 
general insight. The more immediate the experience, the more shaped 
it will he by the contingent facts of our embodied nature and of its 
evolution. 

The mMc remote and general, although tested at the outer edges of 
causal conjecture, as in natural science, our thinking becomes. the more 
tainted by metaphor, although restated as scientific theory. it will also 
be. \\'c can no more haw a knowledge that is both intimate and general 

than we can combine in the same experience the sense of being awak
ened to the reality of time by disturbance from omsidc with the sense 

of being f recd from the passage of time by engagement \\ith our projects 
and attachments. 

The unifying thread between the \·icws from within and from without 
is recognition of the reality of time. Time goes all the way down, as 
change changes, and is the only thing that is always left. 
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Self-Consciousness 

Humanity lmagi11ccl 

The Imagination Disarmed: Rationali:atinn. I lum;m1:;l!H1n, 

and Escapism 

The conception of rhe self and of 1be 111111d tlut 1, nrrdrd tn prornk 
an adequate replacement for the pcrennul phlll1,11phy mu,t Ix· rl-.,li:rd 
111 the practices of the social sciences and hu11w1111c� 111 hr rr.1h:nl .11 
all. If a view of humanity informed by the thrnH:'> pf .1�r111. y. c,,ntm· 
gency, futurity, and cxpcnmcmalism 1s 1hc core of ;1 r.1d1c1li:nl pr .11:· 
matisrn, the reali=ation of 1h1s view 111 1he w.1y \W go ahnut undn· 
standing who we arc and what we can bcwmc 1s that phd1is<•phy 11,-<:lf 
\\'c ha\·c not succeeded in our intcllcclllal pwgr;11n until wr have lt.111',· 
formed the practices by which we account for our rx�nr:h l" ;111d .1tp1c 
about our prospects. 

Today. however, the social sciences and humam11r, arr dnm111.11rd 
by tendencies antagonistic to such a program Three w.1:,-s of 1h111kmg
ra1ionali=a1ion, humani=ation, and escap1,m-;ue Ill the ;1�cnd;mt 
Each has its headquarters in a distmct group of d1�1plmc., [he \"(1t.mcs 
of each oppose the champions of the others. :-.:evrnhck,,. they wNk 
unknowingly together to disarm the tramcendmg 1111;1g11ut1011 and to 
mh1bit the transforming will. 

These tendencies norma\i:c our new of sooety even whrn they <.('Cm 

to undermine this view. So long as the r.mgc of pr;1c11c;il and 1deolo�1C.1) 
conflict m·er the tenns of sonal life remains �t. �uch norm.1h:att<lll 
goes unquestioned. Its f undamcntal effect ts to make the prc�ent arran�c-
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ments and the habitual way of thinking appear natural and e,·en nec

essary. In the past, social thought often produced such an appearance 
of naturalness and necessity by claiming that the structure of society 

was a product of constraints at once deep-seated and determinate. It 

sometimes added to this claim the further thesis that the transformation 
of the structure was driven forward by law-like forces. The workings o[ 

such forces produced a foreordained evolutionary succession of forms 

of social, economic, and political organization or a narrowing funnel of 
inst it ut ional possibilit ics. 

The beliefs that have come increasingly to dominate the social sci

ences and the humanities yield a similar result more obliquely. They 

do so less by claiming that inflexible constraints or law-like forces un

derlie the present institutions, practices, and forms of consciousness 
than by disregarding or denying the imagination of transformative op

portunity: the next steps by which, in thought and practice, we can get 
from a here to a there. 

Only when there is a crisis-that is to say, a problem for which the 

established strncture offers no ready-made solution-do we hit against 
the limits of our present ideas and methods. Only then docs the search 
for alternative ways of thinking begin. However. in thought as in social 
life, a mark of experimentalism is that we not need to wait for crisis. 
The imagination docs the work of crisis without crisis, making it pos
sible for us w experience change without undergoing ruin. The imag

ination cannot do this work unless it is suitably equipped. \\'e acquire 
the equipment we need by rebuilding the equipment at hand. Criticism 
of the ruling forms of social knowledge at any gi,·cn time produces 
Sl1mcth1ng of lasting ,·aluc as well as of immediate usefulness: insight 
into what it takes to use theory against fate. 

Ra1ioriali::a1io11 is the tendency prevailing in the positi,·c social sci
ences. and especially in the most influemial of these-economics. The 
rationali:ing tendency proclaims the practices and institutions of con
temporary societies to have been vindicated by survh·al in competition 

with failed altcmati\·cs. A cumulative winnowing out shows what 
works. Success confinns superiority. 

To understand the type of rationali:ing now pre,·alcnt in the social 
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'-Cit·nces. we must grasp its prehistory: two entirely dbt111ct '-tr.md, l,f 

thought arc entangled in our present practices nf r.1non.1h:.111l111 

One strand comes from classical social theory. It 1s nll,�l !ully o;
cmplified in the teaching of Karl t-lan:. Its leading 1tk.1 1s th.11 wh.11 Wt' 
.He tempted to identify as the universal laws of "()Cl.ii, p()h!1(.ll. .111d 

economic experience arc in fact the distincti,·c regul.mlll'S 11f .1 p.1111cul.ir 
mstitutionali:ed ordering of social life and of the L'll,11."tnl hrl1d ... th.tt 

111form it. \Ve mistake the panicular for the u111wr,al and tlw 1r.111,1111T)' 
for the permanent. The specific deep structure sh.1p1·s 1h1· ,u1f.11.1· wu
ttncs and conflicts of society. 

In this classical social theory. the idea 11f the dn·p '.Slructt1H' u,u.11\y 
rnmes associated with other assumptions. One of thc'-t' a,,umplH'll' 1, 

the thesis of closure: there is a closed. prcdctern1111rd h,t of ,tn:dut,11 
options in world history like t-larx·s "modes of pwdul."!11111·· frud.,h,m. 
capitalism. and socialism. The srnpe of the Jrq nuy hct"()!lll' m.1111/l·q 
only in retrospect, but its composition is not up f11r gr,,h'- I Ill' pr.1, 111 .. 11 
result is a radical constraint on the scme 111 wlt1d1 h1,111ry I" 01w11 

:\ second assumption is the thesis of 111d1v1,1h1!11y Lich 11[ tlH''{" 
stmctures-for example. the feudal or the capttahq t11l1d.:, 1,f pr1,duc
lion in �larxist theory-is an indi,·1s1hlc S}"SlL'lll It� d11fcrr111 p.trb -1.111d 
or fall together. A practical conseqtH:ncL' 1s that pol111<., must u,n,1st 
ctther in temporizing reforms. mo\'111g w11hin the lm11h pf lllll" pf rhr'-{' 
mdi,·isihlc systems or in re\'olurionary tr;in,form.ltlllll. rq1l.1ung 1>11r 
such system by another. 

A third assumption is the thesis of bw-hke progrc,,1011 .111 mr,i,11hk 
logic of transformation. arising frnm the mternal t,n,1Pns .md cnntr.1-

d1ctions of each institutionali:ed form of �1ic1;1l Irk. dnn·" fnrw;ird ,1 
preordained sequence of institullnnal sy�t,ms Con!l1n .md n,wn ;ire 
powerless to create real novelty: they cm r,w.11 only tht: future th;1t by 

rn store for us. As struggle intensifies. the l<1g1c of group or ( Lt,<. mtrrc,t<. 
becomes more perspicuous. The pumshmcnt c,f illu,inn ;ihom It<, CPll· 

tent is political failure. :\ corollary of this thn1s 1, tlw pr<1gr.1mm.1ric 
thrnkmg has no pbce: history supplies the prnJrct. tlwugh n<,t w11hnut 
he;inbreak. 

These three assumptions ;ire fobe. and .m under�t.mdmg 111 pol mes 

a a:::a a &LL&Jt a ::a £14 44k SL &Ji 
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shaped by them squanders rcconstructive opportunity. There is no 

short list of institutional orders on offer to humanity; \'ariation and 

in\'cntion in the character as well as in the content of institutional ar

rangements arc therefore all the more decisi\'c in importance. The suc

ccssi\'c forms of social, economic, and political organization arc not 

indi\'isiblc systems, standing or falling together; their piecemeal rccon

struction-rc\'olutionary reform-is the exemplary mode of transfor

mati\'c politics. No set of irresistible forces determines the pace and 
direction of change; it is we who determine them. For the moment we 

continue to dctcnninc them under the awful discipline of calamity. 
Better if we could ha\'c change without catastrophe. 

The way of thinking fom1cd by these assumptions has long stopped 

being an obstacle to insight because it has long ceased to be bclic\'ablc. 
In the course of its slow descent, however, it has brought down with it 

the kernel of indispensable truth it contained: that in every historical 

circumstance we arc the prisoners of a structure of arrangements and 

assumptions that we readily mistake for the nature of society and of 
humanity itself. We gain freedom and power by achieving some mea

sure of intellectual and practical mastery O\'cr such a context, and we 
progress by reforming it. 

\Ve must rescue this insight from the decaying corpse of the ncccs

sitarian theories within which it remains encased. As we rescue it, we 
must alsl1 add to it an idea that was always alien to it: the idea that our 

interests require us. and our powers enable us. to change the character 
as well as the content of our accustomed settings of life and thought. 
\\'c can forge frameworks. of society and culture, that allow and c,·cn 

encourage their own remaking. without crisis, in the course of our 

ordinary acti\'ities. 

The main line of the crnlution of positive social science has. howc,·cr, 

been built on the rejection of any such intellectual program. This main

stream has rejected the contrast between the surface routines and the 

deep stn1cture of social life, downplaying the clement of fateful discon

tinuity and di,·crgencc in history. It has portrayed the unchallenged 

arrangements and asst1111ptions shaping a society and culture as no more 
than the crystalli:cd residue of ordinary conflicts and compromises. 



Through this denial of the potential for radic:11 d1sc11111mu11y .11111 d1-
\Trgcncc. it has led back to the \'cry naturali:atH)ll 11f c�1.1hh,h1·d 11Hkr 
against which classical social theory rebelled. 

Nowhere <lo we sec the nature and implie;Hions ,if 1l11s �upcrst111t111-, 
mixture of apology an<l explanation more dL\trly 1h.111 m thl' m,,-1 111-
lluential social science. economics. Therl', the dent.ti ,1f .1ltrm.1t1\r, 
takes three characteristic forms. 

The first form of the e\'asion of structure lll L'cn11nm1(, h till' rrtrL',ll. 
m the most rigornus styles of economic analysh, fwrn .ill u1ntr,1\r1,1.1l 
causal claims and prescriptiYe commitments 11110 .1 h.1n·11 nf .m.il�n, 
nrntrality. The price of such purity, however. is 1.nllnl,1.�Y .111d trm.1\11y 
The pure science of tradeoffs and constraints. cmpt1L·d 11f .ill wntw\rr· 
sul content, becomes the h:mdmaidcn of wh:l!L'\'er rmp1m .ii .md n11r

ma1i\·e ideas arc supplied to it from ou1s1dc l.rkr f\,n1111, l'il.111·. ll 
washes its hands. And like him, it asks. w11lwut w.111111.� f,H the .m,wrr 
\\'hat is truth? 

The second form of the e\'asion of sm1c1urc 111 r<.<lfl<'llllL' 1, thr 
identification, in the most ideologically comm11trd f,,rnh 11l 1·i.:,11w1111t" 
of the abstract idea of the market. and of nurkrt-lu,nl .1l1,,r.1t11111.1! 
efficiency, with a panicubr regime of pwpaty and ,nntr.1d !hr ,1mr 

identification contaminates all the kss overtly pr11.�r.1111m.111r f11rnh nl 
practical economic analysis that nevertheless rely nn the unw.m.mtnl 
and almost unreflccti\'e equation of abstract enirwn11c pnnupk, w11h 
particular instillHional arrangements. 

Such arrangements cannot in fact be mfcrred fnim the pnnc1pk, th.it 
supposedly underlie them: the effects attnhutcd 111 them drfX"nd Pll 

local circumstance as well as on their rela1101110 (lthcr .1rr.111gernrn1, m 
place. Like all 1hc abstract ins1itu11on:1l rnncepllPn-. u:ntr:11 10 c,,ntcm· 
porary discourse, the concept of the market 1s 111st11uttnn.1!ly .md lq:,11ly 
mdetcnninatc: it lacks a single namral and nece,s.uy tn\lllllt1m1.1l 1r.111,. 
btion. This theoretical thesis has now gamed pr;1ct1c.1l 1m11<1rtancc \\'c 
cannot now achieYe our democraltc and cxpcnmcnt.1hst g,,;11, merely 
by regulating the market or by compcns.11mg for H, 111cqu.1l1t1cs through 
retrospccti\·c redistribution. \\'e can .1ch1cYe them only by rcorg;m1:111g 
the institutions that define what a market economy 1, 
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The third form of the evasion of structure in economics takes place 

in many applications of economic analysis to policy debate. It is the 

a\'oidance of clarity about the relation between the regularities of eco

nomic life and the institutional and ideological background on which 

such regularities depend. This very issue led to the attempt by t\lan: 

and others to de\'clop a practice of economic thought that would treat 

the constants of an established form of economic life as products of 

their specific institutional context rather than according them a false 

un i\'crsa Ii t y. 

The method of the equivocation is to acknowledge in principle the 

dcprn<lence of the supposed constant relations-for example, among 

lc\'cls of sa\'ing. investment, and employment-on a detailed and con
tingent institutional background but then to disregard this qualification 
as irrelc\'ant to the practice of argument about policy. What makes it 

plausible to disregard it is the narrowness, in the absence of war or 
depression, of the contest and contro\'ersy about structural reform. 

Failure to challenge the established arrangements, either in practice or 

in thought. is enough to lend the regularities of the moment a specious 
semblance of law-like necessity. 

These two traditions of thought about society-the tradition of clas
sical European social theory and the tradition of the positi,·e social 

scie11ees-thus conspire to disarm the imagination. They do so by de

pri\'lng us of a way of thinking about the institutional and ideological 

presuppl)Silil)ns of an organi::ed form of social life-of how such pre
suppositions get established and of how they get changed. 

In the ahscnn: of a credible conception of structural change. we fall 
b.1ck on a surrogate. fake criterion of political realism: the proximity to

what already exists. This reliance on the standard of proximity then
rcsuhs in a dilemma that inhibits, discredits, and confuses the practice

of programmatic argument. Of a proposal that seems close to what

exists ioday. we s�1y that it is feasible but tri,·ial. and of a proposal that
appears renwte from what happens now that it is interesting but uto

pian. Thus. C\'Cf)' proposal is made to seem either tri,·ial or utopian.
It is a response that. in appealing to a false view of realism. also 

betrays a misunderstanding of programmatic argument. A program-



m.llic proposal, cleansed of necessirarian supt'Nl!ll'll. shl1uld m.1rk .1
direction and suggest next steps. If we \'icw the d1rcct1Pn 1n .1 p.1run1l.1r
wntext, with attention to its initial llHH"es, we can and mu.;c he u,n,·rt·tl·

we need to pro\'idc a weal!h of alternati\'e, partly cqt11\'.1knt w.1y, l'I
achieving, in that context, the same mo\·cmcnt. If we cxp!.1rc th,· di
rection further, away from the immcd1a1c time and pl.1,c ,w pr.1,1dr
detail at our peril, and we succeed only in rc\'calmg a111h1gu111l', 111 , 1ur
understanding of the interests and ideals that mfnrm the JHPp,,,,J.., \\l' 

make. Programmatic thought is sequence. 1101 hlucprmt. rn11,1c. 1\( 1!
:1rchitecturc.

To imagine society and history as they really aH· we nn-d .1 w.1y ,,f 
thinking that, like classical European social theory and unlikl· thr n 1n· 

temporary positi\·e social sciences, recognt:cs thr crntr.d rl1k ,,f qrnc
llJTJI discontinuit)' in history and the dects1w dfrct l'I the .1,,11111rd 
mstitutional and ideological selling. It must do s,1. hnwrwr. wuhout 
;illowing its insights to be contamina!cd by the dctrr111m1q1c .,,,ump· 
lions classical social theol)' embraced, all of which II mu,r rqrcr to the 
hilt. 

Having combined the idea that the e'.slahlt,hed framnwrk <1f -..,1.11 
life is fateful in its effects with the idea that It b a-. r.1m,h.h:kk 111 11' 
composition as it is accidental in i!s ongms. the w;1y of thmhng 11111,1 
go on to develop a conception that was ncwr part of d.1,,1c1l \<X 1al 
thcol)'. This conception is the \'iew that orders of �,x:rcty ;ind culture 
differ in the extent to which they present thctn<;('l'.'c� as n.llur;1\ nhirct,. 
relatively immune to challenge and change. or. on the wntr.iry. ;h <,ll\· 
ceptiblc to reshaping in the midst of our nrdm.uy ;1f Lur� ·1 hey arc 
artifacts, not destinies, and they can be formed to m.1ke 1ht·1r ;1mf.ict· 
like character more patent and more usable. 

Today, all around the world. the educated ;md pol1110:cd 5{"CIIOll'
of society belie\'e that the established order lacks any deep nccc'>',lty or 
authority, but that it is ne\·cnhcless almost nnpo,s1hlc to dungc. except 
under pressure of crisis. They arc almost nght. It 5hould he the work 
of an informed imagination of history ;ind S<Xlety both to nnd1c;itc and 
to correct this experience. The structure of 5(Xtcty and nf cul!urc 1s the 
temporary product of interrupted figh1111g 0\·cr rhc term-. c,f our acccs,; 
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to one another. With the cessation or the containment of the struggle. 

the established arrangements and assumptions gain a second-order ne

cessity: they become a template for understandings of group interests 

and identities, definitions of collective strategies, and even the design 
of technologies. The constraints thus imposed arc no less real for not 

going all the way down. 
It nevertheless matters that they do not go all the way down. \\'e 

soon discover that we can pursue any given definition of a group in

terest in contrasting ways. Some of these ways are socially exclusive and 
institutionally conservative. In taking for granted the present niche a 

group occupies in the social division of labor and in therefore seeing 

neighboring groups in this social division of labor as rivals rather than 
allies, such approaches also presuppose and reinforce the present ar
rangements. Other ways, however, arc socially solidaristic and institu

tionally transformativc: they propose alliances that imply changes in the 

understanding of interests, and they require reforms in the practical 
organi:ation of society. Once begun, such reforms reshape the terrain 

on which people understand their interests. The feeling that an order 
lacking in necessity and authority cannot be changed, not at least by 

us, is less mistaken than it is exaggerated. It soon gives way to disco\·
eries and opportunities produced by intcllcctu::il and practical initiative. 

Suppose we could design institutions and invent practices that enable 
us more readily to chan).!,e our collective situation, in small but repeated 
steps. inciting the imagination to do some of the work of crisis. Then 
our discoveries of opportunities for rcconstmction would be brought 
closer to the surface of social life. \Ve would sec more clearly, and we 
\n1uld be more free. An undcrst::inding of society and history cleansed 

of all taint of rationali:ation is the form this movement takes in the 
realm of ideas. 

If rationali:ation prevails in the positive social sciences. lmma11i.:::a1io11

mks in nonnati\'C political :md legal thought. According to the per
spective of humani:ation we c::innot change society fundamentally. If 
we could, the attempt would be too dangerous, as the adventures of 
the twentieth century demonstrate. Let us then make the best of a world 
we cannot reconstruct. 

One way of making the best of it is through compensatory transfers, 



• 

Jttcnuating the inequalities and insecurities of tht· 111.nkt·t cn,1h1my hy 
retrospective redistribution. The philosophical jus11f1c1t1<111 ,,f ,u, h 

transfers becomes a major concern of a huma111::mg 1111ltt1(.tl pl111,..,. 
,,phy. Another way of making the best of it 1s to 1de.1h::c th,· l.111· .1, .1 
rep,,sitory of principles that embody impasonal rt.�!11 .md 11 1 p,,h, 1r, 
that ad\'ancc the public interest. We hope w 1111pn1\"t' the dkn 111 tlll· 
laws-especially on the most rnlnerahle and k.bt 111lluent1.1I 1:w11p,

by reading them in the best light. The 1unsprudc1111.tl 1u,ttf1c111Pn pf 
such ideali::ation becomes the focus of a hunu111::111g lr�:.tl Ila·, 1r:· 

In both instances the renunciation of rccomtruct1re .1mh1th'fl ,.fnr, 
as the starting point for an effort to soften the h;1r,h11r,-. 1,f th,· unri·· 

constrnctcd social order. In both. the poYctty nf the 1111.11:111.1t111n of 

strnctural change and of structural altern.1t11·rs and thr Lil,,· ,1n1· th.It 
we must choose between humani::atinn and rc,·Plut11,n-thr ,uhstttu· 
tion of one system for another-lend aut!ll,nty 11, tlw hum.1111:mg np· 

cration. In both, we empower a supposedly bc11cf1,ent elite ,,f .1dm111· 
1strativc and judicial officials who conduu the hu111.in1:111�: cntrrpri�· 

In both, we risk turning the intended bendin.mr, 111111 p.1S,1w w.ml, 
of that elite. 

Consider more closely the huma111:1n� pn!111c.il pht!(1,,1phy. wlmh 
1s most clearly exemplified by thrones of 1uq1cc th.11 pl.11.r .1 met;1-
physical )!,loss on the homely practices of ux-;111d-1r;m,kr undrr (1111· 

temporary social democracy. Whether the�<.' 1hcnnr., .ire f11rnwl.11nl 111 
the language of Utilitarianism and Welfare Ernnnm1i:, nt 111 1hr w1<...1h· 
ubry of the doctrine of the Social Contract. they h.11t· the ,c,,;1mr h.1,1c 
outlook and repeat the same characten�11c mow-. 

There are two main strategics. One strategy 1s to ).:cner.Hr .1 hwd111� 
clarity about justice out of our desires or mtu111on, By �tm11mn,� up 
the desires of many indi\·iduals. accordm.� to �ome x·t met m. PT hy 
bringing out the principles implicit 11111ur 1111u11111m. we tum cxpn1eme 
into nsion. Howe\·cr, even when we succeed m owrwmm� all nthcr 
familiar obstacles to this work of a?-grega11on nr d.mf1c;1t1Pn. we face ;1 
difficulty that although the least d1.;cm�t.'d 1s the mn,t 11np,1rt;mt the 
arnbi\·alcnt relation of our wants and intu111ons to the prc,(.'nt ,,rdcr of 
social life. 

\\'c have wants and intuitions that t.1kc this order f Pr granted I low-

4 . Ii 
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c\·er, we also have wants and intuitions that transcend its limits: for 

example, fantasies of adventure and empowerment, promising escape 
from the humdrum humiliations of everyday life. This dual structure 

of our consciousness is no casual feature of the mind; it arises directly 

from our inexhaustibility by the finite contexts we inhabit. 

The methods of Utility or of the Social Contract generate principles 
of justice out of our desires and intuitions only by first disregarding our 

structure-denying longings and speculations, and by treating them as 

if they were only an insubstantial and insignificant penumbra around 

the real thing. By this flattening of the duality of consciousness, how
ever, the humani:ing philosophers deliver themselves into the hands 

of the social world over which they claimed to pass judgment. The 

humani:ation enterprise. with all its limits, follows as a consequence. 
There is a second, parallel procedure by which the votaries of the 

method of Utility or of the Social Contract try to bootstrap themselves 
above their circumstance. It is to idcntif y the method for the aggregation 
of desires or for the clarification of intuitions with an institutional ma
chinery already available, albeit in imperfect form: representative de
mocracy or the market economy. Embodied in these two great choice 

machines, the method overcomes its infirmity-its inability to generate 
out of its assumptions more by way of guidance and authority than it 

has first put into them. Having claimed to soh·e this difficulty, the 
method yields practical conclusions about the way to distribute social 
resources. 

But what entitled us to identify an idcali:ed way of aggregating de
sires or of clarifying intuitions with these real-world political and eco
nomic institutions, forged amid the struggles of unequal classes and 
interests, against the background of a repenory of institutional ideas 
that is. at any gi\·en time and place, both inelastic and accidental? The 

problem is not the existence of locali:ed defects that, once corrected, 

would entitle the existing fom1s of democracy and of the market to 
represent the impanial method of collective choice and to enjoy the 

authority of such a method. The problem is that the rcorgani:ation of 
democracies and of markets is itself a major focus of confltet in history. 
It can 1110\-c in radically different directions. with consequences for the 
whole of society and culture. 



The two parallel procedures suffer from the same fund.tml·nt.tl ddclt 

They try to achieve authority by distancc from the h1-t\lnl·,1I nintr\t 
and neutrality among the interests and thc \'isions 1h.11 d.1,h w11hm 11 

llowe\'cr, we cannot escape the gravitational lidd of till' 1m·,c11t ,1t\l· 

,llion by a methodological maneu\'er or a conceptt1.1l q1pul.111l•ll .11 thl· 

outset of our intellectual and political work. as till' mctlll•d-. ,,f l '11l1t\· 
and Social Contract assume. We can escape ii only by .1 rckmb, l,Hll· 
paign within the context, uncm-cring its fault lml's and dbc,1\·rrnH: lh 

hidden opportunities of transformation. If Wt' prcll'lld to l1.1nd, 'llt ..... ·h r, 

through the cleverness of the intellect what Wl' can 111 f.1l't .1d11n e Pnly 
through a long struggle against our time. the rl·,ult will h\· .1 m,,rt" 

thoroughgoing enslavement to the circumstance Wl' It.id ph,ttnl tn on-r· 

rnme. \Ve shall be left to sugarcoat what Wl' no l(lni:rr d.1r,· 111 rr· 
imagine or know how to remake. 

The exercise of normati\'e argument 1m1,1 ackn,,wkd):c th.11 ,,ur 

ideals as well as our interests arc nailed to the cm,, nf the 111,t1ttttH 1n, 
and practices that represent them in st1c1e1y. \\'t: cmrwt rc.11!:c ,,ur 

1deals and interests more fully without rethmkmg and rdPrmmg thnr 
practical expressions. Only the prejudice that the entrnhhcd ,y,trrn ,,{ 
institutions and practices must he either rcpbcnl tn 11, rntirrty 11r 

merely humanized pre\'ents us from m:ogm:mg th.it \W l.111 d1;111gt· 11 

through piecemeal but potentially cumulatm: and drrn red 11.111,fnr· 
mation. Some combination of discontinu11y and gr;1du.1l1,m I'> 1wt 1\\lT.'> 

lo accept or reject; ii is a feature of the way lmwry h;1p1x-n-. IIPwewr. 
we can take over this characteristic of our lmtnnc;1l exprnrnu:. alt nm�� 
11s quality and bending it to our purposes. 

The threshold attribute of a practice of pnlrt1c;tl and k,:;tl ;1rgumr111 
serving a free people under democracy 1s 1h.11 11 ;1ckrHn\ kdhc tlw Ill· 
temal relation between thinking about ideals ;111d mtcrr,t, ;md thmkmg 

about our practices and institutions. The conte�t owr the org..1111:;1t1t'll 
of society is not a technical afterthought to the dcfi1111111n 11f our 1dc;1)<. 
and interests; it is an intrinsic part of the w.1y we c.khnc them We �h.1pc 
and reshape them by sc111ing on their prJcllcJI f Prms of rr;1h:;11wn 

No sooner do we bring pressure to hc;ir agam�t the reu.:l\'ed ways in 
which our ideals and interests arc reah:cd 111 prac11cc than we dt,;.clwcr 
in them ambiguities of meaning and of d1rect1nn tlut wc:rc hidden Crom 
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us so long as their practical expressions remained unchallenged. A de

bate about the alternati\'C organization of the market economy, for ex

ample, forces us to ask what matters more about the market. Is it the 

broadening of the number of economic agents who ha\'e effecti\'e access 

to producti\'e resources and opportunities together with the di\'ersifi

cation of the legal regimes under which they can use those resources7 

Or is it the extent to which each of those users enjoys unconditional 

power O\'er the resources at his command? As we begin to disengage 

ideals and interests from the institutions and practices that supply their 

hidden ground of meaning, we become freer and more confused. 

There would be no way to O\'ercome this confusion other than 

through the fiat of a groundless political faith if the practice of normati\'e 

argument failed to include a second, prophetic and \'isionary clement. 

This second side relics on a conception of our humanity and of un

reali:ed human opportunity. Such a conception is informed by a 

reading of the lessons of historical experience: prophecy tutored by 

memory. It acquires its relati\'ely greater distance from the immediate 

context in exchange for the relati\'el)' greater fragility of its claims. To 

gain authority and direction, it must constantly seek to touch again the 

ground of immediate experience. The most common way in which it 
docs Sl), in the teaching of all political and religious prophets, is by 

appealing to aspects of present experience, especially of our experience 

of din:(! rdations among indi\'iduals, that can prefigure a route to the 
den:lopment l1f society and culture. 

The relation of the \'isionary and the prosaic species of normati\'e 

judgment \'aries. The more entrenched the arrangements of society 

and the dogmas of culture and the greater the distance between our 

ordinary wntext-preser,ing acti\'ities and our extraordinary context

transflmmng initiati,·es, the starker will be the contrast between the two 
sides of prescripti\-c discourse. As the arrangements and dogmas are 

disentrcnched and the distance between our context-presen·ing and our 

context-transfonning actions narrows, the contrast between the two 

aspects l,f 1wrmati\'e contro\'ersy wanes. Our ordinary arguments be
come little prophecies, and our prnphecies little cxpenments. 

Rationali:ation in the positi\-c social sciences and humani:..1tion in 

�2 



t1L)rmati\'C political and legal discourse is accom1ur11cd by <°'• ,i{':,m 111 
the humanities. The humanities a\'oid confronting the pr.1cul·.1l ,uu(
ture of societ)'. Instead they describe and explore ad\'cnttirc, m (1'll· 

sciousness. These adventures bear no manifest rdlltLlll tn thl· rcm.1bn� 
of the social order. More generally, spirit-the hum.111 �pmt .1, p,1r-
1rayed in the humanities-escapes from the st1!hng structllrL' ,,f rwry
day life. Having escaped, it then floats abo\'e, di�cmh11d1nl. urrn dlmi! 
and unable to infuse and reanimate the spiritless world nl r1iut111t· .md 
repetition. 

Two themes arc paramount in this practice tlf the hu111.1n1t1r,. r.1d1 
entangled in the other. One theme is spiritual ad\'t'lltun,m thr qur,t 
for extreme forms of consciousness and expenencc th.11 deny III th1· 
mind the social shackles we fail to break or e\'en to h1,t'n III pr.1-tH c 
Every move-from the idea that a text can mean ;111ytl11n� to thr \·1rw 
that every argument is as good as its opposllc-scrn·,; ;h ,Ill 1m·J1.11111n 
to an adventure beckoning beyond the walls. This lll\·1t.ll111n rqx·.I(, 111 
the language of a cultural elite-faintly singmg in 11s d1.un,-tlH· ln.b 
of a popular cuhure that offers as fantasy what s11ncty f.111, 111 priirnlc 
as experience. 

Another theme is relentless negati\·ity: girn1g up on rht· mst1tut1on\ 
and practices of society, \'iewed, tacitly 1f not exphntly. ;i, thr mrc
oncilable enemies of resistant and transcendent spmt �,1u;1l rc.1hty rx-
1sts in the clement of repetition. And repe11twn. ;1� m rhr rd;1t1<>n <>f 
marriage to romantic lo\·e, seems to he the annih1bt1on of �pmt 

The theme of adventurism rests on a m1sundnst;mdmg of the n.11urc 
of human desire, and it embraces an ideal of peNm;iluy tlur ,� !Po ,,nc
sided and wo self-defeating to deserve authority. Desire h rd.1t1P11.1l 
our deepest longings seek expression 111 cnnncdlllllS tn 11thcr pcnplc 
and in forms of social life. We cannot p11s�55 and dcvrl<'P <•Urs<:ln·., 
except to the extent we succeed. in the daily expcncmr pf �x1.1l hie. 
in reconciling self-affirmation with connection to other!- l he nr�1m
:alion of societr and culture sets the 1crms on which we cm hope IO 
do so. raising or lowering the threshold of d1f ficuhy. 

\Ve cannot form and enhance personalny w11hout encour.1png �trnng 
impulse and strong \'ision in the indmdual. Such unpul<c and �uc:h 
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vision must seek a collective voice and a social expression. If they fail 

to do so, one of two things must happen. The impulse and the vision 

may wither. Or they may tum inward, into narcissism and sclf

cultivation: self-defeating because they are unable to deal with the im

plications of the link between self-affirmation and connection. 

The theme of negativity is based on a mistake about structure and a 

mistake about spirit. The mistake about structure is the belief that the 

relation of our institutions and practices to our structure-defying action 

remains constant. On the contrary, one ordering of society and culture 
may differ decisively from another in the extent to which it nourishes 

our powers of reconstruction and creates occasions for their exercise. 

The mistake about spirit is the view that the transgressing and tran

scendent powers that help define our humanity can su1,;ive and flourish 
in long-lasting exile from routine and repetition. 

To explore the countercurrents of consciousness in a gi\·en circum
stance-uncertain promises of other futures; to trace the struggle be

tween spirit and structure in e\'el)' domain of social and cultural life; 

to show how vision becomes embodied in institutions and practices 
and, in being embodied, is both undcm1incd and corrected, but in any 
C\"Cnt transformed; to reveal how we forfeit our freedom to imagine and 
reconstruct. and then regain it, even against our will; to commandeer 

alien wisdom the better to critici::e the established order and present 

experience; to give voice to what has lost a voice or not yet gained one; 

to display in every department of our experience, from the micro to the 
macro and from passion to calculation, the revolt of the infinite within 

us against the finite around us-all this is the work of the humanities 

when they recogni::c us for what we arc and might become. 

Self-Consciousness Rcclircctcd 

The criticism of misguided directions in the social sciences and hu
manities su��ests an alternative approach to explanation and criticism. 

Such an apprnach represents us as the products of circumstance, of 

context. of structure-both of institutions and of beliefs-but not com-



plctcly the products. \Ve can turn the tables bllth l'p1,nd1c1\ly .md ,y,. 
rcmically. We can tum the tables episodically hy lh1111g .111d drl-.1111111� 
up more than the established institutional tir 1,b1lph1c.1l mdrr c.111 
allow-and then reYising the order retrospect1wly st1 th.I! II will .1,n1m
mndate those resisting deeds and dreams. \\'c c.m tum tht· 1.1hk, ,y,. 
temically by forging institutional and n1ncqm1.1l .ur.m�:rn1t·ni.. 111.11 
diminish the distance between what we do \\'1th111 thl' fr.1111t'\\Wk .111d 
what we do about the framework. 

Our interest in turning the tables systc1111cally-wh.11n a ,y,trm 1, 
established-is more indirect, but it is no less strnn)!. 1h.m ,,ur mtrrr,t 
in turning the tables episodically. One of the many �,dr, ,,f 1!11, 1111rrr,1 
1s intellectual. \Ve cannot hope to jump out t1f 11ur,l'1,·t·, .md 111 ,n- \\ 1th 
the eyes of God, from a place immune to the 1nllucnrr 11! pl.itr .111d 
time. Howc\·cr, we can so arrange our socie!les and our 1dra, th.11 \\l' 

become less tempted to mistake the loc;1I for thl' u111\·cr,.1l .ind mPrr 
capable of registering and confronting cotbtr.111ll w1tlwu1 nw,1.1k1t1(! II 
for fate. 

The resulting approach to the whole held of �Pu.ii .md lustnm.11 
study must come to terms with the need for an 111tdhw.il d1n,1,1n ,,f 
labor and for the speciali:ed disciplines this dm,11m n! l.1h,1r ,upp,m, 
llowe\·er, it is incompatible with a form of spectalt:.l!tnn-,ud1 .h 11<1w 

reigns oYer the uni\'Crsity culture-that is b.1,nl on the ;1",,n.111011 "f 
each subject maner with a canonic;1l method 11f �tudy l hir untlrt· 
standing of what exists or has cxbtcd 1s par;N!lc on "ur m,1.d1t 11110 
what can come, or could ha\'c come. next. The 11pp11r1u11111r\ for, lun;.:l' 
always exceed the moves admi1ted as feas1hk ;md kp11111.Hc w11hm 1h(· 
gi\'cn strncturc; we can understand wh:11 1s cst;1hli.,hcd ,inly hy rrfnrn,c 
to what is not. The imagination is the scout of the will. ant1up.1tmg 
how we might get to the there-or ro different 1ht·rc,-f rnm here If 
transformative action is opponumstic. confoundmg wh.11 h;1h11 <cp.1· 
rates, imaginati\'c insight must be opportlllmt1c III sp;1dc". d1"Cot1nl· 
mg the habimal di\·isions that the spccuh:cd d1�1pltne, would force 
upon us. 

A philosophy that takes sides wuh 1hc rcs1,11ng ;1rrn1. w;mdrnng m 
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an accidental world, extends, deepens, and radicalizes all these intel
lectual practices. Its theorems teach us how to look back, from the 
future, on the present. 

An Initial View of the Mind 

Implicit in this alternative approach to the problems of social and his
torical understanding is a conception of the mind and of human nature. 
This conception takes as its points of departure two apparent paradoxes 
that are: of very different orders: one about the brain and the mind; the 
other about history and its protagonists. 

The paradox about the brain and the mind is that no matter how 
much we affirm that we arc natural beings all the way through and deny 
that any pan of our experience lies outside our natural constitution we 
cannot adequately describe the experience of consciousness in physical 
terms. We can relate the different features of our conscious experience 
to the physical facts that may help explain how they became possible. 
However, we do not thereby account for what is most important to us 
about consciousness. In particular, we fail to reckon with the most 
important attribute of thought: its power to subvert itself. 

\\'e can render this point, for the sake of clarity, in the categories of 
our present-day science, although its significance outreaches those cat
egories. Suppose that, relying on them, we distinguish three aspects of 
our mental constitution: a sensory-motor apparatus, a conceptual
intentional apparams. and a capability for what has been called recur
sion. Recursion is the capacity, most directly expressed in language, for 
infinite variation on the basis of finite clements. 

E,·cn in the most mdimcntary part of this constitution-the sensory
motor apparams-we are acti\·c intcrwntionists. constmcting what we 
sec. not just passively registering impressions aroused in us by the out
side world. It was the central thesis of the criticism b·cled against the 
old associationist psychology of the nineteenth century to insist that 
the responding agent helped shape and define the stimulus to which 
he responded. Howe,·er. this dialectical relation between the agent and 
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the setting of his actions and impressions cannot sultice tll d1,1m1:u1,h 
a feature of consciousness that modifies e,·el)· aspl·c! l,f mcnt.11 hk 

The third element-the capacity to produce the 111finlll' (lllt l,( till' 
finite-changes evel)·thing, shaping our conscious cxpcncn, l' 111 11\ en
tirety. It gi\'es us our power of using limited means I\\ ,(l'lll'Llll' u11lim· 
llctl \'ariations in language and thought. to cxpre-..; dilfncnt n111tc111'
or meanings though similar formal relations among ... ymh,,l, .. md IP 
con\'ey the same contents or meanings 1hrough different ,nl\·, ,,f ,ym· 
hols. It results in the most signal trait l,f our Cl,11cq1tt1.1l-m1en111,11.tl 
experience: our ability endlessly to re\'ise llllr 1hough1 ... by hnng111}: 
pressure to bear against !heir prcsupposiuons: an ah1h1y Wl' .1rqu1tl· ,,11ly 
rhrough our more basic power to generate endkss \·.m.llll'll .md ,,,m
pltcation. This power in turn informs our Sl'!lsat1l1n.il-motor cxp1.·r1cn,c 
by allowing us constantly to change the 1acll �lone, w11h wl11d1 \\,' 
infuse our perceptions and guide our mm·emenrs 

From these facts there results an ambiguity 111 the u,l. llf the t1•nu·pt
of consciousness. \Ve can attribute conscwu�nc,<; to 11thcr .1111111.1!,. 
sharing with some of them, as we do. the gw ... , k.11ure, l'f ,�·n-..•ry· 
motor and e\·en of conceplllal-intentional cxpcrn:nu: \\',· r.111 c\'rn 
hope to idcnrify more clearlr 1he physic1l mrch.1111,m, thrnu;:h wlmh 
different parts of each of these apparatuses opcr.lll' Al the l·nd nf thl· 
day, howe\'er, we would not ha\'e pro\'ldcd a map {1f wh.11 we h1111w1 
beings can recognize as conscious life. 

The missing element-the recursi\'e power to nimpltcl!r-1, b11th 
integral and perYasi\'e to consciousness. It. t<10. h;1, phy,1.-.tl prn <lfl· 
ditions. Of these 1he most important is 1hc pb,11rnr nf !ht.' hr;11n tht: 
way in which pieces of the brain can expand. (lllllhtnt:. PT <•thrrwl'-1.' 
change what these brain pans do. Plast1e1ty may 111 tum depend on 
homely natural facts, such as modest 111cre.1�s in hr.1111 �,::,: .111d 1ww 
interactions between a bigger brain and scn<.{)ry-motnr dc\'dPptnent 

Ne\'ertheless. in explaining the physical prrcond1tH1f15 of tlus rccur
si\'e power. we do nothing to cluc1date us con1cn1. 11, 111nrr wPTkin�, 
and its many-sided consequences for our cxpcnence I he rcrnN\'C 
mind is embodied in an organism wnh a natural h1�11Hy 1lut lu'> �ll;lp<.·d 
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the natural powers and the natural limitations of the indiYidual. How 
far the recursi\'e mind can go, and in what directions, gi\'en these 

powers and limitations, is not anything we can infer from the physical 

conditions that made the no\'elty-producing traits of such a mind pos

sible. \Ve do not understand the mind better by exploring those con
ditions more fully. 

This is not a metaphysical point about our difficulty in relating the 

physical to the mental; it is a remark about a limited structure with 
indefinite capabilities. Such a structure may be the human mind. It may 

also be a way of ordering society that mirrors, through the relations and 
the faculties it supports, what the mind is like. The possible parallelism 

between the organization of society and the organization of the mind 
foreshadows the central idea of a political program faithful to the as
pirations and assumptions of democratic experimentalism. 

No direct passage takes us from analysis of the physical basis of our 

recursi\'e power to an understanding of its nature. The exercise of this 
power and therefore its meaning arc dccisi\'cly shaped by the way we 

order society and culture. The more we succeed in organizing society 
and culture as a series of structures that invite their own rc\·ision, and 

the shorter the distance we therefore allow to subsist between our 
framework-preserving and our framcwork-transfom1ing acti\'ities, the 

nwrc thoroughly docs the rccursi\'e clement in the life of the mind come 

to penetrate all aspects of our experience of consciousness. To that 
extent, we make ourscl\'es less animal-like and more godlike. \\'c spir
itu;1li::c our natural condition, spirit being only another name for this 
power of tr;msccndcncc: this ability to make if not the infinite out of 
the finite, then the less finite out of the more finite. 

Consider now a second apparent paradox with which this argument 
about the expression of our humanity in the constitution of our minds 

begins: a paradox about human nature and history. Two propositions 

arc true that may at first seem incompatible. 
The first truth is that C\'cry feature of our experience. no matter how 

intimate and clusi\'c, is up for grabs in history: for example. how we 
experience jealousy and what it means for us. or how we relate, in our 
most immediate and complete attachments to other people, power and 



llwe. \Ve cannot separate our experience intl) two p.irt�-thl· l'h.m;m1: 
and the changeless parts. The appearance of ch:111gcks,nc,s c.111 l't· up· 
held only by depriving of detailed content what Wt' supp1"-t' tl1 Ix· 1111· 
mune to history. The changeless will then b1: the lifdcss 11r tht· cmpty
thc counterfeit image of an enduring and univi:rsal hum.II\ 11.11urc 

This fact is a consequence of other facts. \\'c cm m.1h· .1 l1k ,•nly 
against the background of a habitual ordmng of Sl'rn·ty .,ml t111,u.1:ht. 
we must therefore interrupt or contain our strife over tht· tnm, 11/ ,ut h 
an ordering. There is no natural or definitin: ordmng .. 1lthPu1:h thne 
1s a way of ordering that is truer to our hununny hcclll'-1.' II .1d,1wwl
edges and nourishes the qualities that make us hum.111 hy m.1lrn1g 1i,. 
godlike. Our natural history and our natural co1bt1tutton d,, rwt ,ufhn· 
to describe or to explain what it is about oursclws th.11 llh"t mtrrr,i... 
us. In particular, they throw little light on how Ill .uMwr. 111 r.1d1 
domain of social life, the question: \Vh;ll should we do next� 

The second truth, which at first appears to he m tt·n,1on \\1th 11ur 
susceptibility to the influence of context and lmtnry gn111g .111 thr w.1y 

down or running all the way through. is that we ,.m d1.mgc wlut 
collectively we arc only slowly and at th1: marg111. The pr.1t11c.1l mr.1111n1; 
of the idea of human nature is simply what we arc hh· now \\'h;1t we 
arc like now is not malleable material. open to r;1p1d M r.1d1c1l Tr· 
shaping. 

\Ve do not need to attribute such constr;mm on rn.1lk.1h1l1ty t() om 
natural histol)' and our natural constitution. nor (nukl we. f11r althnu,:h 
these natural influences arc powerful and e\·en mtr;1ct.1hk they ;m· ;1l'(1 

remote and indeterminate. The more 1mnH:d1;1tc and dctcrmm.11e nm· 
straint on malleability results from the ways rn which our �<,·1ct1c, .1nd 

cultures ha\·e made us who we arc. Our bcmg up for grab,; Ill lw,toty 
docs not set us up for easy recnginecring: on the wntr.iry. rt cnt.mglcs 
us in resistant material. 

\Ve cannot wipe the slate clean. :-.:cnher. however. arc we powcrkss 
to loosen the stranglehold of constrarnt cmb<,d1ed m the c�tahli,hcd 
practices and institutions of society as well as m the pr;1c11ccd dogmas 
of culture. \Ve can change the rcla11on between rcpc1111on and novelty 
m our collective experience. using the rcpct1!1ous. embodied m standard 
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practices and in machines, to facilitate what does not yet lend itself to 
repetition. We can make the passage from our framework-preser\'ing 

to our framework-transforming activities more continuous. By so doing. 
we can diminish the dependence of change on calamity. 

The outcome of such reform is not to make us into plastic material. 

freely and deeply open to new projects of collective self-transformation. 
Nor is it to cancel the sense in which we are, all of us, at risk in history. 
However, it docs diminish the force of path-dependency: the sense in 

which what can come next is determined by what happened before. It 
also strengthens the power of agency: the sense in which the history 
that shapes us becomes something we do rather than something we 

suffer. In both of these ways, it contributes to the divinization of hu
manity. 

The meaning and value of this effort become clear when it is com
pared to the corresponding problem in an individual life. As society 
and culture must take a certain hardened fom1, so must the personality 
lean on habit. This habitual form of the person-of his dispositions 
toward others as well as toward the prospects of his own existence-is 
his character. \Ve have been taught that his character becomes his fate. 
which is simply this hardened self, seen from outside or projected out
ward, and now recognized as an alien and irresistible force. 

The vitality of the indi\'idual, however, depends on his success in 
fashioning a character resistant to the narrowing of experience, to the 
rigidit)' of response, and to the consequent constriction of possibility 
that surrender to a hardened version of what the self implies. -1-1e was 

so extremely natural," said Santayana of William James, -that there was 

no way of telling what his nature was, or what came next." It is an 

observation that states an ideal, suitable to the ambitions of personality 
under democracy. The point is not to make war against habit or to 
make war against one self. It is to fashion a style of existence, a mode 

of the self. in which we lower our defenses enough to strengthen our 
readiness for the new. our attachment to life. and our low of the world. 



The Initial View Developed by Contrast 

This conception of mind and of human nature qamb (1\lt hy l,,ntr.H 
to :mother \'icw. Although it claims the crcdrntials l1f �ncrll.l'. thb ''!'· 
posing view embodies the prejudices that haw prcwntnl m fr11m lk· 
\·eloping a better altcrnati\'c to the perennial philnsl1phy. 

This influential doctrine secs the mind as a computmg m.1d1111c ,,r. 
gani:ed into discrete, modular clements. It emphasr::L·s the o,tt·nt t,1 

which this computable and modular smrcture 1s 11111.l!e . .-\nd 11 tl.11m.., 
tlut the composition and the workings of the mind c.111 hc,t he urnkr
stood as products of natural selection according to thr ..,,111w rnl.Jtfnl 
and qualified Darwinism that we now apply to the cxpl.111.1tH111 ,1f 11thrr 
parts of our natural constitution. This view 1s not whPlly 1111,1.,krn. 

except insofar as it is too one-sided. It dcscnhes only ,ine ,,f two ,idc, 
of the mind, and by failing to grasp its relation to the other ,Ilk. rt f.111, 
as well corrcctlr to represent the part that ll does rcwgn1::c 

ln the first place, the mind is not a computtng 111,H.:hmr. nPr. Ill tb 

most distinctive powers and mo\·enwnts, docs it re,t·mhk Pill' h,r ,,11r 

thing, the mind is not formubic. It can sptn p.ut, ,,f 1h·lf nf! mtn 
formulas and encode such formubs in machines. ltkr wmJHlleh '.°\Pt 
only do its own workings resist reduction to closed �y,tl'ln, ,,f ,l\l,'lll' 
and of the inferences that may be drawn f n1m them. ln11 .111 11'- m,i-t 
powerful productions-includin!!, rna1hcrn;l!1cs and ln.�1,-hor tilt· 
marks of this same openness and irrcduc1hil11y. 

For another thing, the mind docs not simply nww from ,i:ml.inty 
of syntax to attribution of meaning. It U'-<.'S s11111br �ynt.1x 111 lPll\TY 

different meanings, and it convcrs s11rnlar mc1111n�� thwuf:h d1ffrrrnt 
syntax. Its use of syntax lO transmit mcamng 1s ;icn:�,ory IP 11, mnrc 
fundamental faculty of dissociating syntax from mcanm� llw, faL ulty 
is in tum only a manifestation among m.1ny of 115 ;1h1l11y to produu· 
more complication and \'ariation than any dd1111tc !'>tntcturc. npcratmg 
according to a fixed and complete set of nilcs. c;m 111cMpor.1!L' 

In the second place, the mind ts not, in the most 11np11rt;mt tl',prtts. 
modular. To be sure, it has discrete parts. anti the� p.irts. suh;rd tn 
the enrichments and transpositions rcsultmg fwm the pb,t1rny 11f thr 
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brain, perform certain functions. However, the way in which these dis

crete operations are put together and directed is not modular. The put

ting together is not just another discrete task. We cannot attribute it to 

any distinct part of our mental life. Nor can we bring it under a closed 

set of rules. The work of integration constantly confirms the power of 

the mind lO produce results-of thought, emotion, and even percep

tion-that no such closed set can encompass or allow. 
The point is not just that the mind synthesizes. It is also that the 

mind suh\'erts. It synthesizes and subverts at the same time. It achie\'es 
new connections by undermining old ones. No purely modular account 

of the mind can make sense of this association, central to our conscious 
experience, of synthesis with subversion. 

In the third place, the most characteristic faculties of the mind arc 

innate only in a sense that turns upside down our conventional idea of 

the significance of innateness. We associate innateness with constraint. 
Howe\'er, our most significant innate faculty is a structure for out

reaching and rebuilding all structures. This structure is the mind in its 

least computable and its least modular aspects: what we call imagina
tion. 

It may seem strange that there can be a structure for breaking all 
stmctures and that it can ha,·e a precise, limited form. and be built lO 

particular specifications. Yet we have two major examples of such a 
stmcture in our experience. One is the mind as imagination. The other 

is society, progressively recast on the model of the imagination: orga
ni:t:d to shorten the distance between our context-preserYing and 
context-transfom1ing acti,·ities and to diminish the dependence of 

transfonnation on crisis. 

The significance of the first of these two instances of the idea depends 

in part on the prominence achie,·ed by the second. If society is orga

ni:ed to insulate its own arrangements from challenge and change, and 
thus to give itself the semblance of a natural object or an alien fate, the 
noncomputable and the nonmodular aspects of the mind will remain 
no more than a penumbra\ light around the darkness of computability 

and modularity. Howe,·er. as society acquires the features of democratic 

experimentalism. those aspects become central to the life of the mind. 



The hold of 1hc inna1c mental facuhy on 11ur cxpcncncc �:c1 ... 1urbm.1trd 
by a poli1ical cons1mc1ion. 

In 1he founh place, natural sclec1ion applymg 111 lilt' n,,Jut11 1 :1 ,•! thr 

brain and of bcha\'ior is O\'enaken by the n1umnp.nt 111 11.1tur.1l ,dr,. 
tllln in history: competition of forms of �11c1al .md lllltur.tl lift- I hr 

11u1come of this contest shapes our ex1xncnce 11f 111111d It dctnmmr,. 
for example, the relati\'e imponance of 1hc c,1111pu1.il1lc-1111 1dul.11 .ll:d 
noncomputablc and non modular aspecb 11{ mrnt.tl l'\J'l'mth r It 
shapes this relation far more closely and powerfully th.111 d,, till· ,dr, tl\r 
forces that continue to operale on the ernlut111n of thr hr.11r: .md ,,f the 
organism in which the brain is emhod1nl. 

These selecli\'e forces matter much less 1lun th,1,l· c,•1111'rt1t1\r ,1n11:
glcs because they work much more sli1wly-tno �lowly 1,1 111.1ttrr 111 thr 
h1s1orical dimension in which we li\'e our wllcl11w Im:, .md .1hnYr .ill 

111 1he biographical dimension in which \W Ir.HI our md1ndu.1l liw, :\

mortal being is in a hurl)'; in his lime clock, the f11rcr� 11f 11.llur.1! hi,tPr)·. 

!hough decisi\'e in ha,·ing made him po-,s1hlc. arr [Po ,In·...- tn 111.1ttrr
for the imagination of the next steps ;md thrrdorr tPn rcnwtr tn u 1u111
for the analysis of the present situa1ton.

Criticism of the funclionalist and e\'!llt1t11111;Hy dctnm1111,m m thr 

social though! of the last two centuries has uughc u, ch.I! ,1,rnl.11 lrwl, 
of practical power to produce or ((1 descn1y cm he ,upp,1rtnl hy .1ltcr
na1ive secs of instiltl!ions. No one-w-one rrb11on exist, hi·t'.•.-rrn 111'11· 

cutional arrangements and functional ath·;mr;1gcs 
\\'e ha\'e also disco\·cred that there 1s no �hort, d,"·l'd liq n/ .1ltrt· 

nati\'e forms of social, political. and cco1101111e org.1111:.1t1<1n Pll ,,/Irr 111 

world history, much less an c\'olucion;H} procc�,1nn pf 111d1\'J,1hk lll· 
sciturional systems. succeeding one another hy an 1nr:..or.1hlr l<>pc n! 
1ransforma1ion. 

Different orderings of society and culture wmpctr ·1 he rc,ult,; ,,f thi: 
compccilion do throw light on what works and what d,1<., nPt It ,,.

howe\·er. a dim. shadowy light. Only a sm;11l numlxr o! hv111,.: nptwn" 
arc on offer and in contest ac any gt\·cn !line. Opttnns long ntahlt,hcd 
and associated with major world powers en Joy Jlh anca.:r'- t!J;Jt (Otn· 

parahly effecti\'e ri\'als may lack. �forcm·er. the tests of SllJ"'l'Tll'Ttty arc 
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too many-sided to allow for straightforward conclusions: they include 

success in seducing hearts and in converting minds as well as in deli\·· 
ering the goods and in defeating the enemy. 

There is one type of functional advantage that enjoys in this dark 
struggle unique status and deserves special attention. As the force of 

path dependency in history wanes, and as different forms of life and 
consciousness get more jumbled together, this force gains in impor

tance. It is negative capability: the power to act nonformulaically. in 
defiance of what rules and routines would predict, a power that may 
be inspired and strengthened, or discouraged and weakened, by our 
arrangements and practices as well as by our ways of thinking and 
feeling. 

from negati\'e capability, embodied in institutions. practices, and 
modes of consciousness, a wealth of practical competiti\·e advantages 

result. Howe\'er, negative capability is not merely a source of such ad

vantages: it is a direct manifestation of our godlike power to outreach 
the established settings of action and thought and to split the difference 
between being inside a framework and being outside it. History, we 
may suppose, selects for this ad\'antage more powerfully and above all 
more quickly than any form of natural competition for reproducti\'e 
success, at the b·cl of the species, the organism, or the genotype, can 
exert selccti\'e inlluence. Negati\'e capability is power to the mind in its 
least modular and computable aspects: mind-making continued 
thwugh politics. 

The Two Sides of the �!ind 

Imagine a pason and a machine. As soon as the person learns to do 
things n:petiti\·cly. he sets the machine to do them. The better he learns 

to set the machine this way. the more of his time he can spend on the 
acti\'ities he docs not yet know how to repeat. He and the machine arc 

inseparable. more inseparable than Robinson Crusoe and Friday. 
There arc only two things in the world that answer to this description. 

One of them is the human mind: the other is society. They are not just 
homologous in this respect; they are internally related in a particular 

way. Each is inrnh-cd in the constitution of the other. 



The mind exhibits two different sets of powers. 111 one of I!-. ·"J'c, 1,. 
rt is indeed modular and formubic. It has spcnali:cd p.irr-. Li, h , ,j 
thrse parts operates according IO what wr would undn:-1.1nd 11, hr 
formulas. In this aspect of its workings. nerythtng h.i:-. .1 hq.:111nm1: .. 1 

1111ddlc, and an end. Thert: arc no surprbcs. cxcrpt the :,.urim,,· ,,{ 
finding that an apparatus capable of soh·ing pwhkms hy hrr.1ku11: rulr, 
>hould nc\'crthclcss contain within itself somrthmg :,.o ruk-b11und

If the mind had only this first aspect, the cxprnrnce of c1111,,11111,1ll·"
w1)uld be unnecessary. \Vhat contemporary neur11�ne11t1,h r.11! thr
·:omhic" activities of the mind would wholly 111.n1py 11ur mcnt.il hfr
Our ability to solve problems in a temporal world. full 11f dtfkrcn, 1· .111d
change, would be far more limited than it in fact b. \\'r w11tild 1r.1,,· to
he ourscl\'es.

The mind, however, also has a second aspect. In th,� ,,·n•rnl ltfc It 
exhibits two characteristic powers: the power of rn:ur:-1w 1nftn1ty .md 
the power of nonfommlaic initiati\·e. By the powrr of rnur,1\·e 111f11111y. 
the mind makes infinite combinations out of !in1te rkmrnh lly thr 
power of nonformulaic initiati\'e, it docs thmg" th;1t arr 11111 ruk-h 1u1Hl 

The powers of recursive infinity and of nonformuL11c m1t1.1t1w ,wt.11n 
a power that is yet more general in its scope and n111r,· f.ir-rr.1d11tH! Ill 

Its effect: the negative capability of the mmd. The ncg.1ttw 1.1p.1hdtt y 1 •f 
the mind is its power to !llm against itself. testing. dcny111g. ,uhwtt1111:. 
escaping. and transforming the prcsuppos111ons on wfm h ll h.1, • 'JX'T· 
ated and the routines by which it operates. \\'e c;111 .1lw.1y, dunk .llld 
discover more than we can justify. or e\'cn fully rn;1kl'. •cn<c ,•f. .1t1d hnd 
the justification and the sense-giving procnlurcs tn rcr n'-pn t 

In chis second aspect-the aspect expressed 1r1 It� neg.111w {;1p.1-

bility-thc mind is totali:ing. lransccnding. and surpn,m�. the,<.· qiul· 
llics result from 1hc characteristic powers of the '-CCOIHI ,Hk pf Pllr 
mental life. They arc the attributes that d1st111gu1,h the rxpcnrmr 11f 
consciousness and that would rcma111 forewr demed In the :omh1r� wi: 
arc not. \\'ithout them. the automatisms of respon,c tlut we in1t1.11r 
before we arc even aware of ha\·ing inlllated them. produced .KcoHhn� 
to formulas that a third-pany observer could state. would exhau,1 thr 
whole of our mental life. 

Consciousness is totalizing: the experience of consc111tM1cs.s ,., <>nc 
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of movement within a wide, open scope of possible attention. Any par
ticular object of attention is no more than flotsam floating in an ocean 

of awareness. There arc parts to our mental acti\'ities. Hov-;ever, con
sciousness 1110\'es among the parts as if it were not just a collection of 

them. Indeed, it is not. 
Consciousness is transcending. It cannot be confined within a closed 

framework of presuppositions. We understand a particular piece of the 
manifest world only by representing it as both absent and transformed 
and by relating the particular not just to other particulars but also to a 

stntcture of categories that is itself incomplete and re,·isable. We pcr
cei\'e more than we can understand, and we understand more than we 
can prospectively justify. We tum enigma and anomaly into prophecy: 
the intimation of another way of grasping some part of the reality 
around us. 

Consciousness is surprising. It can operate in ways that no set of 

mies formulated definitively and in advance can capture. As a result, it 
can generate tnte novelty of experience and belief. not just the pseu
donovelty of the spectral idea of possibility: the possible state of mind, 

waiting for its cue to be actualized in an individual mind at a gi,·en 
time. 

The mind is then the combination of these two aspects-the one, 

piecemeal and repetitious; the other, possessed of the powers of recur

sive infmity, nonformulaic initiative, and negative capability and 
therefore totalizing. transcending, and surprising. 

The mind is embodied. 13uilt to the scale and to the situation of a 
finite and mortal organism. it is a problcm-sol\'ing dc,·icc. Its thoughts 
ha,·e action as their b;tckground. Its totalizing. transcending. and sur
prising qualities produce much of its capacity to soh·c problems. If it 

were a formulaic contraption, it could not cope with contingent danger 
and opportunity in the temporal world in which we must act nor with 
the open-ended and changing nature of the interests moti\·ating our 
actions. Howe,·cr. the ,·cry fe;1tures that enable it to soh·e particular 
problems also allow it to roam beyond them. imagining distant danger 
and remote opportunity in a world yet to be created and disco,·ering 
hidden connections in a reality beyond the horizon of our indi,·idual 
actions. 



:\s we mo\'e beyond the scale in which thl1ugh1 <;h.1d,1\,, .1-11,,n. 
f,irtificd by our experimental tools and cxpLm.lll'l:" Ll'lllt'lltnc,. ,,111 
1dc;1s do not become more reliable pictures of rc.tl1ty: tht·y hc,,•mc k" 
rcluhle. They arc infected by metaphor. ll1 111ake srn,t· IP ti.... they mu,1 
ul11ma1cly be translated back into terms we cm rel.lit' 1,1 11ur .1d1,111-

11nrntcd experience. They arc not the new 11f the \\"\Hid fr,1111 till· ,t.11, 
They arc just our \'icw, the \'icw of hdngs whn enlPY 1hr Jhl\\l'h dur, 
.ictenstic of the mind. 

The embodiment of the mind rc\'cals s11mctl11ng 11( 1111111t·11,\· 11Hnc,t 
The cnmbination of the two aspects of the 111111d h 11,,1 hkr tlw 1m ,tr· 
nous marriage of the human and the d1nne. It 1-; the nutl11t1ll· ,,f th1· 
n.11ural c\'olution of a particular apparatus. made frpnt .1 ,n1.11l rH1111hn
of finite clements, largclr forged before wr ex1,1,·d .. 111d rru 1111h111rd
m-cr time.

In the course of that C\'olutionary hbtor:· . ,·an.1t1Pn .111d nnwlty ,,rrr

nnce produced chiefly by the adap11,·e rad1atron nf drffrrrnt 'l"l'l ll'' 
Then, in the Cambrian period, there hcg;m a dr.1m.111t" rcdw.111 111 111 rhc 
number of animal body types and spencs. The dud ,1,uru· pf, .111.1t 1< 111 
became the power of the regulatory gcnetK mrch.m1,11h 1h.1t .n,,,,. 
,,1thin the narrowing funnel of spern:s drllert·ncc rn pr,,dtHc difkr
cncc: at first. at the molecular lc\'t:I: then through ;1 hr.1111 with ;1 u·rt.1111 
mc;isurc of plasticity; ;ind final!}' through a socul .111d ( ultur.11 Prdrr 
able to multiply occasions and ins1ru111cnts for th own rrn,:. 111 1hr 
production of the new became internal. It hcc1mc. 111 .1 ,._·n,c thr m.1111 
point. 

The passage of humanity and of the rmnd chwugh 1111, 11.11ur.tl h1,1Pr:· 
m;ir have left us burdened br a dross of 1m.1g11u11Yc cpn,tr.11111 f,,r 
cx;implc, the limitation of altruism by rcc1prorny and pf 1,,..-r, pr.1trr 
than altntism. by narcissism. Tims. great rrhg1nn-. h;1w .m,,:n Ill h1,1nr:· 
that. like Christianity, ha\·e propo$Cd an altn11,m lx-ym1d rrupr,•uty 
and a lo\'C untainted by narcissism. and cher lun· rntcrcd 111rn ;1 ,iru�:.:lr 
wnh our habits and predispositions 1ha1 has not yet ended 

\\'c cannoc fully dcscnhc the rcla11on between the two ,Hlr, ,,f tlh· 
mmd looking to the mind alone. The reb11on hc1wcrn thrm drprnd, 
on something else, the other thmg answering In the IW('·5akd dr,n1p
t1on of the m;m and the machine: soocty and lls culture Our ,,,(1;1! 
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and cultural life displays the same duality that is central to the mind 

repetition within a framework of arrangements and assumptions thJ: 

may be ordinarily unchallenged and even unseen; and then, occasion

ally, practical or imaginative action to change that framework. 

Society and culture may be organized to insulate themselves against 

challenge and transformation, lengthening the distance between the 

ordinary context-preserving moves and the extraordinary context· 

changing ones and tightening the dependence of change on crisis. In 
such a circumstance, the second side of the mind will continue to exist: 

it will be implicit in the experience of consciousness, in the practice of 
thinking, and in the use of language. However, its powers of recursive 

infinit)', of nonformulaic initiative, and of negative capability will not 

be at the forefront of our mental life; they will remain in the back
ground. 

Suppose, however, that society and culture are arranged to open 
themsekes to challenge and change, shonening the distance between 

reproduction and revision of the institutional and ideological context, 
and diminishing the dependence of transformation on calamity. Then 

the powers of the second side will no longer be implicit or seem anom
alous and marginal. They will come to the center of our conscious 

concerns and of our self -conception. The relation between the two sides 
of the mind will ha\'e changed thanks to change in the character of 

society and culture. 

The mind is thus an unfinished project: unfinished not just as the 
ramshackle product of natural history that it is; unfinished also because 
no metric exists by which to measure the relation between its pans that 

docs not depend on what we do to ourselves in history. 

From lhe Conceplion of the Mind lo the 
t-.tarking of a Direction 

This conception of the mind, when seen against the background of the 
view of the human silllation explored in the earlier parts of this book, 
helps us make sense of a contest between two families of \'iews of 
human nature that have warred, and that still war. in history. In so 

j 



I 
lh1111g. it brings us to the threshold of the qur,tll'll" \\ h.1! ,!i,,\l!d •,q· 
dl1 with our liYes, and how should we l1rg.1111:l' our �,,_.1ct1r,� 

:\ smglc family of ideas about human 11.11urc 11.1� t·xrn 1,nl um1,·.1lkd 

I 
111fluence in the history of thought. It fl1rms p.nt of \\l1 .1t l c.irlin d,·. 
,cnbed as the perennial philosophy: I! ts the dl·n,1,·r l<'lh lu,:,,n 11, th.it 

1 philosophy-its whole point. In one or .uwthcr ,·.1n.1111•11. 11 ,,.is tl:r 
rulmg doctrine of the agrarian-burr.1un.11ic rn1pirr, th.it. i. •_1·cthrr ,, 11 h 
the world religions. were the main pwtago111,h nf 111,t.•rY h·f,•tr thr 
l.1,;c few hundred years of world rcnilut1on.

According to these ideas, the ,·1,·1dnrss of ,rn,t· cxpcrtnll r 1•h, 111r,
the true nature of reality rather than n:walmg II I lw 111.1111k,1 \\,•rid ,,f
change and distinction is illusory. Our surrrndcr 11111, tl!u,h'll' rn,l.1\ r,
us and makes us suffer, inciting the rehdh11J1 pf dl',1rc .11:.1m,t tllu,1,•n
and imprisoning us in an unhappy world of d1,tr.1rt1n11.111d ,.rl!-1q:.11d

\\'hat is desirable is to achine freedom from 11lti-.11111. md1ffnrlll l' t.1 
suffermg. and beneYolcnce. from on l11gh. to all who ,ufkr .ir,,und 11, 
To this end, we must establish nght order w11l11n the ,,·If .md ,, 1th111 
society. These two orderings-of self and of ""l"ll"ty-w11l ,u,1.1111 c.11 h 
other. 

\\'11hm the self, the sensuous appc111es must be ,uh, 1rd111.11rd rn rh,· 
,1Ct1on-oriented emouons. and these Ill tum to thr undrr,t.mdm,: pf 
deep and uniYersal reality, beyond changr and difkrrtKl" \\·11hm '·H· 
Cll"t}'. those who work must he suhord11u1cd to tlH"(' wlw fwht ;md 
those who fight to those who rule. thmk. and pr.1y. 

The social sign of success in this entkaYor of nrdcm11: the w,,rJd will 
he a hierarchical order in society. wcddmg tight to p11wcr I hr ll1PL1l 
sign of success will he the d1sc1phne of md1fkrcnu: and ,t·rrmry h:,

whtch we shall put an end to the anxiety and f rustraunn .1tu1mp.my1111: 
our engagement in the dclusi\'e realm of clun.�c .md chlfcrcnu· I h<''t· 
who ha\'e achic\'ed this freedom of sercrnty will he hrnc,·,1lrnt to thP"" 
who remain in the toils of the phenomenal world 1t,di free fr,,m 
danger. because gi\'en. from a distance. by the free to the unfrn·. '-llth 
ht:ne\'olcnce will express and sustam the happ1nrs<, pf the mnt!nrr
ablc-inn1lnerablc to the suffering of dependence .mcl f rn,tr.1llPll l"lt'
cause inn1lnerahlc to the illusion of umc and d1,1mct1Pn tt .. h;1,1s will 
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be the marriage of empathy with insight: empathy for the suffering of 
others not yet free and serene; insight into the universal condition of 

entanglement in the evanescent world of change and difference. Its 
message to all will be: Stay out of trouble. 

Such a project has had its philosophical grounding in a metaphysic 
of hidden prototypes of reality, more real than the phenomenal world 

of transformation and time. According to this metaphysic, there arc 
timeless natural kinds-or even a single reality of undifferentiated 

being-underlying the phenomena. The ascent of inquiry is the rc\'e
lation of these prototypes. By counteracting the immediacy and the 

appeal of sense experience, we prepare to cast on ourscl\'es the spell 

that will allow for serenity and benevolence. At the limit, we participate 
in the experience of an impersonal God in a timeless world. 

For the bst two hundred years, an opposing family of beliefs about 

humanity and society has acquired unrivalled influence throughout the 

world. It accepts the reality of the phenomenal world of time and dif
ference. It treats history as real, unrepeatable, and decisive-the theater 

in which our human hopes must be realized or undone. It struggles 

with the implications of the divergence of scale between the historical 
time in which these hopes come to fruition or frustration and the bio

gr.,phical time in which we must live our lives. 

It repudiates the effort to find happiness in serenity and serenity in 
in\'ulnerability. It recommends looking for trouble: the indi\'idual forms 
himself. he becomes bigger and freer, br struggling against the con
straints of his epoch and his society. To this end, howe\·er, he must 

cast down his shield. accepting a heightened nilnerability as the price 
of transformation and sclf-transfom1ation. 

There is no reliable hierarchical order in either self or society. Pro
gress consists in the sub,·ersion of such order and in the enhancement 
and refinement of the capabilities of ordinary people. This sub,·ersion 
is dangerous and painful. but there is no altemati\·e to it that is com
patible with our rise to greater power, insight, and self-possession. 

The most important incidents in this ascent arc those that allow us 
to moderate the conflict between the conditions of our sclfhood: en
gaging in a particular world without surrendering to it our powers of 



rl.'.s1stance an<l transcendence; and connl'Cllng wllh 1•thrr r ... ·,•j'!r. r,. 
pl.'.ually through inno\'ation-friendly wopcr.1t1lln .md thri•u,:h l'cr,,•n.il 
lin·e. in such a war that in connectmg wllh tlwrn Wl' d11 rwt ,r.1,t· t,• h: 

.md to become oursch·cs. 
The supreme form of engagement wlllwut �urrcndrr 1, t,1 lt\1· f,,r thr 

future an<l to struggle O\'er its direction as a ccrt.1111 w.1\· 11! ll\uh: 111:ht 
now as a being not fully and dcfimti\'dy shapnl hy r,1.1hlt,hrd .11r.1111:r· 
ments an<l beliefs. The supreme form of ni11nrd11•11 \\1th,•u1 ··t·lf. 

,upprcssion is lo\'c among equals. g1\-rn not .h hrnn·,,knu· fr,•m .1 
distance and from on high but as imagmatwn and .1,,rpt.111- r 1'.:t\\ rm 

equals who can rebuff. betray. and thrrdore hurt l'.1,h 11thrr 

Humanity, in<li\'idually as well as nillcu1wly. 111 thr rrr,,•n .1, \\rll 
as in the species, has infinities within. We drm.md thr u11lum1rd ft,,m 
the limited: an assurance that all is well from ;111llther pn,,,n. nm th1· 

world from a cigarette. Our experiences of add1ll11111 .md 11h,�·,,H•t1 . f,,r 
example, arc adventures in false transccndcnrr the 1nuir11:rn1111, .md 
"<.·cmingly arbitrary association of unl11111ted long111g \\llh .111 tP,• hmttrd 
objects. Our experiences of boredom and anxiety .Jttr,t tn 11ur rr,tlr"

ness in our chains, to the weight of our um1�<:d c1p.1ut1r, .md 11! 1•m 
lu<ldcn powers. Our insatiabihty is the stigma nl our 111hn1ty 

Freedom, even di\·ini::ation. would be to enl.nge m our rXJX'ftrrll r 
the chance to engage without surrendering ;111d to u1rmnt w1th1111t 

ceasing to be or to become oursclws. The advarKl'tmnt nf th.it JH••ird 

requires that we reshape society and culture. It 1s not rn<1ugh 1,, rrpl.1, r 
some institutions and practices by others. \\'e mu�t d1.111,:l' the rr!.1t1"n 
of these social and cultural structures to our stn1cturr-ddymg fm·d11m. 

creating structures that multiply opportunll1rs ;md mr;m, f,)r their H·· 

vision, and in this way denying them their menda,ww, ,cmhLm,r pf 
naturalness. Today we must rein\'Cnt the 111s111Ut101ul form, .111d 1hr 
ideological assumptions of political, cconormc. and �x1.1l plur.1!i,m

of democracies, market economics. and free Cl\'II 5<lurty \\'c mu'-! 
make repetition in society and in culture as well as m the 1111rm;1J hk 

of the mind subser\'icnt to the crcawm of the new. 
If we succeed, we shall be better able to be ma p.1rt1rnbr ,<,1;1! ;md 

cultural world and to be outside it at the same ume. \\'c ,h;11l deYch)p 
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more quickly the powers, the instruments, and e\'cn the insights by 
which to hasten economic growth and technological innovation, light
ening the burdens of poverty, drudgery, and infirmity that continue to 

weigh on human life. We shall melt down, under the heat of repeated 
pressure an<l challenge, all fixed orders of social division and hierarchy. 

and prevent them from working as the inescapable grid within which 
our practical and passionate relations to one another must develop. 

There is good and deep reason for these hopes. It is not true that a 
fixed relation exists bcl\veen institutional arrangements or cultural as
sumptions and our power to resist and transform them. Such arrange

ments and assumptions vary in quality-in the quality of their relation 
to us, to our power to oppose and reshape them-as well as in their 

discrete content. It is not true, as the liberals and socialists of the nine· 

tccnth and twentieth centuries believed, that a preexisting harmony 
holds between our practical stake in economic progress and our moral 
stake in the emancipation, empowerment, and enlightenment of the 
individual. 

Neither, however, is there is an insuperable, tragic conflict between 
these interests as the fatalistic post liberals and postsocialists arc inclined 
to think. A :one of potcmial intersection exists between the institutional 

requirements of practical progress and the institutional requirements to 
make people freer and greater. Although these two sets of requirements 
do not intersect automatically, we can make them intersect. It is in that 
:one of potential intersection that we must ad,·ance. 

The reason for believing that such a region of potential overlap exists 
is the affinity of both sets of interests to the social expressions of the 
second side of the mind: its powers of nonfom1ulaic initiati,·c, rccursh·e 

infinity. and negative capability. The freer we arc to redefine practical 
tasks in the course of executing them, to develop a regime of cooper
ation th::11 is to the greatest possible extent hospitable to pemtancnt 
innovation. and to soficn the contrast between order and chaos or de
sign and irnpro,·isation, the better our chance of quickening economic 
growth and technical innovation. \Ve disentangle our relations to one 

another from the established scripts of society and culture, and we !llm 
them into in a collecth·e representation of experimental inquiry. 



Stmilarly. we undermine emrenchcd and n.11ur.1lt:nl l11cr.t1< ll\ .11:d 
dt\'tsion in Sl)Cicty through a twofl)ld llHl\'t'llll'nt. l )11 thr ,,11 .. l1.1nd. \\l' 

deny immunity from pressure to till' arr.111gcmr11t, .111d d,•1::11.is ,•:1 
which all such hierarchies and di\'islllns w11hm hum.11111,· dq'1.·nd l 'n 
the ,11her hand, we de,·elop the powers ,if thl· mdmdu.11-mrnt.il. I'•'· 
h11c.1!. and economic; that is to say. we g1,·c pr.1l!1.:.tl l·,pr .. --11,11 t,, 1hr 
g,1.1! of making the person more g,1dhkc. 

The deep basis for the hope that we c.111 ,td\',lfln- Ill .111 .1rr.1 ,,f mtrr· 
scctll1n between the conditions of matcn.11 progrl·,, .md thr rcq111tr· 
mcnts of indi\'idual emancipation ts thrrdnrc tlw r,•k th.11 11111,1 hr 
pl.iycd in the ad\'ancement of both thc�l' f.11111hr, ,,! rntrrr,ts hY thr 
�oual expressions of the second aspt·ct 11f thr mmd \\'hrn ,,,, ?l't\· .md 
rnlturc arc organi::cd to put the totah::mg. tr.Hl'-n·111llll.1'. .. ind 'ltrp11,1t11: 
qualnics of the mind at the center of soual rxpcrtclllr. wr JHPdut r thr 
com·ergencc of moral and material mtrrc�ts th.II thr l l.t-sir hht·r.il, .md 
soualists mistakenly bclic\'ed to hl' preordamcd 

The institutional forms and the ideolog1c1l cn11cq1t1<1n, nl dr111,,, · 
racy. of the market economy. and of free uni ,;onrty now .1,u-1:d.mt 111 

the world and established in the m:hrr countm·, rrptc'(·nt .1 ,11h(·t nl 
.1 much larger set of feasible next steps th;11 we wnuld nrrd tn t.1h· 111 
nrder to scn·c thl'sc intcrl'sts and realt:e these 1de;1J� (;!Ph.1h:.1t1Pn 1tsdl 
ts not there on a takc-it-or-lca\'e-ll basts \\'e nerd nnt h.1\·1· 1,, d1<'<1'(' 

between ha\'ing more of it in its pre5ent fnrm and h.1\·mg Ir" pf 11 111 

ihat same form. \Ve can haw more of II on d1flrrcnt lrm1' 
\\'e do not ha\'C to choose between the whnk,alr rrn,Jut1nn.1Ty '1lh· 

5tllution of the established order and !IS huma111:.1t1.,n. thr,,u,:h wm· 
pcnsatory rcdistribt1tion by tax-and-tran,fcr nr tlm1t1.l'.h thr 1dr.1li:.111,•11 
of law as a repository of principles of nght and pnliuc, rnp,,mt\T to 
the public interest. In fact, the idea of Iota!. tcn1h11111n;iry dun,:r 1, nn 
more than a fantasy, pro\'iding an altbt for th c1ppn,11c. thr JHPjrtt pf 

resigned humani::ation. \\'c can. we mmt. Jumhk up the cHq:nnr, ,,f 
rcfonn and rcrnlution. prcfcrnng change that. though p·nlPH r pin r
mcal. may. in its cumulati\T effect. become revnluth111ary 

Yes. bm we still depend on crisis as the 1mdw1fc 11! dungc ;md wr 
must still learn to arrange things so that we may drpl'tHI Pll II tr,, Yr,. 
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but the particular forms of the advance always remain obscure and 

controversial. We cannot even agree whether they should occur chiefly 

at the subnational, national, or supranational levels; whether the ideas 

that animate them should appear as local heresies-proposals, for ex

ample, of a national path-or as a universalizing heresies-doctrines. 

as liberalism and socialism were in their day that convey a message to 

all humanity; and how we should understand and practice the relation 

between change of institutions and change of consciousness. Because 
the forms of change are obscure and controversial, they will continue 

to give rise to conflict and even to war. They will be dangerous. Yes. 
but all of this will take place, or fail to take place, in the long time of 

history, not in the short time of biography. We cannot wait; we must 

find a solution for ourselves now: a way of foreshadowing in life as we 

can now live it that which the species has yet collectively failed to 

achieve. 

I ask myself in this book: on what assumptions about the world and 

the mind, the self and society, do these beliefs-mere translations and 

developments of a creed that has already taken over the world and set 

it on fire-continue to make sense? Within what larger combination of 

ideas can we ground, develop, and correct them? 

The ideas on which this creed once relied, such as the great ernlu
tionary narratives of social progress bequeathed to us by the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries, haYe misled us, sometimes catastrophically. 

their vindication of hope and change tainted by appeals to false neces

sity. They were unable to do for the modem projects of social and moral 

transformation what the perennial philosophy did for the old attempt 

to achie\·e serenity through inntlncrability and to establish right 

through hierarchical order in the self and in society. It is the ambition 

of this book to show that we can make sense of these transformative 

projects, a larger sense illuminating our situation in the time of an 

individual life as well as in the history of the human race. �taking this 

larger sense of them will help us rescue, reinterpret, and redirect them. 
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What Then Should 'vVc Do? 

Conception an<l Orientation 

The preceding parts of this honk haw dcwlPpnl .1 wlh rpt1t•n 1,f lrn
man11y and of its place in the world. ·1 hh concq1t1,1n .1111<11111!'- 111 .m 
.1ltemative to the perennial ph1losophy. and tlm altcm.1t1vr rrprr,{·111<> 
an interpretation of the hidden or unfulfillcd JHPp.1m ,,f phi!,,,,,l'hy 

The subsequent pans of this book outlmc a �(.·rir, nf tr.m,!,,rn1.1t:n· 
projects-in politics, religion, and spcculat1\·c thnu1:ht-.m1m.11nl h:, 
that conception. They offer no! a bluepnn! hut .1 dirn t1nn .111d .1 ,{·nr, 
of next steps. Their programmatic prop11,;ils ;1ppr.il fnr .n1th,,nty .111d 
energy to the conception inspmng them. Thus. thry m.1h .1 (cntr.il. 
contentious claim: that the altern.111\-c to the pac1m1;1l p!ll!1•s.•ph:·· 
rightly undcrs!Ood, docs not leave us dircc11onk�, h dP,:s 1wt ;1h.md,,11 
us to whatever direction we might glean from 11ur loc.11 oru1m-t.m,r, 
and mtcrests such as they existed before we undrrt, 1d: tla· w<11k pf 
thought. The altcmati\·c calls !O us to rccnmtrnct s,,nr1y. wiN:lPll'>· 

ncss. and philosophy itself in a certain way. The tdra� dr,,nhm� 1!11� 
oncntation may at first seem indetcm1111ate and cvrn pnpkx1111: I hey 
nevertheless exclude much and compel actwn. They argue f<'t ;1 p.1mc
ular rc\'Olution. a world rcrnlt11ion that 1s spm1ual a� well ;1s pPll11cal 

This chapter explores the hinge between concep11on .111d nnrnt;J11<1n 
A wtllmgncss to admit that such a h111ge exists unphc� no my,1crwu-. 
pJ.Ssagc from the "is· to the ·ought." R11hcr 1h.111 cmcnng 111101he mr1;1-
physical dispute about "is" and ·ough1: and cla1m111g 1!1:11 wc clll lllP\·c 
from one to the other. it sidesteps this p�cudnphill1soph1c.1l d1sputr 
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The hinge from conception to orientation turns on the normal and 

natural problem-solving activity of the mind, when that activity is made 

both general and self-reOectivc. Instead of being directed to the solution 

of particular problems in particular domains, this power may take as 

its subject the whole of our situation in the world. It cannot do so 

without shaking loose the inhibitions imposed by the methods of par

ticular disciplines and the assumptions of particular traditions. 

This push beyond limited contexts and guideposts, however, is not 

a philosophical extravagance in defiance of the limitations of thought. 

It is an irresistible expression of the second-surprising and tran
scending-side of the mind, and therefore, as much as anything else 

we do, of our natural constitution. Its connection with the constituti\'C 
facts of our humanity docs not expunge it of danger. On the contrary. 

it is full of the dangers of illusion and misdirection. Belter, however, to 

struggle with such perils than to be enslaved by the fears, the pieties, 
and the dogmas that, in the absence of such struggle, will rule our lives. 

The Indifference of Nature 

The first feature of our situation that must strike us when we try to 

decide how to orient oursch'cs in the world in which we find ourselves 

is the indifference of nature to our concerns. This insurmountable 
alienness is inseparable from the unthinkable disparity of scale between 

our human life and its natural setting. We occupy a tiny comer of the 

uni\'crsc. in which we emerged only a moment ago. \Ve are unable to 

look into the beginnings and the end of time. Our indi\·idual liYes. when 
,·iewcd retrospectively, cYcn from within the reality of our own expe

rience, arc suddenly and surprisingly spent. 

The alienness of the world-its rushing past us. its overpowering us. 

its crushing us by its parade of bigness before our littleness. its impen

etrability at the hori:ons of time-forces itself on us in a way that is 

both direct and irrefutable. It docs so through the finality of death. Our 

condition as dying organisms seems to be in irrcsoh·ablc conflict with 

the infinite fecundity of personality. the power of the sdf always finally 
to defy constr;1int and to transcend context. a power affim1cd in the 

philosophical enterprise in which we arc now engaged. 



\\'e may be tempted to \'icw the urnvcr�t· as 11nthcr l.l\,,r.1!,;r n,•: 

unfa\'orahle to our cndcarnrs. Such a new \n1uld ,nw 1hr .mt1mrt.1-

physical metaphysics that suits the 111tdkc1u.1lly ddl.llt\lt1.11Y trmr·n ,,f 
our age. It would, howc\'cr. he false and rcw.11 thr �.,mt· 1:,,w.11d1u· t:,•:n 

which only a few of the philosophrrs-hke the pr.ti �d1< ,pcnh.1urr -

h.1\'e been exempt.

In the most important respect. the u111wr�t· 1, u11f.l\,,r.1i>k ti• 11m
pursuits. Its disproportion to us, and tts �uh1111"1<'ll 1<1 ., I'<, .. ,, n

t1mc-that ultimately crushes the proJL'cts .ind tlir .irr.H hmrnr, k 

wluch we define our humanity. creates a dht;1111:r .. m t",tr.1:11:rmrnt .. , 
horror that we can nc\'cr o\'ercome. Its an ... wcr tn Put r:-.pcnrtHr ,,f 
111fi111tc fecundity is to decree our death. 

Yet this conflict between the inllex1hk conm.1111r, nn ,,ur lnr, .111d 
the inexhaustible depth of our cxpcnrncc. confnmrd hy .111 nur l"'"rf' 
of n:hcllion and transcendence and inS\:nbcd tn 1hr 't't<'llll ,Hk pf thr 

rnmd, is terrible only because it casts a shadow m·cr ,1,mrthm1: w, 111· 
derf ul. This wonder is the joy of hcmg ah\·e tn the 1110111t·111. nght 111 ,w
of being rather than not being and of find mg 11ur,dw., 11\·rr',\ hrln:rd

by wonders on C\'CI)' side. It is a JO)' so tnl\:n,c .. md ,,, hhly to br 
strengthened rather than to he underrmnrd by rdlrll1< 1n. th.11 .,,, r 
cannot think of it too long or too d1rcctly. To do �oh 1,, ri,k p.11.tly-i, 

by a delight more dangerous than the mdandwly ;11:k1111·.•.-irdp11rnt 11f 
the contrast between our mortality and our tr;m"-rndrn(t' 

He who wrote that we can no more look dtrectly .11 dr.11h th.111 lP<1k 

straight at the sun would better ha\'e put life 111 tlw pl.Kc nf de.1th I hr 

ant1c1pation of death forces us to confront our hn1t1.11wn, <'f m,ight ;t\ 
well as of power. The experience of life. forn<;('.d and ((l1Ju:n1r.11rd 111 

the happiness of the moment, the happtnc5s at the p11 ,,,.:,,11•n of hk 
Itself. is dangerous because it transports us to an cxuhmg 1lut 1, mwm· 
parable to any other joy. Engagement wtth the umwr,.il Ill the 1mmc· 
d1ate can absorb all our attention and prevent us fwm rr,1<1mg ;rncl 

transforming the world and ourscl\'cs. All our an. our pht!P"'Phy. ;md 
our science is a war between this ecstatic wonder and the �omhcr cit,. 
crirninations that our reckoning with 11rne-1hc tm1c of tht· world ;ind 
our own time, wasting away-imposes upon us. 

If we could fight to occupy in our minds an 1111agtnary 1w,111nn rqu1-
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distant between our rejoicing at being alive and our sadness at the 
conflict between our incxhaustibility and our finitude, we would come 
closer to sol\'ing an enigma that is central to our existence. This enignu 

is not the incomprehensible nature of our place in the world, resultin� 
from our inability to sec into the beginning and the end of time. It is 

rather a riddle internal to e\'ery facet of our experience. It is distinct 
from the issues raised by our powerlessness to grasp how we fit into 
the overall scheme of things. This mystery binds together every aspect 
of the \'iew de\'eloped and defended in this book-from its picture of 
time. nature, and mind to its conception of politics, religion, and human 
strh·ing. We cm best begin to understand it as another contradiction. 

not in our ideas but in our experience. 
We can be human only by resisting the constraints of all the estab

lished strnctures-of life, organization, thought, and character-within 

which we mo\'c. Surrender to such constraints, giving the final word 
to them rather than keeping it for ourselves, denies our defining attrib
utes of agency, transcendence, futurity, and experimentalism. There is 

a sense in which \\-C may be content for a while in such a surrender. 
Hom.'ver, it is a sense that presupposes a shrinking of experience, con
sciousness, and self-consciousness: a lowering of our energy. a dimming 
of our sights. and a waning of our hope. It is a stupefaction that we 
may try to redescribe as happiness and freedom but that deserves no 
such redescription. 

To rcdcscribc in such a way this shrinking of experience is what the 
perennial philosophy urges us to do when il admonishes us 10 give up 

the world of time and distinction and offers us reasons to cast a spell 
on the restless will and the transforming imagination. The chief out
come of such a surrender is the belief that we should try to stay out of 

trouble. Against this belief stand the revolutionary projects of social 
reconstrnction and sclf-transfom1ation that have taught us to look for 
trouble. \Vhat I propose is a view gi\·ing us reasons to look for trouble. 

It is a central thesis of this book that we find and wage this rebellion 
ag:1inst the limits of circumstance in c\·ery aspect of our experience: in 
the inability of any scheme of categories. or of any list of such schemes, 
to exhaust our perception of particulars; in the inadequacy of the 



mt·thods and practices in all disnplmcs and snrnct''- t1, 11tir r,, .. \rr, ,,f 
dbco,·el}', proof. and justification: in 11ur mrnt.il f.1L"llll1t·, ,,f rr, 111,nc 

mfinuy. nonformulaic initiati\'e, and nl'g:111w r.1p.1h1Iity.1111h1· tn:d,11., 
pf our powers of production. inno\'attlln .. md CP11pn.1t1<111 1,1 ,•ultr.1, h 
wh.11 any particular way of org:1111:tng them cm .11!,,w. 1r1 d:r nerd 
rndlcssly to challenge and to changl' thr pr.1Ct1r.1I f Prm, m \\ h1, h \\l' 

rcalt::c our recogni:ed interests and llUr prPks�nl Hk.11, .111d. h.1\ 1:11: 
d1allcnged and changed them. thrn to rr\'t'-1.' thr,t· 111tnl',t', .md 1,!r.il, 
thrmseh'Cs in the light of the insight gamrd 111 1hr lll\lf'{' ,,f th,,,,. 
changes: in our commonplace cxpertl'nct·s pf hornl,1111. d1\·rr,11•n .. 111d 
hnpe: and in our effort nc\'cr dcfin111,·dy to h.111d nur,rlw, ,1wr IP 1hi· 
ngtdified ,·ersion of our self that is our characta 

It would he a sad and heroic task tf all wr rnuld dn \\1111ld ,,._. 1,1 
rrhd. It is. however, another thesis nf thts hook th;1t we r.lll l h.m(r ,,m 
s11c1cties and cultures and our own se!H·s �o th.I! thry rxprr,.., .111d 1m11r 
11ur further acts of resistance and im·en11011-.1 grr;llrr v11.i!J1y ,,f 1111tu
t1vr, imagination, and experience. Thus we arc 1u ... 1thl'd m hnp1111: f,,r 
a h:ippiness that is based on our hberatton ;md rnl.irgrmrnt. rwt 1111 nur 
scrYituclc and hcli11lcrncnt. Such a happmrss will nn1 hc .1 ,wpd.tc ri, •n. 
II will be an awakening. 

llowc\'cr. unless we can anticipate 50111e ,,r the dfnt pf th:, \\11ri: 
nght here and now, in our opening 10 other pwplr ar:d tn thr unf.imdi.ir 
and the unprecedented. and indeed to the whnlc \\mid pf 11111r .md 
change as it bears down upon us. we shall find nllf'·<.·h·r, cm,:ht Pll .1 
treadmill of endless frustration. Our fight ag;1111q wnftr1t·ml'11t will ,._·rm 
to ha\'e no purpose other than its own n111t111u.1n(e ·1 he rc,,,,:mt1,,11 <•f 
this threat to both our insight and our h;1ppmc�, . .ind tlw (1>nnl1111n 
th.it we can master this threat only by rsc1p111g 1,,,l.1t111r1 111 our ,,·.•.n 
111d1vidual consciousness through a dcinrmncd mn\·rmcnt nt11w.1rd to 
the world around us. arc 1hc twin psycholng1c1l tnllll', 1111 wh:d1 thr 
enslaving mystifications of the percn111;1l philosophy h.1n· alw;1y, tr.1dnl 

If we must struggle ag:iinst the established c,,mrxt 111 111.·i.:n me mnrl· 
godlike and therefore more human. how can we he mnrr gndlih· ;111d 
more human right now. before the stnrgglc has come w 1h rnd. Ill ihe 
htstorv of humanitv as well as in the life of the md1ndu;1P :\nd tf Wt' 

' ' 
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could not become more godlike and more human right now, would we 

not be compelled to dismiss our exultation at being alive as the delirium 

by which the imagination steels the will against the fear of death? 
The hope held out by the thesis that we can change our relation to 

our contexts will remain hollow unless we can change this relation in 

biographical as well as in historical time, independent of the fate of all 
collecti\'e projects of transformation. It will be hollow as well unless 

that change will gi\'e us other people and the world itself more fully. 

That the hope is not hollow in any such sense represents pan of the 
thesis implicit in the idea of futurity: to live for the future is to li\'e in 

the present as a being not fully determined by the present settings of 
organized life and thought and therefore more capable of openness to 
the other person, to the surprising experience, and to the entire phe

nomenal world of time and change. It is in this way that we can embrace 

the joy of life in the moment as both a revelation and a prophecy rather 

than discounting it as a trick that nature plays on spirit the better to 
n:concilc us to our haplessness and our ignorance. 

The chief teaching of this book is that we become more godlike to 

li\'e, not that we li\'e to become more godlike. The reward of our stri\'ing 
is not arousal to a greater life later; it is arousal to a greater life now. a 

raising up confin11ed by our opening up to the other and to the new. 
A simple way to grasp the point of my whole argument, from the \'an

tagc point of this its middle and its center, is to say that it explores a 

world of ideas about nature, society, personality, and mind within 
which this teaching makes sense and has authority. 

False Escape 

The whole problem of human life consists in this: how are we to re

spond to this our situation in the world without allowing oursch·es to 

be O\'erwhclmed by despair and defiance and without delh·ering our

seh·es to di\'crsions that kill time by belittling us and by making us die 
many small deaths while we continue to li\·c? How can we, in the face 

of this enigma and this terror, purify oursekes through simplicity, en
thusiasm. and anenti\'eness, and make ourselves more godlike through 
openness to the other and to the new? 

j 



Against the backdrop of the dispwport11111 ht'twrrn n.tturc .111d h11-

man11y . we must dc\'elop a human world r.1p.1hk l1f ,11st.1m1111: !l,df 
\\'c must decide whether to accept the alirnnl°"" pf n.1turr .1, .1 prr11•:1, 
d1t1on of this enterprise or to escape and deny 11 

There arc two main forms of cscapi: and drn1.1l l )nr 1, .1 dr.H! r::d. 

urnnical to our interest in life and to lltlr suh· Ill thr u1n·,t1udi.•:1 11! 
the human world. The other. although hc,rt hy 11lu,111n, th.it m.1\ l'<-·. 

nimc misdirections, can help in that n111'-lruct1on 
One fom1 of escape is the denial of the truth-.1t k.H 1>! thr iil1m1.1:r 

reality-of distinction and change. \Ve as,rrt till' .111-wn,ummi: rci!:l\". 
the eternity, and the oneness of 1111pcrso1ial hc111g I hr d1,t11H 11, 111, .11a! 
changes that occupy our experience of the world art· unrr.11. Pr r111, ,., .1 
drnvali\'c, superficial realil}' as projeclhl!ls of snnw1l1111g ht'11r.1th rl:rm 

In our understanding of the world. 1!11s p.11h-1hr p.1th nf dr111.il 11! 
the real11y of difference and of time-require" ;1 I.1st of thr 1111.1,:m.111,•n. 
which is the faculty by which we repre-.ent the prodmt111n pf dl't111-11"n 
through transformation. The momslic doctnlll' pf tlw urnty .md J'ff· 
rnancncc of being, though qualified by a \'lcw of 1111\\' thr phrnnmnul 

world of distinction and change may part1np.lll' m thr rr.illly pf ult1-
matc. unified being, is immune to challenge. :\t Ir.1st 11 1, mimunr '" 
;111 challenges except those that result from our wntmum,: tll livr .md 
to percci\'c as nawral beings in a world of d1;111ge ;111d d1,t11H t1Pn :\, 
11 denies the requirement of life. II 1s lls;.:lf hick��. 1ummg ;m.1:, lru:n 
experience, it is unable to learn from experience 

In the organi:ation of action. the effort to deny and ex.1pc the w,,rJd 
of time and difference results in the suppression <'f the will ln li·.-r .1, 
a dying organism and a contex1-rcs1s1111g self 111 ;1 world rwt dr,1g11nl 
on our scale or in our interest is to he ch;1111cd 10 ;1 whrd nf 1n,.11:.1hk 
desire. \Ve may seek to escape the pa111ful d1;1lcc11c l,f dr,1rc ;ind ms...1· 

11ability by casting on ourscl\'cs a spell of s..1t1sfal110n .md rr,1�n.1t11m 
\\'c then renounce what we suppose to he the \';1111 11h1e,1, ,1f dc,1rr 

The result. howe\·cr. is a shrinking of expcncncc. lhc \·l(lkncr tlw, 
forced truncation docs to our nawrc hctrars 11sdf rn two wmp!rmcn
tary ways: the crankiness of compulsion and the pam of h<1rnlnm \\'e 
undergo the feigned renunciation of desire as a mu11b1wn ;md a �tr;111-
pcket c\·cn in the midst of our apparent 5Uccrss ;11 m.1k111.� 1hr w1!l 
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passive; it is only by resistance and reconstruction that we live and 
develop our humanity. We remain restless under the yoke of our 
vaunted and enforced inaction, feeling as boredom the larger life we 
have given up. When the spell we have tried to cast on ourselves is 
broken, we deliver ourselves haplessly to diversion and distraction. 
seeking variety of our experience when we have ceased to hope for 
transformation of our world. 

There is another familiar way of escaping and denying the indiffer
ence of the great world of nature to our human concerns. It is to rely 
on a secret partnership between us and the forces governing that world. 
If we imagine those forces as limited powers in our own image, to be 
pleased and won m·er, we may succeed in dulling our sense of the 
alienncss of the world from our concerns. We shall do so, however. 
only by misrepresenting those deified natural powers as privy to our 
concerns and subject to our constraints. If we suppose the partner to 
he the ultimate being-impersonal, unitary, and remote-we cannot 
hope for partnership: only for acceptance, worship, and surrender. We 
then overcome the strangeness of the world from us only by renouncing 
our singularity and hr suppressing our powers of criticism and resis
tance. 

There is, however, an alternative that has played a decisive pan in 
the moral and religious history of humanity. \Ve may believe our human 
experience to he placed in a larger context, of creation and IO\·e, radi
cally removed from our affairs and yet intelligible to us br analogy to 
our sense of personality and personal encounter. The analogy points 
back to the experience of human enga)!,cmcnt in finite circumstance and 
of human transcendence over finite circumstance. 

The central theme of this variant of the second way of escape and 
denial is the penetration and transfom1ation of the world by spirit. as 
spirit is ren:alcd in the infinitudes within us. What, as dead creed, might 
seem a refusal to acknowledge the alienncss of the world may then 
become, as living faith. an �1ctivc hope: hope that the world, at first our 
world and then the whole world, may change in time and that it \\ill 
lose its alicnness; that it will be lifted up and. as they say, redeemed. 

The analogical tic between di\·inc and human reality saves this variant 



l1f the second response to the indiffrn:ncc l,f n.mm· fri,m IY1:11: n:r:r 
esc1pc and denial, and explains its lmtonc1I rn1mcl11P11 \\ 11h tl:c .1:rr.11 
t ransformativc projects-the cause of drnll1cr.1cy. t hl· pr .,_.11, r., , ,I n. 
penmcntalism, the cultivation of scllhood .md .. uh1rc11rny m tb· ,•r· 
dmary man and woman-that for two hundred yc.n., h.1\e hr,•ul'.111 

hope and rc\·olution to humanity. The result 1s tn 1w1nt th h.1, kt.• th1· 
�ooal world and to its reconstruction. hut rlllt w ,h11\\' thr \\,t\ thr 
direction and the next steps. 

:\ conception of mankind rccogni:mg our wntm.�l'lh \' .md flrntudr 

hut also our transcendence O\'Cr CJrcumst.mce and 11ur P!lrr1t.1t1<•:1 i,, 

the future, can begin to inform our srarch for ;1 directllln It l.111 d,, ,,,. 
however, only after we have refused to conce.11 thr ,tr.1111:rnr" .111d 
111d1ffcrencc of nature to our concerns. The alie1111r..,, pf the w11rld I', thr 
re\'crsc side of our humanity. It sets the stage for l'llr \\Wk lh1, \\11rk 
1s to sustain a world, our world, capable of gener;11111�! 1h own llll',llllllf> 
against the background of a vast and meanmglc.,, n11d 

I low arc we to set about this work? To what end, ;md 111 wh.1! 'l'lflt �

If we fail to struggle for a sense of the direct 1011. the r,1.1hh,hnl r11utmc, 
of society and culture will dictate the d1rernon fnr u" \\'c ,h.tll thrn i"I.· 

reduced to acting as if we were the automata that Wl' Ill f.id ;ire 1wt 
Acquiescing in our own ensla\'cmcnt, we shall ,wt hegm the d!"rt 111 
make ourselves great and free. Consequently. we sh.ill 11111 Ii.: Ill .1 p,,. 
Silton to gi\·c ourselves to one another. or ewn to cn11pn.11e m<'re 
openly, except insofar as the preordained �npts 11! our ,.-,,. :rty .md 
culture tell us how to work together. 

Will and Imagination 

\\'e can begin to form an impression of the way forw;ird by (lln,:drrmg 
the role that the will and the imagination should pby 111 opcnmg 11 
The imagination docs its work of double d1spbcement 1hc d1,pb,c
mem of distance and the displacement of transfonmtwn. It cn.1hlc, u, 

10 grasp the situation b)' having us let go of n: br reprc�enllng II hr�t 
as absent and then as changed. Through tins double work. 11 mfnrm, 
and inspires the will. The will supplies the pract1C;1l 1111crc5t-thc m-
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tcrcst in resistance and reconstruction-on which the imagination can 
go to work. 

The product of the joint work of the will and the imagination is to 
give us a world we can make our own: a world that is not irretrie\·ably 
foreign to our concerns. Nevertheless, this happy union of the will and 
the imagination begins to dissol\'e as soon as the imagination ceases to 
shadow our actions and reaches beyond the phenomena that these ac
tions can touch. Through experiment, made possible by the tools of 
science, we can augment, fitfully and for a while, the region of reality 
that the will and the imagination, working together, are able to reach. 

However, the imagination is doomed to outreach the will, even the 
will magnified by the contraptions we devise. As it leaves the scene of 
action and will behind it, it loses its power to rob reality around us of 
its strangeness. It ceases to help in shaping a human world, sufficient 
unto itself, and within our power to treat as a projected part of our 
sclws or as a friendly backdrop to our endeavors. 

The m:irriage of the will and the imagination is an intrinsic and cen
tral feature of our first nature, our natural constitution, even before it 

is remade by the second nature we receive from society and culture. It 
takes on its full measure of effect in the light of the two-sidedness of 

the mind: at once modular and formulaic, and totali::ing. transcending. 
and surprising. It gives us a first hint of the path to take in dealing with 
the ind iff erencc and the inhuman vastness of nature. The direction is 
to open a clearing, penetrated and reshaped by us, within which we 
can be and become ourselves, unshaken, unscduced, untcrrificd. 

There arc three great domains in which we can and must take this 
direction: our understanding of the world, our relation to other people. 
and our st niggle with our own rigidificd selves: our characters, routines. 
and habitual perceptions. In each of these domains, the effort to gin? 
ourselves a world we can accept, and in which we can accept ourseh·cs 
and one another, comes up against intractable contradictions. In each 
instance, the combination of our intentions with our circumstances 
prompts us to act in two seemingly di\·ergent and conflicting directions. 

\\'hat we achieve by moving in one of these directions is radically 
insufficient unless combined with what we can obtain by acting in the 

j 



1llhcr. \\'e need the results of both dtrt·ctl\11\'-. tll hl' .md h· .. •mr ,•:a
,cln·s. to m:ike ourseh·es gre:itcr and frl'cr. 1111\1 n·cr. \11· dn n, ,: kr:, , .. , 

how or whether we can h;we thl'm tll�;l'thn. rl'n1m 1lm1: \\ lut ,fr:::·. 
1rrc1111:diably opposed. As a result, an tlllllll'll'-t' unl1.1pp1111·,,. 1:cnrr.1tcd 

hy thl' lasting disharmonies of l'Xpl'rtl'llCl'. 11\'cr,h.1d11\1, ,•ur ilH, In 

what sl'nsc and by what means arl' \\'l' l'lllllkd t11 h11pc th.l! \1,· 1.l!l 

11wrcomc this unhappincss7 

The �lanifcst World and Hidden Reality 

To It1-c and to act successfully. \\'l' must wntrnd wllh tl11· rn.,rn!r,t 

world. It is more than an impube succl'ss!ully tll ,t,'l''" "P!'•'flt1!llt1r, 

for action :ind obstacles to :iction th;l! dnvrs u, Ir rs .ti,,, 1hr desire tn 

·s..we the appearances." to enhance and to drqwn thr nq,,11.irv 1m-

111rd1acy of the world of change and d1q111c1111n 111 wl11d1 wr li\r

If the phenomena of the man1fcs1 world wnc at hr-.t .Ill .din:, w, m.1dr 
u,cful by the guides to successful i111t1at1w th.it wr wrrl' .1h!r 111 rn!n 

from it, our li\'eS would pass among shadows. ltkr .1 r.1u· 11! mrn .l!:d 

women unaided by any of the five '.'-cn,cs and pudnl ,,nly h\· u•m. 

putcrs. These computers would instrnct them on h,1w Ill u,t· tluni> .md 

how to mo\'e among them. They would not, howcwr. tdl thr,t· <!r.i! 
and blind people what this furniture of the umn·r'-C w;1, ;1, 111.111:,- lih 

\\'c would remain imprisoned wnhtn a ddthron. m;1d,· l<1lrr.1hlr <'nly 
by our sh:ircd powerlessness to csc:ipc II and hr 11s dcmo11srr.1tcd 011ht:, 
m our cffons to inform bch;i\'ior anti to solH" prnhkm, \\·l. ·.,,,uld 

make our sightless way through a mampubtcd bur un1111.11:111cd wPrld 

Only our ignorance of our situauon. our \·am dl\-cr,1ons .. 111d nur h.1!f. 

awake cffons to postpone death could then dull 11ur 5('11,t' of thl' w, 1rlcl\ 
strangeness and reconcile us to our hopeless exile w11h111 II 

The cffon to achie\·e or to rcgam \·1s1<mary 1mmnlr;1cy-tP h,,ld 1hr 

marnfcst world. with all its wealth of dt!frrcncc and ch.mg,·. 111 tlw 

mmd-is not. howe\·cr. enough. It is not rnough to cn.1hk u, to .ill

transfom1atiwly; it le;wes shut the d("or to our c:iu"1l 11n-r,11,:.11H,11 of 

rrahty and of its transform,lli\'c 1·anat1nns. It 1s not cwn rrwugh to 

suppon ils mrn go:il of s.1,·ing the appc.1ranccs; the qtH·,t fnr n,hm.1ry
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immediacy degenerates into the union of habitual perceptions with fa. 
mi liar categories and replaces vision with a stare. 

For the sake of both causal insight and transformative power-the 
former, the indispensable basis of the latter-we embark on the sci
entific investigation of the world. This investigation carries us to orders 
and magnitudes of reality far removed from the setting of human life. 
in which imagination can remain wedded to action. Now inquiry lea\'Cs 
action far behind, and with this overreaching begins to draw pictures 
of the world that can no longer remain in communion with our expe
rience of manifest reality. Or it remains in such communion only by 
conjecturing a long series of links between those pictures and this 
experience, explaining, at the end of the chain of conjecture and ex
periment, how we can perceive the world one way when it is in fact 
another way. 

For all these reasons, the cff ort to understand more and more of the 
world causally-including the world remote from the scene of our ac
tions and our lives-is not an endeavor we can refuse. It threatens. 
however, to mo\'c us further and further away from the vindication of 

the manifest world, raising the specter that our phenomenal experience 
may, under its light, seem an allegory or a hallucination. The more we 
penetrate the causal background to this experience, and represent it in 
the time-resistant language of mathematics, the further away we move 
from the experienced reality of time, difference, and action. 

Moreover, a striking feature of the world re\·caled to us by our causal 

inquiries besets all our attempts to fight our way back to the manifest 
world-the world of our li\·ing experience-and to harness the disco,·
eries of science to this project of recovery. This feature is the pu::.:le 
about counterfacmals l first presented when arguing for the thesis of 
no closed configuration of possible states of affairs, in the course of the 
earlier discussion of the reality of time. 

To understand a state of affairs, we must be able to imagine it trans
fanned under a range of conditions. These anticipated or real transfor
mations pose the problem of the constancy of the laws of nature. A 
change allowed by the laws of nature may change those laws. Indeed. 
if time is real, sooner or later the laws will change. The struggle for 

J 



1,>, 

wuntcrfactual insight-the attempt 111 St'l' wh.11 1h1!1):S m11:h1 IY"•:::r 
.1l1ing a periphery of possible next steps awund lww t hm)> .Hr ::, •-.\ -· 
presents us with what at first seems Ill be ., Cl111t111drum nt tl:r 11:,,!cr. 
,t.llldmg. \\'hen we imagine a different state 11f aff.ur,. 11 1, .1h\.1\, t:!l· 
clear whether the counterfacrnal s11u,11111n mrrdy dlu,tr.1tr, .111 .i!:n. 
nam·e consequence of the laws tn wh11st· expl.111.1t11r\' fl'ru· \\l' ,1rr·r.il 
11r whether it implies or forcshad11ws a chan��e 111 thl',c l.t\\, .\, tlw 
\\\Hid changes, the mies by which 11 ch,lllg1·s .1!�11 lh.1111:1· I hu,. \\h.1: 
at first appears to be only a riddle for the mtdkct turn, Put .. 1 .. ,•:dm,: 
111 the doctrine of the reality of 111ne. Ill he a ,nurct' 11! uphc.n.1! .md 
transfiguration in the world itself. 

Either the laws do not gowrn cverythmg uhe w.1y p.1rt11 ul.ir p:n r, 
of rl'ality ;ire configured or sequenced. nr the ,1·r1111111:ly .1rh:tr.iry u ·n· 
�tams of n;iturc), and some of wh;it they L11l 1n gmnn l.Hl I h.HH:1· thrm. 
nr they do go\'crn c\'erything. hut some of wh;ll h.1ppcn, undrr thor 
mlc can change them anyway. The prac11c.1l con"{·qurr1-e (lf 1!11, f.•:l: 
ts to diminish the force of the d1stinc11on betwern ,;1y111): th.II thr l.1·,\, 
do and do not go\·em c\'erything: cvcn 1f they do. they .nr 1w1 1mn:u:w 
Ill the temporal world. They arc less hke a �cm11tc ti11d tr.m,,rndrnt 
11\-cr n;iturc than they arc like the gnds nf thr (irrd:, .111d H, 1:n.111, 
entangled in the contests and \'ic1ss11udrs of 1h1, world 

If we cannot close the configuration space nf tlw P<""th!r ,utr, 1,f 
affairs ;ind bring them all under the regime of a dn-.cd ;md t1mrlrs, ,,·t 
of laws, we cannot be sure that we shall he ablr to light nur w.1y l'.ll k 

from our flight of causal inquiry to the recin-rry 1,f the phnwn:rn.1l 
world in its \'isionary immediacy. \\'c shall he unh.1ppy hn..rn,..- ,,m 
consciousness of the world will remain d1\·1drd hctwrrn till' p,'l·try 11! 
experience and the science of nature. Our ah1h1y to act �UL,r�,fully Ill 

the world will require us to hold on to both that t·x1xnrnu· .md till� 
science, but the truth about the world and about all the ,11u.llH'!l� m It 
will forc\'cr seem sundered between the two. lmtr;1d of the wlwk ,,f 
our understanding seeming more than the sum pf 1hr p.1m. ,-;1ch nf the 
pans may seem less than the half. its mcamng rcndcrrd uncrn.1111 hy 
ns uncenain relation to the other half. 

There is an aspect of our mental life 111 wl11ch we l'nJoy 5tJch .1 rn · 
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onciliation. However, its presence there instead of reassuring us ought 
rather to arouse and disturb us all the more. It should do so both by 
suggesting what we lack in the remainder of our conscious experience 
and by implying that the reconciliation is a mirage, never to be grasped. 
This part of our experience is dreaming. Dreams regularly join two 

features, the combination of which eludes us in our waking Jiycs: coun
tcrfactual insight and visionary immediacy. 

In a dream, some things arc different from how we met them in 
the waking world. HowcYcr, we dream as if we understood effortlessly 
the changed mlcs according to which the changed things happen in the 
changed world. If some of the phenomena of the dream world differ 
from the phenomena of the waking world, the laws by which they were 
produced and by which they persist must also differ. A premise of the 
dream work is that we already know how they differ; this knowledge 
is implicit in that work. 

In a dream, the manifest world can appear to us in its full glory, with 
a degree of presence and particularity carrying conviction. The coun
tcrfactual sleight of hand of the dream work gives us the particulars: 
we have in our grasp. with irresistible immediacy. a reality whose work
ings we also seem to understand. Having, or appearing to ha\·e, this 

combination when we dream, we lose it when we awake. Our under
standing remains divided against itself. and unhappy. We cannot dream 
without overcoming this di\·ision by renouncing our wakened powers. 

The Conflict between the Enabling Requirements of 
Self-Possession 

The second space in which we must undertake the work of making a 

world for ourseh-cs that can sustain meaning and value in the midst of 

tremendous and impassive nature is our relation to other people. Here 
too we find that the task seems to require us to move in divergent and 
contradictory directions. 

\Ve need one another. Our need is pervasive: it goes all the way from 
the material sustenance of individual life by means of the dh·ision of 
labor and the reproduction of the species through sex and child-rearing 

J 



tn the exchange of recognition and accept.HKl' I hl' pn,,,11.1!1!\ n1':,. 
dcwlops. and thri\'l'S only through the mult1pltc.1t1Pn 11f u•1111r, t:.•:1, t,, 

Pthcr people. 
[\'cry entanglement in such a set of for111.1t1\'l' h,11Hl,. h,n,nrr .. il·.,• 

po�es a threat. It is a threat of suh1ug.111on: th.I! thl' prtu· ,,t u•nnr-11,•:1 

m.1y be dependence and submission. It 1, abo .1 thrr.ll 1•l l,1s, ,•f "<·li
direction: that the cost of connection will he ltrn11: 1111t llur lt\r, u11drr

thl' guidance of collccti\'l' scripts telling us how. 111 Pllr .1ssu111rd 1,•!r,.

t,1 think. feel. speak. and act.

\\'c need others. and we need to hl' ap.ut fr,1111 thrm. tn .h hinr ,<·If. 

pos,ession while imagining and accept mg 11thrr pn1pk .111d b,:1111: 1m.1,:· 
med and accepted br them. \\'e mo\'c une.1stly h.1ck .md f,,nh. ht-t·,\rr11 

distance and closeness. and wonder whether we cm hPJ'l' fpr "'mrth:11.: 

better than the middle distance. 

\\'e face a conflict between the rn;1hl111g 111nd1t11•1is 1•f ,t·lf. 

construction. This conflict makes us ks" f rec and k,., grr.Jt It d1mm· 
1shcs and cnsla\'es us. It jcopardi::cs thl' effort 111 annul m nm npn1r1:, r 

of society the terrors of indifferent nature. To n111t.11n thh 1.,•1111:d. t! 
not to rid ourscl\'cS of it, would be to become grr.1trr .md frrrr 

There arc two incidents of our cxpcncrKl' th;Jt ;111,wrr. m,,rr 1 !r.irly 

than any others. to the idea of o\'crcmrnng tlm uinli1ll h.:t\•, rrn thr 

enabling conditions of self-assertion. They arc prr...,in.11 lw,r .md 

11111m·ation-fricndly cooperation. 

The personal lo\'c that achic\-cs this result ts ne1thrr o,,, 11,•r ,:_.:.:re 

It cannot be gi\'cn, as bcne\·olcncc. from the protection 11[ ,ur,:rwnty. 
by the higher or the more powerful to the weaker and mmr dq1,:11drnt 

It cannot e\·cn be a romantic projection of the 5df or ;in 1dc.1h:.111<•n ,,f 

the other person, to suit the self's own needs It dor� tlPI !IP.I! .1h,,•,r 

routine and repetition. as an ami-insllttttlotul mtnludi: 11f pure kd1111:. 
It seeks to st1r\'i\'e repetition and routine 111 cncoumrr. ;md tn tr.m,form 
them. 

The inno\'alion-fricndly cooperation th;i1 moves ww.ml th1, �n.1! 
moderates the tension between the 1mpcrarn·cs of cn11prr.1t1Pn ;md Ill· 

nm·ation. This moderation is a gateway to the pr;1ct1c.1l pro�rr,, nf 

humanity. Rccogni:ing that both coopcrauon and 1nn1watwn ;Hl' ncr · 
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cssary and that each jeopardizes the other, we seek to design the form 

of cooperation that is most hospitable to permanent innovation. To this 
end, we must not allow any established scheme of social division and 

hierarchy to predetermine the ways in which people can work together. 

The individual must achieve mastery of generic capabilities, and must 

command instruments and opportunities that do not depend for their 

possession on holding any particular job. The experimentalist impulse

at once piecemeal in its method and revolutionary in its ambitions
must be diffused through all society and culture. 

Understood in this manner, both personal love and innovation
friendly cooperation require that we learn to deal with one another and 

to sec ourselves as context-transcending originals rather than as spc
ciali:cd f unctionarics of a collective plan we obediently, even unwit

tingly. carry out. In our real experience, as it has developed in history. 
they arc at best exceptions, limiting cases, regulative ideals. They may 
show us what is most to be valued, but they are not-at least not yet
the stuff of ordinary experience. They are windows into a world we 
have only begun to make, and mirrors of a humanity we have barely 
expressed. 

To understand the direction in which they would point us, we must 
sec how the conflict between the enabling requirements of self-assertion 

relates to another fundamental complication in our experience, and one 

that has played a major part in the account of our situation developed 
in the earlier parts of this book. This other complication is our relation 
to the social and cultural orders we develop and inhabit. These orders 

make us who we arc; we cannot completely separate ourseh-cs from 
them. However. there is always more in us than there is in them: they 

nc,·cr exhaust us. No matter how entrenched they arc against challenge 
and revision. and how successful in reducing us to their agents. we do 

in the end always retain the power to defy and upset them. They are 

finite with respect to us. We arc infinite with respect to them. 

To be free. and to come more fully into possession of ourseh·es. we 
must be able to engage in them. even single-mindedly and wholeheart
edly. \Ve must also. however. retain-if possible through them but if 
necessary against them-our active powers of criticism and transcen
dence. 



In historical experience, things arc not .m.m1:rd 111 f.1-i!:t.1tr thi, 
.1d1icn:ment. Engagement may be surrl·mlcr. Dd1.mc1· 111.1v l'i.· 1,,•'..i:1,•:1 
To ha\T to choose between such surrcndi:r and ,ud1 1,,,l.111, 1 11 1, t,, h: 
d1111111ished and unfree. This choice 1s an11thcr c11111!1.t hrt\,rrn th· rn
.1hl111g requirements of self-posscss1011. 

The solution would be to form prac11n-s .111d r1111tmr, dm1m1,h1111: 
the distance between the ord111ary act1nt1es hy wl11d1 \\l' rq1r,•d\h c .1 
,110;11 world and the exceptional act1v1t1l'S hy whKh. l11tk Ii\' littk .ind 
,1cp by step, we change it. Then Wl' rnuld h1· 111,idr .md ,•ut,1dr <'\II 
worlds at the same time.\\'\.' would learn how !(1 rn1:.1_1:1· \\lth1•ut ,m, 
rendering. 

The two great problems of our l'Xprnrncc 111 ,11urty-thc rrl.tt:,•n ,,f 
the self to the other and the relation of self and 11! hum.11111y t, • 1, •111rx:
comc together. Our spill mg O\'Cr all h11111111g snn;1l .111d l ultur.il nrdrf'.
a spilling over that re\'eals the residue of 111fi111ty w11hm u,-11•11, l:r, 
and transforms our relations to one another. It is hrc1u,1· ,,f th1, rr,:dur 
th.11 wc may be able, in personal lo\'c or Ill m110\·,111<1n-lnrndlv wop
cration. to recogni:e one another and to gtH' nur,dn·, In ,,11r .11:,·!l:rr 
a'> role- and context-transcending ongmals. It 1s hrcn1,1: 11f 1!11, rr,:dur 
that our forms of self-bestowal and of na,1011 arc 11H.1p.1hk pf IY1t11: 
urcumscribed by any formula. 

:\ sign of the way in which the problem of tran'-{cndrmr-of 1•m 
rcbt10n to our contexts-transforms the problem of connn t1Pn-, 1f 
our relation to other people-is our 111sat1ah1hty. 1m Jud 1111: ll\lf m,.1. 
t1;ihle desire for recognition and accept;incl' We drnw1d frp:n ,,11Jrr 
people-from those we IO\·e as well as from those we do n11t-wh.11 no 
hum;in being can gi\·e to another: an unrnnd111011;1I a,\ur;1mc th.11 thrrr 
ts a place for each of us in the world. not Just as a dymg 11r�.11w,m !mt 
also as a context-transcending spirit. :-:othmg and no one arl· l'll<'U!-'.h 

Our insatiability is an expression of our 1m111cm11y. It 1, thrrdPTc 
Jbo related to our elusi\·eness-to ourS<:h·es as well a� to Pt her'> When 
I kraclitus said that the soul of another prr�on 1s a d;nk rnntmrnt 1h.1t 
can ne\·er be \·isited or explored. he failed to rewgm:e th;ll the 1m.1p· 
nauon. including the imagination of the expcncncc of 11thcr people. 
might ha\'e a history. bm he recognt:cd the con�qucncr'i (1f 11ur tm· 
mensity for our hiddenness. 
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This insatiability is not something that we can ever overcome without 
doing violence to our humanity. If we cast a spell on ourselves to quiet 
insatiable desire and offer to one another serene and distant benno
lcncc rather than dangerous love, as the ancient and universal teaching 
of hierarchical order in self and society recommended, we dull insati
ability only by dimming life. We poison our relations to one another 
by denying to one another the acknowledgment of the infinity within 
We cannot stop being insatiable-demanding the unconditional from 
the conditioned-without ceasing to be human. 

Ne\'erthcless, the relation between the problems of connection and 
transcendence is a historical discovery and a political achievement, not 
just a timeless fact about human nature. Every religious invention af
finning the transcendence of spirit, every social conflict shaking up the 
entrenched divisions and hierarchies of society, eve11· political prophecy 
of cooperation without coercion and subjugation; and evcry strength
ening of our power to imagine the hidden experience of other people 
contributes to its advance. Just as the second side of the mind-its 
powers of nonformulaic initiative, recursive infinity, and negative ca
pability-may come, in greater or lesser measure, to the forefront of 
our mental experience according to the way society and culture arc 
org:mi:cd, so the world of society and belief may be arranged to exhibit 
and arouse, or to conceal and suppress, our insatiability. 

So c\"erything about us may be reinvented, not through a sudden 
and general regeneration but through a continual stretching at the 
limits: the way we arc bored and addicted, or vain and proud. \Ve may 
fom1 the idea of being bored by fonning the idea of being insatiable. 
We may find the character of our \·anity-our dependence on other 
people's opinions of us-or of our pride-our pretense of indifference 
to such opinions-transformed by the demand increasingly to be rec
ogni:ed not for something in particular-the performance of an hon
orable calling or a customary role-but for something general-the 
pathos of a self that awakens to its own infinity by struggle against its 
context. Like e\·erything else, the relation between the problems of con
nection and transcendence is played out in time. Like cvct-ything 
human, it is played out in history. 

Now, howc\·cr, we com� to the threshold of another aspect of the 



�·lf-d1\'ision that causes our unhapplllc.;s \\'c .ire 1wt wt .. ll lr.i,t 11,•1 

yet fully, these beings who an: able to e11g.1gc w1thl1t1t ,urrrndrrm.: .1::d 

to g1\'c ourseh'l's to one another Ill pcrslm.tl IPn·. or 111 \\,•tk \\ i:i1 ,,::r 

.mother in inlll1\'ation-fricndly co,1perat1on .. 1, thl· r.1dh.il l•t1.·,1:1.i!, \1,· 

111.1y all wish to be. \\'c arc not yet thc.;e pcoplt· \\'c 11111,1 rrn1.1kc ,,,, :rt\ 

and culture so that we can henm1c sud1 pt·,,pk mt1rr u•t11p!r1rl\ ,,, 
that we may reali:e. in a larger pnrtHll1 of our expcrtrn,c tltl· f,,:m, ,•i 

experience exceptionally cmh<1d1cd Ill the ltm11111�: c.1,c, pf r,{·r,,•:1.11 l, •\ r 

and inno\'ation-fricndly cooperation. In tlm w.1y. wr l,m 111.1kc .1 .. , ... rld 

-..1fe for humanity and lift ourscl\'es up \\'c cm 111.1kr l•tn'-(·hr, 111,•rr 

godlike. 

The commitment to this d1rect1011, and tlw cPllll'pt11111 ,,( .1 hum.111 

brmg animating this commitrnem. lm: 111 thc grc.11 prnJnt, ,,/ dcrn, ... 

r.1cy and empowerment that for some 11mc 11l1w h.1w cn1, ,yrd utHI\ .il1rd

authority throughout the world. ?\L'\Trthckss. the drtrrmm.111,•11 1,, rr·

slupe society in their name remains far from he111g unu,ntr,,·.rr,:.il I ln

the contrary. it is resisted at c\'ery tum. En·n amt1n,: 1t, .1dhrrcnh. its

implications for the rcorgani:at1on of soc1;1l hfc .ire ,nntrnt1,,u, 11:t·

result mg disagreements form the stuff of the 1dcnln . .:1c1I (,11ifltl 1, ,•! tb·

l.,q few centuries. Those conflicts will not wme to an rnd. th!'\ \•,ill

sunply change in content and express them�·lws m unf.1md1.1r f.,;:n,

To progress in rcsoh·ing the problems of the sdf ;md tlH· Ptl:rr .1, 

wdl as of the self and the context. we must rnn11,1rm1 nur ·.•.,•rld

thc sncial world. This reconstruction, howen· r. will hn,l!lH' .1 ti.:l,t. !l:r 

path of ad\'ance will always he contestable and c1,111e,tnl I hl' hd11 m.1Y 

be peaceful or it may he \'iolcnt. hen Its pe;Kdul f11rm, \\ 1!1 b,: !11!! ,•I 

hun and danger. Consequently. II will arou"C kar \\'r 111.1:,- lwr'(· tn 

d1m111ish its perils by organi:ing. through dcnwn.1cy ;md l'Xprnmrn· 

t;ihsm. a fom1 of social life open to org;m1:ed �·lf-rrn,11111 lln·.•.r'.n. 

we sh;ill still he opposed to one another. e\'el1 111 nur quarrel, n·.-n tl:r 

way collective sclf-transfom1ation should l'l{.' arran�rd a, wdl ;1, 11wr 
the ends to which it should be addrcs,.cd and the \',1h1c, f11r thr ,�1h-
0f which it should he suspended or conta111nl The nll,rr we s\l(,rcd 

ll1 diminishing the dependence of change on cns1,. thl· nwrl· drrp· 

cuttmg our antagonisms may become. 
It is a path we cannot rightly forswear. If we hold b.i..:k from thh 
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contest, not only about ideas but also with other people, we shall fail 
to soften the twin tensions between the enabling conditions of sclf
affirmation-thc tensions about our relation to other indi\'iduals and 

about our relation to the collective context of arrangements and beliefs. 
A sign of this failure is that our loyalties and attachments will be tainted 
by submission, concealing and weakening the powers of defiance and 
sclf-rcirwcntion that arc intrinsic to our first nature and that should 
become central to our second nature. At the extreme limit, society and 
culture will be organized to mix subjugation, exchange, and allegiance 

in the same relation; the sentimentalizing of unequal exchange will be
come the characteristic formula of social life. 

The ultimate source of di\'ision and unhappiness in this realm of our 

experience is not that the enabling conditions of our self-possession 
conflict in the ways I ha\'c described. \Ve can address this conflict and 
diminish it O\'Cr time. Success in diminishing it e\'en supplies a criterion 
of progress. The source of division and unhappiness lies in the price 
we must pay for this solution. The price is the need to fight with other 
people o\'Cr the way forward. To struggle with these problems is to 

stnrggle with one another, when part of what we wanted, and needed. 
fwm the outset was reconciliation. How can we reshape without 
lighting or light without hurting? 

Self and Character 

The third domain in which we face the task of building a human world 

adequate to dying organisms that arc also embodied spirit is our relation 
to the rigidific<l fonn of the self in a settled character and in its routines 

of behavior and perception. We must accept repetition, and we must 
also make endless war against it. 

We must accept repetition, and its codification in a character. because 
repetition and its codification represent the principles of economy and 
of intcgr;.nion that arc indispensable to the development of a self. To 
refuse repetition ,md its expression in a settled version of the self is not 
to accept oneself. It is to set the stage for an insoluble contradiction 
between spiritual ambition and c\·cryday life. In the manner of roman-



ticism and of the via ncgativa, the spirit will forcn�r lhll ;1hn\·l· till' 
prosaic world, in which repetition must abound fM rnwdty to hl· p1•,
s1blc. 

\Ve would then live our lives under the shadow of a 1111,1.1kc \\"l' 

would wrongly suppose that we can he fully aliw only m mtcrludr, 
when we briefly manage to lift the <lead hand of inst11ut1111h .111d pr.1c
ticcs. of routines and compulsions, knowing that the h.md will '-1'•'11 
fall again. \Ve would fail to rccogni::c that we arc not lt1111trd tll rrpl.1(11a: 
some institutions and practices by others; we can dt·,·1se m,wur1()11, 
and practices that, by diminishing the distance hctwccn the mdm.iry 
moves by which we reproduce them and the ext raordm.1ry 111\IYt'' hy 
which we change them, make us greater, freer. and mnrr fully hum.111 

\lore generally, we can change the place of rcpct1111111 111 mdmdu.11.md 

social life, and tum it, at great cost and hy slow. p.unful slr(h. 11111, ;1 
condition of invention and transcendence. 

In reducing ourselves to a routine version of our �rlws. wt· n-.,,l. to 
be fully human. We make ourselves lit1k. and we hcg111 to d1t· Wt· dcrw 
the attribute of transcendence over every finite dctcrm111.1111•11 th.11 1, 
the condition of embodied spirit. As a result, Wt' lo� our grtp 1111 the 
means with which properly to grasp. much less to soh·r. thr pr,,hkm, 
presented by our relation to others and to our coll!cxts To l1nd ,, •mc· 
thing better than the middle distance in our rcbt1nn to other,. wr mu'1 
be able to experiment with ourselves. To seek ch;mgc 111 c1ur rrb11nn w 
the collectiw settings of arrangement and bchd. we nmst ht· ahk to 
seek change in our relation to our own characters and hah1h Wt· c;mrwt 
mm·e our world if we remain oursel\'Cs tmmon:d 

Herc then is yet a third source of d1nswn and unh;1pp1m·,,; 111 our 
experience, and another obstacle IO our self-po5<e5510ll To ,1y th;1t we 
must both embrace our characters and habits and be abk. from out�llk 
or beyond them, to destabili::c and transfonn them. rs not a '<'lutwn 
It is only the name of a solution. It would he ntal to form a ccrt;11n 1dc.1 
of the self as contextual and yet transcendent owr context lhmcwr. 
it would also be necessary to lt\'C in a ccnam w;1y. dcl1bcratcly pbcm� 
one.self in circumstances that would wc.1kcn the pwtcc11011'i nf h;1lm 
and destabili::c the stratagems of character. w1th a lwpdul and p.111rnt 
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availability to what might come and a consciousness that what could 

come might be disappointment and heartbreak. 

This work of self-reinvention could be supported by an organization 

of society that gave everyone equipment and protection, loosening the 

constraints of dependence and incapacity and attenuating the distrac

tions of fear. It could be inspired by a culture that established at its 
center an ideal of heightened rnlnerability accepted for the sake of self

transformation and self-transcendence. However, we cannot wait for 

this work to be accomplished in the long time of history because we 
live only once, right now. 

Historical and Biographical Time 

These three causes of di\'ision and unhappiness in our experience allow 

and require a response. The response is to reorganize society and culture 

in a particular direction. The result, however, is not a solution, at least 

not a satisfactory solution, for the indh·idual who must li\'C his life 

within the bric£ span of the years allotted to him; it is at best a solution 

for the species in the long run of history. 

That the existential problem allows of a political solution-to the 
extent that it can be solved at all-is clearest with respect to the second 

of the three domains discussed in this chapter. How could we begin to 

overcome the conllict between the enabling requirements of sclf
affirmation: to be connected to others, and yet not to pay, for this 

connection, the price of subjugation and depersonalization; to be able 
to engage in a particular society and culmre and yet not to surrender 

to it our powers of resistance and transcendence? And how could we 
struggle with other people, as we must, m·er the forms that such change 

should take without forfeiting our chances for reconciliation with them? 
Only by ckmging the b;ickground conditions of social life. 

There seem at first to be no answers that an individual could gi\'C, 

within the sp;in of his own life, to these questions, only political an

swers, to the extent that there arc answers at all. These political answers 

demand the cumulative re\·ision of the tenns of our life together. In the 



next part of this book I discuss the attributes and requ1remrn1� 11f ,ud1 
a generalized, ongoing practice of social re\'ision. 

As society comes to be reformed and re-imaginl·d 111 thl· d1rcl!ll'll 
marked by this practice of sclf-disco\'cry and sclf-re\N(lfl, Wl' g.1111 .1 
belier chance of engaging without surrendering and l1f ninncl'! Ill,!.!" 1th 
other people without renouncing the affirmation of the �df :\s .1 rl·,ult. 
we also ha,·e less need to fight-to fight with others-to hccnmc 111ir· 
Scl\'eS. 

That we can address the other causes of di\'isi()n .rnd unh.1pp11ll·ss m 
our experience by reshaping society and culture m.1y x'l'lll k,, dr.ir 
Yet we can. 

For the individual to have a better chance ()f form111g ;1 '-Cl 11f r(lut111r, 
of behavior and of perception that he can newrthck,, sh.1h· up. he 
must li\'e in a society that makes him both '-Ccurc and c.1p.1hlr. th.it 
expands his opportunities to experiment with tlw pns ... 1hil11a·, pf hk 
and that prevents him from playing the pan of the 111Puthp1c,r t(I .1 

script he never wrote and barely understands. I k muq lin· m ;1 l uh1m· 
whose practices and discourses tum ;igamst tht·mx·IH·,. ;111d ,h11rtc11 
the distance between the reproduction of the ex1qcnt and 11, rcnr>:.111· 
i:ation. 

For the mind to maintain its grasp on the mamfr..,t w11rld wh1k 
freeing itself from the union of habiwal pcrccptwns w11h f.11111h.ir l,ll· 

cgorics, the indi,·idual must live in a culture that progrc-.,1\·dy d1,,,,h-r, 
rigid contrasts between science and art as pan of a more gcncr.11 dfnrt 
to make relative the distinctions among mctlwd'> of mqu1ry. ;md 1h.11 
uses its science and its art to deepen and refine. rather tlm1 In �upprr,, 
and sub,·en, our experience of the rcalny of 11111e and chff crcn(c I le 
must li\'e in a society committed to arnu5e and 10 equip Ill the whok 
of the people. rather than only in an cine of \·1s111n;mcs. the 1i.1wcr'> 11! 
imagination. 

Solutions to the problems of our d1\·1swn and unh;1ppmr,s th.11 re
quire the long-term reshaping of soc1e1r and culture JH'. hn·,h·wr. 111 ;1 
sense not solutions at all. They take place Ill h1s1omal time \\'e Im: m 
biographical time and arc dead before they become n111rc real 
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The contrast between historical and biographical time-between 
what the species and what the individual can achieve-threatens to 

reestablish within the human world the disproportion between indif

ferent nature and fragile humanity. What good does it docs it do us to 

dc,-clop a world. our own world, capable of sustaining its own meanings 
oYCr the void, if we can do so only on a time scale that is not the scale 

of a human life? If we try to make ourselves into the sacrificial instm
mcnts of a collective project of transformation, we risk becoming not 
only enemies to oursel\"Cs but also dangers to humanity. The real, em
bodied self, with its recalcitrant interests and its limitations of vision, 
will fight back, manipulating to its own advantage the pretense of sac
rificial magnanimity. 

The answer, to the extent that there is an answer, lies in a translation 

that is also a prophecy. The individual must translate the collective hope 
inw a way of living right now. For example, he must \cam to imagine 

and to treat others as the context-transcending beings and the radical 
originals they can become. In the midst of his fighting, he must allow 
himself to be entranced by some of these others. He must rebel against 
the strictures of science and art, demanding and foreshadowing in the 
imagination what they arc not yet able to deliver: the reconciliation of 
visionary immediacy with causal probing. He must treat repetition as 
an incitement lO do what is not yet repeatable. In all these ways he 

must live for the future-both the long future of humanity and his own 
short future-as a certain way of living in the present as a being not 
fully determined by the present circumstances of his existence. 

The Prophecies of An 

\\'e han� a sign that this direction for the change of indi,·idual and 
collecti\·e existence is no mere speculative fantasy; that it h;is a basis in 
the s.1me realities of existence that arc also the sources of our sclf
clh·ision and unhappiness. This sign is the place of an in our li\·es. 

Art is a promi5e of happiness. According to its content and to the 
level of its hope. it is a promise of two different types of happiness: the 
happiness l)f wholeness and the happiness of resolmion. A tr.1gic work 



of art docs not show us a way to O\'ercome our sclf-din.;1nn. hut 1t d,,t·, 
show us how, by largeness of \'ision and of act inn. we cm h,,td ,111 t11 
both sides of each of the di\'isions besetting our cxpenl'tKe \\"e ,.Ill 
resist becoming half of a human being; we can rcma111 wlwk :\ n 11111, 

work of art promises us more than wholeness: the o\'er(11mmg ,,r th,· 
di\'isions, their reconciliation in a transformed life. If the .1hem.1t1\l' t" 

the perennial philosophy for which I argue in tlus ho,,k 1-, 1u,t1fird. 
rnmedy is indeed deeper or truer than tragedy. 

Forget, howc\'er, about the content of particuL1r worb ,,f .1rt .111d 
look only to their fonn, and to the pr;1ctice of makmg arr ;md c11.1:.1i:m1: 
with it, in any form. You will sec then that an by tts \'l'r}' 11.1turc .md 

regardless of the tragic character of its content. emh,,d1r, the l.1n:n 
hope-the hope of resolution-and turns this ho1w 11110 .1 !,1m1 ,,f 
\'tsion. It is hopeful C\Tn when it seems to be desp.11nng Lt, h type,,! 
art, according to its medium, is hopcf ul in a different w.1y 

Music is a prophecy of our power to accept (ll!r�ch'r, by .1,rrptm1� 
repetition while making ourscl\'Cs free and great by ddym�� rrpl't1t11111. 
it is an incantation, an exulting. an arousal produn·d rnttrdy ,,ut ,,( .1 
dialectic between the repeated and the di\'crgcnt m �ound Rqx·tt111•11 
ceases in music to be a prison-house: it hccorm:s. as ti �hnuld ht' tn ,·ur 
experience, the condition of the new. \\'h:11 seems ;1 rl'nwrr np!,,r.1!1, 111 
of consonance and dissonance cxprcssl's a hope tlut 1.., crntr.11 t,, ,,1ir 

humanity. 

The \'isual ans arc a prophecy of our power to rt:cnrKtk thr 1111.1 . .:1· 
nation of the manifest world of distinction and d1angc with thr d1,. 
cm·cry of hidden structure; their uni\'crs:tl thcmr 1-. ihc depth 11 ! the 
surface. To cling to the surface of thlll)!,S or of their pcrn:1\'l'd qu;1lt11r� 
and yet to sec into this surface, rcprcscntmg wlut ,� .1h,cnt .md 1111.1.g
ining it transformed, is what we hope for m the \'l"tt,11 arl'-

Thc spoken and written ans arc a prophecy <'f thr p,1wrr ,,f r;1d1 ,,f 
us to connect with other people wtthout renouncmg Im dtqlfl(t ,·x
pcricncc and unique \'Oicc. E\·cn when iher arc 1r.1g1, 111 ,,inrcn!. 
seeming to despair of rcsolurion. rhcr supply ;1 kind tlf rc•,,lut1<'n Ill 
their m:tking. The connection of the ;iuthor Pr the sp<:;1krr to the rr.Hkt, 
or the listeners affim1s the hope that their commu111c;1ttnn c;m l'1.',,1mr 
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more than an exchange of self-projections and reciprocal misunder

standings; he and they can escape imprisonment in their 0\\11 con

sciousness. 

No conception of human life can ring true that fails to make sense 
of these prophecies. No project for the transformation of human life 
should command authority that fails to suggest how we can begin to 
act on them. 



9 

Society 

The Perpetual Invention cf the Ft1tt1rc 

\Ve arc not yet fully the beings who not only transn:nd thnr (ontrxts 
hut also make contexts that rccogni::c and nourish tlw, (,,ntot· 
surpassing capability. \Ve must make oursclws 111to such hl'lll!> ·1,, d11 
so is the work of democracy. �lore generally. It ts the ta,k 1,f a dtrn th 1ll 
of rcfonn, in society and in thought. hr wh1rh wc �1111r1rn thl· .1:.1p 

between our context-preserving and our context ·tr.111,f nrrrnni: ,Jl ll\"Jt1r, 
Once we ha\'c gone far enough in this direction we pn,dutl· the pa· 
mancm in\'cntion of the future-of altcmati\·c futures T11 ,i:rn· ;h tlw 
operational ideology of such an enterprise ts the cl11cf pr.1l ttr.d a·,jh'll· 
stbility of an unshackled pragmatism. 

To be fertile and realistic, this reform acunty mu"1 connelt wtth ;m 
actual development: one that embodies the prnJcct th.ll lll<'st re,l·mh!r, 
and foreshadows the idea of such a direction of cha11gc-cl1.111i:r m thr 
\'cry character of our relation to the orgarn=cd �<.·trtnp of nut !:fr ;md 
thinking. There is such a project. Its imtt!utwnal and wnrq11t1;t! n;. 
prcssions remain steeped in the accidents of lm111ry-the h1,tnry nf 
institutions and the history of ideas. It ts nch tn amh1gu11y ;md 1rnk· 
tcnninacy. \Ve can steer it in directions that arc ctther mnrc 111d11,1\·l· 

and experimental or more rcstricti\'C and dogm:ittc Its outwme 1, thl.'.' 
outcome we shall manage to gt\·c 11. hur our f lllun.· ,.,, no longrr �p.ir.1hk 
from its.

Call this project cxpcrimcntahsr coopcr:ttton. It 1s rllotcd tc><by pn· 
manly in businesses and in schools-the hcst busmcs,�s ;md 1hc !l1:"1 
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schools. I lowc\'cr, its reach extends outward to the organization of pol
itics and of culture. 

Experimentalist cooperation is an innovation-friendly way of carrying 
out practical tasks charo.ctcrizcd by the following features among others. 

A first trait is softening of the contrast between supervisory and im

plementing roles. Tasks arc redefined as they are executed, in the light 
of newly disco\'crcd opportunities and constraints. 

A second attribute, closely linked to the first, is rclath·c fluidity in 

the definition of the implementing roles themselves. There is no rigid 
technical definition of labor. 

A third mark is ability to move the focus of new effort, as far as 
practical constraints may allow, to the frontier of operations that arc 
not readily repeatable because we have not yet learned how to bring 

them under a formula. Whatc\'cr conceptual or practical moves we can 
formulaically repeat we can also in principle embody in a machine. \\'c 
quicken mo\'cmcnt between the repeatable and the not yet repeatable. 
using the mechanical embodiment of the former to save time and energy 
for the latter. 

These first three characteristics make it possible for the practical deal
ings among the parties to experimentalist cooperation to embody the 
relations among the componcm parts of practical reason itself. The ex
perimental decomposition and recombination of tasks translates into 
the organi:ation of work all the variations of analysis and synthesis. 
Expcrimemalist conperation amounts to a species of the effort to tum 
society illlo a mirror of the imagination. 

The next two aspects of this practice suggest the character of the 
social dispositions most important to its workings. 

A fourth property is willingness to combine and to superimpose, in 

the same dom;:iins. cooperation and competition. Under a regime of 
coopcrati,·c competition, for example, people compete in some respects 
while pooling rcst1urces, ideas, or efforts in others. As a result they 
moderate. even if they cannot overcome, the tension between econo
mics of scale and flexibility of initiati,·e. 

A fifth sign is a predisposition for groups cng;:iged in experimentalist 
COt)per.nion to reinterpret their group interests and identities as they go 
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along-and to expect to reinterpret them-rather than 10 1.1k thrm .1, 
gi\·cn. 

Herc is an approach to working together that the Sn111luan p111 f.t(!l•ry 

or f-ordist mass production cannot adequately represent. Fn1m tlw \·,111-
tage point of the vision of producti\'e opportunity 111for111mg tlw, .,p
proach, Smith's pin factory and ford's assembly l111e rqm·,ent h11111rd 

and limiting variations, justified only under certa111 cnnd11111ib .md 111-
creasingly unsuited to the conditions of innlwatinn-<1nl'lltnl rn1iw:n1r, 
and of the societies and cultures in which they exist. 

The most familiar home grounds of this set llf practices tPd.,y ,Hl' thr 
ad\'anced, knowledge-intensi\'e firms and schlhlls. It 1s frp111 thrm th.It 
we increasingly expect no\'elty and wealth. The wllrldw1dr nr1w1>tk 
they have begun to form promises to become the wmm.mdmg f Ptlr 111 

the global economy. Yet such \'anguards remam weakly lmknl 10 thr 
rest of the economy and society: e\'cn in the richest u1untrtl'\, the \·,1st 

majority of people remain excluded from them and h.Wl' n,, pr1"t'n t 
of joining them. The vanguards depend flir their ngor 1>11 �pni.,l (Pll· 

ditions-for example, traditions of independent craft lahPr PT of !111:h 
educational endowment, community organi:atwn. and ).!PPd goHm· 
rnent-that arc missing in most of the world. 

The two great devices a\·ailablc to redress the unequ.1! ;111d o;, lu
sionary consequences of the di\'isions between the� ,-;111p1.mb ;111d till' 
economic and social rearguards surrnundmg 1hcm-com11t:n,.1tPf:' Tl'· 

distribution through tax and transfer and pPh11c1l supp11rt fM �n1.1ll. 
familr-based property and business-arc not enough. 'J hey ;11temute ., 
di\'ision they arc unable to remake or to rcpbce Their wPTk h 111 hu
mani:c the supposedly inc,·itablc. They lea,·c �xicty d1ndrd ·1 IH· v;1st 
masses of ordinary men and women arc denied the .1rr;mgrn1cnb ;md 
the endowments that would dc\·clop and rap 1hc1r cncrg1r'> 

\Vhac is required to o\·crcornc chis dms1on r.11hcr tlun Jtlst 10 l'<'llll· 
teract, wcaklr and sclccti\·cly, some of us con'<qucm:cs' We need to 
recognize chat chis ad\·anced expcnmentaltsm rs simply rhc m<>,r rl·,cnt 
and the most extreme ,·erston of a bro.1der r.mgc of u1<1pcr.1t1\·c ;md 
experimental capabilities. It is on their posscssi(ln :ind prop.1g.111,in tlut 
the practical success of nations has mcrcasrngly n1me to depend. 
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Some countries seem to succeed at both market-oriented and dirigislc 

arrangements. They demonstrate an ability to move among such ar

rangements as circumstance requires or suggests, as if the institutional 

mockls they adopt, discard, and combine were so many masks to be 

worn according to occasion. Other countries have made a mess of both 

dirigistc and market-oriented approaches. They have not managed to 

remedy their failures in one of these directions by moving in the other 

one. 

The familiar institutional and ideological disputes of the last two 

hundred years, with their single-minded focus on state and market as 
opposing mainstays of economic organization and economic growth, 

fail to capture something important about the requirements for making 

a practical success out of social life. What they fail to capture goes to 

the argument about the conditions and the advantages of the pcm1ancnt 
invention of the future. 

Some rq�imes of cooperation arc more hospitable to inno\·ation

technological, organi:ational, social, and cultural-than arc others. 

They nwderate the tension that inevitably exists between the impcra
ti\'es of cooperation and inno\'ation that arc central and pcrvasi\'c to all 

pr.Ktical acti\'ities, including the production and exchange of goods and 

services. The experimentalist cooperation described earlier is only a step 

in a direction and a subset of a larger, open set of practices diminishing 
the interference between the mutually dependent imperati\·cs of co

l)peration and innlH"ation. 

Certain ways of organi::ing society and education farnr mo\·cmcnt in 

this direction while other ways discourage it. Helping to reconcile the 

imperati\'es of cooperation and inno\'ation, they also enable societies to 

shift according to circumstance among different institutional and policy 

orientations. with similar success. No society is condemned to remain 

at its present lc\'cl of comparati\'e disad\'antagc in the possession and 

diffusitin l1f the capabilities that such practices make possible. hcry 
society can go about reorgani:ing itself to master them more fully and 
to reap their benefits. 

Consider the following three conditions. each of them rich in insti
tutional content and consequence, that help societies achie\·e such a 
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mastery, propagating throughout our social expcrienct· a p11wcr 11f rr
,·ision and transcendence. They arc at once demands and .1ttnhu1c, ,,f 
a generalized democratic experimentalism. They arc tllit simply th,·,,,. 
cial basis for the strengthening and spread of inrll1\·,1tu1n-f nrndh· ((I· 

operation; they arc also the fa\'orcd instruments of ;1 p11\l!rr.1l rt·,p,111,,· 
to the problem, discussed in the pre\'ious chapter llf tl11s h,111k. ,,f 1hr 
conflict between the enabling requirements llf sdf-;1flirm.ll1tlll It l', 
thanks to them that we can hope to develop forms \lf '-<'ll.il life th.11 
better allow us to connect with others without rcnntmc111g , ,m,�·h r, 
and to participate in a society and in a culture wnhout -.urrc11drn111; tn 
them. 

A first condition is the a\'oidance of extreme inequalit1r, ,1! 11pp,,r-

1unity, respect, and recognition, as well as of rekntk,s m,1qrn(t' ,111 
equality of resources or results. It is less important th.It thr md1ndu.1l 
be able to improve his lot (or to sec his chtldrcn 1mpr,1\T thrn,\ th.111 
ll is that the stmcturc of social di,·isinn and h1craflhy rwt 11�:htly prr· 
determine how people can work wgcthcr. \\'hat 111.1urr, J'; th.11 1hr 
social and cultural script guiding the approach to cnt1pcr.111n11 b,· npr11· 
ended. Room for maneu\'er in the business of work mg tt1grrhcr r, \� h.11 
counts most. 

This goal will require limiting the hcrednary 1r.111,1111-s1on nf cw· 
nomic and educational advantage through thr farmly \lnrcowr. ll \•.ill 
be incompatible with an entrenched and extreme mrnt11u,1,y. ,11w th.11 
pri,·ileges a single hierarchy of talents and umcrntrate, ;Hh·.mt.11'.r" , 111 
those who rise in this hierarchy. 

Equality of opponunity will be too li11lc: 11 nuy he wmp.111hk. f,,r 
example. with a meritocracy that prevents brn;1d-b.1,nl dro,1,1n� 111 th\' 
decisions of social and economic life and 1ha1 ptires 5Nlrly undrr 1hr 
mle of a meritocratic elite. Equality of c1rcurnstancc. n·rn when rnha rd 
to a principle of tolerance for the 111equal111es 1ha1 benefit rhe wmsr P!I. 
will be too much: it will gi\'e undcscrwd pnonty tn an ;11m tlut 1, 111 
fact accessory. The point is to make otmeke ... md1ndu;•lly ;md ,nl
lcctivcly, bi!!,ger and freer, banishing extreme and entrenched mrqu.1!
ities because they get in the way of the 111111a11w-. by which we r;11,c 
oursch-cs up. 
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No accumulation of entrenched inequalities-whether of opportu

nities and resources or of respect and recognition-must be allowed to 

subsist that has as its consequence to deny any group or class the oc

casions and the means for action and engagement (the principle of 

agency). Moreo\'er, no diminished individual capacity for action and 
agency must be left without a compensating effort by society to minister 

to weakness and to the weak, not just by transfers of money but also 

by personal care. People must be made responsible for caring for one 

another (the principle of solidarity). We must lift the grid of social 

di\'ision and hierarchy weighing on our relations to one another. 

A second condition is to enhance the capabilities of ordinary men 

and women, both by safeguarding them against governmental or social 

oppression and by gi\'ing them educational and economic equipment. 

The grant of such equipment must not depend on holding particular 

jobs or performing particular roles. It may include, for example, a claim 
on lifelong education, in both generic practical and conceptual capa

bilities and speciali:cd skills, as well as on a minimum stock of basic 
resources or a social inheritance. 

An education that prepares the individual both to act and to resist 

and that supports the progress of innovation-friendly cooperation has 

distincti\'e features. It is anal)'tical and problematic rather than merely 

infomiati\'c, sekcti\'e rather than encyclopedic, cooperative rather than 
individualist or authoritarian, and dialectical (that is, proceeding by 

contrast of views) rather than canonical. The school must speak for the 

future rather than for the community or the go\'cmment. It must rcc
ogni:e in the child the tongue-tied prophet, rescuing him from his 
family, his class, and his time. 

Any set of arrangements for capability-protecting guarantees and for 

capability-enhancing resources will need to be exempted from the 

agenda of short-tem1 politics: for example, by being constitutionally 

entrenched. Howc\'er, some forms of exemption will be much more 

rigidifring of society than others: we must prefer those that rigidify it 
the least, lca\·ing the most openness to experiment and invention. 

A third condition is to extend in social life the susceptibility of all 
arrangements and practices to experimental transfom1ation (the prin-
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ciplc of revision). One social and cultural order may d1fkr frllm .uwtha 

in the degree to which it bars itself against challenge and ch.mgl·. kn.1:1h
cning the distance between the ordinary moves we n1.1kc w11h111 .m 
institutional and ideological framework we take for gr.llltl·d .111d the 

extraordinary moves by which we challenge and change ptl'tl'" \lf till· 
framework. The more such an order becomes entrenched. thl· nwrc tt 

disguises itself as a natural object rather than our own art1f.1Lt: the nwrt· 
it becomes a false fate. The practical consequence 1s to 111.1x11111:c tht· 

degree to which change depends on crisis. cnslanng th 111 uur 11\\ 11 

collective creation. 

It is in our interest to move in the opposite dirert1on. adopt mg pr.1, · 
ticcs and institutions that shorten the distance betwrrn <'l!r c,1ntrxt
prcscrving and our context-transforming mon·s. d1m1111�h111.1: 1hr 1k

pcndcncc of transformation upon trauma and drn.1tur.il1:111g 1hr 

structures of society and culture. This interest applies w11h ,pru.11 f,1r.r 
and precedence to our political arrangements: they �ct thr term� nn 

which we revise all other arrangements and revbe their 1nm, 11! rrn
sion. 

The revisionist practice should also include m1wv;111mh 111 tht· lq'..11-
institutional organization of hoth the market ecmwmy and frn· on! 

society. Different regimes of private and soda! property should ci'l.·x1st 

experimentally within the same regional, nat1onal. or gloh.1l rc,•1wmy 
Economic agents should be as free as possible to move anwn� till' re
gimes according to the nature of their enterpn5C. 

A sign of success in the fulfillment of these three c:ond111<m, .. md 
most c.lirectly of the third. is that we shall have d1m11mhnl 1hc dqx-n
c.lencc of change on crisis anc.l brought society and life 1t-clf t11 .1 hq:J1cr 
level of awareness and intensity without the prnvoca11nn of c1t;1'-1 rophc 

These are not simplr the conditions farnrahlc 10 the d1,111H. 11w c;1-
pabilitics I ha\'e labeled experimentalist or 11mo\';1t1on-fncndl:, w,,p
cration. Nor shoulc.l we value them merely bccau� they prornnre m.1-
terial progress, helping lift the hurdcns of po\'eny. mhrmlty .. md 
c.lrudgcry that continue to weigh on mankmd. :\t one ln·d. they fMm 
part of the basis for our ac.lvance in g1nng a p,1h11cal and colledt\"C 

response 10 the fundamental conlhcl bc1wccn the cnahlm� rcqmrc-
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ments of self-affirmation. At another level, they support the public cul
ture of an inquisiti\'e democracy, within which the concerns and am

bitions of an unchained pragmatism have the best chance of flourishing. 
They lift plain humanity up, increasing our power to find light in the 

shadowy world of the commonplace and to discover constructi\·e genius 
in the abilities of ordinary men and women. 

However, they will not do so automatically and necessarily. They will 
do so only if these arrangements and conditions arc combined with the 
de\'clopmcnt of the institutions, the practices, and the spirit of a high
energy democratic politics. Such a politics will be organized to fa\'or 

the rapid resolution of impasse, the sustained engagement of the citi
zenry, the expanded testing, in particular places and sectors, of alter

nati\'es to the dominant solutions in national life, the generalization of 
a form of social inheritance guaranteeing access to capacity-enhancing 
endowments and immunities, and the targeted breakup of whate\'Cr 
instances of entrenched disadvantage and exclusion people are unable 
to escape by the forms of economic and political initiati,·e that arc 
a,·ailahlc to them. 

The deepening of democracy must now take place on a global scale. 
In a world of democracies, the ,·alue of difference among nations and 
of national SO\'Crcignty is to de\'elop the powers and potential of hu
manity in different directions. Not only is there no natural form for 
human life: there is also no dcfiniti\'e institutional and cultural formula 
for a democracy, a market economy. or a free ci\'il society. The nation
states and regional communities of the world must thus become in

stn1111cnts of moral specialization within humanity. 
\\'c arc faced with a double paradox in the construction of such a 

global order. On the one hand, we need difference for the sake of same
ness. The den:lopment of a common humanity requires the strength
ening. not the weakening. of di\'ergent national, subnational. and su
pr.mational experiments. Not real difference. open to experiment and 

compromise. but an impotent and enraged will to difference in the face 

of the w.ming of actual difference among nations is the danger most to 
be feared. As nations come to be more alike in organization and ex
perience, they may hate one another all the more for the difference they 



.S,, 1<'t\· I i•l 

want and for the difference they ha\'e lost. To endow 1hem w11h 1h,· 

wols of collective originality is one of the greatest interests (1[ hu111.11111y 

On the other hand, we need sameness for the sake ,if dtlkw1cc I h,· 

ability to create difference on the ground of indi\'idual righh and dcm

ocralic empowerment rather than on the basis of foss1l1:rd tr.1d111Pn

to make the differences we create matter more than the ones we 111-

herit-may require contemporary societies lo pass through ;1 u1t1111H111 

gateway of democratizing and experimentalist imh1,-;111ons 111 th,· 11r
ganization of politics, economics, and ci\'il societit:s. In e\·cl)· d,1111.1111 

of social life, we now find in the world a narrow rangl· of .w.11l.1hk 

institutional options-different ways of organi:ing the state llr till' firm. 

the family, or the school. This institutional reperwry 1s the f.lll' llf 1hc 

contemporary societies; to enlarge the repertory is to rebel ag.1111,t 1h,· 
fate. 

Beginning from where we arc, however. our first ta.;k 1s to drwl11p 

the institutions and the practices of a high-cnergr dcmocr;icy .. 1 c!r

rnocratizcd market economy, an organi:ed and 111depcnck11t cl\'II '<'· 

ciety, and an educational and economic endowmelll of 1hr 111d1ndu.tl 
for resistance as well as for action. The reforms capahk of prPduun� 

this effect may seem similar O\'Cr a broad range of countnc� 111 wlmh 

they may be enacted. Yet one of their justifications is to fauht.llr ,uh

scqucm more radical divergence. on the basis of md1ndu.1I right'> ;111d 
endowments, democratic politics, and generalized cxpenmrnt.111< 111 

This is not a program for an unqualified pluralism (lf form" of hk It 
embraces the value of openness but rcpud1:11es the 1llus11111 of 11n1tr.1!1ty 

It therefore denies the unconditional dis1111c11011 between thr right ;111d 
the good. It wants a global order that will 111;1kc the w11rld ��1k tor 
democracy and experimentalism, contammg. cotmtcrh.1bnong. :111d ul

timately undem1ining all hegemonic power. It prop<"es :1 gl<1h.il tr.1dmg 

regime that elects as its organizing aim the rcconc1h;111nn of :1ltrnut1vc 

trajectories of national development w1thm an o�mng world cu1nomy 

rather than the maximi::ation of free trade. It rqccts a pnnc1plc fc1r the 
construction of a glob;il economy that would lc;1,·c go11d,; ;md capllal 
free to roam the world. yet imprison labor wuhm the natwm or w1th111 
communities of rclatiwlr homogeneous 11at1on-states It ms1st� th:it c.1r-
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ital and labor should win together, in small, incremental steps, the right 
to cross national frontiers. And it sees in this freedom of labor mobility 

the most powerful of all equalizing forces and a mainstay of individual 
freedom: a guarantee that the individual be able to escape the nation 
into which he happens to have been born and to join another one. 

for all its commitment to development through difference, this pro
posal adheres to a particular vision. It identifies its vision with the 
strongest material and moral interests of humanity, and it seeks to ad

vance it through an open but qualified set of collective experiments in 
national life. It sides with the classical liberals and progressives against 
the liberals and social-democrats of today in two decisive and connected 
respects. 

first, above equality it values greatness-the enhancement of the 

powers and the experience of ordinary humanity and the proliferation 
within mankind of strong and contrasting personalities and forms of 
life. Heroic and aristocratic ,·ariants of self-possession-self-deceiving 
and self-defeating ;1s well as oppressive-must be reinvented in the 
process of being democrati:ed. Extreme and entrenched inequalities 
raise an insuperable barrier to this diffusion of power, opportunity, and 
intensity. However, the quest for a rigid leveling of circumstance is a 
sorry substitute for such a tapping of energy and such an expansion of 
personality. 

Sewnd, it refuses to restrict ils ambitions to attenuating, through 
st,cial entitlements and compensatOI)' redistribution, the effects of es

tablished st1cial arrangements on inequality and exclusion. It insists on 

reentering. with reconstrnctive intention, the terrains of the reorgani
::ation of politics and of production that twentieth-century sociJI de
mocracy soon abandoned. In this sense, it shares the determination of 
the classical liberals to ac.h-ance their project through reform of practices 
and institutions. Howe,·er. it insists on the inadequacy not only of the 
classical liberal institutional program bm also of the account of insti
tutions and institutional change that liberals and socialists ha,·e shared. 
It secs as its task the demarcation of a direction, defined by cumulati,·e 
and piecemeal change. r;nhcr than the provision of a blueprint-a di
rection that becomes far-reaching by the continuance of its experiments 



rather than by the suddenness and breadth of its imp.1ct. �h1r1·l1\l'f. ll 

presses on both sides of the dialectical connection hctwcl'n rd11rn1 11! 

nur institutions and revision of our conceptions. It hring, lh tll .111t1thn 

view of democracy, forming part of another \'icw 11f our,l'h-c, 

We cannot achieve a deepened democracy within a n·11r1c111nl gl11h

ali::ation if we continue to belie\'e that thc creati1111 of ddkrcnll' 1, 1hr 

problem rather than the solution or to accept 1he idl';1 tha1 �m.dl 111il1t11, 
makes for big people. Neither, howe\'er, can we rc;1d1 11 throu�:h d,,,. 

trinaire devotion to a wholesale program of ins!lllllional rdlirlll \\'r 
can attain it only through the persuasi\'e reintcrpre1;1t1on of rl'l•',l'.lll:nl 
1merests. 

The most powerful interest throughout the world. in ponrn tllt1ntr1r, 

as well as in richer ones, is the interest of the \';\SI multuudc.; n! 1w,,pk 

who aspire to a modest prosperity and indcpendcncc. drc.1m111g 11! h, 1th 
a small business and a bigger self. Can this longing he rnhrrllnl hy th1· 
!ransformation of its accustomed \'chicles in the in.,11tu11,1n" of ,,,urty
and the myths of culture? This is e,·erywherc 1hr owmdmg qur,fh'll
before progressi\'es.

They cannot answer !his question in the af!irnut1,·l' 1f !hey 1tb1st <'ll 

combining theoretical radicalism about redistnhu11nn wuh pr.11. 11cil 
conser,atism about institutions. They can answer It 111 till' ;1fhrm.111w 

only by discovering how to reorgani::e the practical �<:tt111g of 11ur li\r, 
in ways that open the arrangements and presuppo,n l!1n, pf "" 1cty '" 
challenge and change without help from crisis and rabrmty ·1 hr ,h.nrd 
rause of democratic experimentalism and rad1c1lt:rd pr.H:111.111,m 1, rwt 
10 humanize society; it is to divini:e hum.1n11y-111 lhl' hk nf the 111· 

dh·idual as well as in the history of the spcncs. 
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Politics 

Democracy as Anti-Fate 

Democratic Experimentalism 

The permanent in\'ention of the new requires that we shorten the dis
tance between the habitual mo,·cs we make within our social worlds 
and the occasional moves by which we remake pieces of these worlds. 

It demands that we diminish the dependence of transfonnation on 
crisis, making change internal to social life and weakening the influence 
of what came before over what comes next. It assumes that even without 
the provocation of trauma we can render our daily experience more 
intense c,·cn as we enhance our powers. 

It is easier lo bring a group of people to order than to bring them lO 
life. The largest ambition of politics is not to help bring them to order: 

il is to help bring them to life. 

In the prosecution of this program, one set of practices has priority 
over all others: our political practices. They set the tcnns of re\·ision. 
and of revision of the tcm1s of rc,·ision, for all our other practices. The 
form of a people's political life that is suited to the program, and to its 
animating goal of making us more godlike, must be one that frees itself 

from two familiar oppositions of thought. 
The first contrast we need to overcome opposes routine and revo

lutionary politics. Rernlutionary politics would change the institutional 

arrangements and ideological assumptions of society, at the behest of 

visionary leaders and cncrgi.::ed majorities, in circumstances of national 
crisis. Routine politics redistributes material and srmbolic resources 
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within an institutional and ideological framework it kavc,; u11d1.il
lcnged, through compromises of interest and of ,·ision, brokt·ffd hy 
professional politicians, in circumstances undisturbed by pc.I! cu'· 
nomic or military danger. 

The idea of revolutionary politics, howe\'er, is only a myth l,r .11 k.tst 
a limiting case. It is tainted by the prejudice of classical Europr.111 ,,,u.11 
theory according to which the institutional and ideoh1g1c1I ordrnn�:, ,,( 
social life are indivisible systems, whose indi\'idual p.ms st.md l,r f.il! 
together. Were this prejudice justified, the political ltfe of a pn•pk 
would be restricted to reformist tinkering when the ah�c,Kc ,1f rn,1, 

denied it the opportunity for revolutionary change. 
With its fantastical idea of changing the whole. the notwn l1f rrn1-

lutionary politics becomes in practice an alibi for l!s oppo,ttc thr lm
manization of an order we no longer know how to rc1111.1pnc l•r 111 

remake. In contemporary societies the two mam forms of th1, hum.111-

i:::ation are compensatory redistribution by tax and tr;mskr and thr 
idealization of law as a repository of impersonal pnnctplcs l1f right ;111d 
of policies addressed to the public interest. Real change 111 the strmturc 

of arrangements and assumptions shaping our conlhcts 11n-r the re
sources of political power, economic capital, and rnltur.11 authnnty hy 
which we make the present within the future is always ch.1nge pf p:irt 
The real revolutionary politics is revolutionary reform 

It is true that in all modem politics we observe a �ucccs,Hm of mo
ments of refoundation and periods of nom1alt:at1on. In the lmtor/ pf 
the United States, for example, the moments of rdnundat1on were the 
establishment of the independent Republic, the Cini \\'.1r ;md 11s ;1ftrr· 
math, and the time of economic depression and world war tn the middle 
of the twentieth century. Ncvcnhclcss, the rhythm of hratmg up .md 

cooling down is not a natural fact about society; tt 1s a product of the 
wa)' institutions, practices, and ideas orgam:c the rebt1on 1-x:twccn rep· 
ctition and innovation in the political life of a people. 

All past and present politics. including democratic pol111cs. h.1ve 
failed completely to rob the social and cultural order of its mcnd;1c1Pt1s 
semblance of natural necessity and cracked 1t open to our p,1wcrs of 
recombination and reno\·ation. They ha,·e. for example. est.1hhshcd .111 
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exaggerated and unnecessary association between the safeguarding of 

individuals against governmental or private oppression and the insu

lation of the established social life against experimental challenge and 

revision. To this extent, they have helped produce the alternation of 

heating up and cooling down that we then mistake for an ineradicable 
feature of history. 

We need to jumble up the categories of reform and revolution. What 

we should want is a form of political life enabling us to change every
thing in social life, one thing at a time. It may be gradualist in its method 

and yet revolutionary in its omcome. It produces an endless stretching 
and bending that dispenses with ruin as the incitement to change. It 
allows us to bridge the gap between thinking practically about problems 

and thinking prophetically about alternatives and to change our con

texts. piece by piece. as we do our jobs, day by day. 

The second opposition from which \VC must free ourselves is the 
contrast between a mythical republic in which political concern absorbs 

private interest and a disenchanted view of modem democratic politics 
in which politics expresses and serves material and moral interests 
formed outside the political realm. There can be no real synthesis be
tween the two sides of this opposition: the second side is real; the first 
one is merely :111 idea hr which we express our shame at the conse

quences of the now influential belief that politics must be made smaller 

if we arc to be made greater. 
The task is to take the real side-the side of the embodied and sit

u;ttcd individual. with his shrinking from the drumbeat of history. with 
his partialitr of interest and of view-and, from that side, to expand 
the scope of his responsibilities, his sympathies. and his powers. A sign 
of success in this cndcarnr would be a simultaneous and connected 

heightening. in the absence of crisis, of the energy lc\'el and of the 
strnctural ct1ntcnt of politics-its fecundity in the production of ex
periments and alternatives. A second sign would be the attenuation of 

the exceptional or ecstatic quality of political life: its distinction from 

the fonns of decision and coordination in our ordinary, daily existence. 
A third sign would the gencrali:ation in society of the experience of 

effccti\·e political agency: of solving collective problems through collcc-



t1\·c solutions, shaped in the midst of organi:cd contrnvn�y and l<'ll· 
flict. A fourth sign would be the strengthening. in tht: 111111d.; nf l.ir�:,· 
numbers of individuals in many walks of life. of an 1tk.1 ,1f p,1l111l·.tl hk 

;1s an antidote to fate and as a guarantee of our ahil11y 10 l'llg.1gc .1 ,, ,, 1.1! 
world without surrendering to it. 

A politics capable of overcoming these two uintra�ts Ill 1hr dnrllll'll 
I ha\'c described must today be a democratic and cxpt:n111,·n1.1lbt p, ,1. 
Hies. It must sec in democracy the practical, institu111mali:cd cxprrss11111 
of faith in the transformati\'e potential of ordinary men .111d \\11111,·11. 111 

their ability to govern their own affairs and to wrcs1 pPwcr .1w.1y fr, 1m 
any class or group claiming privileged access to the me.111, for 111.1lm11: 
the collccti\'e future wi1hin the social prescm. But to wh;11 kind , ,f de
mocracy does this doctrine point? 

The Radicalization of Democracy 

Our ideals and interests are always hosragc 10 the 1n-.t11u11P11, .111d pr.ll · 
ticcs that represent 1hcm in fact Af!er the c1br111!<ll1S ;1dn·n1t1rr� .md 

conflicts of the twentieth century and the downfall of many <'f u, ur,,. 
pian hopes, humanity finds itself tied to a \·cry rc�tncted rrprrt,•ry ,,f 
institutional options for organi:ing each part of sooal lik I h,x 11pt1<•!h 
arc the fate of contemporary societies. \\'c cm e�capc 1h;11 f.1tc 11!1ly hy 
rcno\'ating and enlarging this repertory. 

To do so, we must free ourscl\'cs from 1he 11lu�1om 11f f.il,<· r1e(r,,1ty 
that corruprcd the guidance gi\'en br social thought 10 1r;111,fnrm.1t1H· 
politics: the ideas of a closed list of systems of 511u;1I orpn1:.u1(ln. nf 
the indi\·isibility of each of these systems, and of their h1,1M1,.1l ,u, -
ccssion under the pressure of law-like forces \\'c mu,t rcc.1pturc frnm 
the bottom up and from the inside out. the 11nap11;111n1111{ altcm;111n-, 
To this end, we must rcali::c that s111all mst11uttn11;1l \·aru1111n� c1n exert 
vast practical effects and that the direction t;1kcn mailer<. mnrc 1im1 th,· 
length of each step. 

No pan of this work is more imponant than the rc,11n,trnll1on nf 
democracy, gi\'cn the role of politics in �11111� the outer !111111� for the 
rc\·ision of e\·ery aspect of society. Consider ft\·e comhmcd �ch of tn· 
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novations, made entirely from the materials of ideas and arrangements 
that arc widely available in the life and thought of contemporary soci
eties. Each reveals a distinct aspect of a general way of thinking about 
how to make the future within the present. The particulars of any such 

program arc of circumstantial and ephemeral interest. The procedures 
of thought and the habits of mind informing it mar live longer. The 
direction it takes reveals the way in which a conception of humanity 
like the orie dc,·clopcd in this book can be realized in a practical fom1 

of life. 
The first set of innovations favors a sustained raising of the level of 

political mobilization, of popular engagement in civic life. These will 

be initiatives that reform the financing of politics, that give greater free 
access to the means of mass communication to social mo,·emcnts as 
well as to political parties, and that encourage a contrast of clear alter

natives in national life. 
The principle is to heat politics up, but to do so in an organi::ed 

fashion rather than by anti- or extra-institutional means; to deny that. 
we must choose between Madison and Mussolini. It is a principle in 
direct contradiction to the assumptions of a conservative political sci
ence that supposes there to be a fixed inverse relation between the 
mobili::ing fervor and the institutional organization of politics. On the 
contrary. political institutions differ crucially in the extent to which they 
encourage and support popular political engagement. 

The underlying idea is that of a connection between the \e,·el of 

energy in a fom1 of political life and its fertility in the production of 
alternatives. The higher temperature renders the structures of social life 

more liquid. This first set of innovations is thus directly connected to 

our interest in shaping arrangements that better allow us to split the 
difference between being inside a social world and being outside it. 

A second set of innovations deepens and broadens the accomplish
ments of the first by combining features of representative and of direct 
democracy. Direct, participatory democracy, unassisted hr representa
ti\·c institutions, docs indeed fail to work in large states. Nevertheless. 
the assumption that direct and representative democracy can or should 
nc,·cr mix is a dogmatic prejudice, revealing an impowrished imagi-



nation of the potential for reciprocal innucncc bc1wccn our dc1111.,.-r.l!ll. 
ideals and our institutional experiments. 

The cumulative incorporation of features of direct dcm(lnxy 1111,, 

the organization of representative democracy is the most J1t1wcrful ,Ill· 

udote to oligarchy in all its ever-ch,mging forms. It is al,,, the llh''t 
effecti\'e instrument by which to strengthen in the poltuc.il ltk l,f the 

people the sense of effective indi\·idual action, m·crco111111g tl1l· ,ct1,c, ,f 
the futility of political action and shortening the distance hct\\'l'l'll r, 1l

nics and the rest of social experience. 
This embedding of direct democracy in rcprcscntatl\'C dcnH,n.1, y, .111 

take forms as varied as the engagement of local communn1r, 111 the 

formulation and implementation of social policy and hud.1:ct.iry dn 1-
swns and the use of comprehensi\'e programmatic pkh1,utrs 111 brr.1k 

impasses between the political branches of govcmmcm umkr .1 ,y,tcm 
of di\'ided government or to change the course of policy ;md t'f l.iw 
under any system of gO\·emment. 

The animating idea is that action and respons1hil11y pwdurr c1p.1L 1tv 
and hope. They do so not by subordinating or sacnfinng 1m,·.11c u1n

ccrns to public devotions but rather by expand111g. httk by httk. 1hr 
range of our ordinary interests and sympathies. so that they bnn:11t· 

tnore penetrating and inclusive. In this way, we rnh the ,tmdurt·, wr 
ha\'e created of their patina of naturalness and nccc�51IY \\'c ;Hh-.incc 

in the effort to dispense with calamity as the 1111dw1fc (lf ch.mr:c \\'c 
succeed in making change come more from w1thm: from w11lun '"" irty 
and from within us. 

A third set of innovations has as its aim to ha�tcn the p.lCl'. 11f tt.m,
fonnative politics and to facilitate the pol111cal rcm:1kmg of �x 1.1! lift
by resolving impasse among centers and sources of pt1htK.1l pnwa 
quicklr and decisivclr. A feature of liheral const1tut1<m.1lim1 under thl· 
separation of powers (as in the American prcs1dent1:1l �y�tl"m I "' to ;1�
sociate the liberal goal of fragmenting power w11h the wnS<.·rv.111·,c .11m 

of slowing politics down. The result is to estahh�h a table of cPTH:· 
spondences between the transfonnati\'e reach of a poltucal prnJn:t ;md 
the severity of the constitutional ohstacles Its adoption muq 11\'erwme. 
This association is both false and preJud1c1al to the amb11wns of dcm· 
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ocratic experimentalism. We can uphold the liberal principle while re

pudiating the conservative one. 

For example, under an American-style presidential regime, we might 

allow the Congress and the president to call for anticipated elections. 

which, however, would always be simultaneous for both branches, so 

that the power that exercised this option would have to pay the price 
of running the cl�ctoral risk. Or we might have them refer their impasse 

to national debate and decision through referendum. By such simple 

and familiar devices, we could invert the political logic of the regime. 
turning it into a machine for accelerating transformative politics rather 
than for slowing it down. 

Where there is no separation of powers (for example. under a classic 
parliamentary system) such innovations may seem unnecessary. Nev

cnhclcss, the same effect of naturalizing the social order by weakenin� 
the opportunities for its political transformation may result from the 

practice of striking bargains among powerful organized interests, each 

of which is effecti\·ely able to cast a veto. The solution is then to insist 

on the first two sets of innovations in this program for the radicalization 
of democracy. They undermine the oligarchic stranglehold on power. 

At the same time, in the absence of trauma, they melt down the crys
tallized understandings of group interests that depend, for their sem
blance of naturalness, necessity, or amhority, on the political demobil

ization of the people. 
The guiding idea is that only the limitations of our arrangements and 

our insights prevent us from learning how to break power up without 

sterilizing its transfonnative potential. To uphold political liberty, we 

do not need to organi::e political life so that it is a rehears..11 of each 

party's second-best solutions. The rapidity of a people's political life is 

an essential virtue: making each moment count as it would in the midst 
of the crisis on which we would no longer want to rely. 

A fourth set of inmwations increases in yet another war our power 

to experiment decisively in a particular direction while hedging our 
bets. These innovations allow particular places or sectors to opt out of 
some pan of the established rules of law, and to tr)' other rules out. 
Thus, as a country goes down a path, defined by decisions made in its 



national politics, such arrangements make it possible to l'Xpaimt·nt. 
within a part of its territory or of its life, with another mPdd d th 
future. 

It is a principle only imperfectly reali:ed in com·cntillll.11 kdn.1h,m 
first, because under that regime it takes onlr territon;1l form; ',<'(1111d 

and more fundamentally, because different federal units typ1(.11ly en111�· 
only the same measure of freedom for variation. The p1)lllt 1s t11 t1l(rr.1� 
the extent to which decisive action at the center can wcx1�1 wllh h,,Id 
deviation in the place or the sector that opts out of the nik�. I he l rm1.1l 
constraint on this power to opt out is that it not be u�cd tll l'lll rcnch .1 
new form of exclusion and disadvantage from wh1d1 11s new \"1(11111, 
arc then unable readily to escape. 

The informing idea is that politics is not just a rcgiqrnng 11( prdcr
cnces; it is a process of collective learning and self -fornuuon. l h1r tdr.1, 
about the alternative futures we can make must be 1ang1hk tf thry .1r1· 
to be illuminating and authoritative; we must touch thl' \H)llllll if wr 
arc to believe. 

A fifth set of innovations strengthens the guarantees and 1hr c1p.1-
b1lities of the individual as a condition of our ab1h1r to Opt'n �<l{'Jrty up 
to a more intense experimentalism. Just as no invanant tmn,c rd.lt!P!l 
exists between room for decisi,·e action at the center and ;JI thr pc· 
riphery, or between fragmenting power and strengthc:nmg lls tr.m,fnr
mative uses, so there is no such fixed inverse correspondrncr h1:l\\ rcn 
the rights and powers of the individual and the cxpcnmrnts 11! <,<�urty 
The extent 10 which the ideals and interests in comest rrm;11n mu 1m· 
patible depends on the particular arrangements hr wluch c;1ch of 1hrm 
is realized; the task of the practical progr;1mma11c 1m.1g11ut1Pn 1, to 
dissoh·e tragedy into comedy, distinguishing cmpmc.11 tradroff'> or ten
sions from insuperable conflicts. 

We can infer the principle at work in this fifth 5<:I 0( rnnovatwm 
from a criticism of the traditional language of fundamcnt;1l nght<. Dc
pri\·ed of its metaphrsical superstructure. 1111.s bngu;1gc l1.1s 1w11 cle
ments: a practical instrument and a motivating conccptwn. 

The practical instrument is to withdraw cenam arrangements from 
the agenda of shon-term politics and give them some 1mmumty ap1nq 
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attack. Constitutional entrenchment-the requirement of a supenna

jority-to abrogate the rules defining these arrangements is one way to 

achieve this effect. The bestowal of a halo of ideological sanctity is 
another. 

The motivating conception is best understood as the ghing of se
curity and capacity for the sake of larger human possibility. Think of it 

by analogy to the relation between the unconditional love a parent gi\·es 
a child, assuring the child a place in the world and the willingness of 

the child to bra\'e the risks of self-construction; to become if not fearless 
at least less fearful. 

To radicalize democracy, we must not abandon this practical instru
ment or repudiate this moti\·ating conception. \Ve must instead enlarge 

the motivating conception by reshaping the practical instrument. 

The arrangements securing the individual in a haven of protected 
interests and capabilities represent by definition a constraint on the 
plasticity of social life. They arc, however, a constraint that makes pos

sible a greater, faster breaking of constraints. Without them the indi
vidual would be both too afr..1id and too incapable. We would sacrifice 
the aim of bringing people to life to the goal of bringing them to order. 

The practices and institutions by which we define and provide such 
security may rigidify more of social life or less of it. A caste system. 

cm;mgling as it docs the sense of security in the preservation of deter
minate and defined forms of group life, rigidifies more of society than 
docs the classical system of private and public rights with which clas

sical liberalism equated, in the nineteenth century, a free society. Yet 
this sptem still equips too little and rigidifies too much. What we want 
is a set of arrangements standing in the same relation to the classical 

system of rights that this system has to an idealized regime of caste. 

The fulf11lment of this task requires, in addition to core, traditional 
s.1feguards of the individual against gO\·emmental and private oppres
sion, both a gift and a rescue.

The gift is the gradual development of a uni\·ersal principle of social 
inheritance: that everyone will be able to count on a basic, minimum 
set of material resources, as soon as the economic progress of society 
may allow it. in the fom1 of either a social-endowment account on 



which they can draw or a claim to a minimum income. The 111111,mum. 
whether as a fund or as an income stream, should \'ary upw.ird .1'· 
rnrding to the counter,ailing principles of special compem.ll1llll fpr 
exceptional need and special encouragement, in the n.nurl' 1lf ,Hided 
equipment and opportunity, to make use of cxtraonlmary talent 

The rescue is the establishment of a distinct power in the st.Ill'. de
signed, financed, and equipped to inter.enc in those h:ah:rd nt.Hkl, 
of social exclusion and disad\·antage from which pcopk arc u11.1hk tP 
escape by means of the economic, social, and pohucal ad1on th.I! .m· 
a\'ailable to them. To intervene in a particular organi:at11111 nr pr.1lllll". 
to in\'ade the causal background from which the cntrrnd1nl dNlh·.111-
tagc or exclusion arises, and to reconstruct this org.m1:.l!H111 ,,r tlw, 
practice until its participants can stand on their own fret are t.hk, (,lr 
which no branch or part of contemporary go\'crnments h wdl -.1111rd 
by reason of either practical capacity or poli1ical lcg11111ucy I hry musi 
nc\'crthelcss become a major responsibility of gon·rnmrnt under dccp· 
cned democracy. 

The vision infonning this fifth set of innoYatiPns 1s th.1111f thr 1r.111,
fonnation of the political life of a people as an mrnlrnt 111 the l.irrrr 
project of making oursel\'eS more godlike. as if we go ahnut .11h·.111rn11: 
and revising our recognized interests and our pr11fcs-,nl 1dr.it� It 1, J',lll 
of the process by which we lift the burden of cntrenchnl ,nu.ii dms11111 
and hierarchy and of compulsi\'c social roles wc1ghmg on 1lt1r rd.!!1, 111, 
to one another. It is a lifting up. both through the p11wrr.., 11 111.·si,,w, 
and through the experiments it helps make pos�1hlc. 

In all these ways it is anti-fate. Howc\'cr, 111 d1mnmh111g the pl.111· 
that social fortune and misfortune h;l\"c 111 shapmg 11ur life ch.11Kc,. 1t 
does not liberate us from the misfortunes fnr which s,x1cty 1, no: Tl'· 
sponsiblc: the misfortune that results from the fate pf 11ur grnrtlc 111· 
hcritance; from the fate of the accidents and mfim1111c,; th.It hr,ct u,. 
from the fate, at once self-imposed and hard to cs:.1pc. 11( our ng1d1finl 
sel\'cs, our characters; and from the fate of the a(ts <lf rqcct1011 to wh1d1 
we are subject by \'inue of our uni\'crsal need to be rc<-cucd h:,- the 
gratuitous kindness and lo\'C of other people. lhcx- 11thcr fnrm� of bic 
do not become weaker as we radicali:c dcm<xracy; <lfl the c11ntr.1r;.-. 
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they become stronger. \Ve see them more clearly, and we suffer their 

effects more bincrly, when undistracted by the artificial injustices of the 

social order. 

What we can ask of society is that it not aggravate the consequences 

of these other forms of fate; that it encourage the diversification of our 

standards of accomplishment; that having undermined class for the sake 

of opportunity it then limit meritocracy in the name of a \·ision of our 

sharing of that part of fate we cannot overthrow; that it supply means 

for the ck\'clopment of talent but limit its rewards, not only in the hope 

that talent will find reward enough in its own active expression but also 

in the recognition that such limits may impose some loss of foregone 

achievement; that it nourish our power to imagine the experience of 
other people; that it multiply chances for engagement and connection; 

and that it respond to extremes of misfortune with extremes of mercy, 
affim1ed not just through compensatory transfers of resources but also 

through commitments of time to care directly for others in need, outside 

the family. as part of the normal responsibility of every able-bodied 
adult. 

What we must ask of ourselves is that, understanding the limits of 
politics as well as its uses, we not seek in the transformation of society 
a surrogate for the transformation of the self. 

Hope and Strife 

These combined institutional ideas do not supply a blueprint; they ex
emplify the proper work of the programmatic imagination by suggesting 
a direction and next steps. Not only is the direction controversial; so is 

any interpret;Hion of how best to take it in the circumstances of a par
ticular country. 

The contest;1blc character of the direction results from an ineradicable 

feature of our political ideas: the impossibility of anr complete sepa
ration between the \·ision of the good and the conception of the right, 
a separation that has been one of the chief tenets of classical liberal 

philosophy. No fonn of social life is neutral among the adjacent next 
steps in the de\'clopmcnt of human experience (the adjacent next steps 



being the practical residue of the meaning of the possibk ). hny m,11-
tutionalized ordering of social life favors some forms of cxpcncnn· .md 
discourages others. In choosing to take one direction rathn th.111 .111-

other, we choose to develop human nature in a certain dircllwn nur
ginally, to be sure, but nevertheless cumulatively and fmcdully. 

IL is a virtue of a form of social life to allow for a hrn.1d w1gc 1,f 
experience and to lay itself open 10 challenge and change. I lnwcvcr, thc 

mirage of neutrality gets in the way of allaining the rl·ahs11c and c,,n
nected goals of catholicity and revisability. It docs so by 1m111m11:111g. 
even by sanctifying, a particular set of instillllional cxprrs,1nn<. of the 
idea of a free society. 

The taking of any direction is a gamble bw also an cxprc,�1Pn of 
hope. The hope animating this political program appeals 10 1,ur h;1,1c 
stake in advancing within the zone of intersection among our pr.1c 11(.11 

interests in the development of our productin: capah1l111t·s. our moral 
interest in emancipating the individual from entrenched soual d1n,1on 

and hierarchy, and our spirill!al interest in butldmg sooal and rnhur.11 
worlds that we can inhabit and transcend at the same time To mon· 
forward in the area of overlap among the insmuuonal requirement, of 
these three families of interests, we must renovate and enlarge the fl'· 
stricted repertory of institutional ideas and arrangements to which �on1I 
life is now held fast. 

There is reason to think that the pursuit of these Luge and funda
mental commitments can com-crge, through mstllutional cxpcmrn:n
tation, with the defense of our recogni:ed group mtrrests and profc .. ,<:d 
social ideals, within contemporary societies and cultures. The grounds 
for this hope lie in two other features of pol1t1cal life: the du;1J11y of 
ways of defining and defending group interests and the 1111cm.1l reb11<m 
between thinking about interests and ideals and 1hmk111g about 111�11-
tutions and practices. 

\Ve can alwars define and defend our recogm:cd group or class Ill· 
terests in two different sets of ways. One set of ways ts 111s111u11nn;illy 
conservative and socially exclusi\·e. It presuppnses the pres{'.nt niche 
the group occupies, under the established arrangements. as natural. and 
it represents the neighboring groups in social space as nvals. The other 
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set of ways is institutionally transformativc and socially solidaristic. It 

treats the niche, and therefore the arrangements underlying it, as revis

able, and it secs the neighboring groups as potential allies. It goes from 
tactical alliances to recombinations of group interests and group iden

tities, on the basis of changed institutions and practices. It is this second 
set of ways defining and defending group interests that we must ordi

narily prefer, seeking to combine the calculus of interests with the vision 
of alternatives. 

Our practices and institutions arc not just pieces of social engineering 

by which we can implement ideals antecedently defined. They arc in
ternally related to our understanding of our ideals and interests. Every 

ideal-social, political, or economic-points in two different direc
tions: to inchoate, ill-defined, transcending aspirations and to a partic
ular, contingent background of arrangements we ordinarily take for 

granted as the expression of that ideal. When we experiment ,,;th this 

institutional expression. whether in fact or in imagination, we disclose 
its hidden ambiguities of meaning and its multiple prospects of devel

opment through different series of feasible next steps. To master this 
process. to tum it from being an accident that befalls us into a method 
we can deploy, is pan of the ambition of democratic experimentalism. 

We may hope that the ad\'antages of the direction I ha\'e described 
as the r;1dicali:ation of democracy will prove appealing and even irre
sistible and that its flaws will tum out to be self -correcting in the light 

of experience. A hope, however, is a hope, not a guarantee. To proclaim 
this hope is not to announce the end of history, only its continuation. 

under the s;n-age and warlike empire of time. 

The contestability of the direction has a practical consequence: the 
pem1anent potential for conflict and thus as well for a struggle to the 
death in the fom1 of war. \\'e can hope to contain this strife. to organi:e 
it, to spirituah:e it, and to render it peacdul for a while. \\'e can quiet 
the passion of fear that accompanies it as a shadow if we ensure the 
indi\·idual in a ha,·cn of protected vital interests and capabilities, while 

minimi:ing the extent to which this assurance rigidifies the surrounding 
social space. \\'e may hope that our power to imagine the experience 
of other people will increase together with our success in inspiring and 



equipping ordinary men and women to deepen and dcn:lop their 1111.1g· 
inative life: the distinctions of subjecti\'C experience. 

However, we cannot suppress the strife that is intrinsic 10 pol11ic.1l 
life or guarantee against its escalation into violence. The first rc.1so11 we 
cannot do so is that \Ve cannot separate the constitutlllll (,f tht· nght 

from the choice of the good: in choosing the direction. we choost· wh.11 
collectively we arc to become, and we announce what we most \',1luc 
and what we most fear. The second reason is that no insight cm rrnlkr 
the choice of the good uncontroversial. The third rcaS(lll b th.11 thc 
differences among selves are deep and that our interest hcs 111 dccpcn111g 
them despite the dangers of such deepening. The fourth rca�on I'- th.11 
human desire is relational: our strongest visions and impulses 5cd: ex
pression in shared forms of life, which then come into nmllrc1. Thc 

fifth reason is that humanity can develop its powers lmly by dc\'chipmg 
them in different directions, whether through thc n:l!ions and c1\'lh:.1-

tions that have thus far been the chief protagomsis in world history 11r 
in other forms yet to be invented. These five reasons comb111e not only 
to make antagonism a radical feature of political expencnce hut ;1bo 10 
render insecure and transitory our pro\·idential efforts to (nntam 11 

A democracy reorganized in the light of the fi\'e institu11on:1l amln
tions l have explored splits the difference between c111:cns and prophets 

as well as between practical tinkerers and citi:ens. The rnncep11<m of 
political life it proposes is not a crushing of pri\'ale concern hr public 
devotion; it is rather a pushing outward of the range of our ord111.11")· 
interests. Viewed in the light of this program. democr;111c polrt1cs 1s tlllt 
just one practice among many: it is the counterpart. 111 pohucal life. to
innovation-friendly cooperation. It becomes the act1\·1ty that most fully 
reveals and most effectively enhances our power s11nultancously to en
gage and to transcend, denying the last word to the established order 
and reserving it to ourselves. 
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A Moment of Reform 

Tl1c Reinvention of Social Democracy 

To sec what social and political change in such a direction means and 

what it requires, it helps to explore a particular contemporary experi
ence. The particulars of that experience arc of only passing interest. 

Even now they arc changing into other, yet undrcamt-of problems. 

Nc\'Crthckss, a democratic experimentalism that draws on a radicali:ed 
pragmatism suggests an approach to this ephemeral predicament. This 

approach illustrates a direction of movement for the reconstruction of 
society and a way of thinking about its future. 

The model of social organization that exercises the strongest attrac
tion ;ill over the globe today is Scandinavian social democracy. It seems 
that if the world could vote it would vote to become Sweden rather 

than the United States. The extreme inequalities, the historical exclu
sions. and the sheer harshness of American society arc widely viewed 
as too high a price to pay. if indeed such a price must be paid. for the 
material exuberance and the cultural vitality of the Americans. 

Throughom much of the world. a sugary center-left discourse-prom

ising social democracy to poorer, more backward countries-has be
come the shared language of would-be progressives. 

Paradoxic11ly. howe,·er. the prestige of European social democracy 
has been contemporaneous with the hollowing om of its traditional 
prtigramrnatic core. An unsemimental view of European social democ
racy. as consolidated in the thirty years following the Second \\'orld 
\\'ar. would recogni:.e that it has been defined by six commitments, 



arranged in three pairs. Different socbl democracies ha\'l' dewh1ped 

these commitments in different ways and under different c1rcurn,1.111crs 
They have embraced them ne\'erthekss. 

The first two commitments relate to restraints placed (111 m.irht
dri\'en instability for the sake of enhancing the cconorrnc srcurny of 
certain groups of individuals. Thus, a first principle is thl' nerd tll pro
tect workers from instability in product and bhor markets hy gr.mtmg 

them something close to a \'Csted right in their prescnr 10h �lorl' 11ftr11 
than not, this principle has been effecti\'cly applied to pnnlcgl'CI srg
ments of the labor force rather than to all workers. Thl' rl.'..,ult h.b thrn 
been a division between insiders and outsiders. helptng to account f 11r 

historically high levels of unemployment. 
A second principle has been the defense of the owners of pniductl\'l' 

assets against instabilit)' in capital markets. especi;1lly ag.1tn'-t thrr.1h 

posed by a market in corporate control. The ch;irartcmllc prnll'l'l 1\'l' 

devices have been cross holdings within a network 11f rrnpror.11ly re
lated businesses as well as privileged relations of firm-. to 111<.11tlltH1n:1l 
investors. 

The second pair of commitments refers to h1111b 1mp1N·d on the 
power of markets to undermine forms of husmess org:1111:at1nn I hat arr 

\'alued for their social as well as their economic rnn�qurnn·<. l.1kr the 
first set of commitments, this second pair implies a trumping of tht· 

market economy rather than its cumulati\'e reorgam:at11m. 
The third principle protects small business. includmg agrarian �mall

holdings. against domestic and foreign competition. In nuny c:ountric.,, 
the national go\'emment succeeckd in makmg an al11;111cc wuh the 

petty-bourgeoisie, an alliance that the nineteenth-century European left 
had so disastrously spumed. The defense of sm;1ll bu�mrs<. represent" 
the anticipation as well as the \'estige of a task that rcnwns unaccom
plished to this day: an institutional redesign of the market economy 
that would respond 10 the desire for modest prosperity and mdcprn
dence, more �middle class- than prolcranan. th;11 1s now a worldwide 

aspiration. Such a reconstruction is needed to wean that asp1rat10n away 
from its single-minded attachment to isolated small-sc;ile property and 
to provide it with a less confining \'Ocahubry of practical arrangcmelll�. 
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The fourth principle is the protection of family business, big or small. 

against competitive pressure: a compromise struck between meritocracy 

and nepotism. The role assigned to the hereditary transmission of eco
nomic or educational advantage through the family reproduces, though 

in weakened form, the realities of a class society. It also allows the 

regulatory and redistributive state to reach a compromise with loyalties 

and energies, rooted in family life, that only political and religious con
,·ictions can rival in power. 

The last two commitments concern the conduct of macroeconomic 
policy as it relates to the distribution of income and wealth. According 
to the fifth principle, a "social partnership" of national and local go,·

cmmcnt, big business, and organized labor should strike deals about 

the distributi,·e impact of economic policy. Such deals help prewnt 
distributive conflict from interfering with "sound" economic manage

ment of the economy and thus with the creation of wealth. �tuch of 

the society remains outside the realm of these organized interests; in 
the nq!,otiation of the Social Contract, the unorganized should be di

rectly represented by government as well as \'irtually represented by the 
organized. 

The sixth principle is that retrospective redistribution through tax 
and transfer should be used to maintain a high b·cl of social entitle
ments ;wailable to e,·eryone, in particular entit!::ments to benefits that 
diminish the ntlnerability of the ordinary working man and woman to 
economic instability and insecurity. By an apparent paradox, this lim

ited, retrospective leveling through the compensatory programs of a 
·social market economy· or "welfare state" has been largely funded by
reliance on the admittedly regressive device of the trans.,ction-oriented

taxation of consumption. The ar,gregate tax take and the way it is spent

haw mattered more: a regressin� tax mar nevertheless support a pro
gressi,·e project if it raises more public re,·enue for social spending. but

with less disrnption of established incentives to s.1\·e, im·est. and em
ploy. \\'hat is lost by w;l)' of the progressive incidence of ta.xation may
be more than compensated by the redistributive social spending a
higher tax take makes possible.

This six-point program has been increasingly e,isceratcd. Social de-



mocracy, on its European home ground, has retreated f nHn tht· lir�r 
four commitments the better to uphold the last two. or e,·en frnm thr 
first five the better to defend the sixrh. A high le\'d of social rnt11lcmrnh 

has proved to be the last line of defense. The vaunted syntht·si:- of 

European-style social flexibility with American-stylt: t:ni1wm1c lkx1-
bility has been a surrender disguised as a synthesis-a '"rhml w.1y.·· 

Two great interests ha,·e collided wirh this h1stonc.1l s11c1;1l
democratic settlement and worked toward its undoing. Thr liN force 
has been the interest of the restless and the amh11wus anwng till' 
wealthy or the educated: their impulse to undo the wstly stncturrs of 
the vested rights entrenched by the protectin: pohcirs as wdl as by the 
·social partnership" of the old settlement. It is this mtrrrst th.11 ha-. takrn
the lead in the hollowing out of hiscorical social demoa;11.:y. The 5l.'WIHI
force has been the been the interest of the unorg.mi:rd and the 111,c(un·.

including millions of unemployed. underernplnp:d. or un�tahly l'lll·

ployed workers with petty-bourgeois identities-the orph.111" of tl11s
regime of prerogati\'e and protection-in <listurhmg the arrangrments
that disfavor them. It is this interest that has regubrly been derncd
influence over policy.

The watchword has therefore been more llcx1h1]11y w11h11tll morr 
inclusion. This orientation has justified a program that stnps away re
straints on flexibility without de\'eloping devices by which to overcome 
or attenuate the stark divisions between a<l\'anced and batkw;ml �·ctors 
of the econom)'. A progressi\·e alternative would demand llcx1hil11y w11h 
inclusion. However, unlike the progr;1rn that JI would repbce. such an 
alternative could not work within the histoncal repertory of soC1al de
mocracy. It would need to reinvcnt the ins111u11nnal form of the market 
economy so as radically to democrau:e access to product1\'e resources. 
It could not do so without also deepening and redesign mg democracy. 

Neither the social-democratic settlement as redefined m the Ion� 

aftermath of the Second World \\'ar nor the subsequent wmnowmg out 
of this settlement by the pscudosrnthes1s of European-style S<x:1al pro
tection with American-style economic flex1b1l11y solves the problems of 
the contemporary European social democrac1rs. These problems can be 
effectively addressed only by a new set of expcnmenr;ihst practices and 
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altemati\'e institutions. To develop such practices and institutions 
would be to take a direction recommended by a democratic experi
mentalism informed by the radicalized pragmatism for which this book 
argues. It would also, howe\'er, be to upset and to reshape the terms of 
the practical and ideological compromises that ha\'e made social de
mocracy what it is. 

Consider three such connected problems. They arise, in one form or 
another, in C\'cry European society in which social democracy has mat· 
tcred. 

The first problem of the social democracies is the narrowness of the 
social points of entry into the ad\'anced sectors of the economy. The 
world economy is increasingly commanded by a network of producti\·c 

\·;mguards, established in the front tier of the developing countries as 

well as in the rich societies. These sectors arc in communion with one 
another, trading ideas, practices, and people as well as capital. tech
nology, and scr;ices. Howe\'cr, they arc often only weakly connected 
with the rest of the economy and society. 

The heart of the producti\'c \'anguards has been less the accumulation 
of capital, technolngy. or even knowledge than the deployment of a set 
of rernlutionary practices. These arc the practices that define experi
mentalist cooperation. with its weakening of stark contrasts both be
tween super,isory and executing roles and am..,ng executing jobs. its 
fluid mixture of rnopcr;llion and competition, and its commitment to 
the ongliing rt:dcfinitinn of group interests and identities as well as of 
producti\'e tasks and procedures. The existing producti\'C \'anguards. 
howe,w. ordinarily deploy these practices only by also bending them 
under the yoke of the inherited regime of property and contract and 
by making them sen-c the interests of those who. as o,,11ers or man
agers. dfcctiwly control the !inns. The de\'clopmcnt of these practices 
and their propag.nion thwughout broader sectors of the society and 
the economy depend in large part on the redesign of their institutional 
setting. 

T\rn dc,·ices ha\'e been traditionally a,·ailablc to redress the inequality
producing consequences of the di\'isions between ad\'anced and back
ward sectors. One insm1111cnt has been compensatory redistnbution 



through tax-and-transfer, ever the pride and now the fragile rcsidut· of 
historical social democracy. The other tool has been the govcrnmcll!.1lly 
supported diffusion and protection of small-scale family pwpcrty .md 

business. Neither approach O\'ercomes the \'ast ineqtuhucs r1)1ncd m 
the hierarchical segmentation of the economy. Both prescnr them,clws 
as constraints on economic efficiency for the sake 11f equny .111d l'll 
economic growth-at least in the short turn-for the s.1kc 1)f s11ci.il 

unity and justice. They fail to anchor their corn1111tmen1s to 111dt1,H'll 
and cohesion in the institutional logic of innn\'athm and grnwth. 

Even in the relatively egalitarian social democracies 11f Eur11pt· 1lflly 
a relatively small part of the population is able to g;1111 a fpothold 111 
such productive vanguards or in the professional ser\'Kes th.it .1,-;i�t 
them. It is nevertheless in these ad\'anuged sectors that wealth and fun 
arc increasingly concentrated. 

Under this dispensation, society is dirnkd 11110 hlllr Lirgc d.1,<.('> 
This class structure coexists more or less pcaccfully w11h thc mcnto
cratic principle rather than being undermined by 11: the tr;11Nm,s11m 
of educational as well as of economic advantage through the family. 
when combined with the genetic clement in the distnhutH'll of p.1rw:
ular intellectual powers, makes possible the sy111hes1s of mcn1on.1cy 
and class that now characterizes all the advanced sc,oct 1cs. It 1s a �yn
thesis that helps circumscribe the reach of dcmncracy and hold the 
masses of ordinary men and women down. 

On top is a professional and business class, anxwu" to reconcile with 
the advance of the meritocratic principle the hcred11ary tr;1mmis�1<>n of 
educational and economic ad\·antage through the familr and aware that 
its position increasingly depends on 11s pnnlcgcd rdat1Pn-whcther 

direct or oblique-to the ad\·anced sectors 0f the economy. Bene.1th 

this professional and business class is a small-busmess class. which has 
taken refuge in a form of economic hfe amedatmg the contemporary 
variants of big business. The wh11e-CC1llar and blue-collar work mg cbss 
continue for the most pan to work in offices. shops. and factoncs char
acterized by the old methods of passiw cxccuuon of producu,·c tasks 
they are powerless to redefine. At the bottom 1s an underclass of tem
porary workers. sometimes racially sugmau:ed. of ten le gall>· unpro-
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tcctcd, and always economically insecure, who perform dead-end ser

\'icc jobs. 

The majority of the people, comprised of the small-business class 

and the working class, arc free from extreme deprivation and insecurity. 

especially when they live under social democracy. Howe\'er, they arc 

denied access to the ad\'anced sectors. with all their room for gain. 

discretion. and in\'cntion. They find solace in their families and their 
di\'crsions. 

The most important social consequence of this situation is to redraw 
the class di\'isions of society rather than to destroy them. lts most sig

nificant moral implication is to deny the majority of working men and 

\\\1men an opportunity to ha\'e anything more than an instrumental 

altitude toward their own work. Its most onerous economic effect is to 

waste energies and talents on a ,·ast scale, depri\'ing common labor of 

wings. if not of arms. A byproduct of this denial of opportunity to those 
who might create wealth is to impose on public finance a burden it 

cannot long sustain, the burden of compensation by transfers for the 

consequences of inequalities rooted in the organization of the market 
economy and in the deficiencies of public education. 

The solution both to the basic problem and to its corollary for public 

finance is twofold. One clement of such a solution must be a broadening 
of opplmunity for engagement in the ad,·anccd sectors of production: 

a radkal expansion of the terms on which people can haw access to 
the types of education. expertise, technology. and credit that such en

!!,,1gemcnt requires. �lore access for more people in a wider array of 
social and economic circumst;mccs is also likely to require more ways 

in which pel1plc and resources can be brought together for producti\'e 

;1C1t\·ity. 

:\thither clement of such a solution is the creation of conditions fa

n1rahlc Ill the expansion of ad\'anccd economic practices outside the 

narrow. fanm:d sectors in which they ha\'e traditionally flourished: \'an
guardism outside the \'Jnguard. Where preindustrial traditions of craft 

labor and training, so often hospitable to the ach·ance of these post
fordist practices arc missing. they must be substituted by an education 

emphasi::ing the dC\·clopmc:nt of generic capacities of practical and con-
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ceptual capabilities. Where a dense network of assol'ia11onal hk .111d 
participation in local affairs is weak. inhibiting the higher trn�t rcqlllrcd 

by experimentalist cooperation. such a network must he ere.lied In- .1 
mm bi nation of public and pri\'ate initiati\'cs setting the resp111Nhil11 ;c,. 
pro\'iding the resources, and opening the opportunlltes around wl11ch 
new examples of association can begin to form. \\'here cw11111111t·, nf 
scale and scope arc important to the success of \'anrt1cs 11[ llcx1hlc. 
inno\·ation-oricntcd production more readily suited tn sm.1ll tr.1m..; th.111 
to big firms, institutional arrangements and pri\·;1[e-l.1w rcg1111cs 111t1,1 
be established that make it easier to achie\'C coopcr;111·,l· r,1111prt1t1n11 
among private producers-the pooling of resourrcs anwng tc.1111-.. ;1nd 
fim1s that otherwise compete. 

Such a two-sided solution to the problem of the nam,wnr,, pf .1n:cv, 
to vanguards and vanguardism in the ewnomy c1ll... 111 tum f11r .111 

enlarged repertory of forms of collaboratiPn between gowmnll'nt .rnd 
private enterprise. The architects of such a rcconstrun11111 mu'-1 1111t kt 
thcmscl\'cs be forced to choose between the arm·s-lcngth rl·gul.1t1Pn 11[ 
business br government and the centrah:t:d forrnubt1n11 11f 111111ary 
trade and industrial policy by a bureaucracy. 

To supersede this choice, they must dC\·clop new Yartt·t1c., 11f a,,11-
ciation or coordination between public and pm·ate 1n1t1.1t1n· Such ;1 
partnership must be decemrali:ed to the prnnt nf m11111ck111g ;md ewn 
radicalizing the market-related idea of an organi::ed anarrhy r.11hn th;m 
hcing imposed from on high. It must be plural1q1c. cncnur.1.�111.� thl· 
experimental coexistence of altemam-c str;11eg1cs fnr pr11dud11111 and 
trade rather than imposing a single one. It mmt be open-endnl. t;1k111g 
as its subject the step-by-step fulfillment of the wnd111on-. of pn1duct1Ye 
vanguardism, rather than confonnmg to a blueprint. And II mu-.t he 
inclusive in the range of its agents and beneficiaries. touch mg the back
ward sectors of production rather than rema1mng confined to the ;id
vanced sectors. 

A renewal of the institution.11 means by which public and pnvate 
initiatiYc work together can m turn serve ;1s the 5[;1rtmg point for an 
institutional reshaping of the market economy. Different regimes of 
contract and property may arise from the Yarymg tcnn, on wh1Ch gov. 
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ernment and business work together. These alternative private-law re

gimes may begin to coexist experimentally within the same democra

ti:ed market economy. In this way, we may generalize and deepen the 

liberal-market commitment to the freedom to recombine factors of pro

duction within an institutional setting that we take as gi\·en, turning it 

into a greater freedom to recombine and replace pieces of the instilll

tional setting of exchange and production. 

A second problem of the contemporary social democracies has to do 

with the nature and strength of the social bond. Imagine a society and 
an economy composed of four sectors. The first sector consists in the 
advanced forn1s of production and learning, responsible for an in

creasing share of social wealth and innovation. The second sector is 

made up of the declining mass-production industries. The third sector 

is a caring economy in which people take care of one another, and 

especially of the young, the old, and the infirn1, in jobs largely created 

and paid by the state. The fourth sector is the realm of disenfranchised 
and unstable labor, peopled by temporary or illegal workers who arc 

foreigners or belong to racial minorities. 

A major responsibility of the chastened social state under the present, 

eviscerated form of social democracy is to collect money from whoever 

has it-especially from participants in the first sector-and to distribute 
it to the beneficiaries of social entitlemcnts-p,,nicularly members of 

the third sector. Social solidarity comes down to the mo\·cment of 

checks through the mail. The different sectors arc different worlds: 
people in one h;n-e almost no acquaintance with people in the others. 
The social bond is thinned to the point of breaking. Nothing in common 

remains other than an idea of a shared past, the scntimentali:cd after
gltm· of a national memory. 

For social solidarity to become real, the principle must be established 
that it is not enough for the individual to give up some of his money: 

he must gi\'C up some of his life. Every able-bodied adult should in 
principle hold a position in both the caring economy and the produc
tion system. To his responsibility to care for others, outside his 0\\11 

family, he must sacrifice part if not of a working week or year. then of 
a working life. Moreo\·cr, government must help civil society to reor-
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ganize itself so that civil society becomes capable of arrang111g .111d 1111,11-
itoring the provision of social ser\'ice. Then peliplc will hcnl!l1c rl'· 
sponsible for one another. They will achie\'e the unmcd1atcd. cmh,,d1nl 
knowledge on which the social bond depends. 

A third problem of the contemporary social democrancs 1s till' drnul 
IO the individual of opportunities to escape the confines of a �m.111 hk 
For large numbers of ordinary men and women in the Etmipc.111 hollll' 
ground of social democracy over the last hundred years. the l1fr-pnng 
escape from beli1tiement has come onlr through the deadly ,,nk.11 ,,f 
war. �fartyrdom for the nation, its glory and Its freedoms. h,,., for many 
been a way of living for something larger than onc�df. Ewn when 
dreaded and hated, it has been an escape from routmcs that dulled and 
humiliated. 

Howe\'er, this experience of greatness. soaked m hi nod. p1,1�1,ncd by 
illusion and deception, and ending in suffcnng. exh.nhtlllll .. md d1,il
lusionment, has been less an ascent of common hunw111y to .1 h1,!hrr 
plane of consciousness and nobility than a rcpub1n: proxy for th;11 
inaccessible ideal. 

Peace brought narcolepsy. The Euwpean natl()n,; dc\·<'tnl thl· fiN 
half of the twentieth century to slaughtering one another and thi: ,cc,md 
half to drowning their sorrows in consump!ton. To\\·;ird the end ()f the 
twentieth century, exhausted by their sufferings and their pka,;urcs. 
they placed themseh·es in the care of pol1t1c1ans. entert;11111.·rs. and phi
losophers who taught the poisonous doctrine that poh11cs rnu�t Ix: h11le 
for indi\'iduals to become big. Then the peoples of Europe fell a�kcp 
If they later failed to awaken. they might well remain nd1 I lowewr. 
they would also be less equal. less free. and ks"' great. 

How can society and culture be so orgam:ed that l:irgc numhns of 
ordinary men and women have a better chance to aw;1ke fr(lfn the n.1r
coleptic da:e, outside the circle of mumacy and lo\·c. w21hou1 l1.1rn1g 
to do so as pawns and belligerents7 This s.1111e question prc<,cnts us.elf 
in another form. unburdened by the struggle between fnend and enemy 
or by the terrible ambigmties of war. How can an mthndual horn mto 
a small country li,·c a large life? How cm the state help h1rn mdcn the 
stage on which he can live such a lif c' 
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The general answer to all these questions is the development of po
litical, economic, and social institutions and practices that both equip 
the individual and multiply his chances of changing pieces of the es
tablished setting of his work and life as he goes about his ordinary 
activities. Diminishing the dependence of change on calamit)' they raise 

him up: they make him godlike. The specific answer to all these ques
tions is that the state should help the individual not to be little. 

Education, beginning in childhood and continuing throughout the 
working life. must nourish a core of generic conceptual and practical 
capacities to make the new out of the old. It must also equip the mind 

with the means with which to resist the present. For this very reason. 
the school should not remain under the control of the community of 
local families, who tell the child: become like us. Nor can it be the 
passive instmment of a central educational bureaucracy, which dcliwrs 
the child from these influences only to subjugate him to a uni\·ersal 
fonnu\a. Relying on multiple supports and responsive to multiple re
sponsibilities, it must also play them off against one another the better 
to open up the space in which collective memory serves individual 
imagination. 

What the school begins the state should continue. It must help pro
vide the individual with the economic as well as the educational means 
with which w take the initiative anywhere in the world. A small. rich 
country. for example. cm set out deliberately to transform the nation 
into an international ser,ice elite. And when the whole world becomes 
the theater of individual initiative, from business to charity and social 
activism. the tenor of national life changes as well; global experience 
and large ambition arc refracted back into the homeland. 

These three characteristic problems of contemporary social democ
racy han: in common that they do not yield to the regulatory and 
redistributiw policies that h;we shaped the social-democratic program. 
Social democracy defined itself by its renunciation of the attempt to 
reorgani:e productilm and politics. Retreating from these two terrains. 
it developed wlut seemed to be an impregnable position within the 
sphere of distribution or redistribution. The present hollowing out of 
social democracy in the name of the reconciliation of social protection 



with economic flexibility has only confirmed the logic of this rctrr.ll. 
Now, however, it turns out that social democracy cannot sol\'e 11s pnih

lcms and preserve its life unless it returns to the two terrains from wlw.:h 
it withdrew at its formative moment. 

It cannot solve any of these problems without inno\'ating in the Ill· 
stitutional form of the market economy. It cannot demol"ratt:l' thl· 
market, without deepening democracy: that is to say. witlwut crl'atmg 

the institutions of a high-energy democracy facilitating ins111u11on.1l rx
perimentation and mitigating the dependence of change 011 rnsi-; 

The real social force that can propel such a transformatton. rwn Ill 
the absence of great economic or political catastrophes. is the de:-.ire of 
the masses of ordinary working people. locked out of the isbnd-; of 
adYanced production and learning, to be admitted. Thry c1nrwt. how
ever. be let in, nor can more technical and economic plast1c11y be rec
onciled with more social inclusion. unless we hegm ro change the whole 
structure. \Ve can change the whole structure piece by piece and ,tep 
by step. We do not need, and should not want. a bluqmnt All Wl' 
require is a clear conception of the direction and a rich set of pro\'1s10nal 
conjectures about what next to do. 

Experimentalist cooperation. with its loosclr defined hut exa(lmg 
conditions, is both a means and an end. a method and an l1t1tcornc. 
However, it remains blind until it is infom1ed hr a contc-.t of programs. 
each of them suggesting a direction and a sencs of next steps lttd1cal
izcd pragmatism becomes transformati\'e politics. 
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Religion 

The Self Awahcncd 

The Problems of Connection and Transcendence Restated 

Onlr a fool would consulL an absLracL docLrine for clear, comprehensive, 
and reliable inslruction aboul whaL to do wilh his life. The quesLion

How should I livc?-is ne\'crthcless one Lo which a philosophy gi\'ing 
primacy LO Lhe personal musl speak. The argumenl of Lhis book draws 

on a conception of Lhc sclf-Lhe same concepLion moLi\'aLing Lhese ideas 

aboul the pennanelll creaLion of Lhc new in socieLy. This conccplion of 
the self suggests an aniLude lo some of the central problems of life. 

although it is unable by itself to generate or to support a developed 
moral vision. It provides neilhcr a detailed dcsc, iption nor an author

itati,·c defense of a course of life. It nevertheless points in a particular 
direction. 

In thinking about the enigmas and longings that are celllral to our 
lives. we face two recurrent. pcrvasin:, and O\'erlapping problems: the 

problems of connection and transcendence. They arc already implied 
in the conception of the self with which this argument began, and they 
came to the surface when the argumelll turned on its hinge, from con
ception to orientation. 

The problem of connection is a conflict between the enabling con
ditions of scl010od. \\'e need other people-practically, emotionally, 
and cogniti\·cly. Our need for them is unlimited and ins..'1tiablc: we 
experience c\'erything they do for us as a down paymclll on a trans
action that cannot be completed. \\'e build a self through connection. 
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However, the jeopardy in which other people place us is also unlimited: 
their existence, beyond e\'cry particular conflict of interest and of ,,·ills. 
puts constant pressure on ours. So we mo\'e toward them and thrn 

back away from them, oscillating between closeness and distance. Ofl.:n 
we settle into an anxious middle distance. 

Freedom as self-possession would be to rcsol\'c M w moderate this 
clash between the enabling requirements of sclf-asscrt1on. Our moq 
convincing experience of such a reconciliation is pcr�onal hl\'c. In Its 
fullest expressions, personal lo\'c offers an experience of 11nag11u11\'e 
recognition and acceptance of another as a radical ind1\'idual. Only w11h 
difficulty, however, docs this experience gain broader purchase on �o
cial life beyond the reaches of our most intimate and all-enrnmpassmg 
encounters. 

The problem of transcendence is a contradiction between rwo �rs of 
demands we place on the organi:ed social and cultural worlds 111 which 
we mo\'c. \Ve cannot find a dcfiniti\'e setting for our hum.11111y-a 11;1t
ural space of society and culture accommodating all that 1s w11r1h doing. 

feeling. and thinking. There is no such natural space. There arc only 
the particular worlds we build and inhabit. 

These worlds make us who we arc. They shape us. 1 lowc\'cr. they 
ne\'er shape us fully. A residue of unused capahtl11y for acrwn. awx:1-
ation, passion, and insight worth ha,·ing is always left o\'cr. There 1s 

always more in us than in any such context or in any rctrospccm·c or 
prospccti\'e list of contexts. In comparison to them. we arc mfin11e: 
pushing up against their limits. we discover there to he more w1thm us. 

The reali:ation of our rccogni:cd interests and professed 1tk.1ls 
therefore forces us in the end to go beyond what the cstahhshecl frame
work allows. As we begin to do so, the specious clarny of our mtercsts 
and ideals begins to fade. We discover that their apparent cbncy de
pended on their association in our minds w11h convcnuonal prarnces 

and familiar arrangements. Thus. the churning of the contexts 1s ac
companied by fighting within each of us and among all of us. and when 
among us, by every means from con\'crsa11on w war. 

Our humanity as well as our particular mrerests and 1<leals require 
us to resist and to fighc. Through all this c:-:pcricncc. we face a conflict 
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between two conditions of our humanity that are just as important as 

the conflicting demands we place on connection. We need to engage 

in a particular social and cultural world. Freedom comes from engage
ment as well as from connection. However, every such engagement 

threatens to become a surrender: to reduce us from authors to puppets. 

Thus. we seem forced to choose, at every tum, between an engagement 
that both frees and cnsla\'cs us and a holding back, by mental rcscr

\'ation if not by outward rebellion. This holding back preserves our 

independence only by wasting its substance. Engagement, whole

hearted if not single-minded, without surrender, is what we need. 

So it is that we come to concci\'c the ambition of changing the basic 

character as well as the particular content of the contexts of institutions 

and beliefs against which we must always finally rebel. We seek to build 

a world so organi:cd that there is less of a discontinuity between being 

inside it and being outside it, between following the rules and changing 
them. To the extent we succeed, we arc able not only to reali:e more 

dfccti\'Cl)' our particular interests and ideals but also to develop more 

fully our humanity. Our world becomes less of a place of exile and 
imprisonment. It bears more clearly the mark of infinity. 

The problem of transcendence is implicated in the problem of con

nection. Our power to reconcile our infinite need and longing for other 

people with containment of the jeopardy in which they place us remains 

limited in scope outside the pri\'ilcgcd domain of personal lo\'C. The 

best we can ordinarily achieve is to organi:e the middle distance. Even 

in the freest and most prosperous of contemporary democracies, we 
continue to do time as indentured servants to a compulsi\·e scheme of 

social di\·ision and hierarchy and to a stereotyped allocation of social 

roles. 

We cannot give t•tmel\'Cs to one another as full indi\·iduals beyond 

the frontiers of personal lo\·e because we have not yet made ourscl\'cS 

into such individuals. To allow us to do so is part of the work of cx

perimcnt;11ist cooperation and of high-energy democracy. They equip 

the indi\·idual with greater and more varied capabilities. They 
strengthen his freedom from the inherited tropisms of culture and the 

automatisms of society. They make possible for more people. over a 

wider terrain. the magn;mimity of the strong. 



The problem of connection is implicated in the prohkm tif tran°'cl·n· 
dence. It is implicated both as a condition and as a goal. Juq ;1s a child 
is better able to run the risks of self-construction if it knows n..;clf ..;.1fe 
in the love of its parents. so arc men and women better able to dulkn�l· 
and change pieces of their context if ther ;-ire secure and strcngthe,wd 
in their connections to others as well as in their basic rights and ah1lt11cs. 
And the freed om we acquire through the pcrmanelll rc111n·1111(1n (if !lw 
future and the qualit;-iti\'C transformation of our contexts Wl1ttld lw tPo 
harsh and dehumanizing a goal, too narrowly and dangerou,ly hnntc 
an ideal, if it did not promise a basis on which to nmnell more fully 
and productivelr with other people. 

How We Encounter These Problems in the Coursl' of a Life 

The problems of connection and transcendence presc111 thcrn�dws 
under disguise in a charncteristic sequence o\'cr the rnur<,c o[ .1 ltk
of the most ambitious lives lived h\' tho,e who haw takrn to he;trt thl.'. 

. 
' 

. 

message of self-construction through resistance to the world and to tlw 
hardened \'Crsion of one's self. 

First, we must abandon our famasies ;ihout muluplc sekcs and mul
tiple li\'eS. \Ve must embrace a p;irticular 1ra3ccto1-y and arcrpt its CP!l· 

sequences for the person we shall become. 
Then we must follow this \'iolcm act of sclf-murda11on w11h ;1.,1ru�lc 

to learn how to feel the ghostlr movements of the 1111.,,mg hmhs by an 
act of imaginative loYc, we must im;1g1nc the expcncrm: of the people 
we did not become. This enlargement of the scn,c ()f self Jom, w11h our 
early experience of identification and compas<.wn to e�tahhsh a ha"1s 
for accepting and imagining other people. 

L·ucr. as we struggle. from a panicular pos11ion 111 the world. wnh 
the limits of our circumstance and of our 111s1ght, and face the temp· 
tat ion to mistake disillusionment for wisdom. a carapace. made of char
acter and compromise. begins w fonn around U'i. Pan of this c;irapacc 
comes from inside: the h;ihitual d1spos111ons of the self form a character. 
Such routines ;ire indispcns.1hlc: they prondc ;i coherent and secure 
place from which we can cmb;irk on ad\'cnturc and cxpcnmcnt. l low
C\'Cr, our freedom and ,·itahty also require rcs1'ilancc ;ig;unst our own 
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character as yet another reduction of the unlimited to the limited and 

of the surprising to the formulaic. Part of the carapace also comes from 

outside: resignation to the limits of an individual circumstance. \Ve 

begin to think that the lives we lead are the only ones we shall C\'er 

lead, and we fall down into the acceptance of what we take to be our 

fate. 

This combination of hardened character and unchallenged compro

mise results in a mummification of the self. We begin to die many small 

deaths. \Ve can then live only by ripping apart this mummy that begins 

to encase us. \Ve do not rip it apart to be virtuous or righteous; rather. 

we rip it ,1part so that we can live in such a manner that we die only 

once. 

We cannot rip it apart by a direct act of will. However, the will can 
operate indirectly and powerfully, if guided by a view of moral oppor
tunit)'. We progress by a dynamic of engagement and self-transforma

tion. If we stand back in a posture of ironic detachment, we tum from 
flesh to stone. By identifying with particular beliefs and forms of life. 

by subjecting ourselves, through such identification, to defeat and dis
appointment, by risking the subversion of faith at the hands of thought 
and experience, we continue to live. \Ve learn, through action, to hope. 

\\'hat is the idea of our situation that, recognizing its terrors of suf

fering and obscurity but building on the idea o[ the self f ram which 1 
began. could justify such an ambition in the living of a life? 

Consider first the larger circumstance within which we confront the 
dilemmas of connection and transcendence and undergo their charac
teristic expressions over the course of a human life. On one side. we 
find oursch·cs pushed back and forth between agitation and boredom. 

\\'hen we temporarilr manage to quiet our ambitions, frustrations, and 

di\'Crsions-the ceaseless wandering among particulars. the desperate 

effort to make them bear a weight they cannot carry-we fall into a 
state of staring and boredom. Our happy moments of engagement with 

the task at hand and the other person arc soon devoured by this alter
nation between lostness and emptiness. In this susceptibility we expe
rience as suffering the overriding consequence of our humanity. which 

demands infinity from the finite and accessibility from the infinite. 



On the other side, darkness surrounds our dreamlike and tontll'llll'd 
existence, punctuated by joys we are powerless to make last and enw1-

glcd in the drives, toils, and pains of the bodr. No ad\'ancc of natur.11 
science could ever lift this darkness. In the end science can dd1\·a to 

us only a history of the uni\'erse and of the ephemeral and h11umkd 

regularities that may arise at certain moments in this history. It c.m do 
nothing to split the difference between being and noth111gncss. or hl 
explain how and why being could come out of nothing. or why we arc 

not God rather than the doomed beings we in fact are. It c;m answa 
none of these questions-now or C\'cr after-because tt th mks wnh our 
embodied minds rather than with the mind of God. 

Our mortality focuses our experience on a lmcf. 1m.:vrrs1hle. and 
dramatic procession from one mystery to another. i\s we turn to one 

another and to our chores and commitments, we pbcc on tlwsc fr;ul 
encounters, homely routines, and fallible de\'O!lons the burden of un
limited longing for the unlimited. They arc not up to 11. 

Consider three solutions to the problems of conncctwn and tr;m
scendence, seen against this background of trouble and 1gnor.111cc: the 
narrative of salvation, the extinction of the self, and the awakemng of 
the self. 

The narrati\'e of sah'ation places our strngglcs w11h the pnlhlcms of 
connection and transcendence in a broader context of meanmg and 
hope. The relations among people foreshadow our relauon to God. who 
mysteriously needs us e\'en as we need Ihm and who mtcrvenes. dra

matically. decisi\'ely. and irrC\-crsihly. in h1stoncal time. Tim mterwn
tion, beginning in history and continuing in ctcrnny. prepares hoth us 

and the world for O\'crcoming the conflicts hctwecn fin11c c1rcumst.1ncc 
and infinite longing. between the need and the fear of conncc11on. hen 
our great secular projects-like the cau5c of democracy and the alle
viation of po\'erty and oppression-gain meanmg from the part they 
play in this redempth·e work. 

Can we make oursch-es belie\·c in such a 11;1rrat1vc by w.mtmg to 
bclie\'C in it? If we try to save our fanh by reducing II to allq�ory
translating the record of personal encounter w11h God into a nston of 
impersonal piety and morality-we cnsccrate II of prcc1scly those fca-
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turcs that allow it lo speak most directly and powerfully to our anxieties 

and hopes. We recover it only by undoing it. 

We cannot evade a judgment of its truth-the truth of the historical 

and transhistorical events it recounts. If it is a way of arousing the will 

and consoling the mind, it suffers from the defect of the historical nar

ratives of political, social, and economic redemption, like Marxism. 

which for so long inspired and misdirected transformative politics. The 
spell we cast on ourselves will lead us to misrepresent both the con

straints and the opportunities of our situation. As a result, we shall sec 

less clearly and be less free. 

It may seem strange to invoke such a complaint of truthfulness in an 

argument that pursues pragmatist themes and commitments. For no 

feature of the n1lgar understanding of the pragmatist tradition is more 

widespread than the idea that this tradition proposes a merely instru

mental ,·icw of truth. Herc, however, I have argued that the primacy of 

the personal over the impersonal rather than the subordination of belief 
to expedience is the element of this tradition we have most reason to 

rescue and develop. 

It is precisely in the domain of the personal and the historical that 

we have the strongest basis to oppose the reduction of discovery to 
stratcgi:ing. It is our knowledge of nature that is less reliable as rep

resentation of the world rather than as a guide tc, practical intervention 

because it is knowledge circumscribed by the disproportion of the mind 

to its object and beset by the antinomics of the impersonal. To be sure, 

c,·c!)· powerful view of society and personality is, among other things. 

a self-fulfilling prophecy. It itwitcs us to act in a way that makes it true. 

l·fowc,-cr, this impulse of self-fulfillment, though ineradicable, is also 

self-limiting: we soon hit against the resistance imposed br people such 

as they now arc and by society such as it is now. Thus, the clement of 

self-fulfilling prophecy in our social and personal ideas forces us into a 

confrontation with reality rather than allowing us to mistake comfon 

for tnnh. 
A second solution to the problems of existence is the annihilation of 

the self. \\'e can find different versions of it expressed in the philoso

phies of Schopenhauer and Plotinus as well as in some aspects of the 



teachings of the Buddha and Lao T:u. It proposes the suspension l)f 

individual striving through an identification of consciousness with Ulll· 

versa! and ultimate reality beyond the self. We achieve rcninnli.111011 

both with other people and with our societies and cultures through a 
radical devaluation of the reality of phenomenal dislllKtions and of 

individual selfhood. 

There is a reciprocal relation in this response hetwern the meta· 

physical picture and the existential orientation. Denial of the ul111natc 

reality of distinctions within the manifold justifies the ahandl111mcnt of 

striving, with its terrible alternation between disquiet and boredom. 
Cessation of striving turns away from the conf ronta11ons that l\lll ;tlonc 

keep vivid in our minds the distinctions of the manifest world. 

The moral cost of the annihilation of the self is the wry dfn:t that 
its proponents invoke as its benefit. What we lose by adop1111g tl11s 

metaphysic and practicing this therapy is the world and. wnh tfH, world. 

life. Our experience shrinks on the pretext of cxp.111d111g \\'hen. he· 

cause of the reality of our embodiment and our social loca11on. Wl' arc 
unable to keep up the pretense of returning from the self to the ul111n.1te. 

we find ourselves imprisoned in a place that we have worked to m;1ke 
smaller. 

This moral cost is aggravated by an epistcmologa:al one. \\'c 5('.'l up 

in consciousness a situation in which the 111vahdat111g test can come 
only from outside-the knock on the door by a personal and soc1.1l 

reality that refuses to be mastered by distancing and dental. 
A third solution is an awakening of self to other people and to the 

manifest world. Such an awakening is an intcns1fic;1t1on of our engage
ment with experience, especially with our experience of d1stmct10n both 

of people and of phenomena. It is a movement from narcolcpuc da:e. 
interrupted by moments of pain and joy, to presence, a11cn11on. and 
invoh-cment. Nowhere is this link between 111tens1ficat1on of experience 

and recognition of difference more fully revealed rhan in our sense of 
the reality of the indi\'idual self. \\'e now sec this realny as one that 
goes all the way down rather than dismissing it as ;in epiphenomenon. 

This awakening is therefore in ewry respect a re\'crsal of both the 

exislentia\ altitude and the metaphysical nsion underlymg the allcmpt 
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at annihilation of the self. It takes a certain conception of the self and 
of its stnigglcs with the world-the conception I proposed to put at 
the center of a radicalized pragmatism-and develops it into a response 
to the problems of existence. It gives many signs of its intention and 
subjects itself to many tests of its claims. 

In politics and in culture, it leads us toward the permanent im-ention 
of the future and the enhancement of the powers of ordinary humanity 
and the dignity of ordinary experience. The structure of society comes 
to resemble more closely the workings of the imagination. 

In the shaping of moral vision and action, it inspires resistance to the 
mummification of the self and, more generally, the effort to embed our 
solutions to the problem of connection in a response to the problem of 
transcendence. As we develop our practical powers, our overriding 
moral purpose becomes that of reconciling greatness with love in our 
experience of se\010od and encounter. \Ve seek such a reconciliation in 
a form untainted by the illusions of an heroic ethic, open to the prompt
ings of ordinary experience, and respectful of the abilities of ordinary 
people. 

In the imagination of the world as a whole, such as we can see and 
understand it from our narrow and accidental vantage point, it inspires 
an attempt to recapture, chastened and transformed, the visionary pres
ence of the world to the child. Art and science work together to deepen 
l)tlr awareness of distinction within the actual world by placing the 
acttul against a backdrop of transformative variation and opportunity
scen, discovered. etwis.,ged, prophesied. and created. R:ither than dim
ming our sense of reality and real distinction, this imagination of change 
makes it more acute. Although we did not make the world. the whole 
wide world becomes our dream, and e,·e,-ything in it appears to us in 
the ,·isionary relief of the dreaming mind. 

Existential Options 

Imagine the problem of the path of the self from another perspccti,·c
the perspecth·e of the existential options presented to us by the most 
ambitious and inclush·e thinking of our own times. \Ve shall reach the 
$..,me outcome from a different starting point. 



Facing the certainty and finality of death and unahk to dbpd the 

mystery of our existence, or of the existence of the world. we ;m· rwr

mally engaged in the affairs of life. in our attachments to others. and 111 

our conflicts with them. Such engagement occupies our wnsc1m1sncss 

If it is intense, it fills us with joy, e\'en when it is accomp.1111cd hy thl· 

shadows of antagonism, ambi\'alence, remorse, and fl'ar. The 1111c1Nty 

may run in the direction of de\'otion to a task or of longmg for otlwr 
people. 

This intensity, howe\'er, wa\'ers. It threatens to go urnkr. suhmrrgcd 
by routine. The problem is not repetition and habir. un;n·nabbk and 

indispensable features of our experience. The problem ts the failurl' l\l 

sustain our godliness-the quality of contcx1-transcrnd111g spmt-m 
the midst of repetition; the failure to embody spint Ill thl' niuunc. 

As a result, we li\'e out much of our lives in a da:e. a .. 1f we arl' ;1c1111g 

out a script someone else had written. The S\llllcom: d�l'. howc\'l'r, 1s 

not an individual or e\'en a group; it is the impersonal. crushing col

lective authority of the others who set our terms of rdcrt:rKc and who 

exercise power, or suffer ser\'itude, in the world we inhah11 \\\· become 

them, but they do not become each of us. 

The flickering of the life force is a little hit of dymg. N dymg by step-. 

It comes with its own solace: the narcoleptic state of d11rnn1shed con

sciousness into which we descend prc\'cnts us from focmmg on the 

enormity of the loss or from confronting our s11u;i1wn. :\nd the pre-.

surcs of material need and economic scamty keep us chamcd to our 
practical responsibilities. 

Consider three responses. Each has played a role m the thought. art. 

and experience of our times. Only 1hc tlmd sets us on a path o( d1\'tn· 
i:ation consistent with the facts of our existence. 

One response is relentlessly to parade hdore our eyes the spectacle 
of our sliding toward death and of our dangling m mc;mmglcssncss. 

The point of this parade is to arouse 1t1 us a dread so ternhlc and a 

disgust so violent 1ha1 we arc incited to rchd agamst the denial of ac11ve 

and conscious personality. 
Bui to what end? To the end of promptmg us to compose ourselves. 

\Ve compose ourseh·cs less hy reassenmg the claims of hfc than by 
denying the imponancc or e\·en the realny of the d1-.1mc11ons that fill 
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up our everyday experience. Seeing these distinctions of the manifest 

world as the outreach of an underlying reality, we affirm the radiance 
of being. We attend to the world; we celebrate it; we identify with its 
onward rush. We triumph over ignorance and death by taking leave of 
ourselves. 

This belated and strained paganism is another version of the ancient 
doctrine of the extinction of the self. It used to be justified by the 

metaphysical conceptions of the perennial philosophy. In our day it 
appeals more often to an idea of the exhaustion and the failure of every
thing else, including the tradition of philosophy: of all attempts to make 
sense of the particulars of the manifest world and to steer in that world 
a course of transformative action. 

The consequences of this response reveal its errors. We cannot in 
fact sustain the engagement that enables us to resist our descent into 
the narcoleptic daze by standing and waiting, or by celebrating and 
attending. We can do so only by struggling against both ourselves and 
the world, even if it is the struggle of the individual philosopher or 
artist to renew under new disguises, and without reliance on the pe
rennial philosophy, the ancient doctrine of the extinction of the self and 
its program of ecstatic and mindful quiescence. This first response is a 
doctrine that no one, least of all its own inventors, can li\·e out. 

A second response focuses on the suppression of individuality that 
accompanies both the dimming of consciousness and the automatisms 
of the will. It proposes resistance to the institutional arrangements, the 
stereotyped roles, and the hardened forms of consciousness that crush 
authentic personality. \Ve can reaffirm the quality that makes us more 
human by making us more di\·ine only if we tread an endless \·ia nc
�,1tiva: we must say no, no, no to all the structures, through rebellion,
both collccti\·c and indi\·idual.

The pcm1anent rebellion against structure reveals a failure of insight 
and a wavering of the heart. It is a failure of insight because it refuses 
to recognize that the structures against which it rebels may differ in 
quality as well as in content: in the character of their relation to the 
sm1cture-transgressing powers of the agent. They may be relatively 
more entrenched against challenge and change, presenting themscl\'eS 



to the agent as natural necessity or alien fate. Or they may be rclatm.:ly 
more available to revision in the course of the activities of C\-cryd.1y life. 

When we reform the structures in this alternative dirertion. we do 
more than enhance our practical powers and undermine an 111d1spcn
sablc basis of entrenched social division and hierarchy. \\'e split the 

difference between being inside a stnicture and being beyond nnl..'. \\'e 
fashion a setting more suitable to the infinities within us. Not to rec
ognize this potential of variation is to remain in thrall to a supers1111on 
that is also a form of subjugation. 

This rebellion is also a wa\·cring of the heart because thl' 1ead11ng ,,f 
the endless via ncgativa betrays despair about our ability to make spmt 
live in structure: that is to say within routine and repc1111on. law and 
practice. This hopelessness is a sin we commit agamst ourselves: agamst 
our powers of transgression, transcendence. and 1ra11sfor111;11wn. It has 
two exemplary fom1s: the one, the political; the other. personal. The 
political form is abandonment of any attempt so to orgam:e society and 
culture that we shorten the distance between our contcxt-preS{'n'lllg 
and our context-transforming activities and make change internal to 
social life. The personal form is renunciation of all efforts to make love 
live in institutions, particularly in the institutions of marriage and m 
the long conversations and reciprocal s.1cnfices of a hfc together. Ro
mantic love-spirit disembodied and incapable of 111c;1rn;1tron m rou
tine-secs repetition as its death. The political and the personal forms 
of this loss of hope represent two instances of the s;1me closmg down. 

A third response is the one I have called the awakening of the self. 
Like the other two responses just described. ii depends for the force of 
its appeal on an effort to force confrontation wllh our n10rtal1tr and 
ignorance: how what we \'alue most swings o\·er a vm<l of meanmg
lcssness, concealed by need. busyness. and <ln-crs1on. 

The greatest threat to this moral project is the entrapment of the sdf. 
\Ve may suddenly reali.:c that the life we arc lcadmg 1s the only one we 
may C\'cr live. \\'c find ourselves trapped m a s1tua11on that dcmcs our 
infinity, which is to say our humanity. \\'c then resist. 

One form of this resistance is the red1rcc11011 of thought and politics 
to an effort to create structures that rccogni:c, nurture, and develop 
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our structure-transcending nature. Our orientation to such a future is 

also a way of living in the present as beings not fully determined by the 

established organization of society and culture. However, this is a path 

that even in the circumstances of the most free, equal, and prosperous 

societies is directly open only to a few. Even for these few it offers an 

inadequate solution. 

Our lives arc usually over before we have seen the things we fought 

for come to pass and tum out not to be what we wanted. The person 

before us, the moment we arc living, the task to which we are devoted, 

the experience remembered now-the turning of consciousness to the 

manifest world, heightened as in a dream, transfigured by the imagi
nation of the next steps as in thought and politics, yet subject, as in 

our everyday waking lives, to the discipline of constraint and to the 
demands of repetition-that is the antidote to the death-in-life of a 
diminished existence. 

The conversion of the mind to the manifest world is paradoxically 

connected with the orientation to the future. The workings of the imag

ination throw light on this connection. To grasp a state of affairs or a 
phenomenon is to sec it as capable of being changed into something 

else as a result of certain interventions. Until we set it within such a 

range of transfonning variation, we do not see; we merely stare. The 

core setting of this imaginati,·e work is our experience of acting in the 

world, of encountering resistance, and of overcoming it. 

We cannot give ourseln�s fully to the manifest world and to the others 

if we remain the puppets of a script we did not write and the prisoners 

of a situation that docs not recognize in us the context-transcending 
beings we really arc. We do not need to await the transformation of 

society and of culture to begin our emancipation. We can begin right 
now. In c,·el)· area of action and thought, and so long as we do not 
suffer the extremities of deprivation and infirmity, the question on our 

lips wtll be: What should we do next? The most ambitious forms of 

programmatic thinking and of rcconstructive action simply extend the 
scope of this questioning and broaden the range of our answers. 

What allows us to ask at c,·cl)· tum the question-what should we 

do next?-is the marriage of the imagination with an existential atti-



tude: a hopeful and patient availability to no\'elty and to expa1ence. 
What enables us to sustain this attitude is in tum the comhinalllm of 

growing confidence in the exercise of our own powers-security and 
capability-with love-the love of the world and the lo\'c of people. 

The commitment to a zone of fundamental protections and cnchm·
mcnts, established by rights withdrawn from the agenda of short-term 

politics, is simply the most important political expressilm l,f a more 
general truth. As the love of the parent for the child. assuring II of an 
unconditional place in the world, encourages the child Ill run mks for 
rhe sake of self-construction, so 1hesc capabili1y-enhancing nghts help 
1he individual to lower his defenses and to look for the new. Taking 
1hese rights partly out of politics by surrounding them wuh rules and 
doctrines that make them relatively harder IO change in the short nm 
may have a paradoxical result. Entrenching these rights ;igamst polllKal 
challenge mar broaden the scope of politics and increase us 1ntcns1ty. 

However, the aim must be to define such immuni1ics and endow
ments in a manner that imposes the least possible ngiduy of the sur
rounding social space. A caslc sys1em equaling 1he security of the Ill· 
dividual with the inviolability of detailed and distinct forms of group 
life rcpresems an extreme of confusion of individual safety ;md 1denmy 
with social rigidity. What we should desire is the opposite extreme. of 
disassociation between entrenchment of the capab1l11y-enhancrng nghts 
or endowments and entrenchment of all other arrangements. Of such 
an opposite extreme we have no available example: the existing forms 
of economic, social, and political organi:ation, mclud111g the trad111onal 
modem law of property and contract, stand at varying 111termed1ate 
points along this imaginary spectrum. So here, as cn:rywhere. ind1rnl

uals must make up, by the way in which they relate self-possession to 
connection. for what poli1ics and law have not yet pro\·1ded as the 
ordering of social life. 

It is not the radiance of a supposedly umfied hcmg underlrmg the 
phenomenal world that inspires this response of awakening. as It in
spires the contemporary version of the doctrine of the ex1111ct1on of the 
self. It is real love, the lo\·c of actual people. g1\·cn and received. The 
love of the world now appears as an effusion of this human love. Pio-
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tinus's fountain flowed upside down, from hidden being abo\'c, into 

the manifest world below. Now, however, the fountain flows right side 

up. The lo\'c of the world is the penumbra) light of a brighter flame, 

human lo\'c. 

The first of the three contemporary responses to our condition of 

ignorance and mortality is no more than a contemporary \'ersion of the 

ancient doctrine of the extinction of the self. It translates the tenets of 
the perennial philosophy. which traditionally supported that doctrine, 

into a rncabulary gratifying to modem cars. The second response, of 
permanent romantic rebellion against structure, continues under de

mocracy and in the form of political and moral views, the via ncgatin1 

that has always existed, as a heresy, within the great world religions of 

personal sal\'ation. The third response, of the awakening of the self. 

might be similarly seen as a continuation, without the theological back
drop, of some of the moral and psychological beliefs most characteristic 
of the narrati\'c of sal\'ation. 

In the fnnn of its statement here, the awakening of the self may seem 
no more than Christianity without Christ or the Church. In this respect, 

it would resemble many of the ideas of the last fi\'c centuries in the 
West, as an afterglow of Christianity, obtaining from its ambi,·alcnt 

relation to a lost faith whate,·cr power it may enjoy. Because many were 
pagans when they professed to be Christians, some became Christians 

when they turned into pagans; the moment of their apostasy was the 
hour of their cotwersion. 

Nothing for sure follows. however, for insight or action now from 

the limited tnllh of this genealogical remark. Arc the trans..1ctions 

between God and humanity, in which the con\'crtcd apostates arc 
no longer able to belic\'c, the indispensable repository of the most im

portant tnnh al)lmt ourscl\'cs? Or docs this \'icw represent an attempt 
to pro\'ide grounds outside us for what can ha,·c grounds only with

in us? 
As an orientation to life. the doctrine of the awakening of the self 

must recommend itself by its o,rn force. It is not an inference from the 

radicali:ed pragmatism for which I argue, any more than the redirection 
of social democracy can be a consequence of that philosophy. The phil
osophical position only connects and gcncrali:cs the insights and im-



pulses emerging from these different fields of experience. It rernrns to 
them a light that is largely rcOected from them. 

What is it like to do this work now? \Ve lost the faich that tnspm:d 
this view of the self and of its divini:ation. We consoled llttrsdn·s that 
in losing it we were in fact bringing it hack to life again. hut we could 

not be sure. All around us we had seen the idea that n·crythmg could 

in principle be different, combined with the sense tlw we niuld 1111t 
change anything that mattered anyway; the \'ictory o\·er nen·s,11an
anism seemed hollow. We witnessed the re\'lllutionary ideas of the \\'l·<.t 

stab to death the leading doctrines of other civili:ations, whKh sun·t\·cd 
only as props or fossils. Moreover, the triumphant ideas about social 

and personal transformation, ha\'ing set the world on fire through re\'· 
olution or subjugated it through empire, had then ap1warl'll. at the 
moment of their triumph, to wither and die. The dialogue of the ma1or 

philosophical traditions of mankind had therefore hecorrn: a congress 
of dead people. \Ve aroused the transforming will through qrn.: 11arra
tives of inevitable progress based on assumptions 111 which we wac no 
longer able to believe. 

\Ve were repelled, however, by the conclusion that all that was left 
to us was to sing in our chains, to cast a spell on our�cl\'Cs, l<l cxpcn
ment with private pleasures, and to rcin\'Cnt the anurnt ethK of 5<:· 
renity. Ironic distancing would mean surrender and dc;llh ,\!ways we 
had before us the perennial moral fommla of our c1nlr:at1c111. wh1d1 
the nineteenth-and twentieth-century nm·cl had brought as the la�t 
glimmer of a fading light: you change yourself. although you c,1nno1 

change the world; and the way to change yourself is to try to change 
the world-your world-c\·en though you cannot d1angc ll. \\'c �ll(I 

that these he liefs were true. and we wanted to dr5eo\'cr the way (lf ac:11ng 
that would confirm their truth and the way of th111k111g that woulds.we 

them from the appearance of ahsurdny. 

The Two Awakenings of the Self 

The self awakens twice. The first awakening of the self ts the affirmation 
of consciousness and. through consciousness, of distmct personality. 
\Ve affim1 consciousness by entering fully into the expcncnce of con-
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scious life. To enter fully into it is to broaden it, stretching its limits. 
This stretching gives rise, however, to a contrary experience, of loss of 

distinct consciousness and identity. Horrified, we then step back into 

the citadel of the conscious self, holding on with new force and clarity 

to what we had risked losing. The central paradox of the first awakening 

of the self is that we must risk losing the sense of self-our grip on 

consciousness, our hold on distinction of personality-the better to 

reaffirm it. 

Few arc the thinkers in our Western tradition who, like Plotinus, 

have explored this paradox. For centuries, however, it was a familiar 
topic of discussion among the philosophers of ancient India. 

There arc two directions in which we may stretch and risk our ex

perience of self-consciousness. In one direction we enter more fully into 
the life of our own body. It ceases to appear strange to us; consciousness 
becomes a detailed map of our bodily states of pain, pleasure, or per
ception, the mind transfonncd into what Spinoza thought it always 

was-the idea of the body. The more fully we identify in consciousness 

with the body, closely tracking its humors and changes and lifting the 
categorical grid we nonnally impose on perception, the greater the loss 
of the sense of distinction. The whole manifest world, and our em

bodied self within it, now begins to dissolve into an indistinct glow, an 
afterglow of the sense of distinct selfhood that we had upheld so long 

as we remained, vigilant and armed, within the fortress of conscious
ness. anxiously eyeing from a distance the body and the world. 

In another direction we leave this fortress for the sake of two varieties 
of absorption: absorption in an acti\·ity, experienced as all-consuming 
as well as self-justifying. and absorption in a vision of the manifest world 
around us, experienced as sufficient to hold our attention. 

By the first of these \·aricties of absorption, we surrender to a work 
that quiets for a while all restlessness and anxiety. In surrendering to 

it, howe\·er, we feel no boredom because it seems large enough to oc

cupy the whole of our conscious life so long as we arc doing it. Our 
experience of time changes. \Ve undergo movement and transforma
tion, making real the sense of time. Yet time as an uncontrolled fall 
toward death is seemingly suspended. 



By the second of these two varieties of absorption, we find llUr eyes 

open to the phenomenal world. It appears to us with all its dis1i1H.:t1ons 
and radiance highlighted as if in a dream. And it commands our ;men
tion so completely that nothing of this anent ion is left over, as a rl'sidttc.' 
of doubt, discontent, and suspicion. 

Both these varieties of absorption lead outward. Both rqm:scm en
hancements of our core experience of self-consciousness and d1st1nc
tion. Yet both also threaten what they enhance, undenmning the cbnty 

of the boundary between the self and what lies outsick tt, Wl';tkemng 
the vigilance of distance on which our experience of consciousness re
lics. 

From the descent into the body and the ascent into the two types of 
absorption, we step back, frightened and strengthened. into the walls 
of the defended self. This going out and coming back, this broadcmng 
and narrowing. this endless movement amon)?, the d1ff erent levels of 
consciousness is the first awakening of the self: an awakenmg to the 

experience of distinct personality and embodied spirit. II takes pbce 
under a double shadow: the shadow of the need to reckon wllh other 
people and the shadow of the need to come to terms wuh the organi:ed 
structure of the society in which we find ourselves. 

Needing others for everything from the material sustenance of life to 
the confirmation of our sense of self but fearing them as threats to our 
independent existence, we move uneasily between closeness and 
fending off. Ordinarily, we set1\c into an ill-marked nmldlc dtst:mcc. 

Recognizing that the order of society is simpl)' the temporary inter
ruption or containment of a fight that can begm again at any moment
a struggle over the tenns of people's claims upon one another-\\·e seek 
to uphold the rules, proprieties, and decencies that expunge from social 

life some of its undercurrent of savagery and danger. 
The second awakening of the self is the dtscm·el)' wuhm us of the 

demand for the infinite, for the absolute. Once diS{"ovcred, ll 1s irresis
tible; it must be li,·ed out. Its li,·ing out changes the meaning of c\·el)'
thing we had experienced before. The second awakening is therefore a 
re\·olution in the experience of consciousness and d1s11nc11on. 

It takes place at first in the form of certain interruptions and rcd1-
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rcctions of the experiences characteristic of the first awakening. Once 

we understand the nature of these interruptions and redirections, we 

can sec how their occurrence may be favored by the spread of certain 

beliefs about personality and society and how their expression may 

require dc,·clopmcnts in thought and in politics. The second awakening 

is inseparable from the history of democracy as well as from the progress 

of our insight into social and personal change. 

Two connected events are at the root of the second awakening of the 
self. One event is the discovery of our estrangement from the social and 

natural worlds; of their indifference or antagonism to our trait of in

finit}'-that is to say, of excess over circumstance and structure. 

\Ve arc natural beings. Our powers of transcendence arc foreshad

owed by our physical characteristics, beginning with the plasticity of 

the brain. Hmvc,·cr, nature, which we can know only by a fragile and 

tentative overreaching of our powers of insight into the sphere of our 

own actions, is indifferent to our effort to make ourselves more godlike, 
:md condemns us to frustration and dissolution. 

\Ve arc social beings. \Ve must express our capacity for transcendence 

in the exercise of a power to challenge and to change the established 
settings of life and of thought if we arc to express it at all. We can 

express it in greater or lesser measure. However, no society and no 

culture that ha,·c yet existed ha,·c ever recognized and nourished this 
capacity enough for us to be justified in laying down our arms. Sepa

ration from nature and transfom1ation of society arc therefore the in

dispensable answers to the discovery of our estrangement. 

The other event that is at the source of the second awakening of the 

self is our acknowledgment, alongside our estrangement from the nat

ural and social worlds, of the unlimited character of our longing for 

other people. We demand from them, from some of them, more than 

any human being can give to another: not just material and moral sup
port, but radical acceptance and assurance that there is a place for us 

in the world as the embodied spirits and context-transcendent beings 

we really arc. Thus. everything we can give one another implies a 

promise no one can keep. 

The onlr solution. we know, is only barclr possible: lm·c, understood 
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as the imagination and acceptance of the other person. as who that 
person both is and might become, not as the projection of our need. 

loYe freely given and therefore also freely refused, complete only whcn 
not tainted by the benevolence of the protector for the protected. pre
cariously penetrating the routines of a life together and fading as It 

moves away from the core terrain of personal encounter to the larger 
life of society. 

The two events at the root of the second awakening of the self shape 
each other. We are estranged from a natural and social world that bur

dens our efforts to develop ourseh·es. and 10 recogni:e one another. as 
beings capable of imagining and accepting one another. \\'e demand 

from one another that which nature and society seem to refuse us. 
The first awakening of the self can happen anywhere and any 11111e. 

in any society and culture. The second awakening of the self 1s a dis

co\·ery that is also a disturbance-the discovery of the Sl·cret of our 

infinity and the disturbance of the arrangements and helicf s that conceal 

or repress it. Although it may be prefigured anpvhere and any tune as 

prophecy, its regular occurrence in human life is a collecuvc as well as 

an individual achievement. It thrives only in a terrain prepared by the 
reconstruction of thought and of society. II is not a nmacle: it 1s an 
accomplishment. Its advancement amounts to a large part of what JUS· 
tifies the project of democratic experimentalism and the teachmg of a 
radicalized pragmatism. 

Demands of the Second Awakening 

Hov,: should people live for whom this second awakcnmg of the self 
represents a guiding ideal? In social and economic ltfe we must usc 

repetition. embodied in standardi:ed practice and in machmes. to s.we 
time for what is not yet repeatable. So in the moral hfe we must usc 
habitual dispositions-the \'irtues-to be ourselves by going hcyond 
ourselves. 

There arc three sets of virtues: those of connection. punficauon. and 
dh·inization. The virtues of connection and purification have 10 do with 

two different aspects of our moral experience. They arc at the same 
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level; they complete and complement one another. The virtues of di

vinization arc at another level. They presuppose the second awakening 
of the self, and they change the experience and the meaning of the other 

virtues. 

The virtues of connection-respect, forbearance, and fairness-re

gard the way we reckon with one another. In their initial, unrecon

stn1ctcd form, they make this reckoning without benefit of the discm·

eries of the second awakening. These virtues draw on an ability to 

restrain our sclf-ccntcrcdncss, which enslaves us as it oppresses others: 
our partiality of view and of interest. Respect is the individualized rec

ognition of our common humanity. Forbearance is the restraint we 

impose on the expression of our views and the vindication of our in
terests, so that others may have the space in which to express and to 

,·indicate theirs. Fairness is the treatment of other people by standards 
that lower the price of subjugation and depersonalization that each of 

us must pay to connect with other people. To act fairly is to contribute 
the most one can to this end, gi,·en what we can and cannot do and 
change right here and now. 

The virtues of purification-simplicity, enthusiasm, and attcnti,-c

ncss-concern the ascent of the self in the course of its first awakening. 
They prepare or rc;11i:::c the twin fonns of absorption, characteristic of 
this ascent, in all-consuming activity or in reception of the manifest 

world. Simplicity is the removal of clutter, especially of attachment to 

things, and the lowering of defenses. It prepares our rise both by dis
arming us and by focusing us. Enthusiasm is the readiness to gi\·e one
self to an activity that, once found not to ,·iolatc the ,·irtues and obliga

tions of connection, absorbs us for a while without residue or 
reservation and seems to be eternal while it lasts. Attentiveness is the 

turning to the manifest world, received in perception and represented in 
the mind. as a fully articulated manifold. full of distinction and radiance. 

Although attentiveness may seem to be as passive as enthusiasm is ac
tin:. the phenomenology of each of these two experiences belies this ap

parent contrast. In enthusiasm. we have the sense of bcing sei:::cd. and in 
attentiveness of an enhancement and expansion of consciousness. Their 
product is the experience of a mind on which nothing is lost. 



The virtues of divinization-opcnncss 10 new experience and 01x·11-
ness to the other person-arc the resources we deploy and the cmb 
toward which we move in the course of the second awakenmg of the 
self. Through them, we become not God but more godlike. and we 
make good on the infinity within us. They arc related: each equips us 
better for the other. One of the major aims of an cxpcrimcnrah�t rnlt,m: 
and of a democratic politics is 10 give us a better chance of cxpcnennng 
and connecting them. 

Openness to the new manifests the mic relation hcl\\\'l'n 111d1ndual 
or collective humanity and the organi:cd sl'llings of sncicty and culttm:: 
that they are finite rclali\·c 10 us and 1ha1 we arc infinite relative to them. 
As more than the flawed, corrigible, contingent, and qihcmcral u111-
s1ruc1ions they really arc, they become idols. When they hcconw idols. 
we must smash them 10 prevent them from sucking out the Ilk tlut 
properly belongs to us. 

Openness to the other person is mos! fully rcali:cd 111 pcr5onal lon
ln its more diffuse and weaker form, it becomes the higher trust on 
which the practices of experimentalist cooperation depend. The gen
eralization of such trust among strangers cannot, however, he produced 
by a change of attitude alone. It requires as well a clw1ge of arr;mge
mcnts and endowments along the lines explored earlier: thus. once 
again, the connection between the progress of democracy and rhc suc
cess of the second awakening of the self. 

The practice of the \'irtucs of divini:arion modifies rhe me;mmg and 
content of the virtues of connection. It turns respect into compassion 
or fellow feeling (untainted hr the sclf-dcfcns1vc equ1vocatJons of a 
high-handed benevolence), forbearance into sclf-s.1cnfice. and fairness 
into mercy. It also transforms the cxpencnce-ccntral to the ,·mues of 
purification-of losing the self the better to regam it. The ascent of the 
self, through simpliciry, enthusbsm, and attcntJveness. now undergoes 
a decisi,·e reorientation. Instead of keeping out of trouble co find com
posure, the self looks for trouble to find, affirm. and express tts own 
infinity. 
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Philosophy 

Beyond Superscience and Self-Help 

Philosophy has usually been either superscience or self-help. Most often 

it has been self-help disguised as superscience. 

By superscience I mean the claim to general and foundational knowl

edge, more universal than the intimate but enclosed knowledge we can 

gain over our own constructs and more basic than the fallible and 

shadowy knowledge we can achieve through science. The idea of the 

primacy of the personal over the impersonal, in knowledge as well as 

in value, is fatal to the pretense of superscience. 

By self-help I mean just what the word ordinarily describes in the 

book market: instruction about how to be happy and successful in a 

world that allows us little control over the defining circumstances of 

our lives. 

To disguise self-help as superscience is to present a formula for our 

struggle with fate and luck, as well as with social constraint and internal 

division of the self, in the form of discourse about ultimate reality or 

higher knowledge. This bond between an imperative of life and a vision 

of the world is the hallmark of religious experience. The embedding of 

self-help in superscience is the claim of philosophy to do the work of 

religion. It is a claim that philosophy can only very imperfectly honor 

and even then only by jeopardizing the greatest contributions that it 

was always able to make to humanity and that it is now able to make 

to democracy. 

The partnership between superscience and self-help is ancient. One 
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of its most fully realized models is the philosophy of the Hellenistic 
period. However, it has now achieved a new and special significance 
through the combination of loss of faith in God with struggle for faith 
in ordinary people. The desire for a successor to religion could not but 
be intensified by the difficulty of overt religious belief. And the demo
cratic creed of individual and collective self-invention raised the pre
mium placed on ideas that would tell us authoritatively how and in 
what direction to reinvent ourselves. 

The execution of the plan to ground self-help on superscience suffers, 
however, from a fatal flaw. There is no superscience, or at least none 
that philosophy can hope to establish. When we look beyond common 
experience for guidance in self-help, we must look for inspiration 
wherever we can find it: therefore, in art and literature, in religion and 
politics, in simple joys and great contests, in disappointment and dis
illusionment. 

The waning of our hope to embed self-help in superscience threatens 
to leave philosophy without a sustaining view of its work. If this hope 
fails far enough, nothing is left for philosophy but a travesty of the old 
idea of a superscience. Philosophy becomes a thought police, at
tempting to clarify concepts now empty of reference and to discipline 
methods now robbed of purpose. This police operation offers a service 
that no one is interested in hiring. Its practitioners soon find themselves 
speaking only to one another. 

Something can and should be saved from the wreck of the claim to 
a superscience and from the failure of the marriage of superscience to 
self-help. We should not feel forced to choose between the idea of a 
superscience and the belief that all knowledge is merely specialized 
knowledge in a particular domain. Once we have understood what the 
third option is-a way of thinking that is neither superscience nor self
help-we should be able to use it to help inform and even inspire our 
practices of individual and collective self-reinvention. We shall find in 
it a powerful instrument for the avoidance of personal mummification 
and institutional idolatry. It will serve us under democracy in our efforts 
to live for the future as a certain way of living in the present, as the 
context-surpassing beings that we are. 
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A philosophy that has ceased to entertain the hope of grounding self

help in superscience exists in the practical conditions of a professorial 

discipline at peace with the encyclopedia of specialized disciplines in 

the university system. However, to find something useful to do, to es

cape the justly derided make-work of the intellectual police, to rescue 

the rational pearl in the mystical shell of the marriage of superscience 

to self-help, and to develop intellectual programs like the one outlined 

in these pages, philosophy cannot coexist peacefully with this system 

of specialized knowledge. It must break the peace. 

In the university system, each of the specialized disciplines is held 

together by a double glue: a subject matter defined as a certain range 

of phenomena and an analytical and argumentative practice. The con

ceit of the professors is that substance and method go naturally together. 

They believe that their way of thinking and arguing is best suited to the 

domain that helps define their discipline, although it may also apply to 

phenomena in other domains. For example, an economist may think 

that his specialty is both to study the economy and to think as an 

economist, which means to think according to the conventional ana

lytical practice in which he has been trained. Once confident of the 

excellences of this practice, he is likely to begin applying it to neigh

boring domains, such as politics or psychology. Only then does the 

forced marriage of method and substance begin to dissolve. 

The willingness to treat the methods dominant in each discipline as 

if they were intrinsic to the subject matter and expressive of a unique 

and enduring facet of human understanding is nowhere more damaging 

than in the study of society and culture. For there it is most likely to 

deny us the intimate and transformative knowledge that we can hope 

to secure of humanity and its constructions. Only by the painful tri

umph of vision over method, the periodic subversion of method for the 

sake of deepening vision, can we hope to advance insight. In the absence 

of this pressure, thought remains in constant peril of being seduced by 

the impulse to confuse its conventions with reality, and actuality with 

necessity. Only some unexpected upheaval then brings us up short and 

awakens us to the limits of our understanding. Such an approach to 

the development of knowledge corrupts our understanding and fails to 
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do justice to our humanity-defining powers of resistance, transgression, 

and transcendence. 

That these faults disorient our thinking even in natural science can 

be shown by the typical trajectory of an academic specialist. He masters 

in his early training an analytic and argumentative apparatus, and then 

he spends much of his subsequent professional life applying the slowly 
enriched but unchallenged machine to changing material. It is a species 

of the surrender of spirit to structure, the slow and repeated dying, to 

which we are all subject. 

Philosophy is then the loose canon, strong because it is speaking not 

from the stars but from within, vindicating vision against exclusive 
method and spirit against established structure. It is the leftover in the 

organized collective work of the mind, the remnant that is saving be

cause it is unassimilated and resistant to assimilation. Its general ideas 

work in the service of its incitement to particular rebellions. This re

sidual but uncontainable power of subversion is what remains of the 

discredited project of a philosophical superscience. 

The imagination, remember, is not a separate faculty of the mind. It 

is the mind itself seen in its least computable and least modular aspects. 

Philosophy is neither a discipline among others nor the master disci

pline. It is the imagination at war, exploring what the established 

methods and discourses do not allow to be thought and said. Whether 

these discourses and methods do not think and say such ideas because 

they cannot in fact be thought and said, or only because they cannot 

be thought or said yet, must always be one of the chief concerns of 

philosophical thinking. 

Philosophy remains most faithful to this mission and most useful to 

us when the mind in arms wages this struggle in the spirit of the total 

wars of the twentieth century, not the limited wars of the eighteenth. 
The characteristic goal of such total war in thought is the development 

of a way of thinking and acting that makes use of the most significant 

truth about ourselves: our excess of uninterpreted experience and 

squandered capability over the structures, of organization and of 

thought, that would contain us. A radicalized pragmatism imparts a 

distinctive twist to this goal: it wants to develop a way of thinking that, 
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because it gives direct expression to our residual powers, our secret 
stores of infinity, proves useful in everything that humanizes the world 

and divinizes humanity. The primary method of the total war is the 

forced selective mobilization of available methods and discourses, jum
bled up as suits us rather than them, to the end of saying a little piece 

of what they deem inexpressible and of doing a little bit of what they 
suppose impossible. 

For what then can we use philosophy? In the first place, we can use 

it to shake up the disciplines as organized and distinguished by the 
professional organization of specialized knowledge. In this respect, it 

serves as an incomplete antidote to superstition. 

In the second place, we can use it to inform our practices of indi

vidual and collective self-invention. How it can inform both our collec
tive efforts to empower humanity through material progress and de

mocracy and our individual experiments in moral adventure was the 

subject of the four preceding chapters of this book. Used in this way, 
philosophy does not offer comprehensive programs for the reform of 

society or the reorientation of existence. Neither, however, is it limited 
to undermining the intellectual prejudices that inhibit and misdirect 

our struggle for individual and collective self-construction. It has a mes

sage. The message, is that we should live for the future as a certain way 

of living more completely and more fully in the present, unbowed, with 

eyes wide awake. This message, conveyed in the language of the con
cerns of a particular time, is what legitimately remains of the notion of 
philosophy as an exercise in self-help. 

This idea of the work of philosophy stands in opposition to another 

contrast that is connected with the divergence between self-help and 

superscience but that differs from it: Hume's contrast between the sub

version of social custom and mental convention under the pressure of 
a mind confident in its power to unlock the secrets of the world and 

the willingness to accept the reign of convention and custom the better 

to go on living and connecting. The hope for knowledge from the view

point of the stars, unlimited by the circumstance of any human agent, 

arises from the false notion that such a circumstance is merely a veil we 

must pierce to see the world as it truly is. 
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The claim to absolute insight results in a clash of arbitrary dogmas 

and withering skepticisms, undermining the conventions and customs 

that form, for all of us, the social and mental "cement of the universe." 

When speculative insight ceases to be disciplined by the practices of 

natural science and tied to its tools, it becomes delirious. We escape 

from this delirium by reengaging with other people in the customary 

and conventional world from which our metaphysical speculation had 

seemed to deliver us. The valuable outcome of philosophizing would 

then be merely negative: in the course of its excesses, it may help over

turn superstitions that stand as intangible obstacles to the social and 
moral improvement of humanity. 

This supposed contrast, with its foreseeable conservative outcome 

masquerading as sobriety and realism, rests on the denial of the idea of 

mind, self, and society that has been central to this book. Because our 

contexts make us who we are and because we can never hope to move 

in a context-less space above them, seeing from nowhere with the eyes 
of God, we must indeed abandon the voyage that ends in the delirium. 

Surrender to custom and convention, however, is no less an insult 

to the claims of connection and engagement than is the willingness to 
pass judgment on our social and mental practices from the midst of our 

speculative delirium. Such a surrender prevents us from recognizing 

one another as the context-transcending originals we in fact are or can 
become; it is impossible to be respectful without being iconoclastic. No 

sharing in social life will allow us to live as who we really are that 

disregards the way in which our powers of transcendence become em

bedded in our experiences of connection. No participation in a social 

world will be compatible with our individual and collective ascent that 

stops looking for a way to make the second side of the mind-its 

powers of nonformulaic initiative, recursive infinity, and negative ca

pability-preeminent in our ordinary social experience. 

The conclusion of our disappointment with the results of our spec

ulative delirium should not then be to surrender to the established 

context of order and belief as if our exorbitant dreams had no conse
quence for the remaking of our world. We can change the context. 

Indeed, we can change over time-biographical as well as historical 

time-the character of our relation to all contexts. We can do so by 
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reforming all our institutions and practices so that we can be more 

wholeheartedly in the world, our world, and outside it at the same time, 

or, to use a hallowed phrase, so that we can be in the world without 

being of it. 

This third position-the position beyond both the delirium and the 

surrender-is the position of philosophy and of humanity. From this 

standpoint, to be philosophical and to be human are one and the same 

thing. The most important premises of this position are the reality of 

time, understood as the transformation of transformation; the open

endedness of the possible made tangible and definite only by its trans

lation into next steps; and the inexhaustibility of our powers by the 

finite determinations of our existence. 

The attitudes accompanying this third place define a series of am

bitions for the transformation of humanity. They prompt us to recon

sider and to reshape the virtues of connection and of purification in the 

light of the virtues of divinization. They require an emptying out that 

is also an opening up. They describe a direction for the development 

of the moral experience of mankind under the reign of democracy and 

experimentalism. They promise a happiness that depends on no illusion 

and requires no indifference. 

Some may object that even if the doctrine of this book offered us what 

we need, it would not offer us what we want. We want consolation for 

the sufferings of existence and for the void of meaning and purpose 

that surrounds our vanishing lives on every side. What does it profit us 

to become more godlike in power and self-possession if we are not in 

fact God but finite and mortal beings doomed to decline and death and 

deprived of insight into the mystery of existence? If we are falling toward 

an end that mystifies us before it destroys us, what good will it do us 

to quicken the felt pace of our absurd parade? 

This objection, however, mistakes the message. We do not live that 

we may become more godlike. We become more godlike that we may 

live. We tum to the future to live in the present. The practices by which 

we invent different futures bring down upon us a storm of impalpable 

meteors. The risks to which these practices subject us, the commotions, 
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the hurts, the joys, strike and break the coats of armor within which 

we are all slowly dying. They enable each of us to live in action and in 
the mind until he dies all at once. 

They open us to the phenomena and to the people around us. They 

bring us back to the visionary immediacy we long since lost. They 

enable us to see the other not as a placeholder in some confining col

lective script we did not write and can barely understand but as the 
radical original each of us knows himself to be. They make it possible 

for us to come more completely into possession of ourselves as beings 

that our circumstances never exhaust. In all these ways they bring us 

face to face with the presence of reality as it is manifest, right here and 
now. 

It is the vital paradox of our being and our thinking that we thrive 

and see in context, yet slowly cease to live and to understand if we fail 
to struggle against the limitations context imposes. As we die these small 

deaths, the phenomena and the other people move away from us; their 

recession foretells our annihilation. 
We must therefore so accelerate and direct the permanent invention 

of the new that we are able to overthrow the dictatorship of the dead 

over the living and to tum our minds more freely and fully toward the 

people and the phenomena around us. The future of the imagination, 

like the future of democracy, is to create in society and in thought a 
better chance for us to recover these people and these phenomena. 

Imagination over dogma, vulnerability over serenity, aspiration over 
obligation, comedy over tragedy, hope over experience, prophecy over 

memory, surprise over repetition, the personal over the impersonal, 
time over eternity, life over everything. 
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Nature in Its Place 

At first, we needed nature so much that we worshipped it. Now we 

need it less and less. We cannot undo the consequences of this libera

tion; we can go only forward, further and further away from the need 

that once obsessed us toward the freedom that now disorients us. 

Civilization is the antidote to our dependence on nature. However, 
for much of human history we remained so vulnerable to the natural 

forces outside and within us that we continued to picture the divine in 
the image of the natural forces that held us in their grip. This sense of 

weakness, fear, and reverence was terrifying, but it was not tragic. We 

found respite in our powers of invention. Inventing institutions and 

machines, we began to overcome our helplessness. Recognizing that 

our minds could outreach our frail bodies and our demeaning circum

stance, we came to imagine a God who, like us, rises above nature. 

As a result of this growth in power, our experience of nature has 

fallen apart into four pieces, each marked by a distinctive attitude to

ward the natural world and a characteristic contest of aspirations. Only 

one of these four parts of our contemporary dealings with nature bears 

the marks of our early neediness and terror. Only another one of the 

four is tragic. 
First, there is the delight of the gardener. We treat nature as a setting 

for escape from strife and striving into aesthetic freedom. That the ob

ject of this freedom should be something we found rather than some

thing we made only increases its charm. Why not convert whole sec-
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tions of the earth into global parks for the solace of people exasperated 
by the disappointments of society? We worry how much we can afford 
to subtract from production for the sake of recreation, anxiously cal
culating the terms of trade of tundra for oil wells or of jungle for paper. 
The truth, however, is that as we increase in wealth and dexterity and 
as population growth levels off, we can tum more places into gardens. 
Our mechanical and organizational devices can help insulate part of the 
earth from further artifice. 

Second, there is the responsibility of the steward. We view ourselves 
as managers, in trust for future generations, of a sinking fund of non
renewable resources. We balance the call of consumption against the 
duty of thrift. It is an anxiety founded on an illusion. Necessity, mother 
of invention, has never yet in modem history failed to elicit a scientific 
and technological response to the scarcity of a resource, leaving us 
richer than we were before. If the earth itself were to waste away, we 
would find a way to flee from it into other reaches of the universe. We 
would later revisit our abandoned and unlovely planet to re-fertilize 
and re-inhabit it before its fiery end. Will the waters dry? Will the oil 
end? It is useful to be worried and therefore prudent. It is foolish to 
deny that no such event has yet proved a match for ingenuity. 

Third, there is the infirmity of the mortal. Only a small fraction of 
the world's population is now likely ever to be threatened by the natural 
disasters that so bedeviled our ancestors-a smaller number by far than 
the number of victims of any major disease that continues to afflict us. 
Even floods and droughts have begun to yield their terrors to techno
logical precaution, commercial substitution, and rural depopulation. 
There is, howe"ver, one area of experience in which we continue to suffer 
as humanity always suffered until it used mind to gain power over 
nature: our dealings with disease and death. Terrified and distracted, 
doubting both our own powers and higher providence, we work to 
cure the illnesses that waste us, and we dream of undying life. 

Fourth, there is the ambivalence of the titan. Now that we need 
nature less, we face a conflict that our helpless forefathers were spared. 
We are able to question the effects of our actions on the animate and 
inanimate nature surrounding us. We wonder whether we should not 
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sacrifice our self-centered desires for the sake of a more inclusive fellow 
, 

feeling. Yet we are not gods, only demigods, too strong to be indifferent, 

too weak to forego exercising the prerogatives of our power over the 

forms of life, or even of lifeless being, with which we share our world. 

Here, at last, is a conflict we cannot hope to settle, only to endure, to 

understand, and to direct. 

Our experience of nature is now tom into these four shreds. Where 

and how, in the resulting confusion, can we find guidance? What 

should we do with our halting triumph over need for nature? In what 

direction should we push our advance? And what constraints should 

we honor as we do so? 

Not gray abstractions, deaf to the paradoxes of experience, but a 

simple conception, close to the ground of the history that has brought 

us to our present power, is what we require. The capacity to remain 

open to the future-to alternative futures-proves decisive. Consider 

two sides of the same view. One side speaks to our mastery of nature 

outside us; the other, to our experiments with nature within us. 

We are unquiet in nature because the mind concentrates and focuses 

a quality diffuse in nature: the mind is inexhaustible and therefore ir

reducible and uncontainable. No limited setting, of nature, society, or 

culture can accommodate all we-we the species, we as individuals

can think, feel, and do. Our drivenness, including our drive to assert 

power over nature, follows from our inexhaustibility. We should not, 

and to a large extent we cannot, suppress, in the name of delight, ste

wardship, or reverence, the initiatives by which we reinforce our com

mand over nature. 

We nevertheless have reason to stay our hands from time to time and 

gradually to extend the areas of the planet and the parts of each human 

life that we set aside for activities free from the tyranny of the will and 

the dictates of society. By dividing our time between restless conquest 

of nature and artless reencounter with it, rather than trying to subor

dinate Prometheanism to piety, we can guard against brutalizing our

selves. 

Consider another aspect of the same view. Our societies and cultures 

make us who we are. However, there is always more in us-in us, 
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humanity, and in us, individuals-than there is or can be in them. They 

shape us. We transform them-more readily and constantly if they 

multiply the occasions, and strengthen the tools, of our experimen

talism. We have no greater interest than in so arranging society and 

culture that they leave the future open and invite their own revision. 

Under democracy, this interest becomes paramount, for democracy 

grants to ordinary men and women the power to reimagine and to 

remake the social order. That is why under democracy prophecy speaks 

louder than memory. That is why democrats discover that the roots of 

a human being lie in the future rather in the past. In a democracy, the 

school should speak for the future, not for the state or for the family, 

giving the child the instruments with which to rescue itself from the 

biases of its family, the interests of its class, and the illusions of its 

epoch. 

These ideas can inform our efforts to fix, through genetic engineering, 

the nature within us. Nothing should prevent us from tinkering with 

our natural constitution, inscribed in genetic code, to avoid disease and 

deformity. The place to stop is the point at which the present seeks to 

form human beings who will deliver a future drawn in its own image. 

Let the dead bury the dead is what the future must say back, through 

our voices, to the present. To let the future go free would show more 

than power. It would show wisdom. 
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The Universal Grid of Philosophy 

In the world history of philosophy, a small number of intellectual op

tions keep recurring. However, the way in which they recur in the part 

of philosophy that proposes to deal with the whole of reality-meta

physics-has been completely different from the way in which they 

recur in the practical philosophy that deals with social life and human 

action: politics and ethics. 
In metaphysics very little happens, and even less would happen were 

it not for the influence of two forces. The first force is that philosophers 
are different, by temperament and circumstance, even before they begin 
to think and that they are led by ambition as well as by enthusiasm to 

deepen the differences among themselves. The second force, of in

creasing significance over the last few centuries, is that natural science 

changes. Metaphysics must adapt to such change unless it can force 

science to temporize, which it almost never can. Because so little hap

pens in metaphysics, metaphysicians can sometimes convince them

selves that they have discovered, once and for all, as much of the world 
as the human mind can grasp, by which they generally mean the most 

important part of the world. 
In the practical philosophy of politics and ethics, a few intellectual 

positions, developed in different vocabularies, have also accounted for 

the greater part of the most influential ideas. However, much does 

happen, or can happen, and sometimes very quickly. A contest of phil

osophical positions that may at first seem intractable is in fact resolved 
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in a particular direction, setting thought on a course of cumulative 
change rather than eternal recurrence or oscillation. 

The history of metaphysics has been organized around a single, over
riding axis of intellectual alternatives. These alternatives have to do with 
the relation of being to appearance and therefore also with the relation 
of being to knowledge. We are more familiar with the expression of the 
main alternative positions in the categories of our Western philosoph
ical tradition; we first learned from the ancient Greeks the words with 
which to name them. However, they have close counterparts in Indian 
and Chinese philosophy as well as in the Islamic philosophers who 
developed the thought of the ancient Greeks in forms different from 
those that became established in medieval and modem Europe. 

At one extreme of this axis lies the idea that the manifest world of 
distinction and flux is not for real, at least not ultimately. It is an epi
phenomenon: an artifact of our perception of the world. Being is one. 
Insofar as we are real, we form part of it. The theory of the manifest 
world, in its variety and transformation, is, on this account, an illusion. 
We can rescue ourselves from this illusion by clinging to what I earlier 
called, by Leibniz's label, the perennial philosophy. Spinoza's Ethics

presents a version of this view that tries to make sense of the implica
tions of early-modem science. 

Further along this axis, in the direction of greater acceptance of the 
reality of the manifest world, is a doctrine of hidden prototypes. Plato's 
theory of forms (as explored in the Parmenides) remains the classic 
instance. There is a hierarchy of forms of being. The distinctions and 
transformations of the manifest world exhibit a repertory of natural 
kinds or basic types. All have their origin in the prototypes. The more 
real the being, the less manifest; the more manifest, the less real. True 
knowledge, to be won only at great cost, is knowledge of the hidden 
but plural prototypes rather than of their shadowy and ephemeral ex
pressions in the phenomenal world. 

If we move further in the direction of an attempt to save the ap
pearances, toward what may seem the extreme opposite to the doctrine 
of being as one, we find that it is not as extreme as we may have 
expected. The metaphysician as realist, determined to hold firm to the 
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world of the manifest, needs somehow to ground appearance in struc
ture if he is to gain purchase on the reality he seeks to uphold. By so 
doing, he comes closest to the tenets of the common-sense realism that 
has always been the trading partner of this metaphysical position: con
tributing beliefs to it and receiving them from it. 

In the absence of such a structure just beneath the surface of ap
pearance, the mind will dissolve the world of appearance into in
distinction; it will lack the means with which to bring the individual 

phenomena and events under the light of a categorical structure. Con
sequently, it will begin to lose clarity about the boundaries among them. 
As they sink into a mush, the effort to save the appearances will risk 
turning into its supposed antithesis, the doctrine of the unity of being. 

Such an extreme phenomenalism has appeared from time to time in 
the history of metaphysics, but it has never succeeded in preventing the 
effort to save the appearances from turning against itself. 

The solution to this problem in the history of philosophy in many 
different traditions and civilizations has been to stop one step short of 

the last step. The metaphysician imagines that just under the surface of 
appearances is a structure of kinds of being. Built into that structure is 
a set of regularities governing the realization of the kinds in individual 
phenomena and events. Aristotle's hylemorphism-his doctrine of form 
and matter-as presented in his Metaphysics is the most famous ex

ample of such a structure, and the doctrine that each kind tends to the 
development of the excellence intrinsic to it is the paradigmatic instance 

of such regularities. 
This solution creates another problem, however. If the structure of 

kinds and the regime of their realization are not apparent, how are we 
to prevent them from keeping the ultimate reality of individualized 
being just beyond our grasp? The individual is the prize-not just the 

individual person but also the individual phenomenon or event. How
ever, the individual, Aristotle reminds us, is ineffable. Suppose we grasp 
the particularities of the individual phenomenon or event by subsuming 
it under a long list of kinds: each kind scoops out a little more of the 

particularity of the event or the phenomenon. In the end, however, the 

particularity of the particular remains an unreachable limit. We risk 
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dying of thirst for the real, our idea-laden perceptions outstretched to 
realities that remain just beyond their reach. From this derivative 
problem and from the familiar stock of attempted, inconclusive solu
tions to it there arises a familiar set of disputes in the world history of 
this metaphysical option. 

The natural scientist, or the worshiper of natural science, may at
tempt to escape this fate-failure to reach the residue of particularity 
in the particular-by making two moves. First, he may insist on attrib
uting to the concepts and categories of his science an uncontroversial 
reality. He may think of them less as conjectures and metaphors, war
ranted by the interventions and applications they inform, than as part 
of the furniture of the universe. Second, he may dismiss the individu
alized remnant of the man if est-the part that fails to be captured by 
the kinds into which he divides up the world and by the law-like re

lations of cause and effect he claims to reveal-as an unimportant res
idue, a byproduct of the marriage of necessity and chance. 

It is, however, only by a hallucination that we can mistake the ideas 
of science for the structure of the world. What dispels this hallucination 
and returns us to our perplexity is not a metaphysical objection; it is 
the history of science. Scientific ideas change, sometimes radically. 

Their periodic subversion saps our ability to convince ourselves that 
they are nature itself rather than constructions of our minds. Bereft of 

the consoling hallucination, we find we have sold too cheaply, in 
exchange for counterfeit goods, the longing to grasp in the mind the 
particulars of the phenomenal world. 

The recurrence of these intellectual alternatives in the history of meta

physics is too universal and too persistent to be marked down to the 

power of tradition and influence. What Kant said of the antinomies of 

reason holds true for these conundrums: they result from an over

reaching of the mind. The overreaching, however, is not necessary. We 

can stop it, and so we should. 

Metaphysics would better be called metahumanity. Its secret ambi

tion is that we see ourselves from the outside, from far away and high 

above, as if we were not ourselves but God. We are, however, not God. 

We cannot begin to divinize ourselves, little by little, until we acknowl-
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edge this fact. The naturalistic prejudice-seeing from the stars-is the 
beginning of the insuperable problems and of the unsatisfactory alter
natives that beset our metaphysical ideas about the relation of being to 
appearance. 

The world history of practical philosophy presents a wholly different 
situation. Here too we find a small repertory of recurring problems and 
solutions. Something, however, can happen and has happened that 
changes everything. Political and ethical thought have no need for meta
humanity. This fact proves to be their salvation. 

The central question in political theory is: What does and should 
hold society together, enabling men and women to enjoy the benefits 
of social life? There are two limiting solutions. By their extremity and 
partiality, each turns out to be insufficient. Nevertheless, each contains 
elements that must be used by any compromise struck in the large 
middle space that these extreme solutions define. 

At one limit, the answer to the question is coercion, imposed from 
above. At the other limit, the answer is love, given by people to one 
another. 

The ruler, having gained power, will put a stop to the relentless 
struggle of all against all. He will attempt, so far as possible, to achieve 
a monopoly of violence. He can then offer society its most fundamental 
good-security-without which people are unable to pursue all other 
goods. 

He who brings the sword soon discovers, however, that he needs 
additional instruments to rule. For one thing, to consolidate his rule, 
he must destroy all intermediate organizations just because they are 

rivals to his power. For another thing, unless power becomes authority, 
acquiring legitimacy in the eyes of the ruled, rebellion will lurk always 
and everywhere. Sooner or later, fear will give way to ambition. 

If coercion is not enough, neither is love. People may be bound 
together by both fell ow feeling and erotic attachment. The difficulty lies 
in assuring both the constancy and the diffusion of this force. It wavers, 
and, as it moves through a larger social space, it weakens. Fellow feeling 
weakened becomes trust. Erotic attachment weakened becomes alle
giance or loyalty. 
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Coercion and love are both insufficient. Both, however, are necessary 

props to the social bond. Both are warm. They must be cooled down. 

In the cooler, middle space of social life, we find law and contract. 

Coercive violence is turned into the ultimate, delayed guarantee of in

stitutionalized practice and legal order. Love, diffused and rarified, 

shades into our faith in one another: especially into the ability to trust 

strangers rather than just other members of a group united by blood. 

The rule of law and the experience of trust among strangers, backed 

ultimately by regulated coercion and diffuse love, are two of the three 

essential instruments for preserving of the social bond. Or so we have 

been taught in the world history of political theory. They are fragile. The 

different ways of understanding their fragility, and of compensating for it, 

account for many of the main options in the history of political ideas. 

Law becomes more necessary the more people differ from one an

other and the greater the range of the differences they create. If, how

ever, such differences of experience, interest, value, and vision become 

too great, the shared basis on which the law can be interpreted, elab

orated, and applied falls apart. Where law is most needed-in the pres

ence of radical divergence of experience and vision-it is least effective. 

On the other hand, trust cannot easily dispense with bonds sanc

tioned-in fact or in imagination-by blood. When it does dispense 

with them, it is likely to be the low trust required, for example, by the 

traditional form of the market economy-a simplified form of coop

eration among strangers; not the high trust, required as a background 

to the most advanced practices of cooperation and cooperative experi

mentalism. 

Something must therefore be added to the rule of law and to minimal 

trust. This third element is the social division of labor, provided by a 

hierarchy of classes or castes. It is not enough to appeal to brute facts 

of class society; they must be enveloped in purifying and sanctifying 

ideas. A widespread conception is that society is naturally divided by 

classes or ranks, shaped by the distribution of social fates and individual 

capacities at birth. The belief, common among the ancient Indo

European peoples, of a natural division of society into three major 

groups-one charged with propitiation and guidance; the second, with 
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fighting and ruling; and the third, with labor and production-is the 

most important historical example of such a conception. 

An account must be provided of why the apparent accident of birth 

into a certain social rank, with its hereditary prerogatives or disabilities, 

should be accepted, and why it should be seen to imply a natural dis

tribution of the talents required for the work of each of the social ranks. 

The position of each person in such a hierarchy of birth may, for ex

ample, be determined by what each accomplished or failed to accom

plish in a previous life. 

The outward hierarchy of classes and castes supports, and in tum 

draws sustenance from, an inward ordering of the emotions: the right 

disposition of the different faculties of the human spirit, with reason in 

command over striving, and striving fueled by bodily appetite and vigor. 

Social disharmony and moral derangement feed on each other. 

The different ways in which law, trust, and the class-bound division 

of labor can and should be related, against the eternal backgrounds of 
coercion and love, generate the familiar repertory of problems and po

sitions in the history of political ideas all over the world. It all seems 

similar, in character though not in content, to the history of meta

physics: a small set of concerns and ideas endlessly recombined in 

minor variations. 

It only seems that way until everything changes. What changes every
thing in the global history of political thought are two connected de

velopments: each of them, at the same time, a shift in our social ideas 

and a transformation in the practical arrangements of society. 

The first development that changes everything is the halting, unfin

ished destabilization of the idea of class society: of a hierarchical social 

division of labor, sanctioned by natural necessity, if not by sacred au

thority. The differences among us, however, fail to go all the way down. 

The class organization of society-which, in its weakened, contempo

rary form, continues to be reproduced by the hereditary transmission 

of economic and educational advantage through the family-is not, 

according to the new idea, a natural or invariant fact. Its content at any 

given time and in any given place depends on the nature of the estab

lished institutions and the prevailing beliefs. 
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The vast differences in the measure as well as in the direction of 

talents among individuals should never override the recognition of our 

common humanity and the duty of equal respect to which this recog

nition gives rise. We should not deny or suppress, by failure of material 

support or moral encouragement, the essential doctrine of a democratic 

civilization: that ordinary men and women can lift themselves up and 

change the world. By improving their cooperative practices and by 

equipping themselves with more powerful ideas and machines as well 

as with better practices and institutions, ordinary people can make vast 

problems yield to the cumulative effects of little solutions. This inge

nuity is a homely manifestation of our power to do more than the 

existing organization of society and culture can readily tolerate. 

The second development that changes everything is a sudden, vast 

enlargement of the assumed repertory of institutional possibilities in the 

different domains of social life. The implications of the idea that society 

lacks any natural form assume their full dimension as we begin to rid 

ourselves of illusions of false necessity: the mistakes of classical Euro

pean social theory-with its characteristic idea of a predetermined ev

olutionary sequence of indivisible institutional systems-and of con

temporary social science-with its rationalizing trivialization of 

structural discontinuity in history. 

Our interests, ideals, and identities are hostage to the practices and 

institutions we accept as their practical realization. By motivated and 

directed tinkering with these arrangements, we force ourselves to revise 

our understanding of those interests, ideals, and identities. We both 

illuminate and quicken the dialectic between the reform of society and 

the revision of our beliefs about ourselves. 

The conviction that class division fails to go all the way down joins 

with the enlargement of the institutional imagination radically to ex

pand our sense of alternatives. One consequence of this breakthrough 

is the ability to develop the four major conditions of the most developed 

forms of cooperative experimentalism. The result is therefore also to 

moderate the interference between the two great imperatives of practical 

progress in social and economic life-cooperation and innovation. 

The first condition is the development of the capability-enhancing 
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economic and education endowments. These endowments are shaped 

by arrangements that, although they withdraw something from the 
agenda of short-term politics-defined as fundamental rights, only 

minimally rigidify the surrounding social and economic space. The 
second condition is subversion of entrenched and extreme inequalities 
of opportunity as well as rejection of a.commitment to rigid equality of 

resources and circumstances. The third condition is the propagation of 

an experimentalist impulse through all of society and culture, an im

pulse nourished by the school. The fourth condition is the preference 
for discourses and practices that make change internal to social life, 

lessening the dependence of transformation on crisis. 
Each of these conditions in tum provides opportunities for experi

mentation with institutions, practices, and methods. None has a self
evident, uncontroversial institutional expression. Together, they 

strengthen the practices of experimentalism both directly and indirectly. 

They do so directly by loosening the hold of any closed script on the 

forms of association. They do so indirectly by making it more likely 

that, in dealing with one another, strangers will be able to move beyond 

the low trust required by the conventional form of the market economy 

to the high trust demanded by the most fertile cooperative practices. 

The marriage of the idea that class division fails to touch the fun

damentals of our humanity with the discovery of the institutional in

determinacy of our interests and ideals and indeed of the ideal of society 

itself puts an end to the endless refrains of political thought. Law and 

contract as the cooler, feasible middle point between the two impossible 

warm extremes of coercive order and erotic attachment now become 

simply the undefined, open space in which to accelerate the reinvention 

of social life. 

A similar shift has taken place for similar reasons in the world history 

of moral theory. No one could guess from the histories of philosophy 
written by the professors what the chief line of division in the devel

opment of moral thought has in fact been. You might suppose from 

reading their accounts that it has been some high-order contrast of 
approach: whether, for example, the overriding concern of moral judg

ment should be the pursuit of pleasure, the quest for happiness, the 
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achievement of virtue, or the obedience to universal rules. As soon as 
we begin to examine these supposed contrasts more closely, however, 
we discover that they begin to collapse into one another. 

Then we hit on a more basic weakness of this view of what is at stake 
in the history of moral philosophy. We can translate any given vision 
of what to do with a human life into any or all of these seemingly 
incompatible ethical vocabularies. The message will not be quite the 
same in each of these translations. Neither, however, will it be clearly 
different. 

The two overlapping questions that trump all others in the world 
history of moral thought are: what should I do with my life?, and, how 
should I live? To the extent that decrees of society and culture have 
predetermined the choice of life, the second question has been sub
merged within the first. 

The answer to these questions has taken two main directions: stay 
out of trouble and get into trouble; serenity or vulnerability. In the 
history of moral philosophy, the reasons to take the first direction have 
until recently seemed overwhelming. Although certain religious 
teachers began to urge the second direction over two thousand years 
ago, their prophecy achieved its present astonishing authority only in 
the last few hundred years. It has done so by what must be considered 
the greatest moral revolution in world history. 

Faced with the unchanging conditions of human existence, with its 
rapid march to dissolution in the midst of meaninglessness, the first 
response is: let us compose ourselves. Let us cast a spell on ourselves 
that can bring us serenity. Let us detach ourselves from vain striving in 
a world of shadowy appearances and insubstantial achievements. 

It may seem that the doctrine of the epiphenomenal nature of change 
and distinction and the related idea of the unity of real being-the 

perennial philosophy-offer the most persuasive metaphysical back
drop for the ethic of serenity. Nevertheless, all the major recurrent 
positions about the relation of being to appearance-not just the one 
that denies the reality of change and distinction-have been bent into 
the service of this ethic of composure. We can see as much by consid
ering the age in which the relation between these metaphysical options 
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and ethical alternatives was most transparent: the Hellenistic period. 

Before then Aristotle had already combined his apology for contempla

tive passivity as the experience bringing man closest to the divine with 

his campaign to vindicate the world of appearances. 

We must relate to other people in a way that affirms our overriding 

concern with putting a stop to vain and restless desire. The way to do 

so has often been to settle into some practice of reciprocal responsibility, 

recognizing one's duties to others, according to the nature of the rela

tion, as defined by society. A posture of detached and distant benevo

lence is then most to be desired. This posture may be infused by love. 

However, it will not be love as the radical acceptance and imagination 

of the other person and as the demand for such acceptance and imag

ination, with all its consequent dangers of rejection, misunderstanding, 

and heartbreak. It will be love as kindness, whenever possible from afar 

or from on high. 

All this changes when there takes place in the moral history of man

kind an event that is at once intangible and unique: another vision of 

human life and its possibilities: The effort to reconcile our need for 

another with our fear of the jeopardy in which we place one another is 

now changed by a new insight into the relation between spirit and 

structure. We recognize ourselves as structure-transcending beings and 

require more than the middle distance from one another. Our relations 

are infected-or sublimated-by the unlimited demand for the unlim

ited. 

The goal is no longer composure. It is to live a larger life, for ourselves 

and for others. To this end, we must change the world-or, at least, 

part of our immediate world-the better to change ourselves. We must 

look for trouble. We must be prudent in small things the better to be 

reckless in big ones. The good we gain from such sacrifices and adven
tures, and from choosing lead over gold, is priceless: life itself, the ability 

to continue living and to escape the many small deaths until we die all 

at once. It is to live more fully as the infinite imprisoned within the 

finite. It is to begin the work of our divinization without denying the 

inalterable circumstances of our existence. 

On the way, as the moral thinking of humanity begins to move in 
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this direction, and to abandon the ideal of a serenity at once deathless 

and lifeless, there comes the moment of universalizing obligation, of 

Kant's categorical imperative. It is a movement toward the other person, 

but under the distancing shield of moral law, with the hypochondriac's 

fear of others and the ascetic's fear of the body and its desires, as if 

incarnate spirit would read from a rulebook and wear an undershirt. 

The acceptance of personal vulnerability and the struggle for world 

transformation (however small the part of the world thus changed) for 

the sake of self-transformation, and the striving for self-transformation 

for the sake of world transformation, become organizing ideals of life. 

This way of thinking has two roots. Over time these two roots become 

entangled in each other. One root lies in the history of our moral ideas, 

interrupted and redirected by prophetic inspiration and religious rev

olution. The other root lies in the progress of democracy and in the 

consequent loosening of the hold of any entrenched scheme of social 

division and hierarchy over what we expect and demand from one 

another. 

A breakthrough bearing a message of universal value to humanity, 

such as the message conveyed by this world-historical reorientation in 

political and moral thought, cannot be the privileged possession of any 

civilization or any .time. If indeed we can never be completely impris

oned by a society or a culture, such a message will have been anticipated 

in the countercurrents of even those times and situations that seem most 

alien or antagonistic to it. Long after the contests produced by the 

spread of the message, scholars will look back and say, for example: 

see, the thinkers of pre-imperial China shared similar concerns and 

made similar proposals. And indeed if the truth revealed by the tum is 

deep and strong, people must have recognized it-often only dimly but 

sometimes more clearly-always and everywhere. 

Yet if time, change, and difference are for real and if history is as 
dangerous and decisive as it seems to be, the discovery and propagation 

of this universal message must have become enmeshed in the scan

dalous particularity of historical experience: carried by particular 

agents, in particular situations, through experiences of conflict and con-
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version that turned a precarious countercurrent into a triumphant 

creed. The particularity missing from the message belongs in spades to 
the plot. We have to take care only that the particulars of the plot-its 

passage through particular nations, cultures, classes, and individuals
not contaminate the universality of the message. The plot, full of sur

prise, accident, and paradoxical reversals. reminds us that embodied 
spirit must bear all the weight of a world of particulars-including the 

weight of imperial power and of resistance to it. Who would hear truth 
from the conqueror or accept wisdom from those who refuse to give 

recognition? 
It is, however, a fact intimately related to the insights conveyed by 

this change in the direction of political and moral thought that our 
traditions and civilizations are not for keeps. Although they help make 
us who we are, we, in the end, are not they, if only because they ulti

mately limit us, and we ultimately transcend them. In the worldwide 
competition and emulation of the present time, the distinct national 

cultures are in the process of being jumbled up and emptied out. In 
the contest of cultures, the waning of actual difference arouses all the 

more the enraged will to difference. Emptied of content, national cul
tures cannot be objects of half-deliberate compromise, as they had been 

when they lived as detailed customary ways of life. There is less and 

less to compromise; only an assertion of willed difference, made the 
more poisonous by having been deprived of tangible content. 

The solution, however, is not to preserve these traditions and civili

zations as fossils under a glass. It is to replace the fictions of the collec
tive will to difference by institutions and practices that strengthen the 

collective ability to produce real differences: distinct forms of life, re
alized through different institutional orders. It is to reinterpret the role 

of nations in a world of democracies as a form of moral specialization 

within humanity: the development of our powers in different directions 
and the realization of a democratic society in alternative sets of arrange

ments. It is to obey the law of the spirit, according to which we can 

possess only what we reinvent, and reinvent only what we give up. 

The combination of the moral and the political turns breaks the 
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world-historical mold of philosophy. The two turns, combined, 

abandon metaphysics to its routines, barely modified by the discoveries 

of science. But they change our ideas about ourselves forever. 

What is the conclusion to draw from this inquiry into the universal 

grid of philosophy? It is that we cannot become God and that we can 
become more godlike. 
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conception of time, 82; relation between 
changes in natural laws and changes in 

natural phenomena, 87-94; denied by 
perennial philosophy, 10-11, 14, 244-
245, 252; ethic of indifference to change 
and distinction in perennial philosophy, 
12, 20, 139; our power to challenge and 
change our contexts, 56, 150, 161, 235; 
reducing dependence of change on crisis, 
43, 61,112,132,138,177, 181-182, 207, 
251 

Character: as rigidified form of self, 108-109, 
149, 154, 164, 191; character resistant to 
narrowing of experience, 130, 165; 
remaking of and reform of society, 164-
168, 191 

Civil society: free civil society has no natural 
form, 49, 14 3; facilitating experimentation 
with institutions of civil society, 141, 177; 
and organization of society outside 
government, 203; organized to support 
efforts to take care of other people outside 
the family, 205 

Class: class structure as neither natural nor 
necessary, 140-144; two ways of defining 
class interests, 193; class structure of even 
the most egalitarian contemporary societies, 
201; and strangleholds on key resources, 
175; and effective agency, 176; undermining 
of, 174-177, 185-192, 199-207 

Closure: idea of a closed list of structural 
options in world history, 113; in 

representation of the world, 95, 156-157; 

in the mind: modular and formulaic aspects 
of mental life, 14, 135-144, 160-161; in 
society: context-reproducing and context-

transforming activities, 57, 62, 69, 122, 
132, 138, 171,219; in politics: obstacles to 
permanent invention of the future, 174, 
182, 211, 216, 237; escaping it in politics 
and safeguarding basic rights, 60, 179, 189-
190, 211, 221, 251; of thought opposed by 
philosophy, as the mind at war, 230-239; 
in personal experience: suffering 
mummification and avoiding it, 212, 216, 
2 41; second awakening of the self as 
rebellion against closure, 225-229; virtues 
of purification and divinization as antidotes 
to closure, 227-22 9, 236 

Comedy: and prophecies of art, 22, 168-170; 
deeper than tragedy, 169, 189, 237 

Compromise: unchallenged compromise as 
source of mummification of the self, 212, 
216, 241; social arrangements as petrified 
residue of conflict and compromise, 114 

Conflict: conflicting sides of experience, 103-
110; between enabling conditions of self
possession and self-construction, 158-164; 
between imperatives of engagement and 
transcendence, 209-210; personal conflict 
and social reform, 53; sense in which we 
can address basic problems of existence by 
changing course of life, 53; prophecies of 
art and divisions in our experience, 22, 168-
170; contrast of the attitudes of comedy 
and tragedy toward, 169, 189; fighting and 
reconciliation, 166, 209; conflicting claims 
of the personal and the impersonal, 52-54, 
66-74, 214; conflicted character of our
knowledge, 74-79, 81, 94, 214;
institutions as interrupted conflict, 7, 33,
78, 117; and denaturalization of society,
78, 221; with society and oneself, in ascent
of humanity, 40-41, 164-168, 191

Connection: postulate of, 84-85; no single 
organization of society does justice to our 
powers of connection, 4 3; respect as a 
virtue of, 228; fairness as a virtue of, 228; 
forbearance as a virtue of, 228; reconciling 

self-affirmation with connection to others, 
123-124, 175-176; to others and
development of personality through
connections to others, 159; love among
equals as supreme form of, 141, 163, 
229



Consciousness: nature of, 124-145; totalizing, 
68, 73, 135-136, 143, 154; transcending, 
14, 135-136, 160-161; surprising, 102-
103, 135-136, 143, 146;zombie-like aspects 
of mind unable to account for, 135; duality 
of mind and nature of, 120, 138; and 
criticism of nineteenth-century associationist 
psychology, 126; politics as mind-making, 
134, 138, 141; the repeatable and the not 
yet repeatable in, 124-125, 129-130, 138; 
significance of mortality for, 13-14, 25, 49, 
60, 74, 147, 213, 229, 232; relation 
between mortality and transcendence, in 
experience of, 14, 135-136, 160-161; 
what mathematics reveals about nature of, 
97-103; and phenomenology of temporal 
experience, 103-111; affirmation of as first 
awakening of the self, 223-225; and 
second awakening of the self, 225-229; 
intensification of and divinization of 
humanity, 26, 29, 109, 130, 141, 223-
229, 243; in perennial philosophy, 10-13, 
139,215,244-246 

Constants: puzzling constants or parameters 
in the universe, 90; distinction between 
dimensional and dimensionless parameters, 
91; and mutable character of laws of 
nature, 91-92 

Constraint: in general: finite, context
dependent character of human activity, 52-

60; in thought: closed horizon of the 
possible, 95, 156-157; in thought: illusions 
of naturalism, 18-22, 32, 39, 47-51; in 

thought: surrender to rigidified disciplines, 
111, 232-234; in thought: formulaic 
activities of mind, 105, 131, 134-136; in 
society and culture: structure entrenched 

against challenge, 69, 121-122; in society 
and culture: structure-preserving and 
structure-transforming activities, 57, 62, 
69, 122, 132, 138, 171, 219; in society 
and culture: dependence of change on 
crisis, 43, 61, 112, 132, 138, 177, 181-
182, 207, 251; relation of the repeatable to 
the not yet repeatable, 42, 56, 106, 124-

125, 129-130, 138, 168, 172, 227; and 
mutilation: rejection of false universality in 

human life, 151, 211; and mummification: 
surrender of personality to small set of 
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compromises, 212, 216, 241; and death: 
mortality shaping self, 13-14, 25, 49, 60, 
74,147,213,229,232 

Context: our context dependence, 5-8, 16, 
35, 54-55, 241-242; our inability to be 
completely absorbed by context, 52-53, 
135-136, 141-142, 148-149, 152-153, 
209; analogy between our relation to 
context and to characters, 108-109, 149, 
154, 164, 191; tension between imperatives
of engagement and transcendence, 160-

161, 16 7, 21 O; political response: creation 
of social and cultural orders facilitating
their own revision, 171, 177-178, 182-
185; existential response: two awakenings

of the self, 223-235; our relation to
changed by virtues of purification and
divinization, 227-229, 236; clash between
context-dependence and transcendence
over context in life of mind, 132-133, 135-
136, 137-138; struggle of the self against
as theme of the novel, 53, 223

Contingency: as central theme in radicalized 
pragmatism, 30; as irreducible element in 
cosmology, 38; as dependent on time, 39; 
relation of to necessity as open to revision, 
38, 39; role of luck and what to do about 
it, 40 

Contract: contrasted in history of thought to 
coercive order and erotic attachment, 247; 
and democratic perfectionism, 23-24; 
institutional space for different regimes of 

property and contract, 203; false 
identification of market with particular 
property and contract regimes, 115 

Cooperation friendly to innovation: 
mysterious success of some countries, and 
failure of others, 174; role of innovation
friendly cooperation in accounting for 
success, 17 4; new style of production and 
learning as species of, 144, 175; dependence 
of these practices on dismantlement of 
entrenched inequalities, 176; their 
dependence on enhancement of powers of 
individual, 160, 176; their dependence on 
generalization of experimentalist impulse, 
160, 251; relation of to imagination and to 

second side of the mind, 128-130, 134-
138, 172, 176 
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Cosmology: history of universe and nature of 
contingency, possibility, and necessity, 30, 
38, 39, 76; inability to explain the 
universe's quality of self-subsistence, 39; 
and brute facticity, 91; unexplained 
parameters or constants in the universe, 90-
92; inadequacy of solution to this problem 
appealing to a dialectic between necessity 
and chance, 91-92; insufficiency of 
solution to this problem appealing to idea 
of possible worlds, 92-93; and historicity 
of universe and of laws of nature, 93-94 

Counterfactual insight: nature, uses, and 
dangers of counterfactual reasoning, 95-97, 
156-157; imagining change without
revising laws, 156--157; confusion revealed
in our conventional ideas about causality,
97; and antinomy of time, 74-76, 81, 94,
214; combined with visionary immediacy
in our dreams, 158

Crisis: as revelation of limits to our present 
social arrangements and ways of thinking, 
177; varying dependence of change on 
cri��43, 61,112,132,138,177, 181-
182, 207, 251; interests at stake in effort to 
diminish dependence of change on crisis, 
42-43, 61, 69; making change less
dependent on crisis, 143; same achieved
through radicalization of democracy, 94; in
course of an individual life: two
awakenings of the self, 130

Death: and our fundamental experience of 
life, 13-14, 25, 49, 60, 74, 147,213,229, 
232; its finality as irrefutable mark of the 
alienness of the world, 147; and delight in 
life, 147-149; dying all at once rather than 
suffering many small deaths, 212, 253; 
answered by turning of consciousness to 
the manifest, 77, 153-158, 220 

Democracy: traditional views rejected as 
inadequate, 24-25; and perpetual creation 
of the new, 53, 141; relation to self and 
mind, 134, 138, 143-144; and innovation
friendly cooperation, 163, 177-178, 205; 
for raising level of organized political 
mobilization, 186; ensuring rapid 
resolution of impasse, 178, 187-188; 
enhancing endowments of individual, 178, 

194-195, 239-240; providing
countermodels for the future, 188-189

Democratic perfectionism: its meaning, 19, 22-
24, 44, 49, 51; as idolatry, 23, 235; as a 
perversion of our ideals, 18, 49; in the 
United States, 23, 49-51; and idea that a 
free society has a natural form, adjusted 
only in crisis, 23, 49; and self-sufficiency of 
individuals, 23, 50 

Denaturalization: as philosophical attitude 
characteristic of untrammeled pragmatism, 
7, 33, 78, 117; and radicalization of 
experimentalism, 41-44, 176--177 

Desire: limitless character of, 197; relational 
character of, 123, 195; denial of and 
shrinking of experience, 148-152; art as 
freeing us from shackles of, 12; struggle to 
achieve clarity about justice out of our 
desires or intuitions, 118-120; and reality 
in James's theory of truth, 33 

Difference: its rejection or devaluation by 
perennial philosophy, 11-12, 244-247; its 
acceptance by Western revolt against 
perennial philosophy, 17-18, 243; its 
status in relation to time, 84-85; its 
importance in democracy, 192-193, 195 

Disappointment: and change, 62, 217; effort 
to avoid it in perennial philosophy, 10-13, 
139, 215, 244-246; opening us to the 
adjacent possible, 140-141, 165-166, 211-
212, 215-217, 219-221, 228-229,251-
256 

Displacement: and imagination, 46, 106, 157-
158; first displacement of imagination: 
distancing, 106; second displacement of 
imagination: transformation, 86, 95-97, 
106--107, 153; indispensable to insight, 
106--107, 153, 157-158 

Divinization: making ourselves more godlike, 
not God, 213, 229, 239, 256; we do not 
live to become more godlike-we become 
more godlike to live, 109, 138, 150, 236; 
and openness to the new and to the other, 
227-228; in perennial philosophy, 10-13,
139, 215, 244-246; and Near Eastern 
religions of salvation, 213-214, 222; 
reinterpreted in this book, 26, 29, 109, 
130, 141, 223-229, 243; misdirections to, 
150-153, 213-215, 217-219; directions 



of, 146-150, 153-170,215-216,219-229, 
236-237, 241-242, 251-256; and political
transformation of society, 42-44, 58-60, 
184-185, 195, 249-251; and projects with 
greatest authority today, 130, 140-144, 
148, 179-181, 249-251. See also God 

Division, social: reasons not to predetermine 
how people work together, 142; and 
democratic experimentalism, 14 2; and 
social and political reconstruction, 174-
181, 185-192, 200-207; based on flexible 
interaction between the repeatable and the 
not yet repeatable, 168, 172; and 
innovation-friendly practices of 
cooperation, 171-173; in broader sense: 
mutilation of the self and antidote, 151, 
211. See also Class

Dreams: magical solution in dreams to 
conundrum of counterfactual casual 
judgment, 158; why this conundrum is 
insoluble, 157-158; and recovery of 
immediate experience, 158 

Economics: and rationalizing tendencies in 
social sciences, 111-113; and disservice to 
imagination of social alternatives, 115-117; 
arbitrary marriage of method and subject 
exemplified by contemporary economics, 
232 

Education: limiting inheritance of educational 
advantage, 175; and imagination, 251; 
conducive to innovation-friendly 
cooperation and radical democracy, 175-
179; school against family and state, 176, 
206, 252; educational endowment against 
class hierarchy, 176; limits and dangers of 
meritocracy, 175 

Embodiment: person as embodied spirit, 184; 
and significance of our mortality, 13-14, 
25, 49,60, 74,147,213,229, 232;of the 
mind, 137; and our perceptual and 
cognitive abilities, 65; and inability to 
withdraw from the world, 16-17 

Enthusiasm: as a virtue of purification, 227-
229, 236; and our escape from 
sleepwalking, 108-109; through 
enhancement of part played by the mind's 
second side, 135-136, 141; through 
innovation-friendly cooperation, 171, 176-
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177; through high-energy democracy, 27-
29, 59,185,186, 187-188; through 
second awakening of the self, 225-229; 
through insubordination of philosophy, 
231,233-236 

Equivalence: fecundity of mathematics in 
equivalent formulations, 99-101 

Escapism: in the humanities, 122-124; false 
escapes from indifference of nature to our 
concerns, 26, 147, 153-154 

Eternity: as quality of impersonal being in 
perennial philosophy, 140, 151; nothing 
eternal, 87-94; and mathematics: world 
with time sucked out of it, 101-102 

Ethics: staying out of trouble contrasted to 
looking for trouble, 140, 252; making 
sense of willingness to look for trouble, 
140; redirection of our moral thinking and 
shape of a human life, 216-217, 219-229; 
and death, 104-106, 146-148, 211-212, 
225-226, 229, 236-237, 240; and love,
141, 163, 229; and conflict between the
enabling conditions of self-possession, 53, 
140-141, 158-164; and virtues of
connection, purification, and divinization,
227-229, 236; ethic of serenity through
invulnerability, 10-13, 139, 215, 244-246;
heroic ethic, 149,180,211; looking for
trouble, 140-144, 146-168, 219-229, 241-
242, 251-256

Evolution and evolutionary determinism: 
evolution in nature: its character 
misconceived, 95, 126; significance of 
evolutionary shaping of the brain and 
mind, 98, 126-128; evolutionary basis of 
our negative capability, 124, 141-142; 
evolution, reciprocal altruism, and love, 
141,163,229; transformed by permanent 
invention of future, 174, 182, 211, 216, 
237; functional evolutionary determinism, 
111-113

Experience: temporal quality of our 
experience, 40-41, 55; of infinity, 135-
138, 148-149, 161-162; of nature, 150-
159, 240-242; focused by mortality, 13-
14, 25, 49, 60, 74,147,213,229,232; 
religious, 161-162; vitalizing our ordinary 
experience, 150, 225-229, 236-237; 
enhancement of our core experience of self-
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Experience (continued) 

consciousness, 225; shrinking experience 
and denying insatiability of our desires, 
215; hopeful and patient availability to 
novelty and experience, 221; imagining 
experience of people we did not become, 
211; first awakening of the self, 223-225; 
second awakening of the self, 225-229; 
Dewey's doctrine of experience and its flaw, 
31,44-48 

Experimentalism: as a central theme in 
radicalized pragmatism, 181, 196; its 
grounding in our transcendence over all 
contexts, 14, 135-136, 160-161; its 
relation to the second side of the mind, 
135; responsive to reality of time and to 
temporal character of all reality, 94; its 
relation to phenomenology of our temporal 
experience, 108-109; its connection with 
double displacement practiced by 
imagination, 106-107, 153 

Explication: as element in mathematical 
reasoning, 98-99 

Extinction of the self: as fundamental religious 
orientation, 213, 218; proposed in 
perennial philosophy, 10-13, 139, 215, 
252-254; paradoxically related to radiance 
of being, 221; its internal contradictions, 
218 

Fairness: as a virtue of connection, 228-229; 
in perennial philosophy, 14, 247-249; in 
modem moral and social thought, 249-251; 
and requirements of innovation-friendly 
practices of cooperation, 176 

Family: as escape from disappointment, 50; as 
ally of social division and hierarchy, 173-
176; as part of what schools should rescue 
us from, 176, 192, 206, 252 

Fate: registering and confronting constraint 
without mistaking it for fate, 211-212, 230; 
in relation to caste, 192, 248; in relation to 
character, 108-109, 149, 154, 164, 191; 
pragmatism as an attack of fatefulne�s, 17-
18; art as struggle against fate, 168-170; 
established institutional arrangements as 
fate of contemporary societies, 185-186; 
democracy as anti-fate, 185, 192, 230 

Fools: consulting books like this one for 

advice about what to do with their lives, 
208 

Forbearance: as a virtue of connection, 228-
229; and ability to imagine oneself as 
another person, 151, 211 

Freedom: false freedom resulting from the 
denial of particulars, 16-17; as not having 
to choose between transcendence and 
engagement, 14, 135-136, 160-161; as 
resistance to one's own character, 108-109, 
149, 154, 164, 191; as connecting with 
others without ceasing to be or to become 
ourselves, 141-142, 160-161; constructive 
freedom of individuals, 38; freedom 
and deepening of democracy, 27-28; 
paradoxical relation between freedom
expanding rights and plasticity of social 
life, 60,179, 189-190, 211,221,251 

Future: orientation to (futurity) as attribute of 
our humanity, 40-41, 150; orientation to 
and engagement with manifest world, 40, 
168, 220, 231, 236-237; importance of 
openness to alternative futures, 40-41, 44-
46, 171, 189, 241; futures that invite their 
own revision, 63, 128, 149, 242; and 
awakening of the self in politics, 174, 182, 
211, 216, 237; "the business of the future 
is to be dangerous," 144; the school as 
mouthpiece for the future, 176, 206, 252. 
See also Futurity 

Futurity: as element in core conception of 
humanity, 40-41; living for the future as 
way of living in the present, 40-41, 150; 
but we can become more godlike now, not 
just later, 109, 138,150, 236; betrayal of 
futurity by institutional fetishism and 
idolatry, 49-50; shortening distance 
between context-preserving and context
transforming activities, 57, 62, 69, 122, 
132, 138, 171, 219; and innovation
friendly practices of cooperation, 171-173, 
248-249; idea of realized through
reorganization of democracy, 182-192;
idea of given effect by responses to
mutilation and mummification of self, 151,
211, 212, 216, 241. See also Future 

God: impossibility of seeing with eyes of God, 
5, 46, 58, 73, 125, 245; moral and political 



significance of this misdirection, 7, 8; view 
of relation between God and humanity in 
Semitic salvation religions, 213-214, 222, 
239; ways in which we can become more 
godlike, 213, 229, 239, 256; we become 
more godlike to live-we do not live to 
become more godlike, 109, 138, 150, 236; 
virtues of divinization: openness to the 
other person and to new experience, 228-
229, 236-237. See also Divinization 

Good, the: denial of absolute distinction 
between the good and the right, 192-194; 
no insight can render the choice of the 
good uncontroversial, 195; a conception of 
what to do, emerging from view of our 
situation in the world, 145-153 

Government: as site for defining terms on 
which we revise the rest of social life, 172-
173; direction in which to transform 
society through politics, 59, 172; and 
private enterprise, 202-204; and civil 
society, 187, 204-205; protections against, 
176, 183-164; and breaking impasse 
among parts of, 59-60; intervening in 
localized citadels of social exclusion and 
disadvantage, 187, 190-191 

Habit: deadens experience of time, 105-106; 
relation between habitual perception and 
categorical schemes, 106-107; embracing 
and shattering, 108-109, 149, 154, 164, 
191 

Hierarchies: classical metaphysics and 
conceptions of hierarchy of being, 14; 
espousing strict hierarchical organization of 
soul and society, 14-15, 49-50, 66; 
undermining such organization: bringing 
self and society to life, 14, 152-153, 166-
168, 182, 249-256. See also Division, 
social 

Higher-order proposals: false idea that 
proposals about criteria, methods, and 
foundations are waste of time, 45; openness 
of boundary between first-order and higher
order projects, 45 

History: unjustifiably demoted by perennial 
philosophy, 27; not given its due by 
democratic perfectionism, 22-24; its 
decisive, unlinear character, 18, 104; 
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humanity open to transformation all the 
way down yet relatively rigid, 26-27, 126-
128; consequences of disparity between 
historical and biographical time, 39, 133, 
144, 160, 166-168; history of science as 
giving signs of mutability of laws of nature, 
246; natural history of universe as 
successor to metaphysics, 128, 246-247; in 
a world in which time goes all the way 
down, all must be historical, 75-76, 81, 84-
89; human hopes realized in history or in 
individual life, 162; denial of historical 
character of world by perennial philosophy, 
27; untenable attempt in contemporary 
science to affirm immutable laws of nature, 
29-30

Hope: as constituent quality of directed 
action, 38, 192-196, 211-212, 220-221, 
229, 231, 236-237, 251-256; art and its 
promises of happiness as expression of 
hope, 168-170 

Human nature: impossibility of distinguishing 
between variable and invariant elements of 
human nature, 4-5, 35, 29-30, 62, 108, 
126; and related fragility of distinction 
between the right and the good, 14, 33, 
179; resistance of to transformation, 6, 8, 
52-53, 61, 69, 126; a view of?, 71-73; 
further developed through account of the 
mind, 134-138; an orientation to problems
of life supported by a view of, 126, 208-
210; both revealed and transformed by two
awakenings of the self, 226; becoming

more godlike: what it means and why we
should seek it, 213, 229, 239, 256;
divinization of humanity contrasted to
humanization of society, 26, 29, 109, 130,

141, 243; view of in perennial philosophy,
12, 18, 20-21; rebellion against this view,
17, 30; and contrast between ethics of 
staying out of trouble and of looking for 
trouble, 139-140, 148, 252. See also 

Humanity 
Humanities, the: misguided by escapist 

illusions, 111-112, 123; their task once 
freed from these illusions, 123-124 

Humanity: rationalizing, humanizing, and 
escapist tendencies in thought as obstacles 

to insight, 111-124; attributes of, 52-54; 
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Humanity (continued) 

philosophical attitudes associated with this 
view of, 60-64; significance of disparity 
between biographical and historical time, 
39, 133, 144, 160, 166-168; radicalized 
pragmatism as representing interests of 
humanity, 60, 111, 149-150, 195, 207; 
experimental politics as unleashing genius 
of ordinary people, 184-185. See also

Human nature 
Humanization: as tendency within normative 

political and legal thought, 118-119; of 
society contrasted to divinization of 
humanity, 26, 29, 130, 141, 243 

Ideology: as frozen conflict and as means for 
unfreezing, 7, 33, 78, 117; ideological 
controversy rendered experimental, 40, 71, 
121-122, 149, 193; pragmatism unbound
as operational ideology serving creation of
the new, 174,182,211,216,237

Imagination: and second side of the mind, 
135; and will, 148; and the adjacent 
possible, 95, 156-157; and counterfactual 
insight, 156-158; and dreams, 158; and 
death, 13, 104, 147; and its future, 237; 
society as reorganized on model of, 134, 
183-184 

Impersonal, the: the personal over the 
impersonal in relation to knowledge, 52-
54, 66-74; the personal over the 
impersonal in relation to divinization, 150-
152; the personal over the impersonal as a 
core idea in this book, 52-54; limitations 
of insight into as source of antinomies of 
thought, 65-79, 81, 94,214; limitations of 
insight into as caused by overreaching field 
of action, 19-22, 66-74; experiment and 
instrumentation in science as partial 
solutions to this problem, 47-48, 72-74; 
limits of insight in absence of knowledge a 
creator may have of his creation, 3 7, 68 

Incompleteness: incompleteness of all 
contexts in relation to us, 55; danger of 
having to choose between engagement and 
resistance, 160-161; as feature of mind, 
235; significance in mathematics and logic, 
97-103; response of art to disproportion 
between us and our contexts, 22, 168-170;

response of politics to this disproportion, 
152-153, 166-167, 175-177, 185-192, 
205-206; high-energy democracy as
culmination of this political project, 27-29,
59, 185, 187-188; response of religion to
disproportion between us and our contexts,
212-216, 225-229; of our contexts and
primacy of the personal, 66-68; every
human being mutilated, 151, 211; how we
can best deal with this mutilation, 212,
216, 241

Indifference: horrifying indifference of nature 
to our projects and concerns, 26, 147, 153-
154; our countervailing rapture in the 
possession of life, 147-149; indifference of 
the collective social other, 159, 211-212, 
236-237; ethic of indifference in perennial
philosophy, 10-13, 20, 139, 215, 252-254

Individuality: individual phenomenon as 
ineffable, 245-246; each individual as 
unique and unrepeatable, 245; and 
recognition of common humanity, 178-179; 
illusory character of according to perennial 
philosophy, 11-12, 244-245. See also

Biography 
Indivisibility: thesis of: institutional systems 

whose parts stand or fall together, 133, 250-
251; political implications of this thesis, 
250-252, 183 

Inequality: undermining to realize ideal of 
experimentalism, 53, 176; devices available 
to redress economic inequality, 200-201. 
See also Class; Division, social 

Infinity: every human being has infinities 
within, 14, 135-136, 160-161; finite and 
infinite in personal experience, 40-41, 55-
56, 135-136, 148-150, 160-161, 225-
227, 229; power of recursive infinity as 
attribute of mind, 135; mastering infinity 
but not time in mathematics, 97-103 

Institutions: mistaken idea of short list of 
institutional orders, 114, 255; falsehood of 
law-like progression of institutional orders, 
113-114; falsehood of natural or necessary 
quality of established institutional orders,
42-43, 143-144; residue of frozen politics,
7, 33, 78, 117; our capacity to change our
relation to institutions as well as their
content, 56-57, 142, 182-184; habits and



character as institutions of the self, 108-
109, 149, 154, 164, 191; programmatic 
thinking and institutional reconstruction, 
113 

Intensity: when, by transcending context, we 
are at a loss yet know more clearly what to 
do, 58; resulting from reconciliation of 
manifest world with vision of deeper 
reality, 155; form of such insight achieved 
through dreaming, 157-158; and through 
art, 169; and through reconstruction of 
culture, 167; as product of our struggle 
against containment by context, 55-56, 
140-142, 148-149,223-229, 251-256; 
life without narcolepsy, life fully awake, 
215; two awakenings of the self, 215, 223-
225 

Invention: no organization of society does 
justice to our powers of invention, 120-
122, 192-195; politics as permanent 
invention of the future, 174, 182, 211, 
216, 237; radicalized pragmatism as tum 
from fate to invention, 7-8, 40-41, 49-51, 
55-59; dialectic of routine and invention, 
106

Justice: humanizing society contrasted to 
reshaping institutions and practices, 121, 
181; example of this evil: theories of justice 
under contemporary social democracy, 119; 
justice and mercy, 191-192 

Kenosis: an emptying out that serves as 

prelude to second awakening of the self, 
225-229; as the substance of simplicity, a 
virtue of purification, 227-229, 236; in 

mathematics as abstraction from all 
particular content, 100 

Labor: repeatable and not yet repeatable work: 

man and machine, 42, 56, 106, 124-125, 
129-130, 138,140,168,172, 227;uses 
and limits of hierarchical specialization in 
organization of work, 125, 140; 
organization of work under aegis of
innovation-friendly cooperation, 140-141;

need to broaden gateways of access to
advanced sectors of economy, 200-204;
enabling rights made independent of
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holding particular jobs, 176; and 
productivity of grounded in generic 
capabilities, 159-160; everyone should care 
for others outside family, 176, 204; labor 
not imprisoned within national boundaries, 
179-180. See also Class; Division, social 

Liberalism: as an expression of the religion of 
humanity, 53; its unwarranted institutional 
dogmatism, 23; its untenable absolute 
distinction between the right and the good, 
179; and ideal of openness, 13, 150, 176-
179, 229 

Life: over everything-its priority related to 
primacy of surprise, hope, the personal, 
and time, 237; thought subordinate to life, 
67-68, 136-137; incompatible with
spectral idea of possibility, 61-63, 86, 95-
97, 108, 136, 156-157; the understanding 
of and place of sciences of life, 88, 95; its 

characteristic course and defining incidents,
211-213; and implications of our

mortality, 13-14, 25, 49, 60, 74,147,213, 
229, 232; its dreamlike and tormented
character, 213; its unspeakable joy, 213,
215; its problems of illusion and vain
striving, 10-13, 139, 215, 252-254; and 
our self-construction, 50, 140-141, 168-
170, 254-256; embraced through two
awakenings of the self, 109-110; grasped
by thought opposed to perennial
philosophy, 145-146

Logic: recalcitrant to recognition of time, 97-
103; demonstrating transcendent character 
of thought, 131 

Love: as ideal realization of openness to the 
other, 141, 163, 229; as radical acceptance 
of the other, 226-227, 253; in relation to 
coercion and society, 141, 247-248; as 
higher than benevolence, 159, 229; and 
ideal of vulnerability, 141,163,229; 
repetition as death of romantic love, 123, 
219; reconciled with repetition, contrary to 
romanticism, 165, 218, 219, 222 

Luck: and our experience of contingency, 18, 
40 

Machines: as embodying what we know how 
to repeat, 42, 56, 106, 124-125, 129-130, 
138, 140, 168, 172, 227; and enabling us 
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Machines (continued) 

to devote ourselves to what we do not yet 
know how to repeat, 56-57, 129-130; 
mind compared to combination of a person 
with a machine, 57, 134-138; mind not a 
machine, 131-135, 130 

Markets, market economy: meaning of false 
idealization of, 49, 115, 174, 177; 
unwarranted identification of idea of with 
particular regime of property and contract, 
115; established forms of as subset of larger 
set, 143, 174; market economy can take 
radically different forms, 173-174, 177, 
197,202-204,207 

Mastery: over nature, 241-242; over terms of 
our experience, 56, 70; reconciling self
possession with connection, 160; 
reconciling engagement with power to 
resist and transcend, 12, 114, 175; 
reconciling vindication of manifest world 
with ability to grasp hidden order, 194 

Mathematics: its non-trivial synonymy, 99; its 
fecundity in equivalent formulations, 99; its 
devotion to recursive reasoning, 99; its 
visionary struggle against particularity 
related to its denial of time, 97-103; sense 
in which it can and cannot represent time, 
101-102

Meaninglessness: our existence surrounded on 
every side by it, 13-14, 146-147, 213; 
relation to mortality, 25, 49, 60, 74, 147, 
213, 229, 232; threat of brandished in 
perennial philosophy, 10--13, 139, 215, 
252-254; and misguided struggle for
serenity through invulnerability, 252; as 
inducement to both acceptance of the 
world and annihilation of the self, 214-215;
problem of recognized and mastered in
alternative view of self, 217-218, 219-220

Memory: why under democracy prophecy 
speaks louder than memory, 28, 62, 122, 
242; relation between memory and 
subjectivity, 78 

Metaphysics: and metahumanity, 246-247; as 
superscience, 47, 230--234; alternative view 
of task of philosophy, 3, 230-239; main 
axis of metaphysical thinking in history of 
thought, 11, 169, 244; practical 
implications of this metaphysical tradition, 

10; metaphysical mistakes of modem 
thought, 11; antinomies of the impersonal 
revealing limits to metaphysical insight, 74-
79, 81, 94,214,244; of time, 81-110; of 
space, 84--85 

Mind: its formulaic aspects, 105, 131, 134-
136; its modular aspects, 98, 131-132; its 
evolutionary aspects, 131, 133-134; first 
and second sides of the minds: zombie and 
spirit, 135-144; totalizing aspects of the 

mind, 68, 73, 135-136, 143,154; 
surprising aspects of the minds, 135-136, 
138, 142, 149, 162, 235; mind compared 
to combination of a person with a machine, 
131, 134-135; mind and society: 
imaginative mind as model for social life, 
14 3, 144; and antinomy of time: causality, 
74-76, 81,94, 95-97, 156-157;and
antimony of objectivity: the manifest world,
76-79, 214

Modularity: modular aspects of the mind, 98, 
131-135; nonmodular aspects of the mind,
131-132; society and relation between the 
two sides of the mind, 137-138 

Mummification of the self: what it is, 212, 
216; how to deal with it, 212, 216, 241; 
and antidote provided by virtues of 
purification and divinization, 227-229, 236; 
and second awakening of the self, 225-229; 
and relation of individual to his character, 
108-109, 149, 154, 164, 191; and proper
interplay between repetition and the not
yet repeatable, 42, 56, 106, 124-125, 129-
130, 138, 140, 168, 172, 227; equipping
people with means to resist it, 167, 174-
180, 184-192,227-229

Mystery: our radical inability to dispel 
mystery of existence, 217, 236; of life as 
inspiration for perennial philosophy, 10--
13, 139, 215, 252-254; agency despite 

mystery, 36, 44, 51, 58, 82, 111 

Nations, nationalism: moral specialization 
within humanity, 178, 255; national 
differences and incomplete contexts, 54-
55, 177-180, 192-194; from willed 
difference to actual difference, 178-179; 
institutions and practices needed to 
develop difference, 178-179; 



nationalism and context transcendence, 
179-180, 255; indispensable right to join 
another nation, 179-180 

Natural history: idea of history of nature, 85-
86; influence of history of science on view 
of, 76, 88; biology not weak physics, physics 
not weak biology, 88, 95; radicalization of 

historical approach to nature, 85-86; 
undermining conventional ideas about 
causality, 85--86; from history of nature to 
mutability of laws of nature, 91; from 
rejection of invariant framework of time
space to rejection of invariant framework of 
natural laws, 87-94; implications of nature 
and its laws having a history, 61-62, 94-
97; natural history of brain and mind 

misunderstood, 131, 133-134 
Naturalism: its content, distinguished from 

phenomenalism, 18-22, 32, 39, 47-51; as 
influential misstep, 18-19, 21; and failure 
to understand limits of science, 21-22, 66--

74; political and social ideas tainted by, 34, 
36; its errors of exemplified by Dewey's 
doctrine of experience, 44 

Nature: relation between self-knowledge and 
knowledge of, 21-22, 66--67, 76--77; laws 
of nature change, 81, 87-94; unexplained 

parameters in nature and mutability of 
laws, 90---92; and mathematics, 91-92, 97-
103; conundrum of causal explanation, 76--
79, 95-97, 156--157; sense in which this 
conundrum can be resolved, 76-79, 167, 
169; manifest world and hidden 
explanatory order reconciled, 19-22, 72-
74, 77; our embodiment and mortality, 13-

14, 25,49, 60, 74,147,213,229,232; 
consequences of no longer depending on, 
157, 239-240; an attitude to nature: 
delight of the gardener, 239-240; an 
attitude to nature: responsibility of the 
steward, 239-241; an attitude to nature: 
infirmity of the mortal, 240; an attitude to 
nature: ambivalence of the titan, 240-241; 

limits to manipulation of, 241-242 
Necessity: nature of in perennial philosophy, 

30, 32, 38-39; reinterpreted: how nature 
works, 38; and reality of time, 89; 
reinterpreted and spectral idea of possibility, 
61-63,86, 95-97, 108,136, 156--157; and 
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rationalization in contemporary social 
science, 111-113; social thought freed 
from illusions of false necessity, 34, 195, 
250; individual experience under shadow 
of false necessity, 144; our cooperative 
practices against false necessity, 171-174; 
high-energy democracy against false 
necessity, 27-29, 59, 185, 187-188; 
second awakening of the self against false 
necessity, 225-229 

Negative capability: as power of mind to 
transform its own presuppositions, 135; 
related to lessening dependence of change 
on crisis, 69, 114, 118, 138, 163, 177, 
207 

Negativity: as giving up on institutions and 
practices of society, 123; splitting difference 
between being inside and outside social 
and cultural worlds, 134. See also Via 

negativa 

Nonformulaic initiative: as a power of the 
mind, 135; enabling social conditions of 

this power, 138 

Ontology: ideas about time and space in this 
book not a proto-ontology, 84-85; 
ontological tendencies in perennial 
philosophy, 10---13, 242-244; rejection of 

in this book, 85-86 
Openness to the other: as a virtue of 

divinization, 229; problem of the self and 

the other, 163; partial solution of this 
problem in cooperation, 158-160, 171-
174; and different forms of love, 141, 163, 

229; and experience of mutilation in self 
development, 151, 211; and prophecy of 

reconciliation implicit in practice of 
literature, 53, 169, 223; as represented in 
tragedy, 169, 189; as represented in 
comedy, 169, 189; intrinsic to situation of 

self in world, 66, 141, 150, 158-159, 161-
162, 208-209, 226--227; but suppressed 
by naturalization of our institutions, 
practices, and methods, 22-25, 43, 143-

144, 148-149, 159-164, 195,226--227, 
235; enhanced by practices of innovation
friendly cooperation, 141, 161; given effect 

by institutions of high-energy democracy, 
229; in struggle against mummification, 
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Openness to the other (continued) 

212, 216, 241; embodied in subversive 
work of philosophy, 229 

Particularity: denial of in perennial 
philosophy, 12; and prototypes in 
perennial philosophy, 65; and Western 
rebellion against perennial philosophy, 140; 
and nature of experience, 54-55, 65; and 
antinomy of objectivity, 76-79, 81, 94,214; 
our being nailed to the cross of the 
particular, 3, 21, 24, 55, 252; connecting 
particular contexts to a general direction, 
55; particular objects of desire and 
unlimited longing, 141 

Perception: and limits of action, 8, 19; 
limited scope of powers of, 37; augmented 
by displacements of distance and 
transformation, 106-107, 153; power of 
science to extend perception, 19 

Perennial philosophy, the: meaning of, 11; 
and devaluation of the manifest world, 11; 
idea of participation of lesser/lower reality 
in greater/higher reality, 11-12, 244-246; 
and hierarchical order of society, 14, 144; 
and hierarchical order of the soul, 14, 
144; predominance of in world history of 
thought, 10-11; Western rebellion against, 
22; advancing this rebellion in this 
book, 18 

Perfectionism. See Democratic perfectionism 
Personal, the: connection in personal 

encounter and broader social forms of 
connection, 77, 158-160, 166-167, 171-
177; openness to the other as realized in 
personal love, 141, 163, 229; the personal 
over the impersonal in relation to 
knowledge, 66-74; the personal over the 
impersonal in relation to divinization, 152-
154; the personal over the impersonal as a 
major idea in radicalized pragmatism, 52-
54 

Phantasm: reality as internal phantasm 
delivered to us by brain and senses, 77; 
difficulty in relying on this phantasm as a 
revelation of reality, 77, 86; antinomy of 
objectivity and its source, 65-74, 76-79, 
81, 94, 214; manifest world and 
apprehension of hidden order, 76-78; 

visionary resolution of this conflict in art, 

22, 168-170; its resolution through a new 
way of thinking, 167 

Phenomena: our experience of 
mischaracterized in modern philosophy, 3-
9, 18-22, 66-70; in perennial philosophy, 
unity behind diversity of, 11-13; moral 
and political significance of devaluation of, 
14-16, 247-249; phenomenalism as 
misdirection of revolt against perennial 
philosophy, 19; prototypes not representing 
particularity of, 12, 77, 244-246; recurrent
positions in history of metaphysics, 10-22;
limitation of insight into and antinomy of 
objectivity, 65-74, 76-79, 81, 94,214;
and underlying order reconciled in art, 22,
168-170; this reconciliation in speculative
thought, 167 

Phenomenalism: what it is, 18-19; false 
escape from perennial philosophy, 18-19, 
22, 25, 48-49; as recurrent position in 
history of metaphysics, 19, 22, 245 

Phenomenology: two ways to approach 
experience, exemplified by criticism of 
Dewey's doctrine of experience, 47; our 
experience riven by fundamental divisions, 
134-138, 147-149, 155-166, 168-170, 
211-213; source of these divisions, 66-74;
and mind, 134-135, 148; miscast by 
perennial philosophy, 10,16, 252; of time, 
103, 110; of attentiveness and enthusiasm,
228 

Philosophy: what the present time expects 
from it, 1-2, 231; what we should demand 
from it, 1-2, 231-237, 256; as self-help, 
51, 230; as superscience, 230-231; as the 
mind at war, 233-234; and transcendence 
over context, 55-56, 234-236 

Plasticity: of the brain, 55, 65, 127, 131-
132, 226; of the mind, 107, 134, 137; of 
society and culture, 57, 62, 69, 122, 132, 
138, 171, 219; advantages of in society 
and culture, 190, 207; and innovation
friendly cooperation, 190-191, 207; and 
democratic politics, 184; and fundamental 
rights, 60,179, 189-190, 211,221,251 

Plurality: as postulate of view of reality here, 
84-85; pluralistic character of experimental
politics, 113-114 



Political philosophy: humanizing 
distinguished from transforming, 121, 173; 
humanizing theories of justice, 179, 233-
234; humanizing theories of law, 173; 
contrast between republicanism and 
privatism rejected, 184-185; democratic 
politics and conception of mind, 134, 137-
144; politics as setting terms for revision of 
social life, 219, 221, 247; belittlement of 
politics rejected, 205-206; politics of 
hierarchical specialization, 15, 249; 
revolution in political consciousness of 
humanity, 223, 249-251 

Politics: as permanent invention of the future, 
174, 182, 211, 216, 237; bringing people 
to life and bringing them to order, 182; 
radical contingency and political struggle, 
58-60, 184-185; effort to fight without
hurting, 166, 209; moves within and about 
a context, 57, 62, 69, 122, 132, 138, 171, 
219; taking the experimentalist impulse to
the hilt in political life, 160, 250-251;
fundamental rights and high-energy
democracy, 60, 179, 189-190, 211, 221, 
251

Possibility: the possible misunderstood as 
ghost stalking the world, 61-63, 86, 95-
97, 108, 136; the possible reinterpreted as 
afterglow of the actual, 91-98; idea of a 
closed horizon of possibility, 95, 156-15 7; 
the adjacent possible, 86; the possible, the 
antinomy of time, and causality, 74-75, 95-
97, 156-157 

Postmodemism: and its inadequacies (also 
"shrunken pragmatism"), 6-7, 44-45; 
context revision beyond postmodemism, 7-
9; how to do it, 54-64, 138---149 

Pragmatism: central themes, 5; betrayal of 
pragmatism by pragmatists, 31, 35, 36; in 
Dewey, doctrine of experience, 31, 35, 44; 
in James, theory of truth, 31, 44; in Peirce, 
meaning of concepts, 31, 44; relation to 
American civilization, 23, 48-51; 
domesticated and radicalized, 28-35, 48; as 
philosophy of the age, 1-2; relation to 
other philosophical traditions, 5, 10, 17, 
23, 26, 29, 44, 51, 54, 196; deflationary 
misreading of pragmatism, 44, 46-4 7; 
nostalgic-heroic misreading of pragmatism, 
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44-47; pragmatic use of the label, 27-31; 
multiple roots of the view developed here, 
1-2, 28; closer to Nicholas of Cusa, for 
example, than to philosophers called 
pragmatists, 28

Production: relation between repeatable and 
not yet repeatable at center of, 42, 56, 106, 
138, 168, 172, 227; and the two sides of 
the mind, 134-135; and experimentalism 
and futurity, 40-41, 150; Adam Smith's 
pin factory contrasted to model of 
permanent innovation, 173; and innovation
friendly cooperation, 17 5; and 
experimentalist production, 202; its 
supporting conditions, 203-204; network 
of productive vanguards commanding 
world economy, 173, 200-203; inadequacy 
of compensatory redistribution and small 
property to limit inequalities, 79, 183, 200-
201; productive vanguardism outside 
vanguard, before its time, without 
blueprint, 202-203 

Programmatic thinking: and constraints on, 4, 
33; supposedly either utopian or trivial, 
189; and understanding of transformation, 
116; its incompatibility with influential 
social theories, 116-117 

Prophecy: philosophy as, 27, 233-236; art as, 
168-170; education as, 176; how everyone
becomes a prophet, 176; basis of our 
prophetic powers in our transcendence, 14,
135-136, 160-161; relation of our
prophetic vocation to second side of the
mind, 136, 141; and plasticity, 226; against 
mummification of the self, 212, 216, 241; 
why under democracy prophecy speaks
louder than memory, 28, 62, 122, 242

Purification: simplicity as a virtue of, 228; 
enthusiasm as a virtue of, 228; 
attentiveness as a virtue of, 228; kenosis and 
the via negativa: when rightly and wrongly 
used, 100 

Rationalization: within social sciences, 111-
113; overcoming it in social and historical 
thought, 118 

Reality: manifest world misunderstood as 
epiphenomenon, 215-216, 244; invariant 
presuppositions wrongly viewed as 
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Reality (continued) 

touchstone of reality, 4-5, 25; idea of 
progressive history of forms of experience 
and consciousness, 5-6; false idea of our 
inability to escape hold of historical forms 
of life, 4; antinomy of objectivity, 65-74, 
76-79, 214; sense in which we can resolve
it, 77; reconciling manifest world and 
deeper reality through art, 169-170; 
preeminence of the impersonal in perennial 
philosophy, 10-14, 66-74; preeminence of 
the personal in alternative view, 66-74

Recursion: as mind's ability to produce 
infinite variation on the basis of finite 
elements, 102, 126; as element in 
mathematical reasoning, 98, 99 

Recursive infinity: making infinite 
combinations out of finite elements, 102, 
126; related to mind's totalizing, 
transcending, and surprising qualities, 14, 
68, 73,102,103, 135-136, 143,146,154, 
160-161 

Reinvention: what happens when we go 
beyond limits of our contexts, 12, 58; 
our goals reinterpreted at moment of 
reinvention, 58, 109-110; political example, 
58-60; institutions and practices at
moment of reinvention, 63, 128, 149, 242; 
our powers of and mind, 126-130, 134-
138, 140-141; our powers of and 
innovation-friendly cooperation, 140-141,
159-160, 163; our powers of and high
energy democracy, 27-29, 59, 185, 187-
188; our powers of and mummification in
personal life, 212, 216, 241; our powers of 
and philosophy as mind at war, 231-236 

Religion: struggle to become more godlike 
and inability to become God, 213, 229, 
239, 256; anchoring of imperative of life in 
vision of reality, 230; to what extent 
achieved by philosophy, 3-4; philosophy 
trying to do work of religion, 230; the 
personal over the impersonal affirmed in, 
208--215; and struggle with our habits and 
predispositions, 137, 213, 222; response to 
problems of existence in salvation religions, 

137, 213; analogy between relation of God 
to humanity and relation among people, 
37, 65, 77; Christianity and Western revolt 

against perennial philosophy, 18--19, 28; 
Christianity and romanticism, 18, 222; the 
European novel and the infinity of the self, 
53, 223; do the ideas of this book usurp 
prerogatives of?, 122, 230; what relation 
does the argument of this book have to 
Christianity?, 222 

Repetition: relation between the repetitious 
and the not yet repeatable, 42, 105-106, 
168, 172, 227; roots of this relation in our 
transcendence, 14, 135-136, 160-161; 
expression of this relation in the second 
side of the mind, 134; machines as the 
embodiment of what we know how to 
repeat, 42, 56, 105-106, 129-130, 172; 
mind compared to combination of a person 
with a machine, 134-135; to live and to 
move within readily revisable structure, 
135, 138, 140; via negativa and rebellion 
against structure, 218--222; a better 
direction: structures facilitating their own 
revision, 63, 128, 149, 242; economic 
expression of this direction, 96, 181, 199-
200, 207; political expression, 43, 61, 112, 
132, 138, 177, 181-182, 207, 251; artistic 
expression, 169; existential expression, 
212,216,241. See also Routine 

Resistance: our power to resist settled orders 
of society and culture, 26-28, 55, 113-
114, 127, 141-142, 160-161, 255; this 
power expressed in the constitution of the 
mind, 134; resistance and repetition in 
experience, 42, 56, 105-106, 129-130, 
172; context-preserving and context
resisting activities, 57, 62, 69, 122, 132, 
138, 171, 219; diminishing this distance in 
general, 57, 62, 122, 161, 165, 177; 
diminishing it in thought, 148; diminishing 
it in work, 171-181; diminishing it 
through democracy, 182-195; diminishing, 
it through change in how we live, 211-
213, 215-216, 225-229 

Respect: as a virtue of connection, 227-229, 
236; through iconoclasm, 70-74, 235 

Revision: society as lacking a natural form, 
63, 128, 149, 242; of our relation to 
habits and institutions, 30, 42, 250; 
principle of and radical experimentalism, 
186-187



Revolution: as illusion of total, sudden 
change, 113-114, 119, 143; this illusion 
related to necessitarian social thought, 139; 
revolutionary reform as primary mode of 
transformative politics, 114, 182, 185-188, 
207, 214; idea of reinterpreted, 78-79, 
119, 143, 184; relation of this idea to our 
attribute of futurity, 40-41; living for the 
future as a way of living in the present, 150; 
radicalized pragmatism as operational 
ideology of permanent revolution, 174, 
182, 211, 216, 237; world revolution and 
ideas of this book, 145; philosophy as 
revolutionary activity, 145, 148, 160; 
revolutionary nature of Western alternative 
to perennial philosophy, 10, 21-23; 
revolutionary moral and political projects, 
whole world on fire, 182 

Revolutionary reform: as exemplary mode of 
transformative politics, 69, 183-185; 
premise of divisibility of institutional 
systems, 78-79; politics favoring 
revolutionary reform, 78-79, 114 

Right, the: the Right and the Left: what now 
distinguishes them, 196-197; reasons to 
reject rigid distinction between the right 
and the good, 179-180 

Rights: idea of rights freed from metaphysical 
superstructure, 189-190; entrenchment of 
rights and plasticity of social life, 60, 179, 
189-190, 211, 221, 251; breaking down 
localized citadels of inequality and 
exclusion, 200-201

Routine: shortening distance between moves 
within a framework and moves about it, 7, 
57; resisting routine, 17, 56, 61, 105-106, 
205, 211-210, 217-219, 255-256; making 
invention live within routine, 17-18, 78; 
machines doing routines, people 
discovering the new, 105-106, 129-130, 
134-135, 172, 227; dialectic between 
routine and invention, 17, 56, 61, 105-
106, 205, 210-211, 217-219,255-256. 
See also Repetition 

Salvation: narrative of salvation and problems 
of connection and transcendence, 213, 222-
226; truth and self-fulfilling prophecy in 
narrative of salvation, 213-214, 222; 
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analogy between our relations to God and 
to other people, 213-214, 222-223; 
doctrine of two awakenings of the self 
contrasted to narrative of, 222 

Science: mind embodied in dying organism, 
19, 4 7; inability of science to lift darkness 
surrounding our existence, 213; doomed 
attempt within to see with eyes of God, 5, 
46, 58, 73, 125, 245; extending link 
between thought and action, 19, 35, 47-
48, 72-74; significance and consequences 
of disinterestedness of, 35, 72-74, 97; 
inability of to rival knowledge a creator 
may have of his creation, 37, 68; anti
historical physics mistaken for exemplary 
scientific knowledge, 76, 88, 95; idea that 
laws of nature change, 81-85, 87-88, 91-
95, 101, 156-157; and the adjacent 
possible, 86, 95, 156-157; confused 
character of our ideas about causation, 7 4-
75, 95-97, 156-157; place of mathematics 
among sciences redefined, 97-103, 131, 
156; and art, 167-168; philosophy not a 
superscience, 230-234 

Security: paradoxical relation between rights 
and experimentalism, 60, 179, 189-190, 
211, 221, 251 

Self and its awakenings, the: core conception 
of the self in perennial philosophy, 12, 14-
16, 214-215; relation of this conception to 
hierarchical order in the soul, 14-15, 17, 
140-144, 162; relation of this conception
to hierarchical order in society, 14-15,
139, 162; true nature of the self, 35, 82;
and agency, 36, 44, 51, 58, 82, 111; and 
contingency, 111; and futurity, 40-41, 150; 
and experimentalism, 41-42, 135-136, 
140, 166-168, 219-221, 236-237, 251-
255; personal and impersonal, 66-74;
enabling conditions of self-possession, 140,
158-165, 180, 209, 221; mutilation,
mummification, and beyond, 151, 211-
213, 215-216, 219-229, 241; first
awakening of the self, 223-225; second
awakening of the self, 225-229

Self-help: attempt within philosophy to 
embed self-help in superscience, 23, 230-
231; objections to philosophy as synthesis 
of self-help and superscience, 231; what 
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Self-help (continued) 

legitimately remains of the idea of 
philosophy as self-help, 232-234 

Simplicity: as a virtue of purification, 227-
229, 236; and emptying out that makes 
possible patient and hopeful availability, 
236 

Social Contract: as a vocabulary for a 
humanizing political philosophy, 119-121. 
See also Contract 

Social democracy: contemporary social 
democracy: its distinctive character and 
retreat, 196-200; need and opportunity to 
redefine social democracy, 200-206; 
taming inequality under it, 175-176, 180, 
196, 200-202; redressing disconnection 
among people under it, 204-205; 
overcoming stupefaction under it, 205-
208 

Social inheritance: as a general principle 
replacing family inheritance, 60, 176, 178, 
190; expressing spirit of high-energy 
democratic politics, 179, 207-210; to be 
realized through social-endowment 
accounts or claims on social income, 190-
191; capacity-supporting endowments and 
social plasticity, 60, 94 

Social sciences: rationalizing tendency in, 111-
113; liberated from impulse to rationalize, 
118; consequences for of ideal of an anti
historical physics, 76, 88, 95 

Society: well-ordered society in perennial 
philosophy, 14; false naturalization of 
society and culture, 69; their 
denaturalization through work of a 
radicalized pragmatism, 7, 33, 78, 117; 
their denaturalization through requirements 
of innovation-friendly cooperation, 140-
141, 159-163 172-175; their 
denaturalization through high-energy 
democracy, 27-29, 59, 185, 187-188; 
difference between understanding 
structures of society and of nature, 68-69, 
71-74; structures of society open to
revision, 63, 128, 149, 242; 
experimentalism and organization of 
society, 26, 36; two sides of the mind and
organization of society, 133-134; how
society can become a counterpart to
imagination, 134, 183-184; inability to

translate idea of into uncontroversial 
ordering of human life, 194-195; relation 
between transforming society and changing 
oneself, 20-22. See also Division, social; 
Class; Politics 

Solidarity: perverted by perennial philosophy 
and hierarchical views of society and soul, 
176; devalued in democratic perfectionism, 
22-24, 49, 51; reduced under social 
democracy to checks in the mail, 204; 
people directly caring for one another, 176, 

204; proper relation between justice and
mercy, 192, 229

Space: its nature and relation to time, 84-87; 
postulates of reality, plurality, and 
connection, 84-86; why these postulates 
do not amount to an ontology, 84-86; 
temporalization of space contrasted to 
spatialization of time, 85 

Spirit: spirit as name for our attitude of 
transcendence, 14, 135-136, 160-161; 
relation of attitude of transcendence to 
agency, futurity, and experimentalism, 36-
44, 150; infinity of human spirit, 54-55, 
124-125, 132-133, 140-142, 147-150, 
160-163, 165-166, 209-212,215-216, 
219-220, 226-227, 229, 253; union with 
universal spirit as goal of perennial
philosophy, 10-13, 139, 215, 252-254; 
source and implications of our inability to
spiritualize nature, 38; spirit and structure,
124, 253; impossibility of final 
reconciliation between spirit and 
circumstance, 55-56; condition of spirit 
mischaracterized by perennial philosophy,
10-14, 148-149, 151-152, 214-215, 244-
247; condition of spirit misdescribed by
modern naturalism, 18-22, 32, 39, 47-51

Spiritual adventurism: denying in thought 
shackles we fail to break in fact, 123; and 
escapism in humanities, 122-123; 
permanent rebellion against structure and 
repetition, 218-219 

Structure of no structure: how all our 
structures differ in revisablity, 63, 128, 
149, 242; possibility of creating structures 
that denaturalize themselves, 7, 33, 78, 117-
118; in work of the mind, 77-78; 
combination of man and machine as 
realization of, 134-135 



Suffering: our dreamlike and tormented 
existence, 213; mortality and consequences 
for our suffering, 13-14, 25, 49, 60, 74, 
147,213,229,232; indifference of nature 
to us, contrast of its scale to ours, 26, 14 7, 
153-154; but our happiness in possession 
of life, 147-149; source of our suffering in 
divisions of experience, 11, 12, 155-166; 
this suffering invites a political response in 
historical time, 166-168; and a personal 
response in biographical time, 39, 133, 
144, 160, 166-168; prophecies of art and 
their two answers to our experience of, 168-
170; phenomenology of boredom as 
window on nature of, 108,141, 151-152, 
212, 215; resulting from mutilation of the 
self, 151,211; produced by mummification 
of the self, 212, 216, 241; in perennial 
philosophy, achieving indifference, and 
benevolence, 10-13, 20, 139-141, 215, 
252-254; denial of ultimate reality of
distinction and change too costly, 14. See 

also Disappointment
Superscience: disguising self-help as, 230; 

why philosophy cannot be superscience, 
4 7, 231; what can be salvaged from failure 
of, 232-234; idea of related to perennial 
philosophy, 10-12, 230; idea of related to 
modern naturalism, 18-22, 32, 39, 47-51 

Surprise: quality of human mind, related to 
its totalizing and transcending features, 14, 
68, 73, 135-136, 143, 154, 160-161; our· 
power to surprise related to constitution of 
our humanity, 40-41, 55-56, 146-150, 
160-162; relation between surprise and 
repetition in mind, 134-138; as evidenced 
in way we should use machines, 135; as 
developed by innovation-friendly
cooperation, 237; as enhanced by high
energy democracy, 27-29, 59, 185, 187-
188; made more powerful by second
awakening of the self, 225-229; given
consequence by ideas about primacy of the
person, 68, 237; connected with reality of
time, 68; dramaticly focused and
concentrated by our mortality, 13-14, 25, 
49, 60, 74,147,213,229,232 

Surrender: of spirit to structure, 233; ironic 
distancing as surrender and death, 223; 
living for the future as a way of living in 
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the present, 40-41; engaging without 
surrendering, 70, 140-141, 166; escaping 
false necessity without embracing 
utopianism, 34; surrender of unused 
capacity leading to evils of.boredom, 108, 
141, 151-152, 212, 215; unnecessary 
surrender of pragmatism to naturalism, 18-
22, 32, 39,47-51 

Taxation: compensatory redistribution and 
failure to reshape politics and production, 
79, 118-119, 198, 200-201 

Theory: and action or practice, 60-61; and 
attributes of consciousness, 14, 68, 73, 
102,103, 135-136, 143,146,154, 160-
161; as mind at war, dissolving boundaries 
between disciplines, 232-234; freed from 
spectral idea of possibility, 61-63, 86, 95-
97, 108, 136, 156-157; freed from 
naturalization of society, 7, 33, 78, 117 

Time: its reality, 81-97; denial of reality of in 
perennial philosophy, 16-18, 151; 
diminishment of reality of in conventional 
ideas about causation, 74-75, 95-97; 
weakening of reality of in idea of ahistorical 
laws of nature, 81, 87; its nature: 
transformation of transformation, 94-97; 
its all-inclusive character, 87-94; 
implication of this character for mutability 
of laws of nature, 87-89; its relation to 
space, 107-108; and causality: antimony 
of, 74-75, 95-97; incompatibility with 
closed horizon of possibility, 166; war of 
mathematics against it, 97-103; temporal 
structure of human experience, 148; 
historical and biographical, 39, 133, 144, 
160, 166-168; and mortality: not having 
time, 13-14, 25, 49, 60, 74, 147, 213, 
229,232 

Tragedy: holding on to both sides of divisions 
of experience,22, 168-170;comedy 
deeper than, 169, 189; divisions in 
experience tragic or not, 169, 189; tragic 
and nontragic elements in our experience 
of nature, 239; hope against tragedy: 
changing society and ourselves, 169, 189, 
192-195

Totalizing: attribute of consciousness, 68, 73, 
135-136, 143, 146, 154, 160-161; and its
relation to transcending and surprising
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qualities of consciousness, 14, 102-103, 
135-136; shared feature of philosophy and
politics, 233-234

Transcendence: our inability to be fully 
contained by our contexts, 28, 55, llO; in 
our mental experience: negative capability, 
14, 135-136, 160-161; in work of 
philosophy, 148-149, 162; in our social 
experience, 55; ideal of society as mirror of 
imagination, 163, 180; in our moral 
experience, 55; and enlargement of our 
sympathies and powers, 184-185; our's 
related to God's, 213, 222; society made 
hospitable to our context-transcending 
capacities, 185-192 

Transformation: transformation of 
transformation as nature of time, 82, 84; 
shaped by context dependence and 
transcendence over context, 164; made 
internal to society: diminishing dependence 
of change on crisis, 43, 61, 112, 132, 138, 
177, 181-182, 207, 251; triumph over 
repetition: in the mind, 137-138, 165-168; 
triumph over repetition: in society, 123, 
141; transformation and mummification, 
212, 216, 241; transformation and insight: 
the adjacent possible, 86, 94-97, 157-158 

Truth: James's theory of truth and its 
equivocations, 33-36; pragmatism and 
instrumental conception of truth, 33-34, 
214 

Utilitarianism: as philosophical method 
harnessed recently to humanization of 
society, ll9-120; as justifying 
compensatory redistribution, 143, 173; 
failure to reckon with conflict between 
context-preserving and context-challenging 
desires, 137-138, 219 

Vanguards (economic) and rearguards: core of 
economic vanguardism today, 173-17 4; 
bases of vanguardism in second side of the 
mind, 135-136; network of vanguards of 
production as commanding force in world 
economy, 172-173; inadequacy of 
compensatory redistribution and small
scale propeny to redress effects of chasm 

between vanguards and rearguards, 175-
176, 180; means to expand access to 
vanguards, 173-175; vanguardism outside 
vanguard, 173-180, 203-204; vanguardism 
before its time, 173-180, 203-204; 
vanguardism without a blueprint, 180; 
requirement of subversion of entrenched 
inequalities, 175-176, 180; requirement of 
capability-enhancing endowments, 176-
1 77, 221; requirement of propagation of 
experimentalist impulse, 159-160, 250-
251 

Via negativa: despairing of our ability to make 
spirit live in structure, 218-219; false 
alternative to perennial philosophy, 219; as 
mystical tendency within Christianity and 
other world religions, 222; in romanticism, 
164-165, 218-219, 222; in contemporary
thought, 223; as mistake about nature of
our contexts, 163-165, 223; different way
of relating to our contexts and character, 
140-144, 148-150, 166-168, 184-185, 
195, 223-229,236-237,249-256

Virtues: their nature and place in a view and 
path of the self, 217; vinues of connection: 
respect, forbearance, fairness, 218; vinues 
of purification: simplicity, enthusiasm, 
attentiveness, 227-229, 236; vinues of 
divinization: openness to new experience 
and to the other person, 228-229; relation 
of virtues to two awakenings of self, 22 7-
229 

Visionary immediacy: as ability to hold 
manifest world in the mind, 135; in 
relation to counterfactual insight and 
dreams, 157-158; struggle to reconcile 
visionary immediacy with discovery of 
underlying order, 156; promise of this 
reconciliation in art, 22, 168-170; its 
partial achievement through change in 
thinking, feeling, and acting, 167, 236-
237 

Vitality: our exhilaration at being alive, 147-
149; our struggle with indifference of 
nature to our concerns, 26, 147, 153-154; 
and prospect of death, 26-27, 237; and 
orientation to future, 40-41, 150; 
preeminent teaching of this book: we 
become more godlike to live rather than 



living to become more godlike, 109, 138, 

150, 236; habit and character as conditions 
and enemies of, 108-109, 149, 154, 164, 

191; many small deaths: struggle against 

mummification of the self, 212, 216, 241; 

looking for trouble, 140, 148, 253-254; 

threatened and enhanced by our conflicted 

experience of connection and engagement, 
215-216; and democratic politics, 216; life 

over everything, 237

Vulnerability: ideal of happiness through 
invulnerability, 26, 147, 153-154; 

repudiation of ethic of serenity through 

invulnerability, 12-16, 52-53, 140-144; 
acceptance of personal vulnerability and 

struggle for world transformation, 254 

War: contestability of our projects and 

potential for struggle to the death, 194-
195; hope of fighting without hurting, 166, 

209; as escape from belittlement, 205; 

philosophy as imagination at war with 
established ways of thinking, 233; our 
endless war against repetition, 105-106, 

122-123

Welfare economics: as vocabulary for a 
humanizing political philosophy, 119 

Will: marriage of will and imagination, 148, 
153; disjunction between will and 

imagination, 154; imagination as scout of 
will, 125, 153-155; from denying time to 

suppressing will, 149-151; avoiding 

mummification of the self, 212, 216, 241; 
ethic of staying out of trouble, 10-13, 139, 

215, 252-254; task assigned to the will in 
Western alternative to perennial 

philosophy, 18-19; will to change the 
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world and will to change oneself, 153, 164-
168, 225-227, 229 

Wholes and parts: ability of the mind to see 
the world as a whole, 216; assumptions 
about in views here of space and time, 84; 

in mathematics: bundles of relations, 
without regard to context or time, 100-103 

World, the: alienness of the world to our 
concerns, 146, 151-153; darkness of the 

world: limits to our understanding, 21, 47, 
68, 77, 132, 213; uncontrollability of the 
world: limits to our will, 19, 33, 71, 73, 
82, 214, 230; our dreamlike and tormented 

existence, 213; joy aroused in us by our 
experience of life in the world, 147-149; 

the world drenched in time, 12, 17, 23, 40-
41, 46, 65; simulacrum of a world without 
time presented by mathematics, 97-103; 

imagined through the two displacements of 

the imagination, 106-107, 153; the world 

has a history: radical implications for 

science, 76, 81-93; the world has a history: 

subversion of our causal beliefs, 85-86; 
nature of space and its relation to time, 84-

85; postulates of reality, plurality, and 
connection-not an ontology, 84-86; 

trying to see the world through God's eyes 

in modem naturalism, 5, 46, 58, 73, 125, 

245; second awakening of the self and the 

world seen as it is, 225-229; prophecies of 

art and hopes of transformation, 12, 22, 
168-170; philosophy and the struggle to 

see the world as a whole, 1, 6-8, 48; hope 

and imagination: our twin guides to the
world, 2, 151, 161, 169, 192, 216, 220-

221; what the world teaches us: life over
everything, 147-150, 237 
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